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ABSTRACT
'Creating Sociallst Women

ln Japan:

1900-1937'

ln late 19th century and early 20th century Japan, women were primarily
constructed as imperial subjects, whose major contr¡but¡on to the nation-

state was as "good wives and wise mothers". The development of Japanese
capitalism also, however, provided the conditions for the emergence of the
poiitical discourse of liberalism, and the subsequent development of various
strands of socialist and feminist thought.

Women were active in socialist groups from the 1900s. Women also
participated in autonomous socialist women's organizations and contributed
to journals directed at socialist women. The first of the major labour
organizations was establ¡shed in 1912, and factional splits in the 1920s
reéulted in the existence of several different union federations. Socialist
women tr¡ed to reach working women through the women's departments of
these union federations and the left-wing political parties which were
established after 1925.

ln this thesis I examine selected writings of socialist women in Japan
between 1900 and 1937. Autobiographical texts, political writings,
manifestos, pamphlets, poetry and fictional writings can all tell us something
about women as political actors in early twentieth century Japan. ln these
writings, the relationship between socialism and feminism was worked out
through discussion of marriage and the family, the sexual division of labour,
women and work, women and politics; and through debates with liberal and
anarchist feminists. These discussions, how€ver, were carried out in a
context where the dominant representations of women were as wives,
mothers , and imperial subjects, and where politics was often defined in
terms of nationalist goals. Socialist women attempted to find a speaking
position through negotiation of the contradictory identities of "wife", 'mothef,
'workef and "activist'.

It is from this perspective that I explore the speaking positions available to
socialist women in early twentieth century Japan, the discursive strategies
employed in their writings, and the poltical strategies they envisaged for
changing their society. I argue that the creation of "socialist women" involved
not only the creation of organizat¡ons to mobilize women, but also involved
the creation of a new subjectivity for womsn, which could include the
imagination of the possibilities for political action.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
ln 1904, Fukudal Hideko (1865-1927) published her autobiography

no Hanshôgai 'My Life so Far".2 Th¡s book was significant for

several

reasons. lt was the autobiography of a woman who had been involved in the
Freedom and Popular Rights Movemenl (Jiytl Minken Undô), the movement

for parliamentary democracy in the nineteenth century. She had also been
involved in the Osaka lncident in the eighteen eighties, a plan to send arms

to Korea for the cause of Korean lndependence; Fukuda's imprisonment on
this charge was cut short by the 1889 amnesty on the promulgation of the
Meiji Constitution. By the time Fukuda wrote her autobiography in 1904, she

had come into contact with the fledgling Japanese socialist movement,
through lhe Heiminsha

- the Commoners' Society. Later, she was to edit an

important socialist women's paper Sekai Fujin (Women of the World).3
Fukuda's account of her life encapsulates aspects of the early development

of a feminist consciousness in Meiji Japan.a Accordingly, I will use this text

to consider the connections and disjunctions between liberalism, socialism
and feminism in the Japanese context, and to reflect upon it as an important
attempt by a woman to write herself as a political agent.

l Her family name before her marriage to Fukuda Tomosaku was Kageyama, and she was
known by thls namo at the time ol the Osaka lncldent, but because she publlshed her
autobiography underthe name of Fukuda Hideko, and used thls name for lhe rest of her life, I
wlll use this narne to reler to her below. For biographical detalls of Fukuda's life, see: Murata
Shlzuko, Fuhuda Hideho, Tokyo: lwanaml Sholen, 1959; ltoya Toshlo,Josel Kaihô no
Senkushatachi, Tokyo: Shlmizu Shoin, 1975; Sharon L. Slevers,Flowers in Salt: The
Beglnnings ol Feminist Consciousness in Meiji Japan, Stanford: Stanford Unlversity Press,
1983, Chapters 3 & 6; Sharlie Conroy Ushloda,'Wornsn and War ln MeijlJapan:The Case CI
Fukuda Hldeko, Peace and Change, Volume 4, No 3, Fall 1977, pp9-12; Sharlie Conroy
Ushþda, 'Fukuda Hldeko and the Women's World of Meijl Japan', ln Hilary Conroy et al
(eds)Japan ln Transltlon: Thought and Action in the Meijl Era, Cranbury, New Jersey:
Assoclated Unlversity Presses, 1984, pp276-293.

2lw¡¡lbe refenlng to the fotlowlng edition ol Fukuda's autob¡ography: Fukuda Hideko, Warawa
no Hanshôgai Tokyo: lwanami BunkÖ, 1958. Translations are my own unless staled
othenrise.
SSeka¡

Fujin appeared lrom 1907 to 1909. This publication will be analysed ln more deta¡l in

Chapter Three below.

4tne Ue¡iperiod spans the years from 1868 to 1912.
1

My analysis of Fukuda's text introduces this study of the writings of socialist

women in Japan from the 1900s to the 1930s. Such works include
manifestos, pamphlets and fictional as well as political writings, all
generated by an arcay of movements, groups and personalities.

I

will

analyse the ways in which the generic constraints of these different types of

texts shaped the political messages that can be found in them. My principal
concern, though, will be to show how these texts were attempting to create a
new lemale political subjectivity which could include political astivism.

The predominant represe¡'ìtations of women in Japan in this period, when

politics was often defined in terms of nationalist goals, were as wives,

mothers and imperial subjects. Socialist women's understandings of
themselves and of the place of women in an industralizing nation in the
twentieth century were, inevitably, shaped by these representations, just as

were those of other women. But socialist women also contested the
confinement of women's lives within the limits of these representations, and

in doing so also explored possible connections and disjunctions between
socialist politics and feminist political activism through discussion of the

topics of marriage and family, the sexual division of labour, women and
work, and women and politics. They were not the only women to challenge

the dominant representations of women at this time. Their discussions
include debates with liberal feminists on the one hand and anarchist
feminists on the other. Through these, socialist women sought to imagine a

ditferent and better world from the one they inhabited, a world that their
political activism would help bring into being.

2

1.1 The Autoblography of a Sociallst Woman

Warawa

no Hanshôgai is often referred to as 'the first woman's

autobiography" in modern Japan.5 Afthough there is room for discussion
about the definition of autobiography in early twentieth century Japan, we
can take the point that this was considered to be an important and distinctive

text in the Japan of 19046. Fukuda's writing is highly literary,7 revealing her
own classical education, and implying a highly literate readership. But her

acknowledged reference points do not lie within the Japanese literary
heritage, which includes women's poetic diaries of the Heian period,S the
autobiographies of such Meiji intellectuals as Fukuzawa Yukichi,e or the
blurring of autobiography and fiction in modern Japanese novels.l0. Rather

Sc.f. Mikfso Hane, Hellec:tions on the Way to the Galtows, Berkeley: Unlversity of Calllornia,
1988; p29: 'This was lhe first woman's autobiography to be written in Japan".

6Other feminist activists refer lo reading Fukuda's autob¡ography: c.f. Nishikawa Fumiko,
Heiminsha no Onna: Nishikawa Fumiko Jiden, Tokyo: Aoyamakan, 1984, edited by Amano
Shlgeru; pl84. Fukuda's autob¡ography was obviously popular as it ran to several editions. A
publishe/s advertisement in Sekai Fujin in 1907 notes that the book is already in its fifth
reprintlng, and describes the book ln the lollowing terms: 'The herolc woman Kageyama
Hideko, who participated in the famous Osaka lncident with ôl Kentarô and others, is the
author of thls book. How did she become renowned ln her youth as a lilerary woman ln her
home town? How did she come to be involved ¡n the Osaka treason trial? How did she spend
her three years ln prison? How did she part from her lover and come to know her husband?
What kind of lile did she lead as a wife ln extreme poverty, as a loving Íþther ln grief, and as a
widow with many regrets? This book describes the vicissitudes and changes, the
compllcations and entanglements ol thls great tragedy." Sekal Fujin, No 3; p8 (Facsimile
edition, Tokyo: Ryûkel Shosha; p74).
TShe uses a ltterary style of wñtlng, whlch employs grammatical endlngs derlved lrom classlcal
Japanese - a style removed from spoken language. However, the use ol furigana to provide
readings for Chlnese characters made this writing somewhat more acoessible. For an accounl

ol the lransformatlons of literary

language in the Meljl period, see: Masao
Mlyoshl,Accompllces of Sllence: The Modern Japanese Novel, Berkeley: Unlverslty of
California, 1974, Chapter 1.

EThls genre of writlng ls dlsq¡ssed by Richad Bowrlrp ln The Female Hand ln Helan Japan: A

Flrst Reading', ln Domna C. Stanton (ed) The Female Autograph, Chlcago: Unlversity of
Chlcago Press, 1984; pp49-56.
9Fukuzawa's autobiography was published in 1898 under the title Fukuô Jiden. This is
discussed by Carmen Blacker, lnThe Japanese Enlightenment: A Study of the Writlngs of
Fuktzawa Yukichi, Carnbddge: Cambridge University Press, 1 9&f ; ppl 1'1 3.

10c.f. the discussion in Livia Monnot,

' - ln the Beglnning Woman was the Sun':

Autobiographies of Modem Japanese Women Writers', Japan Forum, Vol 1, no 1, April 1989;
and Volume 1, No 2, October 1989. Monnet is sensitive to the fact that women's'self-writing"
as she calls it, musl be placed in the context of a long traditlon of poetic diaries, and the

3

she refers to Benjamin Franklin's autobiographyl

l, a translated biography

of

Joan of Arcl2, and the Russian NihilistslS. However, it may be more fruitful

to place Fukuda's autobiography in the context of other genres of socialist
writing. For example, the publications of the early socialist group, the
Heiminsha (Commoners' Society), with which Fukuda was acquainted by
the time she wrote Warawa no Hanshôgai, regularly ran statements by
socialists on their awakening to socialist ideals, under the generic title "How

I Became a Socialist"l4.

After an introduction which explains her reasons for writing this
autobiography, the autobiography proper commences with an account of
Fukuda as an exemplary student. However, we soon realise that her
girlhood was marked by an intense ambivalence about the conventions of
femininity, and this is a theme which is to recur in her text. Although she was

bluning of autobþgraphy and liction in rpdem Japanese novels. However, I would argue that
the generic conventlons of the Heian poetic diaries were rìot appropriate to the writing of a
political life ln MeijlJapan. Bowring, in The Fernale Hand', argues thd the genre of poet¡c d¡ary
lnvolves a centraltrope of 1¡railing', with the ¡vomen as passlve centre. On the olher hand,
Fukuda's autoblography lnvolves a lile of actlon. Whlle tho poetlc diaries are cycllcal in
mainly linear in
struclure, Fukuda's autoblography is much closer to the 'quest' novel
structure, but allowing flashbacks and other lemporal manlpulatlon for dramatlc and textual
effect. As lwilldiscuss below, Fukuda's autoblography is a carefully construclsd text, drawing
on novelistlc and melodrafnat¡c conventions.

-

11 Warawa rn Hanshôgaf pl1. That ls, she refers to Bsnlamin Franklin's autobiography in the
first line of the preface to her own autobiography.

l2warawa no Hanshôgat, pp.46-7'
l3Several books dealing with the heroic explolts ol the Russlan Nihillsts appeared ln Japan ln
the eighteen eighties. John Crump, The Origins ol Socialist Thought in Japan, Beckenham,
Kent: Croom Helm, 1983, p38.

l4Several ol these slatements from tho weekly Heimin Shinbun are collecled ln Odagiri
Susumu (edl MeüiBungaku Zenshû 84: Meiji Shakai ShugiBungakt Shtl2, Tokyo:Chikuma
Shobô, 1965; pp389-392. For some later statements by women ln the lournal Chokugen,
see SuzuklYûko (ed) Shiryö: Heiminsha no Onnatachr, Tokyo: FuiiShuppan, 1986, 972-74:
Nishikawa Fumiko, Heiminsha no Onna; pp209-10. These statemonts will be disct¡ssed in
Chapter Three below. Such statements were also lound in Britlsh socialist wriling, and the
genre can perhaps be traced back to the traditlon of nanallves of rellglous conversion. See

Stephen Yeo,'A New Life: The Religion of Socialism in Britain, 1883-1896', History
Workshop, No 4, Autumn, 192, ppl1-12; Carolyn Steedman,'Women's Biography and
Antobiography: Forms of History and Histodes of Form', in Helen Can (ed) From My Guy to &iFi: Genre and Women's Writing in the Post¡tpdern World, London, Pandora, 1989; pl08.

4

pra¡sed by parents and educational authorities

for her scholarly

achievements, her classmates scorned her because of her tomboyishness:

On the way to school, I was always taunted by the naughty
brats: "Hsre comes the fakel5l" "Here comes the fakel" Only
now can see how appropriate their taunt was. I really was
strange in those days. lf we understand "fake" to mean
someth¡ng which appears to be what it is not - to make horses'
hoof look like tortoiseshell, or to make the new "rubbefl6 look
we can see how witty it was to call me by that
like ivory
name. Although it embarrasses me now, at that time I was
known as a lively child. lt goes without saying that I behaved
like a tomboy in everyday life, and while studying I could not
even spare the time to put my hair up. I liked reading books so
much, that until the age of sixteen I wore my hair short and
parted in the middle. Even my clothes were like boys' clothes,
although I used to go to school with the girls.
When the othsr children saw this, they found it strange, that
there was someone who was not quite male and not quite
female, and so they taunted me, saying "Here comes the fake".
Whenever I look back on this, I can still feel my back soaked

I

-

with sweat.
Eventually, when I started to grow up, I became embarrassed
to wear men's clothes, and it was in the summer of my
seventeenth year that I started to grow my hair long, and
started to wear my hair up like other womenl7.

ln her account of this incident, Fukuda presents the ambivalence of the
young woman who found scholarship more important than the convent¡ons

of femininity, but we also see that Fukuda eventually conforms with the
expectations placed on her, and submits to the disciplines of tea ceremony
and flower arranging prescribed by her motherl8. This doubled perspective
recurs throughout the autobiography, with the mature author positioned at a

distance from her younger self. ln the passage quoted above, femininity is

l5The uord used hele b magal, ot magaimorn, which has the meaning of 'fake'or "artiflclal".
ln this situatlon it refers to a wornan pretending to be a rnan.
l6Fukuda uses the word gomu "rubbef.
17 Warawa

rn

Hanshögal, p13-14.

18 Warawa rc Hanshôgai, p14. This is not to suggest that Fukuda's nrother sinply pressured
her to conform. Fukuda's mother was a respected teacher and sclplar in her own right, and
was largely responsible lor Fukuda's education - the mears by which Fuk¡da was able to gain
a measure of independerrce.

5

portrayed as something natural (but also beautiful and valuable?) through

the metaphors of ivory and torto¡Seshell. For a woman to appear "mannish"
is fakery

-

like attempting to replace ivory and tortoiseshell with plastic or

horse's hoof. However, while Fukuda now appears to identify with the
children who are unsettled by the blurring of gender boundaries - "someone

who was not quite male and not quite female' - she also remembers the
physical expression of her distress at the children's taunting - "Whenever

I

look back on this, I can still feel my back soaked with sweat".19

Further distancing from the young tomboy is achieved in a later passage,

when the mature Fukuda is confronted with a young woman, dressed in
masculine style, who has come to 'apprentice" herself to Fukuda. Fukuda,
however, advises the young woman to wear more conventional dress, and

relates ths story of the young woman's subsequent marriage.20 This
episode suggests that there were other women who identified with her
ambivalence concerning gender identity. Even before the publication of her

autobiography, Fukuda was

a well-known figure, because of her

involvement in the Ösaka lncident. Articles about Fukuda had appeared In
newspapers, and Fukuda also describes visiting a theatrical performance in
Okayama, which portrayed her participation in the Ôsaka lncident.

21

1gMary Mason has suggested that a doubling or splitting of the self ls a characteristic of many

early European women's autoblographles. See Mary G. Mason, 'The Other Voice:

Autoblographles of Women Writers', ln James Olney (edl Autobiography: Essays Theoretical
aN Critlcal, Prlrrceton Unlverslty Press, 1980; p21 f . Sldonle Smith also refers to "ths generic
contract" which'engages the autobiographer ln a doubled subiect¡v¡ty - the autobiographer

as protagonist of her story and the autoblographer as narrator. Through that doubled
subjectivity she pursues her fictions of selfhood by fits ar¡d starts.' Sidonie Smith, A Poetics
ol Women's Autobiography: Marginality and the Fictions ol Selt-Representation,
Bloomington : lndlana University Press, 1987 I p17

Zowarawa

rc Hanshôgai,

g7O-71.

2l warawa no Hanshôgai, p72-73.
6

.

However, despite her ironic distance from the young visitor, the conundrum

of gender identity is never resolved in this text, as Fukuda must come to
terms with the experience of a sexed body, and as Fukuda attempts to
reconcile the contradictory identities of "woman" and "political activist". Her

account of her political development is punctuated by accounts of her first

menstruation and other physical developments. A "certain physiological
change' (seirijö no ichi henshô) is described in the follow¡ng terms:
Here, there is one more thing which I should record. This is a
matter which most people would prefer to avoid, and remain
silent about, even though [what I willtell] is the truth. However, I
will dare to reveal something private, for those who wish to
relationship between physical and
investigate
psychological matters, and in order to provide evidence that, at
ihát t¡me, I was more masculine (otokorashikarishi koto) lhan
feminine. I will be pleased if those who read this will not totally
dismiss this as vulgar behaviour.
What , then, is this matter which must write about? lt is that
my physique was unusual, in that it was not until my twenty
sdcónd year, while I was in prison, that I experienced that
which every woman has once a month. I hear that most women
start [menstruating] at about the age of fitteen. . .
Wheñ I still had not [started menstruating] at the time when all
my childhood friends had married and produced children, my
mother was anxious, and worried that I might be what they call
a 'barren woman' (ishime). Thus I hardly need tell you how
surprised I was when this happened one day out of the blue
while I was in prison.2z

the

I

In her account of this "coming of age", Fukuda mixes these physical changes

with an account of her tomboyish behaviour as a young woman: "l was, from
birth, rather unrefined like a man, and did not ¡n the least possess any of the
feminine grâces'23. The account of her physical maturat¡on is followed by a
discussion of the qualities of her "ideal husband' (rísô no otto)

. According to

the structure of her autobiographical text, physical maturation prefigures an
¡nterest ¡n matters romantic. This does not, however, eclipse her political
ideals. She had thought that her ideal husband should

22 warawa no Hanshögai, rÉl2.
2lwarawa no Hanshôgai, p52.

7

be'a great man, with

a distinguished reputation',24 and had first become interested in her fiancé
Kobayashi, because of shared political ideals.2s Later, in her account of
'becoming a mothef þaha to naru),26 it is the physical manifestations of her
condition that she initiatly dwells on , before recounting the ditficulties of her
relationship with her lover ô¡ Kentarô:

I

From the time returned to Tokyol, my physical condition was
unusual, and as the days passed I felt ill and continued to show
symptoms of nausea. Finalty I realised why . . .27.

Throughout her autobiography, Fukuda is conscious of the tension involved

in being a woman, but also trying to be politically active. She constantly
refers to the fact that she is a woman:

l,

a woman, swore that I would not give up until I had
found a way of getting rid of such bad government and evil
Even

laws.28 [emphasis added]

Even though I was a woman I had decided to risk my life,
challenging the brutal government, and now [atter my arrest] I
was learning the truth of the adage "lf you win, you arc a
loyalist, if you lose, you are a traitof.29 [emphasis addedl
Atter her arrest, she is sent to remand in Osaka, and is conscious that she is
the focus of public attention because she is a woman:

Atter interrogation by the police, I was to be sent to Osaka. At
about eight or nine o'clock at night, we lett the police station,
tethered together. Although I may look like I could move briskly,
with my woman's gait I tended to get left behind, and was
dragged along on the rope until I somehow made it to the
wharf, where we wers transferred to the ship. Seeing that we
were guarded by police, the other passengers stared at us as if

24warawa

rn

Hanshôgal,

ñ2.

ZSwarawa

rc Hanshlga¿

p5g.

26warawa no Hanshôgai, pp74-78.
ZTwarawa no Hanshôgat, p74.
2Swarawa no Hanshógai, g17.

29warawa no Hanshôgar, p,ß:translalion in Hane, Relteclions on the Way to the Gallows,
P42.

I

'

thunderstruck, buf it was me a woman 'whom they stared at
with rounded eyes...30 lemphasis addedl
At other times it is the supposed weakness of the female body she refers to:

Even though

I may have a weak body, when it comes

to

patriotic fervour, t am second to no man.31 [emphasis addedl

Despite this protestation of physical weakness, however, she can assert
women's moral superiority over men who frequent brothels in the midst of a

political crisis.32 This was one of the causes of her disillusion with her
Liberal Party comrades:33
Here I would like to make a confession. Not only do I deplore
the arrogancs of the nobility and the rich merchants, I also
abhor th-e lailures and the frivolity of the comrades in the
Llberal Party, with whom I shared matters of life and death.
Even l, a woman, would never as long as I lived, give up the

idea that I was acting for the country, and it was this one idea
which guided me.34 [emphasis addedl

For any activist in late nineteenth and early twentieth century Japan, there

was the problem of the lack of suitable models for political activity,
particularly oppositional political activity. This was true for both male and
female activists. The most vivid image of a political activist was the shishi

'

a member of the group of samurai who had overthrown the Shogunate and
engineered the Restoration of the authority of the Emperor in the eighteen
sixties. Although male activists could identify with the bravery and resolution

of the

shishí, the conneqtion with samurai values and the restoration

imperial author¡ty meant that

of

the shishi was an ambivalent symbol for male

socialist activists.s5 Th¡s was even more true for a woman activist of the time.

S0warawa

rc

Hanshôgat,

Slwarawa
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Hanshôgat, p26.

W.

3%.t. Xer account ol þlning her comrades at a tea house: Warawa rc Hanshôgai. 933.
SilHer disillusbn also, however, rslors to the cooptation of rnany of lhe leading liberals by the
Meiji government.

Uwanwa rn Hanshôgal, p20.
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Fukuda's description of her own political activity and interests certainly
makes use of the language of bravery, resolution, and determination, but her

identification with the shrsf¡i can never be complete. Although she refers to
her younger self as

a jo-shishi "female shishi', the adult Fukuda's use of

this phrase is distanced from the feelings of the young patriot. ln the
following extract she explains the feelings which prompted her participation
in the Osaka lncident.

Ahl This is what caused the misfortune that I resolutely threw
away my books. There is a piece of writing which reveals my
emotion at that time, although it may appear to be the words of
someone crazy. ln order that you may understand that at that
time I was an admirer of nationalism and devoted to patriotism,
as the next part of my narrative, please allow me to quote from
this piece of writing. This was written when I was in remand in
Osaka.

Here I would like to make a confession. Not only do I deplore
the arrogance of the nobility and the rich merchants, I also
abhor the fa¡lures and the fr¡volity of the comrades in the
Liberal Party, with whom I shared matters of life and death.
Even l, a woman, would never as long as I lived, give up the
idea that I was acting for the country, and it was this one idea
which guided me. I was pleased to hear the ideas of the
socialists, and eventually came to abhor the words of the
imperialists who are bent on their own self interest and
personal gain. Ohl how mistaken were my thoughts in those
days when I lacked education, and was vainly ruled by my
emotions. At that time, I and others explained my act¡ons on the
grounds that I was a female patriot like the sñishi of the
Restoration. For the moment, let me continue the story as the
female patriot.36

-

An earlier account of her participation in the Osaka lncident (written while
she was in remand in Osaka) is then quoted in full. Although the issue which

prompts her political activity is the issue of Korean independence, her
consciousness of ¡njustice is also aroused by the lack of political rights for

35For a dlscussion ol anarchist Kôtoku Sh¡lsui's ldentiflcatlon with the shisht ldeal, see F.G.
Notehelfer,Kdtoku Shûsui: Portn¡t ol a Japanese Radical, Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1971, pp27-30; lor a discussion of the influence of the shishi on theorist Kawakami
Hajlme, see Gail Lee Bemstein, Japanese Manist: A Portrait ol Kawakami Hajime 1879-1946,
Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Councilon East Asian Studies, 1990 edn, ppl67-173.
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the majority of Japanese people, and the inequalities between men and
women in Japanese society.3T

However, although the adult Fukuda seems

to have made some

accommodation to the expectations of suitable feminine behaviour, she has

not given up her resolve to participate in political activity. Her resolve to
"fight" for various causes is reiterated in several places.

The [way I have travelled] has been one obstacle atter another.
I have always been fighting, and have never once been
disheartened by setbacks. I have fought in the past; I am
fighting in the present; and as long as blood flows in my veins,
I intend to keep fighting. My vocation is in fighting, in the
struggle against human iniquity. On realizing that this is my
vocátlon, I can bear the pain of recollection, and can even look
back nostalgically at past sufferings.
The only thing that will relieve the pain of past sutferings is
further sufferings. According to my vocation, I will fight against
my own sins and the sins of the world.
ln the past I became excited by the cries of those calling for
popular rights and freedom, those who were enraged by the
monopoly over political power. Now I intend to oppose the
monopoly of capital with all my might, and devote my attention
to saving the unfortunate poor. . .38
The text closes with a plan to educate women for self-sufficiency, an ending

which may remind the reader of the opening descriptions of Fukuda's own
education. We are introduced to Fukuda as a star pupil in the opening, and
in the final pages we are told of Fukuda's plans to teach women useful crafts

as a means to self-sutficiency. Although there is no simple sense of narrative

closure

- we see Fukuda embarking on a new venture rather than showing

a sense of arrival or completion

STwarawa

rc

-

there is a sense of symmetry.39

Hanshôgai, pp21-24.

ßWarawa no Hanshôgai, p12.
S9warawa rc Hanshôgal, pp94-96. Freda Freiberg has analysed a similar senso of symmetry
ln the .rhyming' scenes of s¡stsrhood which open and close Mlzoguchl's liclionalised film of
Fukrlda's earfy lile, Waga Koiwa Moenu. Freiberg, Freda, Tales ol Kageyarna', East-West Film
Journà|, Volume 6, No 1,1992.
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It is at the age of sixteen, when a marriage proposal is made to her family,

that Fukuda first realises the economic vulnerability of women. On her
refusal of this proposal her parents explain the state of the family finances to

her, and thus the good economic reasons for going through with the
marriage. ln Fukuda's case, her education means that She can work as a
teacher and contribute to the family budget, but this incident prompts Fukuda

as narrator to reflect on the situation of women:

Ohl I thought, how many women are there who, in this way,

marry a husband for whom they feel no love, who simply marry
rituaiistically and mechanically, because of pressure from their
families. Fröm this time on, a wish was etched into my mind, the
wish to find a way lor such unhappy women to live in
independence and autonomy.4o
She is then ready for the message of feminist Kishida Toshiko, a member of

the Freedom and Popular Rights Movement, who visits Fukuda's hometown
in Okayama, stays with her family, and gives speeches on women's rights.
Fukuda is shocked at the government's interference in

a social

event

involving Kishida, and the subsequent closing of her family's school. This is
Fukuda's first experience of government repression. lt ¡s soon after Kishida's

visit that Fukuda decides to travel to Tokyo, to continue her studies and
foltow her political interests.4l

The relationship between education, work, and women's independence is a

theme which recurs throughout Fukuda's autob¡ography, as several other
commentators have noted.42 For Fukuda herself, work meant primarily

intellectual labour as a teacher, writer, and editor. However, she had
experience of other kinds of work at different junctures in her life. ln Tokyo,
4Ùwarawa

rc Hansh*gal

p15.

4lwarawa no Hanshùgal, pp15-16. For detalls of Klshlda Toshiko's life, see

lt_oya

Toshio,JoseiKaihô no Senkushataclrl Tokyo: Shimizu Sholn, 1975;Sievers, Howers in Salt,
Chapter 3. Sharon L. Sievers, 'Feminist Cr¡t¡c¡sm in Japanese Politics in the 1880s: The
Experience of Kishida Toshiko,'Sþns, Volume 6, No 4, Summer 1981, pp602-616.
42ush¡oda, ,Fukuda Hideko and the Women's World,; Sievers, Flowers in Salt, Chapter 6.
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she survived for a t¡me on the typically 'feminine" jobs of kamiyui
(hairdressing\, sentaku (laundry) and sñifatemono (sewing), proclaiming
that all kinds of work were equally sacred and honourable.43 While joining
in preparation for the Osaka lncident, she played the part of sewa'nyôbo, or
housewife, in the comrades' household which was disguised as a students'

boarding house. Her account of this time suggests she was relatively
unused to such a role, although she takes credit for thinking of this way of

camouflaging their activities.4a ln prison, shs joins in sewing with the other
prisoners, but is also set apart from the other women in her role as teacher.

ln this environment, she also comes into contact with women who have
survived by begging and scavenging,4S and women for whom the threat of
being sold into prostitution is a real¡ty. 46

While arguing for women's economic independence through productive
labour, she speaks from the position of a relatively privileged intellectual. ln

her plans for teaching women self-sufficiency, she generally focuses on
manual labour such as sewing or handcratts, noting that, while there has

been an expansion in education for women, existing forms of women's

education generally fail

to

contr¡buto

to women's self-sufficiency.aT

However, while arguing for a change in the economic determinants of
relationships between men and women, her view of women's work is
shaped by dominant construct¡ons of class and gender in Meiji Japan. Her
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proposal is to teach women to produce embroidered silk handkerchiefs

-

a

potential export product.as

Relationships with several men are discussed in the pages

Hanshôgai

-

her fiancé Kobayashi Kusuo,49 her first lover

ol Warawa

ôi

no

Kentarô,So

and her husband Fukuda Tomosaku. However, much of the emotional
intensity of the autobiography is reserved for Fukuda's female friends. Her

friendship with Tomii Oto5l whsn she first comes to Tokyo, and her
relationship

with a fellow prisoner atter the Osaka lncident are described in

some detail, and there are also some significant encounters with women
from other classes.

Tomii obviously comes from a similar class background to Fukuda, and they
share political and other interests. Tomii is described as a sister to Fukuda:

When I met Miss Tomii at Mr Sakazaki's house, I felt as if she
were an old friend, and we pledged that we would be like
sisters to each other, and would help each other for the rest of

irresolution of my comrades, lett a thank you letter to Mr
Sakazaki, and came with me to Kanagawa, from whence we
secretly resolved to travel to coun_try areas, and stir the
feelingé of the people [for this causel.S2

ßWarawa no Hanshôga1 pp94-95.
49The pseudonym Halshlls used.
SOrrre pseudonym omol is used.

5l For blographlcal details ol Tomil, another woman who had been inspired by the example of
liberalleminist KishkJa Toshiko, see Sievers, Flowets ¡n Salf, P36.
S2warawa
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Tomii has also shared in Fukuda's aspirations for the emancipation of
women:

. . . while pursuing my studies, I wanted to try somehow to
€ducate female comrades and established the Fuiutsui

Kaishå3 in order to teach the means of independence and

autonomy, so that they need not be the slaves of men, and so
they could freely pursue their vocation as women and thanks
to th¡s reform, in order to save women from the violence and
cowardice of men, I planned, with Miss Tomii Oto, to gather
donations from supporters all over the country, in order to
establish a fund for the purpose of creating one large
organisation. However, our intentions were frustrated when Ms
fom¡¡ unfortunately had to return to her home town.S4
Fukuda's description of her reunion with Tomii dramatises the emotional
attachment and solidarity which developed between Fukuda and her female
friends:

Early one morning before daybreak, in the first week of

September of that year, the landlord of the room I was renting
called me excitedly from downstairs: "Miss Kageyama5sl Miss
Kageyamal'. I had hardly awoken from _my early morninq
dreãms, but called out drowsily "What is it?". I was told that I
had a woman visitor. When I asked who it was, her answered
that her name was Miss Tomii. "Whatl Miss Tomiill" I kicked the
bedclothes away, and when I got up and ran downstairs in a
dream, there she was, standing in the garden. Forgetting
myself, I embraced her, and for some time tears silently ran
down my face. My dear friend had spent several days in the
same clothes, travelling in the hot early autumn weather. As
one would expect of a young lady of her age, she appeared
embarrassed to be seen in such a soiled, sweaty yukata, and
stood in the garden looking rather abstracted. I took her
upstairs, rejoiced at her safe arrival, and asked her what had
been happening since we had parted. ln tears, she told me
how she had returned safely to her home, that her family had
been pleased to see her, until she told them of the reason for
her visit.........s6

S3"Benevolent Publlshing Society". c.f. translatlon by Hane, Belleclions on the Way to the

Galbws, p36.
S4warawa no Hanshôgat, p27.
S5Fukuda's name before her marriage.

56warawa no Hanshôga¿ pp29-30.
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The ecstatic tone of this reunion shifts to pathos, howevsr, when they are to
part once again. W¡th the omniscience of hindsight, Fukuda as narrator can
prefigure another part¡ng:

. . . What a pure heart she had in her desire to devote herself to
her country and devote herself to others. My love and respect
for her grew even deeper. All of that day, in my lodgings which
served as a meeting place for us two kindred spirits, we talked
about various things, and were oblivious to the setting of the
sun. When we had to pail, we shook hands and said that even
though we would each follow ditferent paths, we would carry
out our original intentions, and greet the new world of freedom
which would come some day.Thus, we parted, promising to
meet again, but there was no way of knowing that this was to
be our last meeting.ST
Another important friendship involves Fukuda and a fellow prisoner. Despite

the sensual expression of this friendship - a physical closeness
necessitated by the conditions of prison life - Fukuda is still quite innocent
of sexual matters. The two women share the same bedding, keep each other

warm at night, and bathe together. ln addition, the better-educated Fukuda
ac.ts as

a teacher to the other woman. They are shocked when they are

separated by the prison authorities. Fukuda, due to her innocence of sexual

matters, does not question the veracity of sensational stories of lesbian
relationships involving

a

mimicking of husband-wife relationships, and

horror stor¡es of jealousy and revenge.SS Thus, Fukuda could feel love,
respect, and affection for other women, the basis for the solidarity necessary

lor shared political activity.S9 ln her case, however, she did not question the
STWarawa no Hanshôgar, p31. Tomlldies while Fukuda ls in prison:Warawa no Hanshôgai,

p51-52.
SSwarawa

rn

Hanshôga¿ pp45-4s.

S9Severalwriters have discussed the relationshlp between lemale lrlendshlps and political
solidarity in feminist rþvemonts. Deborah Gorham, for exarnple, discusses how Vera Brittain
'lncorporated her leminist beliefs ¡nto a commitment to women's solidarity'. Deborah
Gorham,'"The Frlendshlps of Women" Friendshlp, Femlnism and Achlevement in Vera
Brittain's Life and Work ln the lnteruvar Decadss', Journal of Women's Histoty, Winter 1992,
p49. See also: Carolyn Heilbrun, Writing e Woman's Life, New York: W.W. Norton, 1988;
CarrollSmith-Bosenberg, The Female World of Love and Ritual: Relations Between Women
ln Ninsteenth Century America', ln Disorderly Conduct: Vislons ol Gender ln Victorian
Amorica, New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1985, pp53-76.
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sexual morés of her society, which proscribed sexual expression between
women.

ln Fukuda's other relationships with women there is generally some class
ditference involved, with Fukuda cast as the benevolent provider of charity,

knowledge, or educational assistance. The following description of an
encounter with a female beggar is an opportunity to display Fukuda's
benevolence and sensibility, but the female beggar also serves as an image

which can express Fukuda's own feelings of loneliness and pathos, when
she is left alone in an inn while her comrades visit tea houses:
Lett alone in the inn, I would reflect on the past, worry about the
future, and fall into deep depression. I lamented the frail plight
of women and felt biüer towards my comrades . . .
Oncs, when I was alone in the second-floor room of the inn and
feeling depressed, I opened the sliding door and gazed down
at a boat loaded with trash. On it was a beggar woman, with a
child, two or three years old, strapped to her back. She was
rummaging through the trash, picking out waste paper and
putting it into her basket. The child must have been in pain as
the mother bobbed and weaved, for it was wailing as if it were
about to sutfocate. The mother ignored the screeching child
and continued to pick through the trash. Finally, she dug up
what appeared to be fish guts and chicken entrails. She began
to wash those and prepare them for cooking. was
ovenrhelmed at this sight and thought, 'Alas, I never realised
how pitiful life could be. I am poor, but I am certa¡nly better off
than this beggar.'
I was overcoms with pity for the mother and child and called
out to them from the second floor. Taking out a fitty-sen note, a
small fortune for me then, I attached a weight to it and threw it
down to the mother. She treated it as if it wers a gitt from
heaven. She picked it up timidly, . . . as though she were afraid
to take it, and I called out to her and told her to uss it for the
child. . . 60

I

Even a socialist woman of the time was likely to see class ditferences as

"natural'. While Fukuda feels solidarity with women from a similar class
background, in her relationship with the beggar woman the barriers between

60warawa no Hanshôgai, pg8-a0; translated in Hane, Relteclions on the Way to the
Gallows, pp38-9.
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women of different ctasses are preserved. The barriers between Fukuda and

the beggar-woman are dramatised by the spatial distance between them, as

the intellectual Fukuda looks down on the working-class beggar-woman
lrom the second floor of the inn.

The innkeeper's comment on the suitability of contacts between the
respectable Miss Kageyama6l and the beggar woman are presented
without comment or disclaimer:

A little later, I decided to step outside. The landlady stopped me
and said, 'Was it you who gave some money to a beggar
woman?'When I nodded, she said,'A moment ago the woman
with a child on her back came here with tears in her eyes,
saying that a woman guest had thrown soms money to her and
shô had come to thank her. She asked me for your name. i
didn't think it was wise to let a beggar havs your name, so I told

her I would convey her message to you, and sent her off. . . "
Charity rewards the giver, and not the receiver. I felt better then
than I had for days. Then I forgot about the incident like ahaze
that passes before one's eyes. Only later - like a scene from a
novel would I again meet this beggar woman where I least
expected to.62

-

The ensuing reunion, which occurs in prison in Osaka, is indeed novelistic in
Fukuda's handling of the coincidence, and her description of the pathos of
the beggar woman's situation.63 Such scenes reflect the careful construction

of her text, which does not always follow a simple temporal

sequence.

Rather, episodes are juxtaposed for ma;<imum dramatic effect.

The other important relationship in Fukuda's life concerns her mother, who

continues to support Fukuda in various ways sven after her marriage to
Fukuda Tomosaku. Although her mother is not a major presence in the
autobiography, a whole issue of Fukuda's socialist women's paper Sekai

6l Fukuda's name before her marriage.
62Hane, Relteclions on the Way to the Gatlows, Pgg

Swarawa no Hanshôgai, pp37-40.
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Fujin (Women of the World) is dedicated to Fukuda's mother on her
death.64

Thus far I have tr¡ed to highlight ways in which Warawa no Hanshôgai

portrays one woman's ambivalence about accepted notions of gender
identity, and I have tried to consider how this ambivalence about femininity

affected possible forms her political activity might take. Fukuda also
discusses more conventional aspects of what is understood as political
activity. She is interested in questioning the repressive power of the Meiji

State, for she has, of course, been subject to the repressive power of this
State,65 and comments ¡n several places on the arbitrary nature of this
power. On the occasion of her release from prison (thanks to an amnesty in

celebration of the promulgation of the Meiji Constitution), she comments
wryly:

hearing this, a strange feeling came over me. Until yesterday even until earlier today I had been a traitor, but in the space
of an hour I had been transformed into a patriot. . . . 66

-

Despite her ironic distancing from the concept of patriotism in this passage,

up till now she has used the concept of patriotism as justification for her
illegal activities. As mentioned above, in several places she contrasts her

own actions 'for the nation' with those who would act out of selfish or
shallow motives.6T Her criticism is directed both at government which is

üSeka¡Fuiin, No 33, February 1909.
úWarawa
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Hanshôgal,
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66Varawa no Hanshôga¿ p63.
6Twarawa no Hanshögai, p20.
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carr¡ed out for the benefit of a few individuals, and at some of her liberal
comrades who would betray their cause for shallow motives. Like most other

political thinkers of the Meiji period, Fukuda's political discourse is shaped
by nationalism, a value which was almost beyond criticism in Meiji Japan.

By the time of the publicat¡on of her autobiography, Fukuda identifies herself

as a socialist. There is, however, no clear espousal of a socialist political
strategy. Rather, the vocabulary and slogans of socialist rhetoric become
apparent. ln addition to complaints about the repressive power of the Meiji
State, she now sees 'capitalists' and 'imperialists" as her ensmies:

Now I intend to oppose the monopoly of capital with all my
might, and devote my attention to saving the unfortunate
Poor"'68

to hear ths ¡deas of the socialists, and eventually
came to abhor the words of the imperialists who are bent on
their own self interest and personal ga¡n . . .69
I was pleased

ln 1904, socialist thought was still in its earliest days in Japan, and socialist
women had not yet articulated a clear philosophy. Some of the issues of
concern to socialist women were to be addressed in the socialist women's

paper, Sekai Fujin (Women of the World), and in other writings by socialist
women. But the problem of how to be a woman, and a political activist at the
same time, was to be addressed in various ways over the next two or three

decades. ln such texts as Fukuda's Warawa no Hanshôgai we can see the

úwarawa

rc Hanshôgal, p12.
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beginnings of a traditionT0 of feminism in Japan.7l Fukuda had been
inspired to participate in political activism by the speeches of her liberal
predecessor, Kishida Toshiko, and later feminists were able to refer back to
Fukuda's writings in their own attempts to construct a political subjectivity.

Fukuda came to political maturity at a time when discussion of liberalism

was flourishing in Japanese society, and the development of capitalist
relations was accompanied by the development of modern notions of
individualism. Although the Meiji State, as I discuss in Chapter Two below,
failed to embrace liberal ideas in any real sense, the discourses of liberalism

and individualism held resonance for the intellectuals of early twentieth
century Japan, and these ideas were reflected in the development of new

genres of fiction, autobiography, and political writings. Autobiography is a
genre which has been linked with modern notions of individualism in the
European context, and

it is perhaps unsurprising that we should see the

development of this genre in Meiji Japan.72 Like the European women's
autobiographies discussed by Sidonie Smith, Fukuda's autobiography may

be seen as an attempt to resolve the tension between becoming a woman

and aspiring to a modern notion of selfhood which could include
participation in public political activity.T3 However, such writing must also be

70By traOition', I am thlnklng ol the concept ol traditlon enrployed by Hobsbawm and others,
wheieby tradition is seen rþt as something timeless and unchanging, but as something
which ls constantty reinvented and reconstituted, both by dominant groups and by those
taklng an oppositlonal stance. See Eric Hobsbawm & Tererrce Ranger (eds) Itle lnventlon ot
Tradition, Cambrldge Unlverstty Press, 1983; and the discussþn ol 'traditlon" ln Stuart Hall,

'Notes on Deconsiructing 'The Populaf', ln Raphael Samuel lødl People's History and
Soclalist Theory, Lor¡don: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1981 , pp227'240.
71c.f. Sievers, Howers in Salt, passim.

72Tne conlunctlon between modemity and the development of the autoblographical genre
has been noted by Rey Chow ln the Chlnese context and Dlpesh Chakrabarty ln hls
discussfon of lndian pasts. Rey Chow, Woman and Chinese Modemity: The Politics ol
Reading Between East and West, Mlnnesola: University of Minnesota, 1991, pp92-93;
Dlpesh Chakrabaily, 'Postcolonlality and the Artlllce of Hlstory: Who Speaks lor lndian Pasts?',
Representatlons, 37, 1992, ppl 61 -1 85.
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understood as being shaped by specific discourses of nationalism and

politics, and specific constructions of masculinity and femininity in the
context of Meiji Japan. ln the following chapters

I will explore these

quest¡ons with reference to other genres of political writing used by socialist
women in early twentieth century Japan.

I have chosen to introduce this thesis with an analysis of Fukuda Hideko's
autobiography for several reasons. Fukuda was writing at a time when
socialist thought was first being articulated in Japan, and discussion of
socialist understandings

c¡f

the 'woman question' was just beginning. Thus,

this is a useful entry point for discussion of the relationship between
socialism and feminism in twentieth century Japan. Her account also traces
her participation in the The Movement for Freedom and Popular Rights (Jiytt

Minken lJndô), one of the intellectual precursors of Japanese socialism and

feminism. ln addition, the basic problem of her

text,

how to resolve the

disjunction between being a woman and aspiring to political activism, was a
problem to be addressed implicitly and explicitly by other socialist women in

early twentieth century Japan. Fukuda's autob¡ography may be seen as a
liberal gesture - displaying an implicit faith in individualism. Other writings of
socialist women would grapple with similar issues, but would also attempt to

address the issue of class consciousness with varying degrees of suecess,

as I will discuss below. lmplicit in the writings of Fukuda and others is the

search for a 'speaking position" from which to articulate a

feminist

consciousness. ln order to explore this proposition, my narrative of socialist

women's writings and activities will be organised around some of these
possible'speaking positions'.
73s¡donie Smith, ln

of Women's Autobiography: Marginality and the Ficllons of
Sell-Representation, discusses the relat¡onship between autob¡ography and liberal
individuàlism, and the contradictions involv rd in women's writing of autobiography and

A

Poetics

aspiring to the kleals of liberal indivkJualism.
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According to the dominant discourses on women in Meiji Japan, women

were positioned as imperial subjects, as wives, and as mothers. As I will
discuss in Chapter Two below, women as imperial subjects were explicitly
excluded from political participation. Some women, however, attempted to
gain a voice by speaking as "wives" or as "mothers', as I discuss in Chapters

Three and Four. However, the reality for most womsn was that they were
engaged in various kinds of labour - domestic labour, agricultural labour,

factory labour, or sexual labour. Was it possible for women to speak as
'workers"? ln Chapter Five I will discuss the disjunction between being a
"woman" and being a 'worker", and the gendered construc't¡on of work and
class consciousness. The tensions generated by the disjunctions between

these positions led many women to political activism, and in Chapter Six

I

discuss sociatist women's attempts to engage with State institutions and to
speak with a political voice as "activists'. Finally, in Chapter Seven, I close
with some reflections on the process of imagining exploitation and liberation,

repression and resistance, in socialist women's writings. But first

it

is

to place this study in the context of recent scholarship on
Japanese history, and to outline the methodological and theoretical
necessary

concerns of this study.

1.2 The Hlstorlography

of Femlnlsm and Soclallsm ln Japan

The socialist women's writings analysed in this thesis mainly come from the

years 19OO to 1937, but in orderto understand the context in which these
women were writing,

it is necessary to understand the political context of

Meiji Japan, for the political institutions, conventions, and practices
establ¡shed in the first half of the Meiji period were to provide the context for
political activity in Japan right up to the end of World War Two. ln the years

from 1868 to 1898, Japan created all of the machinery of a modern nation-
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state

-

a Constitution, a new legal code and policing system, a system of

compulsory education, cap¡talist industry, and an army and navy.

As part of this process, there was extensive discussion of the family, which
was to form a crucial link in the chain of loyalty from subject to emperor.
Despite the diversity of marriage and inheritance practices prevalent in pre-

Meiji Japan,74 ¡, was the most conseruative form of patriarchal family based

on primogeniture which was privileged in the Meiji Civil Code of 1898.7s
This (literally) patriarchal form of the family was dressed up in the ideology of

'good wives and wise mothers' which idealized womsn's contribution to the
famiry.zo

The intensity of debates around the family in late nineteenth century Japan
suggests that something very basic was at stake. What was being debated
were fundamental structures of authority in the new society. Writers on all

points of the political spectrum linked family and State in a surprisingly

explicit way.77 An understanding of debates on the family in Meiji Japan,
T4Takamure ltsue's research has shown a varlety of malrllocal, palrilocal, wife-visiting, and
duolocal marriage systems in pre-modern Japan. Prac{ices varied according to region.and
social class. Thõ Tokugawa Shogunate did not rnanage to unity marriage customs, for laws
varled lrom domain to domain. By the end of the feudalperiod two contradictory trends were

transformlng the famlly system. ln wealthy warrlor and merchant famllles, lncreased

centralizatioñ of property and authority led to a privileging of a patr¡archal, extended family.with
lnheritance basód on prlmogenilure. ln rural areas, changes in farming melhods and the
spread of capitalist mârtet relations meant that the nuclear family was beco.mlng the most
eiflclent unlt of productlon. For dlscusslon of hlstorlcal changes to famlly forms, see:
Takamure ltsue, Josei no Rekishl, Tokyo: Kôdansha BunkÖ, 1972, 2 volumes; Joyce
Ackroyd, 'Women ln Feudal Japan', Transactions of the Aslatic Soclety ol Japan,_Volume 7,
No g, 1g5g; Haruko Wakita, 'Marriage and Propeily in Pre-modern Japan from the Percpective

of Women's Hlstory', Journal of Japanese Studies, Wlnler 1984,

pp73-.100_; Hitomi

Tonomura,'Women ãnd Inher¡tance ln Japan's Early Wanior Soclet¡/, Aonparative Studies in
Society aN Hlstory, 1990, pp592'623.
75Vözö Watanabe, The Famlly and tho Law: The lndlvidualistic Premise ln Modem Japanese
Family Law', ln Arthur Taylor von Mehren (ed.), Law in Japan, Cambridge, Massachuselts:
HarváO University Press, 19ff1; Ryôsuke lshii, J4panese Lagislation in the Meiii Era, Tokyo|
Pan-Pacific Press, The Centenary Culture Council, 1958, pp574-592.
76TaLanu.¡re ltsue has traced the development of ryösat kenb kJeology, a curious amalgam
of Confucian and European ldeas, Takamure ltsue, Josei no Rekishi, Volume 2, pp79-83.

ZThese debates will be discussed in detail in Chapter Two below.
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then, also contributes to an understanding of the structures of domination
and subordination under the Meiji regime, where patriarchal authority was
linked to imperial authority.Ts While intellectuals discussed "good wives and

wise mothers", women came to comprise at least 60 per cent of the industrial
labour force,79 and other women were engaged in agricultural or domestic

labour. The major export industries

-

silk, and later cotton, were dependent

on the labour of young women from rural areas.

ln Japan, as in many Western countries, economists and social scientists
have tended to neglect the ¡mportance of women's labour in the early stages

of industrialization. Japan's later expansion into heavy industry was largely
based on capital built up in the first stages of light industry. Since the
conditions of women's industrial labour were extemely exploitative,

it is

hardly surprising that spontaneous strike activity erupted as early as 1886.80
(The lirst textile mill had been established in 1872.81) The first strike activity

of any kind in Japan was carried out by female textile workers, without the
support of an organised union mov€ment. The subsequent failure of the
organized labour movement to organise female textile wokers on a mass
basis is one of the continuing controversies of Japanese labour history, as

I

will discuss below. The socialist women's writings to be analyzed here

78 Nobutakalke, The Beginnings ol Potiticat Democracy in Japan, Baltlmore: John Hopkins

Press, 1950.
79For detaits of the development of the textile lndustry and the use of lemale labour, see:
lrnue Klyosltl, Nlhon Joseßhl, Tokyo: San'lchl Shobô, 1967 [revised editlonl, pp202'213:
E.P.Tsuñ¡mi, Fadory Girls: Women ¡n lhe Thread Mills ol Meijl Japan, Pdrrceton, New Jersey:
Prirrceton University Press, 1990, passm.
80For discussion of these early disputes, see: Tsurumi, Fadory Grrls, pp50-58, ppl12'120.
81An hportant source of lnlormation on the earliest mills ls Wada El's Tomioka lVikki (Tokyo:
Kôdansha Bunkô, 1976). See also: Janet Hunter,'Labour in the Japanese Silk lnduslry in the
1870s: The Tomioka Nikki of Wada Ei, in Gordon Daniels (edl Europe lnterprets Japan,
Tenterden, Kent : Paul Norbury Publications, Pg20-25.
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include discussion of political strategies for mobilizing women workers in
union activity.

The Meiji period is often presented as a period of intense interest in 'foreign'
ideologies, as both the élites of the new society and their opponents seized

on the theories of absolutism and social darwinism, liberalism and natural
rights theory in order to justify a variety of political positions and decisions. lt

is also true of the early days of socialism in Japan that European socialist
works were eagerly read and discussed, interpreted and translated into the
Japanese context. However, I am less interested in the "foreign" origins of
Japanese socialist thought, than in the ways in which these sets of ideas
were seen to be useful in explaining the situation of wokers in the context of

an industrializing Japan.

The first socialist groups were established in the late 1890s.82 The members

of such organizations as lhe Rôdô Kumiai Kiseikai (Society for the
82Two surveys of socialism in Japan before the Second World War (from radicatly diferent
perspeciives) are George Totlen's The Social Democratic Movement in Plewar Japan, (Nøw
Haven: Yafe University Press,1966), and John Crump's Iñe Origins ot Socialist Thought in
Japan. Studies of tho Labour Movement lnclude: S.S.Large, The Rise ol Labur in Japan:
The Yûaikal 1912-1919, Tokyo: Sophla Unlverslty Press, 1972; S.S.Large,Organized
Workers and Soclallst Poltlcs in lnte¡war Japan, Cambridge: Cambrldge Unlversity Press,
1981; Andrew Gordon, The Evolution of Labour Relations in Japan, Heavy lndustry 1853t955, Cembridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1985, Andrew Gordon,Labour
aN lmperlal Democracy in Prewar Japan, Berkeley: Unlversity ol Calilornia Press, 1991;
Sheldon Garon, The State and Lafuur in Modern Japan, Berkeley: Unlversity of Calilornia
Press, 1987. There have also been severalstudles of (male) indivkluals involved in the early
developnnnt of labour and socialist polit¡cs in Japan, irrcluding: Ats¡¡ko Hfia| lúivklualism and
Socialism: The Lile aN Thought ol Kawal Eijirô (1891-1944), Cambridge, Massachusetls,
Harvard Councilon Easl Asian Studies, 1986;Hyman Kublin,Asran Revolutionary: The Life ol
Sen Katayama, Princeton, New Jersey: Prlnceton Unlversity Press, 1964;
F.G.Notehelle¡,K6toku Särlsui: Portrait ot A Japanese Radical, CamUrtOge: Cambridge
Unlversity Press, 1971; Stephen S. Large, 'Revolutlonary Worker: Watanabe Masanosuke
and the Japanese Communist Party, 1922-1928', Asian Prolile, Volume 3, No 4, August
1975, pp371-390; Gall Lee Bernsteln, Japanese Manist: A Portrait ot Kawakaml Hajime 18791946, Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard Universily Press, 1978; Germaine Hoston,
'Manism and National Soclalism ln Talshô Japan: The Thought of Takabatake Motoyuki',
Journal ol Asian Studies, Volume XLIV, No 1, November 1984, PP,lÍl-ô4; Germaine Hoston,
'Marxism and Japanese Expansionism: Takahashi Kameklchl and the Theory of 'Petly
lmperialism*, Journal of Japanese Studies, Volume 10, No I, ppl-30; Stephen E.Marsland,
The Bidh of the Japanese Lafuur Movement: Takano Fusatarô and the Rôdö Kumiai Kiseikai,
Honolulu: Unlversily of Hawaii Press, 1989; Particular Aspects ol Marxist thought are
discussed in George Beckmann & Genji ôkubo,Ihe Japanese Communist Party 1922-1945,
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Promotion of Labour, establ¡shed in 1897) and the Shakai Shugi Kenkyûkai

(Society for the Study of Socialism, established in 1898) were to become

leaders in the socialist, anarchist, and labour movements. An interest in

labour conditions was also promoted by such journalistic works as
Yokoyama Gennosuke's Nihon no Kasô Shakai (The Lower Social Strata of

Japan).83 However, the Peace Regulations of 1887 gave the police powers

to ban mass meet¡ngs, and the Public Peace Police l-aw (Chian Keisatsu

Hô) of 1900 was to give police even more extensive powers.

Women,

minors, police and members of the armed forces were prohibited from
engaging in political activity, and labour organizations and strikes were
banned. This legislation was used in May 1901 to ban the newly-founded
Shakai Minshutô (Social Democratic Party).

Women were active in such groups as the Heiminsha (Commoners Society)

from its inception in 1903.8a Women continued to give a socialist critique of

their position through these groups, and through separate groups and
journals directed

at socialist women. The first of the major labour

organizations, the Yûaikai (Friendly Society) was established in 1912, and
metamorphosed into the Sôdômei (General Federation of Labour). ln the
nineteen twenties, socialist women tried to reach working women through
the women's departments of unions and the lett-wing political parties which

were established atter the enactment of Universal Manhood Suffrage in
Stanford: Stanford Unlversity Press, 1969;John Dower, 'E.H.Norman, Japan and the Uses of
History', in E.H. Norman, The Origins ol the Modern Japanese Sfate, New York: Pantheon

Asla Llbrary, 1975, edlted by John Dower, pp3-101;Tessa Morrls-Suzukl, A Hlstory of
Japanese Economic Thought, London: Routledge, 1989; and Germaine Hoston, Marxism
and the Crists ol Development ln Prewar Japan, Prirrceton, New Jersey: Prlrrceton Unlversity
Press,1986.
SSYokoyama Gennosuke, Nihon no Kasô Shakat, Tokyo, 1899 (Reprint: lwanami Shoten,
194e).
84For discussion of the activities of women inlhe Heiminsf¡a, see: Suzuki,striryd Heiminsha
no OnnatacñL Nishikawa Fumiko, Heiminsha no Onna: Murata Shizuko, Fukuda Hideho,
ppl00-107; Sievers, Flowers in Salt, Chapter 6, ppl14-138.
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1925. lt is difficult to follow the progress of socialist and feminist thought
through the political repression of the nineteen thirties, but we can say that
there was an active tradition of socialist activity by women for at least the first

thirty years of this century. lt is the conjunction of socialism and feminism,
through the writings of these socialist women, that I will examine in this
study.

ln this context I will refer to several of the abovementioned studies of the
socialist and labour movements in what is increasingly being referred to as

"imperial Japan".as Until well into the nineteen sixties, English-language
scholarship on Japan was dominated by the paradigm of "modernization

theory",86 but in the last two decades, the 'modernization" school of
Japanese studies has been challenged in various ways. Several authors
concentrate on the history of dissent in Japanese political history. LargesT

and TottenSS have studied labour, anarchist, and social democratic
movements, while writers such as BowenS9 have directed attention to the

early movement for "Freedom and Popular Rights' (Jiyû Minken Undô).
Patrick's edited collection examined the social costs of Japan's early
industrialization.9O Others have considered Japanese ultranationalism in the

nineteen thirties, and whether the label "fascist' can be applied in this case.
S5several writers use the label "lmperlal Japan" to refer lo the perlod from 1890 (the date
when the Meiji Constitution became effec{ive) to 1945. See Thomas Stanley's discussion ol
altemative periodÞations of modem Japanese history. Thomas A. Stanley, 'Periodization in
Modern Japanese Hlstorf, ASAA Review, Volume 10, No 3, Aprll 1987, pp101-105.
86Dower,'E.H.Norman, Japan and the Uses ol History', pp31-65.

87 Large, The

Rise

ot Labour; Large, Organized

Labour

and Sociatist Potitlcs in lnteruar

Japan.
88 Totten, The

þcial Democratic Movement in Prewar Japan.

S9Roger Bowen, Rebetlion and Democracy in MeijiJapan, Unlversily of California Press,
1980.
9OXugh Patrlck(ed) Japanese lndustriattzatton and its Social Consequences, Berkeley:
University of Califomia Press, 1976.
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Some see Japanese ultranationalism not as an aberration in the othenrise

steady progress towards capitalism, but as a phenomenon which has its
roots in political decisions made during the Meiji Period.el Jon Halliday has

surveyed Japanese history from the perspective

of Marxist

political

economy.g2 tn Australia, several scholars have worked to challenge the idea

of Japanese as a 'consensus' society.93 The influence of the new social
history is apparent in Hane's history of the 'underside' of modem Japanese
society.9a

While non-Japanese historians have, until relatively recently, been wary of
Marxist interpretations of Japanese history, Japanese scholars themselves

have shown no such reluctance. Some of the most spirited debates in
Japanese history centre on the correct Marxist interpretation of the Meiji
Restoration. Was it a bourgeois revolution, or did feudal remnants persist?
What was the correct Manist interpretation of the Emperor system? What did

these debates imply for political strategy? The Rônô-Kôza debates of the
1930s centred on this area of controversy.9S

9l Rlchard, J. Smethurst, A Soclal Basis lor Prewar Japanese Milltarism: The Army aN the
Rural Community, Berkeley: University of California Press, 1974; Gavan McCormack,
'Nlneleen Thlnles Japan: Fasclsm?', Bulletin of Concerned Aslan Scholars, Volunp 14, No 2,
April-lune 1982, pp20-32.
92Jon Hatliday,
1975.

A

Politicat History of Japanese CapitaLrsm, New York:Monlhly Review Press,

93Yosh¡o Sugimoto & Ross Mouer, Japanese Society: Stereotypes and Realities,
Melbourne: Jaþanese Studies Centre, 1981; Ross Mouer & Yoshio Su-glmoto, lmages.ol
Japanese &diety, London: Kegan Paul lnternational, 1986; Gavan McOormack & Yoshio
Sugimoto (eds) Denncracy in Contemponry JaPan, Sydney: Hale & lremonger, 1986.
94M¡t¡so Hane,Peasants, Rebets and Outcastes: The lJnderside ol Modern Japan, New
York: Pantheon, 1983.
95Dower, ,E.H. Norman, Japan and the Uses of Histor¡/, pp.35-38; Hoston, Manism and the
Crlslsof Development ln PrewarJapan, passim.
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However, until quite recently, ¡n both Japaness and English language
scholarship on the early socialist and labour movements, the question of the

gendering of political participation has been relatively neglected. Many
English-language historians of the labour movsment have ignored women
workers completely. Although George Totten does devote a few pages to
women in his account of the socialist movement in the twentieth century, he

ignores the nineteenth century strike activity by women. His survey of the
antecedents of the social democratic movement ¡n Japan makes no mention
of this early strike activity. He dismisses the possibility of organizing women
workers as follows:

. . . those who worked in the various crafts, such as sawyers,
held on to exclusive guild traditions, while the mass of women
and children in textiles hardly constituted much of a base for
buitding trade unionism. s6 [emphasis addedl

For Totten, the impossibility of organizing women workers is self-evident,
requiring no further explanation. Robins- Mowry, in her history of Japanese
women, also fails to mention this strike activity. She ponrays these women

workers as victims, singing 'pathet¡c l¡ttle songs

to

express their

unhappiness'.97 The limitations of Japanese-language writings on women

in the socialist and labour movements have been surveyed by Suzuki
Yriko.98

96Totten, The Sociat Democratic Movement, p23.
9TDorothy Roblns-Mowry,The Hidden Sun: Women ol Modern Japan, Boulder, Colorado:
Westview Press, 1983, p38.
9SSuzuklYtlko, 'shakal Undô Shl no Naka rþ Josel', DalNikalYamal<awa Kikue Kinen Fujin
Mondai Kenkyû Shôreihin ZöteishikiKiroku, Tokyo: Yamakawa Kikue Kinenkai, 1983, PP24'
36. Suzuki herself has contributed to a re-evaluation of the participation of women in the
labour and socialist nþvements through her own writings and analysis and by rnaking the fruits
of her research available to other researchers in the form ol colþAions of doc¡¡ments and oral
history interviews. See, in particular, Suzuki Yûko, Josei to Rödö KumiaL, Tokyo: Renga
Shobô, 1991; Suzuki Yûko, Jokö to Rôdô Sôgi, Tokyo: Renga Shobô, 1989; Suzuki YÛko
(ødl Shiryô: Heiminsha no Onnatachi.
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Recently, such writers as Kidd,99 Sievers,l00 ¿¡çl 15u¡tl¡¡101 have reexam¡ned the documents of such pioneers as Hosoi Wakizô,l02 Katayama

Sen103 and Yokoyama Gennosukel04 in an attempt to understand the
failure of the early twentieth century Japanese union movement to organize
women workers, as I will discuss in more deta¡l below, atter some comments
on the context of women's political participation in late nineteenth and early
twentieth century Japan.

As mentioned above, there had been extensive discussion of women's
'proper role" in society from as early as the eighteen eighties, although we
must wait until the early twentieth century for evidence of an organised

women's movement. Meiji ideology relegated women to the domestic
Sphere as 'goOd wives and wise mothers', and women were actively
prohibited from participating in political activity. They could not vote, and
Article Five of the Public Peace Police Law (Chian Keisatsu Hô) prohibited

women from attending, or holding, a political meeting, oI from joining a
political party. Women were also prohibited from observing Diet proceedings
in the first days of Constitutional government. ln the eighteen eighties, it had

been possible for someone like liberal feminist Kishida Toshiko to tour the
country, speaking on behalf of the Freedom and Popular Rights Movement.
After

19OO

this was impossible. At a t¡me when women in several European

99Yasue Aokl Kldd, Women Workers in the Japanese Cotton Mills 1880-1920, Cornell
Unlversity East Asian Papers, 1978.
1005¡svsrs, Flowers in Salt, Chapter 4.

1011suru¡l, Factoty Gtrts: Women tn the Thraad Mitts of MeiI Japan, Tsuruml, E.P.,'Female
Textile Workers and the Failure of Early Trade Unionism in Japan', History Workshop Journal,
No 18, Autumn, 1984.
102¡1qse¡Wakizô, Jokô Aisht, Tokyo: 1925 (Reprint: lwanamishoten, 1954).
1O3K¿¡sy¿¡a Sen, N¡hon no Rödô

tJNô, Tokyo: lwanamlshoten,

1952.

1O4ye¡sy¿ma Gennosuke, Nihon no Kasô Shakai, Tokyo: 1899 (Reprint: lwanami Shoten,
1 949).
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countr¡es were engaged in campaigns for female suffrage, Japanese
women were prohibited from engaging in any public political activity. ln
1gOS, women started a campaign for the repeal of Article Five, but this article

was not modified until 1922. The first organizations devoted to the
achievement of female suffrage were establ¡shed in the 1920s.

Some middle-class women avoided overt political activities and engaged in
philanthropic activities. From the late nineteenth century women were active

in the Japanese chapters of the Red Cross and the Women's Christian

l¡ 1901 the Patriotic
Womens' Association (Nihon Aikoku Fuiin Kaí) was formed. This

Temperance Union (Nihon Kirisutokyö Kyôfûkai).l05

organization was perhaps more overtly political. ln addition to welfare
activities, the women of the Patriotic Women's Society saw their role as
contributing to the development of the nation: this was to include support for

Japan's colonization of its Asian neighbours. Sievers dismisses the Patriotic
WOmen'S AsSOCiatiOn aS an OrganizatiOn 'gOverned by men",

'for men',106

while patriotic women's groups have been examined in more detail by other
yv¡i¡s¡5.107

Until recently, most accounts of women's political activity in early twentieth

century Japan have concentrated on the Seifósf,a (The Bluestocking
Society) and their journal Seitô (Bluestocking), which appeared from 1911

1059¡svsrs, Flowers in Salt, ppsT-l13.

1069¡svs¡s, Flowers rn Sa/f, pl15.

107¿¿¡s Milchell,'Women's Natlonal Moblllzatlon ln Japan: 1901-1g4z',unpublished
honours thesis, Universily of Adelaide, 1986: Sar¡dra Wilson, 'Womsn's Responses to the
Manchurian Crlsis', Chapter of unpublished PhD. Thesis, 'Popular Responses to the
Manchurian Crisis, Oxford University, 1990: Sheldon Garon, 'Women's Groups and the
Japanese State' Contending Approaches to Political Integration, 1890-1945', Journal of
Japanese Studles, Volume 19, No 1, 1993, pp5-41.
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to

191G.108 There have also been several studies

of individual Seifó

members.l0e The Seitô group was significant, not least for the ability of

such writers as Yosano Akiko and Hiratsuka Raichô to call forth an
emotional response in their readers. The "Bluestockings" concsntrated on
issues of love, sexuality, and personal fulfilment, and paid little attent¡on to

issues concerning women's ¡¿5su¡.110 However, in debates

on

aboñion,l12 some writers attempted to l¡nk sexuality and
"nO
reproduction with the State and political structures. ln 1918, several former

prostitution,lll

Seitô

members engaged in a debate on State support for single and

widowed mothers, which also linked reproduction with political structures, as
I discuss in Chapter Four below.l13 Several former'Bluestockings' went on

to engage in feminist activism and labour activism.

Seit6 was, however, predated (and postdated) by socialist feminist activity.
There wsre at least three socialist women's journals before the appearance

of Seifó; Nijûseiki Fujin (Twentieth Century Woman: 1904), Suiito Hoomu
(Sweet Home: 1904), and Sekai Fujin (Women of the World). The most
prominent of these, Sekai

Fujin,

appeared between 1907 and 1909.

108¡¿¡çy Andrew,'The Seitôsha: An Early Japanese Women's Organization, 1911-1916', ln
Atbed Crâig (eO) Papers on Japan, Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard University Pr€ss,.
1g72; Norilio Mizuta Lippit,'Seitô and the Llterary Roots of Japanese Feminism', lnternational
Journal ol Women's Studies, Volume 2, No 2, 1975, ppl55-163; Pauline Relch & Alsuko
Fukuda,'Japan's Llterary Feminists', Sþns, Volume 2, No 1, Autumn 1976.
109 999 Ann Vavlch, 'The Japanese Women's Movement: lchlkawa Fusae, Pioneer in
Womsn's Sutfrage', Monumenta Nlpponlca, Volume XXll, Nos 3-4, 1967,.ppa02-436;
Miyamoto, Ken,'llô Noe and the Bluestockings', Japan lnteryreten Volume 10, No 2, Autumn
1975, pp190-204;S. Goldstein, & S. Shinoda,Tangled Hah, Lalayette, 1971, L¿urel Rasplica
Rodd,-'Vosano Akiko and the Taishô Debate over the 'New Woman', ln Bemstsin (ed)
Creatlng Japanese Wome4 ppl 75-1 98.

110¡ ¡¿¡s exception ls a short story on a factory worker by lwano Kiyoko, cited in: Nancy
Andrew,'The Seitôsha', p56.
1119s¡6, volurne 15, no 8.
1125s¡tô, volume 6, rps 1-2.
113gse secllon 4.6 below.
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Contributors to Sekai Fujin were also concerned with such issues as love
and marriage, but this was linked to a consciousness of women's labour and
political activity. The journal carried reports on sutfragist, socialist, pacifist,

and union activities by women all over the world, and published reports of
women's working conditions in various countries. There were also reports of

women's working conditions and strike activity within Japan, and several
reports on prostitution, including at least one report on the Karayuki-san
(women sent to work as prostitutes in various parts of the world), whose
labour provided capital for early Japanese entrepreneurial ventures.lla The

pages of this journal attempted to provide information on all aspects of
women's situation in early twentieth century Japanese society. Sekai Fujin

only lasted for two years, succumbing to government suppression, like so
much progressive journalism of the time, but women continued to be active
in the socialist and labour movements, and at times formed separate groups

such as

lhe Sekirankai (Red Wave Society) and Yôkakai (Eighth Day

Society). By the late nineteen twenties unions and lett-wing political parties

all had separate womsn's divisions or affiliated womsn's leagues
(necessitated by the political regulations restricting women's political
activity), and we can trace the development of the political positions of
socialist women through the publications of these organizations.ll5

Within Japan, there is a tradition of scholarship on women dating to the
1930s and 1940s. lnouye Kiyoshi's Marxist-influenced h¡story of Japanese

women first appeared in 1948.116 Takamure ltsue's ssries of works on

1149s¡¿¡ FuJin, No 30, p2.

1151¡6¡s was an expansion ol left-ldentifled politlcal parties afterthe granting of universal
male suffrage in 1925. That is, all males over the age of twenty five, could vote without
property qualif ications. Totlo n, Th e Social De npcratic Move ment, p360.
116¡¡su6 Kiyoshi, Nihon Josei Sh[ op. cit.
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marriage practices started to appear

in 1938,117 while her history

of

Japanese women to contemporary times, Josei no Rekishi (The History of

Women), appeared posthumously

in

1972.118 More recently, feminist

scholars within Japan have been engaged in

a project of

reclaiming

Japanese women's h¡story, and making the writings of early Japanese

feminists accessible

to

researchers.f 19

ln general, however, English

language scholarship has been slow to catch up with this tradit¡q¡.l20 When

women's experience has been included in English language scholarship on
Japan, it has otten been subsumed under the heading of "the social costs of

Japanese development", with "the status of women', in fine Orientalist
tradition, being utitised as a marker of Japanese societal developme¡1.l21

However, from the nineteen seventies a series of studies appeared which
tended to treat 'women" as a homogeneous category,122 5¡¡¡s¡ could be

described in unitary terms. Such studies include Women

in

Changing

1171¿¡¿¡ure ltsue, Takamure ltsue Zenshtl, Tokyo: Rironsha, 1966-1967, 10 volumes,
edited by Hashlmoto Kenzô.

1181¿¡¿¡¡ure ltsue, Joselno Rekishl, op. cit.

1195us¡ publishers as Domesu Shuppan and Fujl Shuppan have released collec'tions of

mil
lh¡
.T

n's publications, while other researchers have
men ac{ivists in the early labour, socialist, ard

not have been possible without the ground'
whlch wlll be referred to below.
researchers,
breaklng work of these Japanese
Autobioiraphies, collections oi documents, and original and lacsimile editions of journals
referred to are l¡sted ¡n sect¡on I of the Bibliography.

120 fte few notable ploneedng exceptlons include: Mary Beard,Woman as Force in
Japanese History, Wa'shington,-D.C.:Public Affairs Press, 1953; Alice Mabel Bacon,
Jþanese Gtrts aN Women,-Boston: Houghton Miflln, 1902land {oyge &!fo.yd' 'Women in
feuOal Japan', Transaclions ol the AsiaticSociety of Japan, Third Sedes 3, Volume 30, No 7,
November 1959, pp31 -68.

ol
Country:Ch
Viord

12'lç.¡. Rey Chow's dicussion of the representat¡on
academic ð¡scourse:'Violence in the Ottier
in Chandra Talpade Mohanty et al (eds) Third
Bloomington: lndiana University Press, 1991, pp 81'100.

se studles. ln
and Woman',
ol Feminism,

122çs¡ a discussion of the problems involved in describing lvomen' as a transhistorical
category divorced frcm specifib circr¡mstarrces, see Denise Riley, Am I That Nama? Feminism
andlha Category of 'Women'ln History, London:Macmillan, 1988, passm.
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Japan, The Hidden Sun: Women of Modern Japan, Japanese Women:
Constraint and Futfilment, and Japanese Women:

A Century of Living

History.'tzs Other studies have been concerned with specific groups of
women, such as Susan Pharr's Political Women in Japan, and several
studies of working e¡e¡¡s¡.l24

An interest in the h¡story of Japanese feminism has been apparent more
recently, with several writers adopting a biographical approach to the history

of feminism, an approach which has also been favoured by writers on other
aspects of Japanese political history.l25 As yet, however, there has been no
full-length study of the activities of socialist women in Japan. sharley conroy

Ushioda's artictes on Fukuda Hidekol26 ¿¡d Sharon Sievers' chapter on
early socialist e¡e¡¡s¡l27 are useful introductory works, but both concentrate

on events and biographical details at the expense of an examination of
socialist and feminist

ideas. Mikiso Hane's collection of memoirs by

123¿ey6e Lebra et al (sds), Women ln Ch_angilg Japan,.Berkeley: Unlversity of Calilomia
Press, 1976; Roblns-t,iowry, The Hidden Sun: Women ol Modern Japan,; Takie Sugiyama
Lebra,,Japanese Women: Constraint and Fulfilment, Honolulu: Unlversity o!.X.awajt Press,
1984;Anir Nakano,J4panese Women: A Century ol Living History, Adelaide: Rigby, 1986.

124gus¿¡ J. Phan, Potitical Women ln Japan, Berkeley: Unlversity of California Press, 1981;
nn: Discrimination, Res¡stance and Belorm,
Alice Cook & Hiroko Hayashi, Women
o,Women in the JaPanese WorkPlace,
Girls: Women in the Thread Mills of Meiil
rsity Press, 1990;Janet Hunter (edl Japanese

in

125y¿v¡s¡, 'The Japanese Women's Movement: I
Suffrage'; Helene Bowen, 'Vlctlms as Vlctors,
Empowerment in ths Works ol Kanno Suga and Kan
Lairobe Unlversity, 1992 Miyamoto, 'ltô Noe a
Shlnoda, Tangled Haln Rodd,'Yosano Akiko and the
Tornoko Yarñazakl, Yamada WaRa: From Prostltute

to Femlnist Ploneer, Tokyo: Kôdansha
in
Japanese Politics in the 1880s: The
'Feminist
Crlticlsm
Slevers,
1985;
lnternational,
Experience of Klshida Toshiko'; Jennifer Shapco¡, 'Tfe Red _Chrysanthemum: Yamakawa
Kiliue and the Soclalist Women's Movement in Pre-War Japan', Papers on Far Eastern History,
No 35, March 1987, PPl-30.
1269s¡¡s6¿, lrVornsn and War ln MeijiJapan:The Case CI Fukuda Hideko'; Ushloda,'Fukuda
Hideko and the Women's World of MeijiJapan'.
1275¡svsrs, Flowerc ln Salt, Chapter 6.
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Japanese women makes the words of some act¡v¡sts available in English for

the first time, but lacks any substantial analysis.l28 Stephen Large's article
on Tanno Setsu and ltô Noe and their partners Watanabe Masanosuke and

Osugi Sakae is an original examination of the links between personal
philosophy and political ¡¡1s.12e E.P. Tsurumi's study of anarchist historian
Takamure ltsue touches briefly on Takamure's debates with socialist women
in the journals Nyonin Geiiutsu and Fuiin $s¡5e¡.130

Some other recent studies can be situated at the borders of women's history

and labour history. E.P. Tsurumi exposes some of the lacunae of accepted
descriptions of Japanese labour history. Tsurumi challenges the accepted
picture of textile workers as 'docile and submissive', using statistics on the
transience of the textile labour force to argue that many women in fact ran
away, refusing to submit to intolerable conditions.l3l BY quoting workers'

songs lrom Jokô Aishi (The Pitiful History of the Female Factory Workers)

and other sources, Tsurumi shows that these women wers far from
accepting ol their lot. Tsurumi does challenge the myth of 'docile and
submissive' workers, but provides no conclusive explanation for the lailure

to organize women workers.l32 There is much more to be said on this
problem in Japanese labour history, as I will discuss in Chapter Five below,

in my analysis of socialist women's writings on women and work. lt is also
1289¿¡e, Reltections on the Wey to the Gallows.
129¡¿¡gs, 'The Romance of Revolution in Japanese AnarchisnJ and Communism During the
TabhôÞeriod', Modern Asian Studies,Volume ll,No 3, July 1977.
130g.p. Tsuruml,'Feminlsm and Anarchlsm ln Japan: Takamure ltsue, 1894-1964, Bulletin ol
Concerned Astan Scholars, Volume 17, No 2, April-June 1985, pp2-19.
131ç.1. Gary Saxonhouse, 'Country Girls and Communicatlons among Competitors ln the
Japanese C'otton Splnning lndustry;, in Patrick (ødl Japanese lúustrlalization aN its Social
Consequences. pP97-125.

1329¡ related questlons ln the Taishô perlod, see: Batbara Molony, 'Activism qqorE Women
in the Taish$ Cdtton lndulry', ln Gail Lbe Bernstein (ed) Reueating Japanese Women, 1600'
1945, pp217-238.
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worth not¡ng that similar questions have been raised with respect to
European labour history, as explained by Anna Davin:

We can find women on strike and industrially militant - and
when we don't we can look for reasons in the types and

prominen1...133

Davin argues for

a

feminist h¡story which, in attempting to make sense of

women's experience, challenges accepted notions of what constitutes
political activity. Politics "goes beyond mere description of elections and
political pârties."l34 ln attempting to explain and describe women's political
activities we may also be prompted to rethink concepts of domination and
subordination, exploitation and resistance, repression and liberatis¡.135

1.3 Theorettcal Perspectlves on the Study

of

Soclallsm and

Femlnlsm
Any study of socialism and feminism must also confront the problem of the
relationship between systems of domination based on gender and on class.

Ever since the first uneasy conjunction of socialism and feminism, there
have been debates on the relationship between class oppression and the

"woman question'. Early socialist discussions of ths "woman question"
tended to subsume sexual exploitation under class exploitation, and tried to
lSlAnna Davin, 'Women and History', in Michelene Wandor (ed) Il¡e Body Politic: Women's
Llberation in Britain, London: Stage 1,1972, p217.

134¡¡s¡¿¡6er, Sally & Davin, Anna,'Feminbt History', History Workshop, Volume 1, No
+'6.
Spring 1s76,

1,

??

135gss the discussion of recent feminist theories of subjectivity ancl agency in sectlon 1.3
below.
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oxpla¡n the subordination of women by analysing their relationship to the
means of production. Social¡st revolution, it was argued, would also improve

the situation of women. As Sally Alexander has pointed out, anyone familiar
with the early literature on socialism and the 'woman question' is used to
hearing these questions framed with respect to certain dichotomies,

-

Women and Labour, Sex and Class,
have been the intimate inhabitants of
Socialism
Feminism and
both my psyche and my intellectual work (¡f the two can be
separated) as they have been for many women of my political

The dichotomies

generat¡on.136

Howevsr, to write about these issues in the nineteen nineties it is inevitable

that one must confront more recent theorizations of the relationship b€tween
what we now call "gendef and "class".137 This includes nineteen seventies
feminist attempts to theorise women as a'sex-class' or'gender-class', on the
basis of women's common experience of oppression by men'1381¡s radical

feminist position which gives primacy to patriarchy as the major determinant
of women's oppression;lss dual systems theory which gives equal weight to

capitalism and patriarchy'1a0

¿¡{ tþs

vision (nightmare?l ol a unified

system of capitalist patriarchy.l at

136 Sally Alexander, 'Women, Class and Sexual Differences ln the 1830s and 1840s: Some
Reflectlons on tho Writlng ol a Feminist History', History Workshop, No 17, Sprlng 1984;

p127.

1371¡sss are lssues are discussed ln: Rosemary Crom¡on, 'Class Theory and Gende/,
B¡ltlsh Journalol Sociology, Volume 40, Number 4, 1989.
1385¡r¡¡¿¡ilh Fireston e,The Diatectic ol Sex: The Case lor Feminist Revolution, New York,
Banlam Books, 1970; Kate Millett,SexualPolitlcs, New York, Avon Books, 1970.

139¡e¡ a dlscusslon ol the development of tho radlcal femlnlst posltlon, see Hester
Elsensteln, Contemporary Feminist Thought, London, Unwin Paperbacks,l984; pp 125135.

140¡1.¡. Hartmann, 'The Unhappy Marrlage of Manism and Feminlsm: Towards a More
Progressive Union', in L. Sargent (ed) Women and Revolution, Boston, Southend Press,

1981.
1412¡¡¿¡ Etsensteln (ed) Capitalist Patriarchy and the Caæ for fucialist Feminism, New York,
Mor¡thly Review Press, 1 979.
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More recent views of the relationship between class and gender reject any

search for origins. While keeping class and gender conceptually distinct,
such theorists argue that the two systems are mutually constitutive of each

other. These writers are often interested in the ideological and symbolic
dimensions of class and gender. Joan Scott, for example, in her work on
French labour history, attempts to go beyond the surface meanings of words

to consider the structure of texts, and the meanings of masculinity and
femininity."Historically specific, normative definitions of gendef, argues
Scott, 'were reproduced and embedded in the culture of the French working
6l¿gg."142

It is this perspective that I would like to bring to my analysis of the texts of
socialist women in early twentieth century Japan. Such a perspective is also

relevant to an understanding of the early Japanese labour movement.
lmplicit in early labour movement rhetoric was the notion that the categories

of 'worke/ and'woman'wgre mutually exclusive. Women wsre thus denied
a consciousness of their class interests as 'workers', and male workers were
thus denied solidarity with female workers, as I discuss in Chapter Five.

Any consideration of groups or individuals who take an oppos¡t¡onal stance

in society must also confront the concept of agency, and the relationship
between individual and society. This problem was formulated in the
following terms by E.H. Carr in 1961:

Here I should say something about the role of the rebel or
dissident in history. To set up the popular picture of the
individual in revolt against society is to reintroduce the false
antithesis between society and the individual. No society is
fully homogeneous. Every society is an arena of social
142¿s¿¡ Wallach Scott,Gender and the Potitics of History, New York: Columbia Universily
Press, 1988, p48.
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confl¡cts, and those individuals who range themselves against
existing authority are no less producls and reflexions of the
societtthan those who upho¡6 ¡¡ . . .143

How do we reconcile the recognition that ideology is to some extent
structuratly determined with the desire to ascribe to human subjects some
degree of control ovsr the¡r destiny

-

th€ notion of historical agency

? lf

agency refers to individuals' actions, their attempts to gain control over their

own destinies, then subjectivity refers to the attributes ascribed to these
individuals: intentionality, desire, and awars¡s55.144

Questions of agency and subjectivity form one strand of the complex
debates centring on E.P. Thompson's ll¡e Poverty of Theory, where British
historians debated the concepts of free will and determinism, culture and
structure, and the relationship between history and theory.145 Thompson's
hostility was directed at Althusser's theory of the subject, which has been
described as follows:

He argued that in Capital Marx has shown how the
develoþment and structure of whole societies could be
comprehended through an analysis of social practice.s
speiifically, economic practices, politico-legal practice.s,

theoretical practices, and ideological practices, each with its
own dialectical process, determined, though only 'in the last
instance" by the economy. Further, he contended that such an
analysis, the only way of understanding social formations in
their entirety, required the view that human beings are not the
makers of social practices but rather ths supports or bearers of
14flE.H.Can, What is Hidory?, Harmondsworth: Pelican, 1961, p52.

lesuU¡ea¡vity has been delined by Lieven, as lollows: "'subjectivity' ls the.general term for
allof thóse aniibutes (intentionality,desire, aweroness, etc.) which make us human'subiecls'
- Le. 'lndivlduals', whose existence ls bound up with that ol our human bodies, and who
reflec{ on ourselves as llvlng among others. Material¡st theories ol subJectlv¡ty are opposed to

the notion of a'transcendental' subjecî, an individuality which somehow pre-exists soclal
relations, or exlsts lndependently of lhem; rather, sublectivity is socially construcled, it
changes historically as societies change, and is ahrays being re_constructed." E.- Lieven,.

'SubfãaVtty, Maleriâllsm, and Patrlarchy', In Cambrldge Women's Studles Group, Women ln
Soclety, Lor¡don: Vlrago, 1981, p257.

1451¡sss debates are surveyed in: Susan Magarey,That Hoary Old Chestnut, Free Willand
Determinism: Culture vs. Structurs, or History vs. Theory in Britain. A Review Article',
Comparative Studies in Society and History, 1987, pp626-639.
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them. History must be, in Althusse/s famous phrase, a process
without a subject.la6

Thompson and others have criticised Althusserian views of subjectivity,
because of a perceived inability to theorise resistance to dominant ideology.

At least some writers, however, seem able to envisage a dynamic view of the
subject, while recognizing that structural determination exists. Stuart Hall is
critical of simplistic readings of Althusserian views of the subject in history'
but atso criticises those who would reject structuralist notions completely. ln

his discussion of poputar culture, Hall quotes Gramsci and Volosinov in
defence of his view that ideology, too, is a site of struggls.147 Subsequently,

leminist historians addressed the gendered dimension of ideological
struggle. with respect to the debate

on

structure versus culture, Magarey

notes that:

determinism.l4s

Feminist historians have been particularly interested in the construction of

the 'gendered' subject. Sally Alexander, drawing on

Lacanian

psychoanalysis, has outlined the relationship between the gendered
subject and political ideologies:

146y¿g¿¡ey, That Hoary Otd Chestnut', ppffll'632.
14751u¿rl

Hall, 'Notes on Deconstrucling "The Populaf ,p9235'237.

1489¿g¿¡sy, 'That Hoary Old Chestnut', p6[]9.
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mascul¡ne or feminine, placing the individual as husband or
wife, mother or father, son or daughter, and so on. And these
subjectivities travel both into political language and forms of
political action, where they may be severed from class or class
interests, indeed may be at odds e¡¡1¡ 1¡srn.149

Chris Weedon has argued for a dynamic view of the construction and
reconstrust¡on of subjectivity, with language and discourse being seen as
sites of struggle. 150 \ /ssflon argues for a feminist poststructuralism, which

uses the concept of discourse, in order to 'understand existing power
relations' and "identify areas and strategies for change".151

More recently, some feminist historians writing from a postcolonial or third

world perspective have tried to re-theorise questions of agency and
subjectivity in various ways.152 The political commitment of these writers
causes them to reject any overly deterministic view of the relationship
between subjectivity, agency and societal structures. Agency is otten seen

to reside in a community of people united in a common struggle, rather than

the individual of liberal humanist political discourse.153 Çþ¿¡dra Mohanty,
drawing on Foucauldian theories of power and discourse, and the work of

feminist sociologist Dorothy Smith, argues for a new conceptualization of
149¡¡6¡¡¡6er,'Women, Class and Sexual Differences', pl32.
150ç¡¡¡s Weedon, Feminist Practice and Poststrucluralist Theory, Oxford: Basil Blackwell,
1987: pp74-75.
1
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9¡ss6e¡, Feminlsl Praaice

aN

Poststrucluralist Theory,

fi1

.

152ç¡¿¡6¡a Talpade Mohanty, 'Cartographies of Struggle: Thlrd World Women and the
Pofitics of Feminism', ln Chandra Talpade Mohanty, et al (eds) Third WorH Women and the
Polillcs ot Feminism, Bloomington: lndiana Unlversity Press, 1991; Zathla Pathak & Raleswarl
Sunder Rafan,'Shahbano', ln Butler, Judith & Scott, Joan, W. ledsl Feminlsts Theoñze the
Polltical, New York: Routledge, 1992, pp257-279i Raleswarl Sunder Raian, Real and
lmagined Women: Gender, Culture and Postcolonialism, London: Routledge, 1993.

153¡¡s¡¿¡¡y draws on Benedict Anderson's not¡on of an 'lmagined community". Whlle
Anderson was, of courss referring to the modem construct ol the natlon, Mohanty usos th¡s
concept lo r€fer lo feminlsm as an 'lmagined community' of women united ln a comrnon
struggle. She also relers to lho concapt ol'communit¡ss of rosistance', in an attempt to go
beyond individualist notions ol agency. Mohanty, 'Cartographies of Struggle', pp4-5.
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power, which attempts to go beyond liberal and marxist views of political
activity:

differently at part¡cular historical conjunctures, while at the
same time inèisting on the dynamic oppositional agency of
individuals and colléctives and their engagement in "daily life'.

consciousness and agency without naturalizing either
individuals or struclu¡s5. 1 54

Mohanty draws on the writings of third world feminist writers to bring a new

perspective to questions of subjectivity and agency, focusing on the role of
writing in constructing a political identity. She argues that:
. . . the very practice of remembering and rewriting leads to the
formation of politicized consciousness and self-identity. Writing

otten becori¡es the context through which new political
identities are lorged. lt becomes a space for struggle and
contestat¡on about reality

¡15s¡¡.155

ln my analysis of the writings of socialist women in early twentieth century
Japan, I will be interested in the role of writing in forging "new political
ident1ies" for these women. Mohanty argues that writing is crucial in "the
redefinition of the very possibilities of political consciousness ¿¡6 ¿s1¡e¡'.156

However, a concentration on textual analysis need not suggest a neglect of
154y6¡¿¡¡y,'Cartographies ol Struggle'; pl3; citing Dorothy Smith,Il¡e evgry-d3f lVorld as
Probtenatiõ: A Feminist Sociotogy, Boston: Northeastem University Press, 1987;P2.
1

55ge¡¿¡y,'Cartographies of Struggle'; p34.

1

56ge¡¿¡¡y,'Carlographies of Struggle'; pp35'36.
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the description of more conventional forms of political struggle. Rather,

I

would agree with the assertion that:

Feminist struggles are waged on at least two simultaneous,
interconnected levels: an ideological, discursive level which
addresses questions of representation (womanhggq/
femininity¡, and a material, experiential, daily-life_ level which
focuses ôn the micropolitics of work, home, family, sexuality,
s1ç.157

I will thus be interested in analysing the representations of femininity and
masculinity, and the constructions of gender and class to be found in the

texts of socialist women, but I will also be interested in linking these
representations with the micropolitics of everyday life, and the specific
political struggles engaged in by these women.

It is from this perspective that I that I hope to explore the speaking positions
available to socialist women in early twentieth century Japan, the d¡scursive
strategies employed in their writings, and the political strategies they envisaged

for changing their society. ln such an analysis it is also necessary

to

be

sensitive to the possibilities and constraints of particular types of political

writing.l58 The generic features of

the socialist women's writings I have

examined in this thesis include the valorization

of

individual selfhood in

autobiography, the imagination of other realities in fiction and poetry, the
hortative tone of the political manifesto or strike pamphlet, the cool tone of

political debate, or the pathos of the workers' songs recirculated in labour
movement publications.

157y6¡¿¡1y,'Cartographies ol Struggle'; p21.
158s.¡. Heten Can (ed) From My Guy to Sci-Fi: Genra and Women's Wrltlng in the P-osttrcdern
Wo¡td: Anne Cranny-Francis, Feminist Fiction: Feminist Uses of Generic Fiç'tion, Cambridge:
Polity Press, 1990.
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The definition of 'socialist woman' in this study is, by necessity, somewhat
pragmatic. Such definitions are essentially relational. The earliest socialist
women defined themselves against (bourgeois) feminists' iokenshugisha.
At this stage socialism could embrace a range of positions from anarchism,
through social democracy to a mild lett liberalism. However, as the socialist
position came to be defined more precisely, and with the development of
factionalism within the socialist movement, revolutionary socialism could be

defined in opposition to parliamentary socialism, which could both be
defined in opposition to anarchism. These factional divisions were relevant

to both male and female participants in the socialist movement. Thus, the
meaning of such labels as 'socialist', Or'socialist woman' depended on the

terms to which they were opposed. I shall thus include in this study the
writings of those women who identified themselves as 'socialist', and who
chose to pubtish in socialist journals. The meaning of 'socialism' for these
women will be explored in these specific contexts. I will, however, limit my

attention to women in urban-based socialist organizations in the Tokyo

in farmers' unions and women in regional socialist
organizations deserve independent full-length studies. I will also
region. Womon

concentrate my attention on women in the so-called "legal' left. Anarchist

and communist women will be referred to where their activities influenced

the socialist movement, and where they contributed to the definition of a
'socialist' position through their debates with members of the 'legal" left.

These questions can only be explored through an examination of socialist
women's own writings about their situation. The major sources for this thesis

are the feminist and socialist journals held in several archives in Tokyo,l59

1591¡sss archives include the Ôhara Social Research lnst¡tute al Hôsel Unlversity, the
Women's Sulfrage Centr€, Tokyo University's Meiji Newspaper and Magazine Collection, and
tne ôya Sô¡ch¡ Library.
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or reissued in facsmile editions.l60 lhave also made use of published
document collectionsl6l and collections of interviews with women involved
in the labour movemen1.l62¡¡ addition, several socialist women have written

autobiographies.l63 Other materials will also be referred to, in order to
show how socialist women's writings were shaped by, or managed to
challenge, the dominant discourses concerning women.

ln this study I will also be guided by the insights of feminist historians and
political scientists who have considered the conjunction of feminism and

socialism in other national contexts. Barbara Taylor and others have
considered the participation of women in the development of different
strands of British socialism.164 ç¡¿rles Sowen¡vine has considered the
contrad¡ctory position of women in the French socialist movement, as
suggested in the title of his monograph, Slsfers or Citizensl6s and similar
quest¡ons have been explored in the context of socialist movements in other

European countries,l66

t¡s United g1¿1ss,167 China,l68 and ¡u51¡¿¡¡¿.169

1605es Bibliography, sec'tion 1a.
161Sse Bibliography, seciion 1c.
1625es Bibllography, sectlon 1d.

lGilsee Blbllography, secllon

1b.

1ô4she¡la Rowbotham, Sheila, Women, Resistance and Revolufon, London: Allen Lane,
tg72; Rowbotham, Shella, el el, Beyond the Fßgments: Feminism and the Maklng ol
Soclalism, London: Merlln Pross, 1979; Barbara Tayþr, Eve and the New Jerusalem,
London: Virago, 1984; Mandy Leveratt, 'Feminism and Socialism in England 1883-1900',
[iúlâ, No 2, Wlnler 1985, pp6-29.

165ç¡¿¡ss Sowerwine, Srsfars or Citizens? Women and &ctalism in France Since 1876,
Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, I 982.
1669¿¡¡¡y¡ Boxer & Jean Quataert (eds)
Nineteenth Century, New York: Elsevie
(ødsl European Women on the Left: Socialit

Þotiiical l\iomen, 1880 to the Present, Westport, Connscticut: Greenwood Press, 1981;
Jean Quataetl, Reluctant Femlnists ln German Social Democracy, 1885-1917, Princeton,
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1979; Renate Pore, A Conflictt ol lnterest: Women in
German Social Democracy, l9l9-1933, Westport, Connecticut: Greernrood Press, 1981;
Richard Evans, Comrades and Sisters: Feminism, Socialism, and Pacilism in Eurcpe, 1870-
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All of these writers have identified the contradictions involved in the
conjunction of feminism and socialism, and the problems involved in trying

to bring a gendered perspective to socialism, and a class perspective to
feminism. These contradictions, however, are worked out in different ways in

each national context, depending on specific historical circumstances and
local institutional constraints.

One aspect of this study will be the uncovering of something which has been

'hidden from history',170 that is, the development of a movement of socialist
women in early twentieth century Japan. I am also, however, interested in

what a study of socialist women's writings

can teach us about various

aspects of political activity in early twentieth century Japan. Such a study

can shed light on the relationship between gender and structures of
domination and subordination, and the gendering of political activities and
ideologies in this çs¡1s¡.171
1945, Brighton, Sussex: Wheatsheal Books, 1987; Sonla Kruks, et al (eds) Promissory

Notes; Women in the Transition to Socialism, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1989.

167 ys¡s6ith Tax, The Rising of the Women: Feminist Solidarity aN Class Conflicl, 18801917, New York: Monthly Review Press, 1980; Marl Jo Buhle, Women and American
soclaltsm, 1870'1920, lJrbana: unlversity of llllnois, 1981; sally M'Mlller (edlFlawed
Llberation: Socialism and Feminism, Westport, Connectlcut: Greenwood Press, 1981;
Penelope Johnson,'Women and Socialism ln Twentieth Century America: A Study ol the
Progressive Woman', Lilifñ, No 1, W¡nter 1984, pp43-53.
168E¡is¿þsth Croll, Feminism and Sociatism in China, London: Routledge and Kegan Paul,
I 978.

169¿ey Darnousi, 'Soclallst Women ln Australia, 1890-1918', unpublished PhD Thesis,
A.N.U., 1987; Joy Damousl,'soclalist Women in Australla, 1890-1918', L¡l¡th, No 5, Spring
1988, pp26-40; Joy Oamousi,'socialist Women and Gendered Space: The Anti-Conscription
and Rnil-War Carñpaigns of 1914-1918', Labour Hlstory, No 60, May 1991, ppl-15; Joy
Damousl, Women Come Rally: Women in the Communlst Movement ln Austnlia, Melboume:
Oxford Unlversity Press, forthcoming; Patrlcia Grimshaw, 'The 'Equals and Comrades of
Men'?: Tocsln and lhe Woman Queslion", ln Magarey, Susan, et al (eds) Debutante Natlon:
Feminism Confests the 1890s', Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1993, ppl00-113.
170ç.1Sheila Rowbotham, Hidden From Histoty, London: Pluto Press, 1973.

17f¡¡e

following sources have also been useful ln clarifying the conceptual and

methodological lssues involved ln writing femlnist history: Joan Kelly, Women, History and
Theory, Chicago: University of Chicago, 1984, Kelly-Gadol, Joan, The Social Relations of the
Sexes: Methodologlcal lmplicatlons of Women's H¡story', Sþns, Volume 1, No 4, Summer
1976; Joan Wallach Scotl, Geúer and the Politics of Histo¡y: Carole Pateman,The Sexual
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CHAPTER TWO: WOMEN AS IMPERIAL SUBJECTS

(1868-1900)

The period from 1868 to 1898 is crucial for an understanding of the
institutional context of gender relations in Japan until well into the twentieth

century. The constitutional and legal systems codified in this period were
effective until the promutgation of a new Constitution and Civil Code after

World War Two. These years saw the creat¡on of the modern Japanese
nation-state, which was based on a constitutional monarchy which denied its

subjects - particularly women - basic democratic freedoms. The Meiji state
failed to embrace liberal, democratic ideas, and the family was mobilised for

the purposes of the autocratic state. ln this chapter I will outl¡ne the
institutional and legal context for women's political activities, and the
discursive context whereby women were primarily positioned as subjects of

the Emperor

-

as gendered subjects whose service to the Empire was

mainly discussed in terms of service to the home and family.

Laws promulgated as part of the Meiii Civil Code relegated women to the
domestic sphere in a reconstituted patriarchal family based on the principle

of primogeniture. This particutar form of family played a crucial role in
mobilizing loyalty to the emperor

- the figurehead of the new state. Within

the family, women were subject to the authority of father or husband. The
family itself was explicitly politicized, and women's astivities within the family

were linked with national policy, although women were prevented from
engaging in public political activity. Legal changes were reinforced by
ideologies concerning women's rote in the family. According to the doctrine
mothers
ryôsai kenbo (good wives and wise mothers) the importance of
as the educators of children was emphasised. A new emphasis on

of

monogamy provided women with a positive role in marriage, while, in the
literary sphere, monogamous marriage and romantic love were being linked
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in a new way.

Even before the catalyst of Perry's expedition in 1853 the feudal system had

become unstable. Some sectors of the economy were already in transition
lrom feudatism to nascent capitalism. Daughters of poor rural families could

be indentured as domestic servants or indentured to brothels in times of
famine in exchange for an advance payment to their families. ln some
sectors of the economy, cash was replacing rice as the basic unit of
exchange. Centralisation of production had begun in the textile industry,
and some members of the rural population wsre being engaged in day
labour on a cash payment basis. As a result of urbanization, increased trade

between domains, and bureaucratisation of the samurai class, feudal
authority and class relations were being transformed. ln the years between

Perry's first visit

in 1853 and the Restoration of

1868, there was a

reconfiguration of power relations at the élite level, resulting in the end of the

military rule of the Shôguns and a reaffirmation of the authority of the
Emperor. The creation of a new regime was symbolised by the move of the
lmperial court from Kyôto to Edo (renamed Tôkyô), and the designation of a
new €ra name

- Meiji, or'enlightened ru|e". ln the first few years atter the

Restoration, the feudal domain system was abolished

and the feudal class

system was dismantled, although former samurai reta¡ned some privileges.

The task of the Meiji élite was the creation of a modern nation-state, with all

of the political, legal and bureaucratic machinery this enta¡led. From now
on, the transition from a semi-feudal economy to industrial capitalism was
largely directed from above. The decisions made at this time limited the
possibilities for women's full participation in society, and circumscribed the

poésible forms of a fem¡nist movement. ln Europe, the rise of liberal
ideology had made possible the first theorization of feminism. ln Japan,
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liberalism held resonance for many Japanese intellectuals and common
people, although the ideals of natural rights, equality, and individualism,
were not espoused by the Me¡ji state, as I will discuss below.l The social
conditions of the time also provided the context for the development of

socialist and feminist ideas. ln Japan, however, socialist ideas did not
become influential until the 1890s, and the conjunction of socialist and
feminist thought did not appear until the first decade of the twentieth century.

For Japanese women of the nineteenth century, then, liberalism was the
only body of thought avaiable for theorizing their position.

2.1 The Melrokusha

ln the first two decades after the opening of the country in

1854,

representatives of several domains travelled to Europe and America to study

techniques of administration, education, industry, and commercial and
military technology. The young men who travelled and studied overseas

became the experts in "Western learning", and were involved in the
establishment

of new structures lor the dissemination of ideas and

knowledge. Newspapers and journals were established on a private basis,
but the administration was not slow to institute mechanisms of control in the
form of Press Regulations.2

ln 1873 (the sixth year of the Meiji era), Mori Arinori3 and others established
l Llberal¡sm ls not, of course, the only way of theorislng lemlnlsm, and one of the tasks of
feminists has been exposure of lho limits of thls irJeology. ln nineteenth contury Europe,
Utoplan Soclallsts spent much time in lheorising women'B positþn in society, while Marxist
sociallsm at thls tlme tended to subsume women's lssues under the class struggle. See:
Barbara Taylor,Eve and the New Jerusalem, London; Vlrago, 198f1, pasem.
2The relevant regulatlons are translated in: W.W. Mclaron, (ed) 'Japanese Government
Documents', Tranæctions ol the Asiatic Society ol Japan, Volume LXll, Pail ll, 1914;pp529557:Tosho Kaihan no Kitel (Regulations Govemlng the Publication of Books), 1869;
Shuppan Jôrel (Book and Press Regulatlons) 1869; Newspaper Regulatlons 1873;
Newspaper Press Law, 1875; Newspaper Regulations, 1887; Publication Regulations, 1887.

SFor details of Mori's life and thought, ses lvan Hall, Mo¡i Arinorl, CambrkJge: Cambridge
Univesily Press, 1971 , pass m. For an account ol the lounding ol the Meirokusha, sse David
Huish,'Meiroku Zasshi: Some Grounds lor Reassessment', Haruard Joumalol Asiat¡c Stud¡es,
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lhe Meirokusha (Meiji Six Society), a society devoted to the dissemination

of "modern" ideas. ln addition to discussion of alternative systems of
government, the rote of the ¡ntellectual, and issues related to education and

language planning, the members of lhe Meirokusha used their journal,
Meiroku Zasshi, to discuss notions of women's role, providing a cautious
challenge to Confucian notions, and challenging the double standard which

allowed such pract¡ces as prostitution and concubinage. ln 1872, the new
government had given legal recognition to concubines, and in the fol¡ow¡ng

year had allowed that the children of concubines need not be treated as
illegitimate. To lhe Meirokusha writers, this was seen to be tantamount to
official recognition of polygamy.4

Although these writers were otten promoting radically new ideas of gender

relations in the context of Meiji Japan, their arguments were couched in
traditional Confucian terms, complete with quotations from Confucius and

Mencius.5 Mori Arinori, for example, who advocated (and attempted to
practice) a form of contractual marriage based on mutual consent, used the

Confucian language

of "righteousness" to denounce the practice of

concubinage:

Volume 32, 1972: p2O8-229: The full text of the loumal ls translated. by Wlllam Bra¡stsd,
UelroXu Zassht:.Jöurnat ol the Japanese Enlightenment, Cambridge, Massachusolts:
Harvard University Press, 1976. The Meiroku Zasshiwritlngs on women have also been
surveyed by Shaón L. Slevers, Flowers ln S4lt: The Be-glnnlngs ol Feminlst Conæiousness
tn Me'¡ilJafan, Starlord: Stanlod University Press, 1983;ppl6-25.

4M[suda Kyôko, 'Klndaltekl Boseikan no Juyô to He4(9!: Kyôiku suru Haha kara Ryôsai
Xán¡o e;, ¡n'Wakita Haruko (ed) Bosei o Tou: Rekishiteki Henkö, Tokyo: Jinbun Shoin, 1985,
Volume 2, ppl07-108.

5

lt has been polnted out that alfnost all of lhe Meirokush
Confucianism ás well as 'Westem learning'. For details of
Melrokusha, see Braisted, Meiroku Zasshi, pp.xxiii-xxxiil, and
Thought in the Mei¡¡ Era,Tokyo: Pan'Pacilic Press, 1958, pp85-133.
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among barbarians, mistreatment o-f wives by their husbands is
especially intolerable to witness ...6

sakatani shiroshi quoted Mencius in order to argue for "separate spheres'
for men and women, but questioned the concept of equal rights:

ln sum, the word rights includes evil. There is a tendency for
the advocacy of rights to gene

never the ¡ntention of the wise
the translation [of the word "ri
lnstead it would be well to sPe
men and women (danio shubu
of husband and wile (fÛfu dôta
of rights, the man sh'ould stand slightly above the woman, just
as elder brother takes precedence óver younger brother.T

Nakamura Masanao, credited with coining the phrase ryôsai kenbo (good

wives and wise mothers),8 argued for purity on the part of both husbands
and wives.g Most of these writers argued that education was necessary in
order to instil notions of purity in both sexes. They advocated monogamy
and a single sexuat standard for both sexes.l0 The Meirokusha members

limited their discussion of women'S role to marriage, however, and even
those who referred to 'equal rights' within marriage wers reluctant to grant
women equal rights in society at

large.ll

Katô Hiroyuki was actively hostile

6 Morl Arinorl, 'SalShôron',

Melroku ZaSShl, No 15, November 1874, ln Maruoka Hideko
(edlNihoi fui¡ti UonøA Shiryô Shûsei, Tokyo: Dom_e9u Shuppan, lgZ,Volume 8, pp73-77;
ànd translated ln Bralsted, Meiroku Zasshl, pp' 89-191.

7

Sakatanlshlroshl'ShÖsetsu no utagal', Metro4u Zasshl, No. 32, March 1875;translated ln
Braisted, Meiroku Zasshl, pp392-399.

8 S¡evers, Flowers in Salt, p22, quoting Takanu,¡re'

Josal

no Hekishl.

9

Nakamura Masanao, 'Zønryô naru haha o tsukuru setsu', Meiroku Zasshl, March 1875, No
3Í1, ln N¡l¡on Fujin Mondai Shiryô Sf¡Úsei, Volurne 15, pp348€50; and translated in Braisted'
Meiroku Zasshl, pP401 -404.
1Otn¡s dlscusslon, suçrlslngly, antlclpated the demands ol
(the Japanese chapter of the Women's Chrlstian T-empera
ine o¡ei in 1890, Yaiha Kaiiko, the leader ollhe Kyôlûkal '
and concubinage. Dorothy Robins-Mowry,The Hidden
Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, tg83; p52.

11

Mori Arinod,

lhe Nihon

Kirlsuto Kyô

Kyôfi Kal

,Saishôron', Meirok) Zasshi. No. 32, 1875; translated in Braisted, Meiroku

Zasshl, pp399.
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to the notion of equal rights for women in any sphere.l2 Fukuzawa Yukichi
realised that Meiji men were not ready to relinquish their privileges, and
allowed that they could 'tacitly' keep concubines, as long as they did not

flaunt the fact.l3 tn other writings, Fukuzawa challenged the Confucianist
identification of family and state,l4 and later wrote "enlightenment" versions
of didactic texts for women.l5
ln the above writings, we should note the gap between theory and practice -

the most liberal of writers were otten far from exemplary in their private
conduct. We should also note that this first debate on gender roles and the
connections between lamily and state was carried out by male writers only.
Although quest¡ons of family and gender relations were fundamental to Meiji

enlightenment discourse, women were implicitly excluded from this
KatÖ Hiroyuki, 'Frifu Dôken no Ryrlhei ron', Meiroku Zaslhi, No. 31 , March 1875; in Nihon
Fujin-Mânclat'ShWô St¡úsei, Volum-e 8,ppT7-79; and translated ln Braisted. Meiroku Zasshl,

12

pp.376-77.

13 Fukr¡zawa Yukichl, 'Danjo Dôsrl Ron', Meiroku Zasshl, March 1875, No. 31-:ln Nihon.Fuiin

uoàaài\nryO-inOèei, v'otume 8, p79; quoted in Sievers, Flowersin Sglt, p.21. For
àiicuJs¡on ól Fukuzawa's life and thought, see Carmen Blacker, The _Japane.se
mt¡ghlen^ent:

e

Study

of the Writings of-Fukuzawa Yuklchl, Cambridge: Cambridge

Unlversity Press, 1984.

of family and state, and the expectat¡on of

n a serles of assumptlons.There was

and
i superio
ned, and
pld,

selflsh
people
.'Moial

rom

the
..

University of Tokyo Press, 1988.
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r and stralght as arrows'

house them when their
ragrant south Yv¡nd, and
reeze . . Certalnly an ldylllc state of harmony
ls one to lind this kteally wise and good ruler,
nd what klnd ol teaching will produce them?
es produced people conforming with these

nò

Japanese Enllghtenment P69.

an
elP and
theY do
aid him

Susume, translated ln: Blackø¡, The

discussion, and positioned as passive figures whoss fate could be decided

by more or less benevolent male intellectuals and public servants.l6 Some
women were, however, able to participate in the liberal movement of the
eighteen seventies and eighteen eighties. Explicit exclusion of women from

political activity and participation in public discourse came later with the
enactment of regulations on women's political activities, as I discuss below.
Nakamura's prescription that women should aspire to be "good wives and
wise mothers" was to become the catchcry for those in the bureaucracy and
educational establishments who increasingly devoted attention to the nature
of women's support for the imperial state.

2.2 Freedom and Popular Rlghts
From 1874 on, a series of petitions were presented to the government
calling for the establishment of a national assembly,lT otten referring to the
relevant section of the Charter Oath of 1868.18 This was one of the topics
which was debated in the pages of almost every issue of the Meiroku Zasshi.
Zassâí with the notable exception ol Fukuzawa
public
they were ln a position to influerrce and even
bureaucrats,
servanls and
Yukichl, were
16As rnost of the contributors to the Meiroku

lmplement goVernment policy. Mod Arinorl, for example, lyas to serve as Minister lor
Ed'ucation; Ñlshlmura Shigeklwas appointed ( hief of the Compilallon Section of the Ministry
of Educatlon ln 1873 and lectured on Westem Books to the Melll Emperor. Katô Hlroyukl,
Tsuda Mamichl, and NlshlAmane also held govemmenl positlons. Hall, Mori Arinori; Blacker,
The Japanese Enlightenment, P32.

l TMclaren, 'Japaness Government Documents', p427:

'lt is impossible to print all the

mernorials which were sent ln to the govemm ¡nt between 1874 atÉ 1881, petit¡oning lor the

establishment of a National Assembly. ln the first nine rþnths of 1880 no less than thirly
petitions were received by the Genrô-ln, of which twenty-three were fomarded to the Courrcil
ôt State for conslderatlon. . . The expression of the ¡rblic mind on the subJect was rþt by any
msans conllned to petltlons and memorlals, but atle¡ 18TT found lts way lnto the press to an
extent whlch ls surprising.'

l8The Charter Oath was proctaimed ln the name of the Empercr Meiji in Aprll 1868. The
lollowing general prlrrciples were stated ln the oath: "By thls oath w€ set up as our aim the
establisñmer¡t ol the nationalweal on a broad basis and the framing of a constitut¡on ard laws.
1. Detlberative assemblles shall be wklely establlshed and all matters decided by public
dlscussion. 2. Allclasses shall unite In vigorously carrying out the administration of atfairs of
state.3. The common people, no less than the civiland military otficials, shalleach be allowed
to pursue his own calling so that there may be no discontsnt. 4. Evilcustoms ol the past shall
be'broken off and everything based upon the just laws of nature. 5. Knowledge shall be
sought throughout the wôrld sb as tro strengthen the foundatlons of lmperial ru|s." Translated
ln Ryûsaku Tsunoda, et al, Sourcas of Japanese Tradltlon, New York: Colurnbla Unlversity
Press, 19ô4; Volume II, pl37.
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Although the first of these petitions emanated from disatfected members of

the former samurai class, the demand for a popularly elected assembly soon

became the focus for other groups, and broadened into

a

national

movement, known as the Jiyû Minken Undô (Movement for Freedom and

Popular Rights).ts Although the concept of liberalism promoted by the
former samurai may have been somewhat limited,20 the universalist
principles of liberal thought were meaningful to women who had been
marginalised under the feudal system, and to those members of the former
peasant class who participated in such organizations as the Debtors' Party,

the Tenants' Party, the Poor People's Party, and the Oriental Socialist
Party.zt

ln Europe, the development of liberalism and individualism has been
identified with the rise

of

Protestantism, capitalism, and free market

ideologies. From thess roots came the first bourgeois revolutions, the rise of
democratic ideas, and, eventually, feminism. These ideas originated in the
writings of Locke and Rousseau, and were developed by Jefferson in the
American Revolution, and by Bentham, Mill and Spencer in England. Liberal

ideas were particularly congenial with the transition from the subsistence
values of feudalism (custom, status, authoritarianism) to the free market
ideology of capitalism (mobility, freedom, market values). ldeas of natural
rights were employed to justity democratic ideas. Natural rights entailed the
l9Roger Bowen has discussed lhe particlpation ol commoners in the Freedom and Popular
Rights Movement, and the efforls made to disseminate liberal ideas through political
soclelles, dlscusslon groups, study groups, and thg compositþn of songs on the theme of
popular rights. Roger W. Bowen, Rebellion and Democracy in Meiji Japan, Berkeley:
University ol California Press, 1980;pl79.

20 Hane has pointed out that few of the samurai members ol lhe Jiyû Minken lJndô lnlended
to sxtend political rights to commoners, and rrcst upheld notþns of filial piety and loyalty to
the Emperor: Mikiso Hans, The Movement for Libefly and Popular Righls' in Harry Wray, &
Hilary Conroy (eds.), Japan Examinad, Honolulu: University of Hawaii Press, 1988, pp90-97.
2lGeorge Totten, The Social Democratlc Movement in Prewar Japan, New Haven: Yale
University Press, 1966, p18.
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not¡on of equal rights and universal values, and it became logically difficult

not to extend these to women. The first major tracts of European feminism
some of
^nO
thess writers attempted to use the supposed universalism of liberal theory in

were atmost contemporaneous with the French Revolution,22

order to argue that women were entitled to the same rights as men.23

Japan in the nineteenth century was also undergoing the transition from a
feudal to a capitalist econoffiy, and market relations were already prevalent

in particular sections of the economy.24 Bowen, drawing on the work of
T.C.Smith, links these economic changes with the development of liberal
ideologies in rural JaPan:
The free rural maket of late Tokugawa, Smith shows, likewise
demonstrated such aspects of capitalistic society as

2âKaren Offen, 'Llberty, Equality and Justlce lor Women: The Theory_and Practice of
Femlnlsm ln Ntneteentn'Centirry Éurope', ln Renate Brldenthal, st al(eds) Beænpp Visible:
Women ln European History, Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1987, second edition' p336.

23Bowen, Rebellion and Democncy ln Melil Japan; pp. 180-185; Rlchard Evans, fñe
fenn¡sts, Croom Helm: London, 19Tiipp.l3-39;Taylot, Eve aN the New Jerusalem, pp1'.
tg. ¡n rcCent lemtnist writing it has been ãþusd that the exclusion of women from early !!þ€ral
dlscourse was more than añoverslght. Ratñer, patrlarchalvalues form the very basis ol liberal
O¡scourse. See:Carole Pateman, ihe SexuatContract, London: Polity Press, 1988, passim.

24t.C. Smith, The Agrarian Origins of Modern Japan, Stanlord: Stanford University Press,
1959;Passim.
25Bowen, Rebettion and Democncy in Meiji JaPan; PP120'121.
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Peasants under the feudal relationships of the Tokugawa period had been

conscious of the 'right

to subsistence', and had been positioned

"supplicants", who could petition

as

a benevolent government when

subsistence was threatened. When their petitions were unsuccessful, their
dissatisfaction was at times expressed in riots and uprisings.26 By the Meiji
period they were now part¡c¡pants in a maket economy, and many of them
wanted to see the freedoms and rights of the market economy extended to

the political sphere.27

Liberal ideas were debated by intellectuals as the classics of Western
liberalism were translated into Japanese. Rousseau's Socíal Contract,

Mill's On Liberty and On the Subiection of Women, Spencer's Social
Sfafics, 28 and Millicent Fawcett's Making

a

Case for Women's Political

Rights had all been translated by 1884.2e Such Meiji intellectuals as Nakae

Ghômin, Yano Fumio, Sugita Teiichi, Ueki Emori and

ô¡ Kentarô

were

inftuenced by liberal ideas.3O The members of lhe Jiyû Minken Undô used
these ideas to justity their demands for a popularly elected assemb[.3l

Tokugawa

ñffHïä

1nt

astos,
1333:

Anne Walthalt, Peasant tJprisings in Japan: A Ctitical Anthology ol Peasant Histories, Chlcago:
University of Chicago, 1ir91. Roger Bowen, in Rebellion gryd Dermocracy.iq M.eiii Japan,
dlscusseó the padlcìpatlon ol commoners ln some early Melll rebellions which drew on the
notions of "lreedom and popular righls'.
27Bowen, Rebettton and Democncy in MeijlJapan; ppl1È125.

H
Japa
Era,

28On the reception of
Spencer and Meiii
eA¡on in the Meijl
1984; pp77-95.

29U. Pitlau, Potlttcat Thought

in Japan, see Yamashita
al., (eds) Japan in Tran

New Jersey: Associated

ln Early Meil Japan 1868'1889, Cambrldge,

Massachusetts:Harvard Unlversi$ Press,l967, pl12;Slevers,Fþwersin Sa/t, pl6.

30 Bowen, Rebeltion and Democracy in Meijt Japan, p. 200.

3lBowen, Rebettton and Democracy in Meiji Japan, p109:'Common to most of these
poslllve
[petitlons to the governmentl was a nollon of natural rlght that would have as lts
of the
equality
the
and
loca¡
autonomy,
iñstitutions
öf
self-government,
the
öxpression
classes.-
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first petitions for an elected assembly had been submitted to the government

in 1874, and the following years saw the establishment of political parties
devoted to democratic and liberal principles. From the end of the decade

there was a proliferation of popular rights societies, whose members were
engaged in discussion of the ideas of parliamentary democracy, and in

producing alternative draft constitutions.32 Discussion of these themes
intensified atter the announcement (in the name of the Emperor) in October

1gg1 of a commitment to the establishment of

a national assembly

by

1990.33

The development of a popular press made possible the dissemination of
alternative political proposals. ln the eighteen eighties the MinyÛsha
(Friends of the Nation) promoted democratic ideas through the journal

Kokumin no Tomo (The People's Friend), edited by Tokutomi Sohô.34
Tokutomi described his political position as heiminshugi (commonerism),35
32Bowen, Rebetlion aN Democracy in Meiji Japan, p. 108. See also the work ol lrokawa
Dalklchl, wfro nas researched the r-egional li¡eral societles and study groups which were
inciples: lrokawa Daikichi,
Volume xlv, No 2, APrllSôzô: Uzumoreta Kusa no
33 Translailon ol announcemsnt ln: lshil, Japanese tegislitton
Pacific Press,l 958, Appendix 8: pp720'721.

in

the Meiji

Era, Tokyo: Pan-

34 For

dlscusslon of the development ol Tokutoml's thought, se9: K.P. Pyle, The New
Generatiotn in Meiii Japan: probtàms', ,r,!i!1!rJÍî,ij!rJftÅ',Ê!fi,riilåB',.v.iXßr."íÍ
Pierson, The Early Liberal
lal Theory ln Melil Japan',

D. Pierson, Tokutomi Sohô
Prlrrceton Unlversity
ef8ey:
1863-1957: A Joumatlst lor Modern
prsss, 1980; Chæter IV, pp125-151; Kósaka Masaakl, Japanese Thought in the Meiii Era,

Japan,

pp201 -21 0.

35Bo"ren delines heiminshugi in the loltowing terms: "Helminshugi, or'commonerism', was
ono shorthand characterizat¡on of the period lsed to refer to the ¡deological and social
underpinnings of wide-scale commoner partlcipation ln.the popular rights rnovemenl;
demoðratic populism, perhaps, no less captures the essential meaning.' Bowen, Rebellion
and Democracy in Meiii Japan, p125. Forl
see Kôsaka, Japanese Thought ln the Meiii
class which replaced the old status groups ol
Restoration. The elite ol the samuraiclass ret
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a

phrase which would later be appropriated by the early socialist

movement.S6 For a short time in the 1880s a genre of 'political novel'
dramatised the new political ideas

in circutation.3T Ueki Emori,

like

Tokutomi, was influenced by Spencer's ideas.38 He wrote his own dratt
const¡tut¡on

-

based on popular sovereignty, democratic principles, and

equality between men and women, and said to be the most liberal of the
thirty-odd dratts around at the time.3e Ueki also composed a song on the
theme of freedoÍì, 'A Country Song of Civil Rights' (Minken lnaka Uta)'
which used the imagery of nature to give metaphorical force to the not¡on

that the rights being demanded were the natural inheritance of men and
women:
. . . Though the birds have wings they cannot fly;
The caged bird can see the outside.
Thougtr the fish have fins they cannot swim;
The netted fish sees the sea beyond.
Though the horses have hooves they cannot run;
The tethered horse sees the grass out of reach.
[Wel are endowed with arms and legs;
We have hearts and minds.
But today ws have no liberty or rights.
lf we call ourselves [human]
The each person must... stand up and say
(rrcbifity), while members ol the former outcaste class were labelled

as Shin-heimin or "New

Commongrs'.

36 One of the early soclalist groups, as I will discuss below, called itself the Helminsha

(Commoners' Socleiy), and pubttshed a newspaper called lhe Þle¡ryin Shinbun (Comrmners'
Ñews¡. Pyle reports inat súch soclallst pioneers as Kôtoku Shtisul and Sakal Toshlhlko
descríUed tne lñfþerrce of Tokutoml and ihe Kokumin no Tomo on the development of thelr
political kJeas. Pyle, The New Genention, fi7.
3TNobutaka lke,

Ihe Beginnings ol Political Democracy in Japan, Baltlrnore: John Hopklns
press, 1950; Donald Kéene,ìThe Mei¡i Political Nov€|,'ln Dawn to the West: Japanese
Ltteraiure ol the Modern Era, New Yoi<: Henry Holt and Company, 1984, pp 70'95; G.T.
Shea, Lettwtng Lttenturc ln Japan: A Brlel History ol the Proleta¡lan Llterary Movement,
Tokyo: Hôsel Unlverslty Prsss, 198{, p5.
38

Bowen, Rebellion and Democracy in MeijtJapan, pp. 204-5. For a discussion ol the ideas
of Uekl Ernorl, see lenaga Sabuó, UeklEmod Ken4yÛ, Tokyo: lwanaml Shoten, 1960.

39Bowen, Rebellion and Democracy in MeijiJapan,, pp. 208-10. For a discussion ol altemative
draft constitutions, see: Pittau, PoliticalThought in Early Meiii Japan, pp99'130.
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'[Humans] have rights.'40

Given the currency of notions of "natural rights" in nineteenth century Japan,

it is not surprising that many women also seized on this concept in order to

demand "women's rights" (joken). As early as 1878 Kusunose Kita
demanded voting rights for the local assembly on the grounds that she held

the family property on the death of her husband and was thus liable for
taxation (in an argument implicitly based on the logic of 'no taxation without

representation'¡.4l Some women participated in the liberal movement:
Kishida Toshiko toured the country making speeches demanding political
rights for women and contributed articles to the liberal newspaper Jiyû no

Tomoshibi (The Light of Freedom);Tomii Oto was inspired by Kishida's
example to come to Tokyo and work in the fields of journalism and women's

education;42 Fukuda Hideko also became involved in the liberal movement

atter hearing a speech by Kishida
lncident with

ôi

-

Fukuda was involved in the Osaka

Kentarô and others, and embraced socialism atter her

release from prison.43

The early liberal feminist discussion of rights otten focused on the family as
40uef¡ Emorl,'Mlnken lnaka Uta', ln lenaga Saburô (edl MetilBungaku Zenshû 12, Tokyo:
Chlkuma Shobô ppl28-129; translated ln Bowen, Rebellion and Democracy, pp206-208;
see also: G.T.Shea, Lettwing Llterature in Japan: A Bdel History ol the Proletarian Literary
Movemen[ Tokyo: Hôsel Unlversity Pres6, 1964, p6. I have rnodified Bowen's translatlon
slightly as he usss 'man' and 'men'for the gender-neulral "hito' and'ningen". ln Shea's
translation he has used lemlnine pronouns for the caged blrd.

4l Kusunose Kita, 'Nôzei no Gl ni Tsuki Goshireigan no koto', To\yo Nichinichi Shinbun,
311111879, ln Nihon FuJin Mondal Shiryô SDdsei Volume I, ppl02-103; discussed in
Maruoka Hldeko, Fuiln Shlú Kelsal ShlN6to, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1985 edn. Volume
1, pp34-35; Slevers, Howers ln Salt, pp29-30.
42 Maruoka Hideko, Fujin Shtsô Keisei Sht Nôto, Volume 1, pp35-41; ltoya Toshio,Josei
Kaihô no Senkushatachi, Tokyo: Shimizu Shoin, 1975; Sharon L. Sievers,'Feminist Criticism
ln Japanese Polltlcs ln the 1880s: The Experience of Klshlda Toshlko', Sþns, Vol. 6, No. 4,
Summer Þ81, pp602-616.

43see Chapter One, above.
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the site of women's oppression. Given that the family came to be crucial in

the structures of authority under the constitutional system (as I discuss
below) criticism of the family could be said to question the very basis of
power under the Meiji system. Discussion of the family was taken so
seriously that Kishida Toshiko was imprisoned in 1884 for her attack on the
family system.'|4 ln her writings and speeches, Kishida used the metaphor of
imprisonment to describe women's situation. She used the conventional

phrase used to describe the upbringing of young ladies, hakoiri musume
(daughters raised in boxes) but turned it into an image of deprivation.as
Daughters raised in this fashion were like cultivated plants whose growth
had been stunted, in comparison with flowers growing wild in the mountains

and valleys.46 K¡shida lamented this situation and advocated smashing the
boxes which restricted women's freedom.4TL¡ke ueki, Kishida used natural
imagery to describe a very un-natural state of subjection. The upbringing of

young women was like the cultivation ol bonsai trees, whose shape is
created by the trimming of roots and leaves.'|8

Despite the resonance of liberal ideas lor many individuals experiencing the

economic and social transformations of Meiji Japan, the legitimacy of liberal
ideas could be put into question by the dominance of Confucianist ideas,

which emphasised hierarchy and obedience, rather than equality and
freedom. Confucianist ideas were particularly dismissive of women's role in
society, and revivalist philosophies such as Kokugaku (National Learning)

4

Slevers, Ftowers ln Salt, g41.

45slevers, Flowers tn Satt, p34.
46ltoya Toshlo, Josei Kaihô no Senkushatachl: Nakajima Toshiko to Fukuda Hideko, Tokyo:
Shlmizu Sholn, 1975, P42.
47 noyaToshio, Josei Kaihô

no Senkushatachi, P43.

48¡toya Toshio, Josei Kaihó no Senkushatachi,
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p4.

and

Mitogaku (the Mito school) failed to challenge prevailing views of

women.49 Confucianism lacked a liberal conception of individualism and the
Confucian emphasis on hierarchy could also be said to be incompatible with

notions of equal rights. The Confucian individual was always placed in

social context, and was enmeshed in a series of dyadic relationships
(ruler/ruled; father/child; elder/younger; husbancUwife; teacher/pupil) where
obedience on the part of the infer¡or was balanced by benevolence on the
part of the superior.

Atter Nakamura Masanao's translation of Samuel Smiles' Selî-Help,
Protestant ideas of individualism and advancement through hard work were

understood

in

Confucian terms.S0 ln other cases concepts were re'

interpreted or rephrased to fit Confucian principles. lrokawa argues that
many of the partic¡pants in the Freedom and Popular Rights Movement
understood their participation in this movement ¡n terms drawn variously
from Confucianism, from lhe Kokugaku (National Learning) School, or from
the millenarian Yonaoshi movsments of the late Tokugawa period:

People's Right5.s1
49 Takamure ltsue, Joselno Rekishi, Volume 2, pp54-55.

50E.J.Kinmonth, Iàe Setf-Made Man in Meiji Japanese Thought, Berkeley: University ol
California Press, 1981 i pp27 -29.

5llrokawa,'Freedom and the Concept of People's Rights', pl81.
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ln other words, it was also possible to find, in the Confucian tradition,
justification for rebellion against a ruler who did not show the necessary
benevolencs.S2 The language of Confucianism was not simply a remnant of

premodern times, which somehow retarded the development of liberal or
democratic ideas. Rather, Confucianism was constantly being reinvented

and reconstituted, and Confucianist language could be used to justify the
most modern practices and institutions.

2.2.1.RIghts
While the language of pre-modern social relations could sometimes be re¡nterpreted

to fit new political realities, in other cases new words were

coined. The word for "rights' (kenri), and the compounds formed from this
root were all newly coined in the Meiji period.s3 The word used to translate

'rights"

-

kenri - had been

discussed since the eighteen seventies.

Nishimura Shigeki spent several pages of the early Meiji intellectual journal
Meiroku Zasshi in explaining the concept of "rights". He spent little time,
however, on natural rights; most of the article was devoted to describing the

limits to rights, and the obligations that go atong with rights.sa Many of the

Meirokusha intellectuals had expressed anxiety about the 'abuse' of rights
-- especially if they were extended to women.sS The word was also to cause
glrl (obligatlon) by partlcipants ln
culturalvalues" could \lod<
that'Japanese
and
concludes
labour
disputes,
twentieth csntury
S2Ar¡drew Gordon dlscusses the use of such concepts as

to sanc{ion resistance to duthority.' Andrew Gordon, Labour and lmperial Democracy in
PrewarJapan, Berkeley: Unlversity of Califomia, 1991, p73.

n

:
n
r the English

S

'sovereþntY'.'

Nbhimura Shlgekl,'An Explanation ol Rlght', Meiroku Zasshl,1875, translat€d ln Braisted,
Meiroku Zasshlt pÞ. SIO-S|S. See also Donald Shively, 'Nishimura Shþeki: A Confucian View
of Modemizatloñ'-ln Marius Jansen (edl Changing Japanese Attitudes to Modernization,
Pr¡ncston, New Jersey, Princeton University Pross; 1965;ppl93-241.

55

See discussion ol Meiroku Zasshi, above.
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trouble in the dratting of the Civil Code in the eighteen nineties.56

However, while the concept of people's rights was seen to be problematic by

some members of the élite, the concept cont¡nued to have resonance for the
members of the Movement for Freedom and Popular Rights. Rhetorically,
people's rights (minken) w€re otten contrasted with state rights (Rokken), or

the rights of the ruler (kunken). ln the political climate of the late nineteenth
century, where national sovereignty was perceived to be under threat, and
national policy was guided by the slogan fukoku kyôhei (a wealthy country
and a strong army) the concept of 'state rights'could be used to question the

legitimacy

of selfish assertions of individual rights by women

and

commoners, as explained by Katô Shûichi:

There were partisans ol minken (the rights of the people) and
partisans ol kokken (the rights of the stat€); some emphasised
the independence of the individual, and others emphasised the
subordination of individual rights in order to maintain national
independence.ST
Another new concept of the nineteenth century was kokumin ('the people" -

literally: "people ol the nation'). For perhaps the first time, Japanese people

were seen to have a common identity linked to the construction of the
modern nation-state. lmplicit in ditferent usages of the word kokumin were

different possible relationships between individual and state.S8 Was the
individual a citizen with inalienable rights, or a subject whose limited rights
56 lsfr¡¡ Ryosuke, Japanese Legistatton ln tha Meiji Era, 9579: The translatlon of lhe Frerrch
wod droit civil inlo Japanese was another special problem, apparently, sirrce it is said that the
equivalent Japanese word mlnken, whlch was creat€d by Mitsukurl, was opposed by
members of tho flrst Clvll Code Commlttee on the ground that common people were not
entitled to any such thing as rlghts.'

57Xatô Shrllchl,'Japanese Writers and Modemlzatlon', ln Jansen (edl Changing Japanese
Attitude s Toward Modernizatio n, p425.
58For diferent nuarìces of the word kokumin, see Carcl Gluck, Japan's Modem Myths; pp48-

49,242-243 & passim; Gordon, Labour and lmperial Democracy; ppl7-18, 89-90, 285-290,
311-325.
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were granted by the Emperor? Were the concepts of citizen and subject
gendered concepts? These quest¡ons were implicit in the discussions
leading up to the promulgation of the Meiji Constitution and the framing of

the Meiji Civil Code.

2.3 The Melll Constltutlon
As lke has pointed out, it was not only liberal ideas which were made
availabte through translation in the Meiji period. Prussian ideas were used

to justify a particular conception of the monarch's relationship to the state,
and Social Darwinist ideas were used by Katô Hiroyuki, for example, to
argue against natural rights theory.S9 Pittau reminds us
systems could be very modern and very Western'.

that

"[A]uthoritarian

60

There was, then, a wide range of political ideas discussed in early Meiji
Japan, but it is no accident that it was Prussian ideas that were used in
framing the Meiji Constitution. The Meiji oligarchy deliberately chose a form

of constitutional monarchy where the imperial institution was buttressed
against the encroachment of democratic forces.6l The final form of the Meiji
Constitution reflected the desire to pay lip-service to democratic ideals while
at the same time ensuring the power of the élite in the name of the Emperor.
Although an elected assembly was allowed for, its powers were limited, and

the franchise was limited by a qualification depending on the amount of tax
pa¡d.62 'Preponderent power', explains Andrew Barshay,

'lay with official

bureaucracy and a transcendent cabinet rather than with an elected
59lke, The Beginnings ol PotiticalDemocracy in Japan,p172.
60Pmau, Potlticat Thought tn Early Meiji Japan, p129.

61lke,ft¡e Beginnings ol Potittcat Democracy ln Japan, p113.

62ln 1890, the electorate numbered

45O,OOO, or 1.1 per cent of the population. Those who
pairl 15 yen per annum in direct taxes were enfranchised. Gluck, Japan's Modern Myths, p67.
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representative body. "63

Where other const¡tut¡ons carried a Bill of Rights, the corresponding section

of the Meiji Constitution (Chapter 2) outlined the Rights and Duties of
Subjects. There was no mention of inalienable human rights

- rights were

granted to the people as subjects of the Emperor,ô4 who was described as
"sacred and inviolable" (Article

3).

Freedom of religious belief and freedom

of speech and association were only granted 'w¡th¡n the limits of law" and
'within limits not prejudicial to peace and ordef (Articles 28 and 29). Any of
these provisions were subject to the exercise of the powers of the Emperor

'in times of war or national emergency" (Article 31). lt was also stated
explicitly for the first time that only male heirs could succeed to the lmperial
line (Article Z¡.os

Thus, the Meiji state failed to support democratic or liberal ideas in any real

sense. The preamble to the Constitution used Shintô ideas to proclaim the

divinity of the Emperor. The "monarchic principle" of the German
Constitutions of the 1850s was adopted to justify the notion that sovereignty
resided in the Emperor.66 Atthough it may seem that the Constitution was

stitched together in somewhat piecemeal fashion from these disparate
sources, the Meiji bureaucrats were clear in what they wanted. Nagai
6SAndrew Barshay, State and tntelteclual in Japan: The Pubtic Man in Crisis, Berkeley:
Unlversity of Callfornla, 1988, p3. Barshay argues that the lmbalarrce ln power relatlons
between "the people' and the bureaucracy ls encapsulated ln lhe phrase kanson minpl
"revere the offlclals and despise the peoplo', a phrase originally used to refer to
representatlves of lhe leudal bureaucracy, but whlch also came to be applied to the modem
bureaucrats of the Melll system. For furlher discussion ol kanæn minpl, see Gluck, Japan's
Modern Myths, pp60-72; pp227-246.
S4Tanaka & Smith, The Japanese Legalsyslem, Tokyo: Untuersity of Tokyo, 1976; p637.

65ffre Constitutlon of 1890, translation in Tanaka & Smith, The Japanese Legal System,
pp16-24.
66Tanaka & Smith , The Japanese Legat System, p631.
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describes ltô Hirobumi's reaction on meeting the German legal expefts von
Gneist and von Stein:

ln describing the impression that these tu/o men made qpgn
him, ltô records that those who followed the teachings of the
extreme liberals of England, America and France were
erroneously leading Japan down the wrong path, but that
through his encounter with these two men he had gained the
confidence which would enable him to secure the lmperial
foundations and to strusture the State in accordance with the
lmperial Principle. Having found in Prussia a model for the
builOing of Japan he wrote: "l feel that I can die a contented
man."67

Yet, there were tensions in the establ¡shment of the constitutional system, as
Andrew Gordon has outlined:

The promulgation of a constitution and the convening of ?l
electàd Diet meant that Japan was a nation of subjects with
both obligations to the state and political rights. Obligations
included military seryice, school attendance, and the individual
payment of taxes. Rights included suffrage and a voice in
deciding the fate of the national budget. The fact that these
rights were limited to men of substantial property is well
recognized and, of course, important. Clearly the constitution
was expected by its authors to contain the opposition.
Nonetheless, to stress only the limitations placed on popular
rights by the Meiji constitution is to miss its historical
significance as a cause of future change: the mere existence of
a consitutionally mandated, elected national assembly with
more than advisory powers implied the existence of a politically
active and potentially expandable body of subjects or citizens.
lndeed, the decision of the oligarchs for a constitution was
made in acute awareness that such a citizenry was in the
process of forming itself and developing its own ideas about
the political order.68

To overemphasize the repressive potential of the Meiji constitution would be

to deny the activism which was one of the catalysts for the cr€at¡on of
constitutional government, and to deny the legitimacy of the oppositional

movements which persisted into the twentieth century. Unfortunately,

67

Nagai Michlo, 'Westernization and Japanisation: the Early Meijl Transformation ol
Educatiõn', in D. Shlvely (ed.), Tradition and Modernisation in Japanese Culture, Princeton,

New Jersey: Prlnceton Unlversity Press, 1971; p. 73.

68cordon, Lafuur and tmperial Democracy in PrawarJapn, pl5.
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Gordon does not elaborate at this point on the distinction between "subjects"

and "citizensn, or speculate on whether the "potentially expandable body of
subjects or citizens' could include women, but his insight is suggestive. To
what extent was the 'subject' of the Meiji emperor a gendered subject, and
what did this imply for the possibilities for political activity by women? The

women who had partic¡pated in the Liberal Movement of the 1880s had
certainly thought that women should be included in the category of citizen. ln

the following sections

of

this chapter I will consider how women were

positioned according to the official and legal discourses of the Constitutional
system.

For Meiji women, the constitutional system meant that they were to live in a
state which did not recognise the notion of 'natural rights', let alone extend

them to women. Although the language of the Constitution was gender-

neutral, women were implicitly excluded in various ways. The duty to
perform military service, for exampte, could be said to imply a male subject.

The different duties of male and female subjects were also outlined in
various ways in the provisions of the Civil Code, as I discuss ¡n deta¡l below.

The family and women were not explicitly mentioned in the Constitution
itself,oe but the lmperial Rescript on Education of 1890 upheld a Confucian

view ol a state based on hierarchy and obedience, with the family as the
basic unit of society.

2.4 The lmperlal Rescrlpt on Educatlon
There was perhaps, democratic potential in the institution of a compulsory
education system in 1872, but the educational system went through several
transformations in the next few decades. The educational system eventually
69Except for the slatement that the lmperial successlon was based on lhe male line (Aillcle

Ð.
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adopted had similarities with the Prussian system, which saw the purpose of
education as train¡ng subjects to serue the State more etficiently, rather than

the cultivation of talent and learning for its own sake. This suited Confucian
conceptions of seikyï

itchi

-

unity of government and education.TO The

Education Ordinance (Gakusei) ol 1872 made education compulsory for
both boys and girls,7l but the actual attendance rates were much lower for
girls, who were otten expected to carry out home duties or paid work.72 The
lmperial Rescript on Education (Kyôiku Chokugo) o11890 made explicit the
principle that education was for the purpose of producing subjects loyal to
both family and state:
Know ye, Our Subjects:

Our lmperial Ancestors have founded our Empire on a basis
broad and everlasting and have deeply and firmly planted
virtue; Our subjects ever united in loyalty (chû) and filial piety
(kô) have from generation to generation illustrated the beauty
thereof. This is the glory of the fundamental character of Our
Empire, and herein also lies the source of Our education. Ys,
Our subjects, be filial to your parents, affectionate to your
brothers and sisters; as husbands and wives be harmonious,
as friends true; bear yourselves in modesty and moderation;
extend your benevolence to all; pursue learning and cultivate
arts, and thereby develop intellectual faculties and perfect
moral powers; furthermore advance public good and promote
common interests; always respect the Gonstitution and
observe the laws; should emergency arise, offer yourselves
courageously to the State and thus guard and maintain the
prosperity of Our lmperial Throne coeval with heaven and
earth. So shall ye not only be Our good and faithful subjects
(chûryô no shinmin), but render illustrious the best traditions of
your forefathers.
The Way here set forth is indeed the teaching bequeathed by

Our lmperial Ancestors, to be observed alike by Their

descendants and the subjects, infallible for all ages and true in
all places. lt ls Our wish to lay it to heart in all reverence, in
70 Nagal,'Westemlzatlon

and Japanlsatlon: the Early

Me[ Translormallon of Educatlon', p41.

TlTakamure, Josel no Rekishl, pp. 67-68. lt was not unt¡l the early twentieth century that
female studenls'attendance rates passed 90%. Tachl Kaoru quotes the followlng anendance
rates for girls: 1873: approx. 15%; 1888: approx 28%: 1903: 90%. Tachl Kaoru, 'Ryôsal
Kenbo', ln Joselgaku Kenkyûkal (eds) Kôza Joseigaku l: Onna no lmêjl, Tokyo: Kelsô
Shobô, 1984, p188.

72 Roblns-Mowry,Ihe Hidden

Sun, p41.
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common w¡th you, Our subjects, that we may all thus attain to
the same virtue.
The 30th day of the 10th month of the 23rd yøar of Meiji
(1890).73

Gluck has emphasised the role of the Rescript in defining 'civil morality':

. . . the Rescript itself was raised to the status of a civic creed.
What began as an assertlon of native values and social ethics
became a civil morality: an index of loyalty and patriotism
(chûkun aikoku) not only for the schools, but for wherever
allegiance to the state was at ideotogical issue.Ta

This emphasis on hierarchy and obedience and the Confucian values of
loyalty and filial piety was to provide ideological support for the patriarchal

family system codified in the Meiji Civil Code. The lmperial Rescript was

supported by lnoue Tetsujirô's Commentary on the lmperial Rescript

(Chokugo

Engi),

commissioned by

the Meiji government. ln

his

commentary, lnoue made explicit the connection between family and State,
and linked filial piety with loyalty to the Emperor.T5

Primary education became compulsory îor both boys and girls in the 1870s,

but it was some time before women had access to secondary and tertiary
education. With respect to women's education, there was a shift from a
liberal view of education in the early Meiji period which was seen to be
equally relevant to male and female students, to the late Me¡j¡ period which
saw an emphasis on education specifically directed at women, and based
73Ofb¡al translatlon of the lmperlal Rescript on Educatlon reproduced in Gtuck, Japan's
Modern Myths, p121. For discusslon of the process leading up to the promulgation of the
fmperial rescrlpt on Educatlon, se€: Gluck, Japan's Modern Myths, ppl02-156; Shlvely,
'Nishlmura Shlgekl: A Cor¡fuclan View ol Modernlzation', ppl93-241.
74cbck, Japanß Modern Myths, 9127.
75M¡tsuda KyÖko,'Kindaiteki Boseikan no Juyô to Henkei',
Myths, pp129-132.
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pl22; Gluck, Japan's Modern

on the ideology of 'good wives and wise mothers'.76 When higher education

was extended to women, it was generally discussed in terms of this
doctrine.TT The gradual extension of education and literacy to women had
both positive and negative implications. Prescriptive images of womanhood

could be disseminated to a female reading public, but print media also
provided the potential for the dissemination of alternative images and
representations.

2.5 The Draftlng of the Melll Clvll Code
ln broad terms, then, women were granted no basic rights under the Ms¡j¡
Constitution, and were actively repressed

in many ways. But the

Constitution was often vague, and many provisions were specifically limited
by law. The real implications of this system for women and gender relations
can only be understood by examining those sections of the Civil Code which

perta¡n

to the family - the sections on marriage, family

headship,

succession, and divorce.

ln this period it was thought vital for the prosperity and stability of the state

that the most suitable form of the lamily be instituted. This reflects the
Confucian utilitarianist belief that family, school, and other institutions are
inseparable from the functioning of the state.78 The Meiji Restoration had
threatened traditional power relations by the abolition of the feudal domains
and the modification of the feudal class system. By identitying the state w¡th

the family, it was possible to use emotional attachment to the family in the
76Tacn¡ Kaoru, 'Ryôsai Kenbo', p187.

TTNagai

Michio, 'Westernization and Japanisation: rhe Early Meiji Transformat¡on of

Education', op.c¡t.

78

Nagai, 'Westernization and Japanisation: the Early MeijiTransformation of Education', p76.
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serv¡ce of the state. Gluck has described this process succinctly:

... confronted with increasing individuation and even anom¡e,
ideologues enshrined the family -- the hyphenated metaphor of
the family-state in effect sanqtifying the family at least as much
as it domesticated the state.79
The principle of loyalty to the Emperor and one's elders described in the
lmperial Rescript on Education was carried one step further by ethics
textbooks which explicitly linked family to state, and father to Emperor. The

'rulef over

father was

his family members and the Emperor "fathef to his

childlike subjects.sO Those sections of the Civil Code which concerned the
family were thus seen to be vital to authority relations in the new political
system.

The process leading up to the promulgation of the Meiii Civil Code has been
described in detail in several sources.Sl The Napoleonic Code was chosen

as the first model, and Mitsukuri Rinshô was commissioned in 1870 to
translate the French Civil Code into Japanese. ln 1879 the French legal
scholar Emile Boissonade was requested to compile the new Civil Code.
Boissonade's draft, however, encountered opposition. ln this context ¡t is

to noto that most of the opposition to h¡s draft centred on the

interesting

family. For example, Boissonade's draft allowed for the sharing of
inheritances between siblings, and included the unthinkable proposition that
family heads could be deposed.sz ln the final dratt of the Civil Code most of

the other sections were taken almost literally from French or German
79 Gluck, Japan's
80 fke, The

Modern Mßhs,p. 265.

Begtnntngs of Pottlcat Dennaacy in Japan, pp197-98.

81 Watanabe YÖzô, The Family and the Law: The lr¡divld¡atistlc Premlse ln Modern Japanese
Family Lew', in Arthur Taylor von Mehren (ed.), law in Japan, Ca.mb{!99,_lfassachusetts:
Harvãrd Unlversity Presg, 1963: lshil, Japanese Legislation in the Meiji Era, PP574-592;
Tanaka & Smith, The Japanese Legal System; Kôsaka, Japanese Thought in the Meiii Era,
pp360-374.

82 PyÞ,The

New Generation,p137.
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sources, but the book on Persons, which contained those provisions relating

to marriage, divorce, family headship and

inheritance was completely

rewritten by Japanese scholars in line with their vision of a Confucian familystate.83

The link between patriarchal authority in the family, and imperial power in
the state was made explicit at both ends of the political spectrum, and there

was extensive public discussion of the draft Civil Code. On the one hand,
conservative legal scholar Hozumi Yatsuka criticised Boissonade's dratt in

lhe Hôgaku Shinpô (Law Review) in 1891. He stated that the form of the
Japanese state depended on the Japanese family system, and described an

idealised, trans-historical form of the family slster¡.84 Hozumi's appeal to
antiquity is a common feature of modern nationalist though1.85

ln opposition to Hozumi's views, Ueki Emori, one of the most liberal of Meiji
intellestuals, envisaged a state made up of individuals and not a collection
of families. He lamented that those who grew up under authoritarian states

faited to develop independence and autonomy. Ueki used natural rights
theory to argue for equal rights for men and women, and identified the
patriarchal power of the family head (koshu) with the absolute power of the

monarch (kunshu). He argued that the country should be made up of
individuals, not a collection of families. Those who grew up under an
autocratic power structure, he argued, failed to develop independence and

autonomy. He called for a Civil Code based on the "new ideas' of the
83 lshll, Japanese Legistailon in

the MeijiEra, p591.

84 Hozumi Yatsuka, 'Mlnpô ldete, chrlkô horobu', Hogaku Shinpô, No. 5, 1891, reprinted in
Nihon Fujin Moúai Shiryô St¡dse¡; Volume 5, pp237-239.

S5Benedid Anderson, tmagined Communities: Rettections on the Origins and Spread ol
Nationalism, London: Ve6o, 1983, pl9:'ll nation-statss are widely corrceded to be'new'and
'historical', lhe nations to which they give political expression always loom out of an
lmmennrial past.'
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n¡neteenth century. 86

Several editorials in Kokumin

no Tomo

- the journal of the MinyÛsha

were devoted to reform of the family system, and MinyÛsha leader, Tokutomi

Sohô, established Katei Zasshi (Family Magazine) in 1892 lor the
dissemination of his ideas.87 Meanwhile, in the pages of the journal Nihon
(Japan), the nationalist rival

lo Kokumin no Tomo, the desirability of the

"existing" Japanese family system was realfirmed. 88 The ideas of the

Meirokusha intellectuals have been discussed in more detail above, but it
should be reiterated here that they shared the view that the fämi[ was
crucialto the prosperity of the state.

lshii has stated that the section of the Civil Code pertaining to the family was
rewritten to

fit in with Japanese custom,89 but in fact there had been no

universal, customary form of marriage and family. Before the Edo period

there had been a mixture of matrilocal, patrilocal and duolocal marriage
systems, and inheritance practices were just as diverse. The Tokugawa
Shogunate had failed to unify these practices. Laws varied from domain to
domain and actual practice varied according to class and region.9O

During the Edo period there had been two main conflicting trends with
regard to family

lorm. ln agricultural areas, the nuclear family had become

the most etficient unit ol production, and feudal relations based on duty and
86 Uefl Emori, 'lkanaru mlnpô o seltel

subekl ka', Kokumln no tomo,2U8ll889
Nlhon Fujin MondalShlryö Sñúsel, Volume 5, pp383-387.

- 2tgll889,

87 Pyle, The New Generation, pp131-136.
88Pyle, The New Generation, 9136.

89 lsh¡|, Japanese

Legistadon in the MeiJi

90 wakita

Era, p1l9.

Haruko, 'Maniage and Property in Pre-modern Japan lrom lhe Perspeclive of
Women's History', Journalol Japanese Studies, Vol. 10, No. 1, Winter Þ84, pp.73-100.
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obligation were being replaced by market relations whereby labour could be

sold on a daily basis.9l ln the samurai class, increased centralisation of

property and authority brought an emphasis on primogeniture and
subordination of all family members to the patriarch. This practice was
emulated by the wealthier merchants and artisans, who did not want to see

their property (and authority) being divided up on the marriage of their
children.92

The writers of the Meiji Civil Code, then, did more than codify a conservative

view ol the family. They ignored the diversity of marriage and inheritance

practices in ditferent reglons and classes of late Tokugawa society, and
imposed a version of the patriarchal samurai family on all sections of society.
The depiction of the patriarchal family form as unique, immutable, and trans-

historical by such writers as Hozumi was a convenient myth which has
persisted to the present day, and the identification of family with state was a
socially constructed ideal. Gluck has described the construstion of this ideal:
Family conceptions of the State and folkish views of the nation
rested congenially with communitarian values that less readily
accommodated either raw individualism or representations of
class conflict. On the other hand, neither State nor nation
made the same kind of immediate sense as the economic and
social imperatives of personal success and family survival.
lndeed, the unrelenting efforts of the ideologues to assert the
pre-eminence of public values revealed that it was otten the
private ones that constituted stronger personal mot¡vat¡on. The
continued tension between the public and private poles of civic
value arose in part because Japan's social meanings did not
readily dispose people ... to make "the leap to the state".e3

Perhaps we can reconsider Gluck's insight with reference

to

Benedict

9lSmith, The Agnrian Origins of Modem Japan: passim.
92waklta, 'Manlage and Property ln Pre-modem Japan frcm the Perspective ol Women's
Histor¡/, op.c¡t.

93

Gtuck, Japan's Modem Myths, pp. 258-59.
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Anderson's discussion of nationalism as the construction of an "imagined
community".g4 ln Japan, it seems, the identification of family and state was to

facilitate the imagining of a new community: the nation-state as family,
referred to in the Japanese literature as kazoku-kokka (family-state). lt is
also possible to argue that this emotional identification with family and state

may have been seen to provide an alternative to other forms of social
grouping based on class or occupation. Barshay's description of the "family-

state' brings together the themes of patriarchalism, national integration, and
the'exaltation of officialdom':

state . . . Here let us stress its valorization of organic harmony
and patriarchal integration over any conflictual notions of the
composition of the polity. This ties in, of course, with the
"exaltation" of officialdom, which, along with the independent
military, acted for the lirst three decades of the modern period
as the structural expression, so to speak, of the imperial will.9S

The implications for gender relations of this system will be considered
through an examination of those sections of the Civil Code concerned with
Family Law, and legislation concerned with women's politlcal activities.

2.5.1 Women's Polltlcal Partlclpatlon
The potential for political repression existed in this system, and this power
was directed against women as much as any other groups in society. The

first regulations on public meetings and associations had been passed in
the eighteen eighties.96 The new regulations, from 1890 on, added clauses
94Anderson, I magi ned Communities, passlm.

95Barshay, State and tnteltecfilat tn Meijl Japan,fi.
96Regu¡ations lor political Meetings and Associations,lSS0; Revised Regulations lor Political
Meetings and Associations, 1882; Hôan Jôrel (Peace Preservation Ordinance), 1887;
Revision of Public Meeting Regualtions,l889; McLaren, 'Japanese Govemment Documents',

pp4s5-505.
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spec¡f¡cally directed at women, similar

to regulations which had existed

in

Germany from 1851, and in Austria from 1867.97 The Japanese Law on

Political Associations and Meetings of 1890 (ShÛkai oyobi Kessha Hô)
prevented women from engaging in any political activity, whether ¡t be
attending a political meeting, holding ons, or joining a political party. These
bans were reiterated in Article Five of the Public Peace Police Law of 1900

(Chian Keisatsu Hô).98 (Women were, of course, excluded from the very
limited franchise.) Thus, there was no scops for Meiji women to demand
"rights" publicly. The repeal of these provisions was necessary before they
could even begin to consider other political activity. ln the eighteen eighties

it had been possible for Kishida Toshiko to make speeches all over the
country demanding political rights for women. This would no longer be
permissible, and meant that public speaking could no longer be used as a
means of promoting feminist ideas. Thus, one of the first activities of both
liberal and socialist feminists of the Meij¡ period involved campaigning for
the amendment of Article Five, as I discuss in Chapter Three below.

2.5.2 Famlly Reglstratlon
ln concrets terms, it was laws concerned with family registration, marriage,

divorce and inheritance which restricted women's rights and delimited the

role they could expect to play in the Meiji "family-state". The basic
administrative unit of the state was the family. Each person was registered
in the Family Register (Koseki) on birth.es The head of the family (the father)

97tne Comblnatlon Law of 1851 prohiblted women from taklng part ln polltlcal meetlngs or
þlnlng politlcalasoclatlons ln rnost parts of Gemany. Slmllar leglslatlon was enacted ln A.¡slrla
in 1867. Evans, The Feminlsts, p94;p105.

98 S¡evers,

Flowers ln Salt, p.5l; Sharcn H. Nolte, A Sa[y Ann Hastings, The Meljlstate's
Policy Toward Women, 1890-1910', ln Gail Lee Bemsteln (edlReqeat¡ng Japanese Woman:

1600-1945, Berkeley: Unlversity ol Califomia, 1991, ppl54-155.

99Regulations concerning Household Registration were promulgated as early as 1871.
Gluck, Japan's Modern Myths, 9187.
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had authority over each family member, and it was his duty to ensure the
loyalty of each famity member to the Emperor. The fathe/s permission was

necessary for marriage up to the age of thirty for men, twenty-five for
women.100

2.5.3 Famlly and lnherltance
On the death of the father, the headship and all property passed to the eldest

son. A distinction was made between the headship, which involved
"succession to all the rights and duties of the deceased ancestor', and
heirship, which concerned the "rights and obligations pertaining to the

property of the

family.'tot

Boissonade's dratt Civil Code had made

provision for sharing of the inheritance between siblings, and this had been

the practice in some regions, but the final draft of the Civil Code affirmed the

principle of primogeniture. The practice of adopting a son or son-in-law
where there was no male heir continued to be recogn¡5s6.102

2.5.4 Marrlage and Dlvorce
Marriage was recognised as legal when the wife was entered in the family
register of her husband's family. This sytem was open to abuse, however,

and wives were often not registered until they had produced an heir. A
married woman lost all control ovsr any property she brought to the
marriage, unless

it was

specifically protected by

a marriage contract.

Legally, married women were put in the same class as minors and other
legal "lncompetents'. They could not enter ¡nto contracts, or buy or sell
100 ¡s¡¡, Japanese Legtstatlon tn the MetjlEra, p. 669.
101¡1¿2ue Hatoyama & Saburô Sakamoto, 'Japanese Personal Legislatlon', ln Shlgenobu
Ôfurna (edl F¡îty Years of New Japan, New York: E.P.Dutton, 1909, Volurne 1, P278.

102 ¡e¡¡, Japanese Legistation in the MeijlEra, pp685-691.
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property w¡thout the consent of the husba¡6.103 Under a system where
sutfrage was dependent on property, this had further implications for the
possibility of arguing for women's political rights.

The divorce law alone gave some small improvement in women's
position.lOa For the lirst time, women could sue for divorce, but the grounds

wers restr¡cted. Women could sue on the grounds of cruelty or desertion,
but not adultery. Men could obtain divorce on the grounds of the woman's
adultery, but a man could only be prosecuted by the husband of another
married woman. Adultery with a single woman was no otfence as it did not
threaten the family line. The practice of divorce by mutual consent was often

abused, with families coercing an unsat¡sfactory bride into signing consent

for divorce. There were no provisions for alimony or maintenance, so that

divorced women were totally unprotected. The father usually retained
custody over any 6¡¡¡6¡s¡.105

At an official level Meiji society was ambivalent towards prostitution and
concubinage. Contracts between prost¡tutes and their owners were otficially
made invalid in1872 but the practice continued tacitly.toe Laws were passed

in ¡,872 and 1873 which included concubines in the family register, and gave
their children legitimate status. This law was rescinded ¡¡ ¡992.107

ln sum, the Me¡ji Constitution outlined a society where the people were
103 ¡s¡¡¡, Japanese Leglstailon tn the Meut

En,

pp66ù74.

104¡9¡ a survoy of prenodem maniage and divorce practlces, see Hatoyama & Sakarrcto,
'Japanese Personal Legislation', pp251 -280.
105 ¡s¡¡¡, Jaganese Legistaflon

in

the Me¡j¡

Era,pp671-674.

106 1¿¡¿¡¡¡¡rs, Josei no Rekishi, p70; Sievers, Flowersin Salf, p13.
107 13¡¿¡¡1¡¡ rø, Joæl no Reklsh{ p71 ; Bralsle d, Metroku Zasshi, p114.
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constructed as subjects of an Emperor rather than citizens with natural
rights. The patriarchal family was the basis of authority relations in this state,
and the gendered nature of subjecthood was made explicit through the Civil

Code, which was finally promulgated

in 1898. This basic structure of

Consitutional, Civil, and Commercial Law was etfective until after World War

Two. These legal and institutional structures were supported by ideological
attention to the duties of subjects and the gendered naturs of subjecthood.

2.6 Dlscourses of Famlly and State
As discussed above, family structure and family relationships were seen to

be crucial to authority relations in the Meiji state. According to Meiji
nationalist discourse, the role of women as imperial subjects was seen

through the prism of family relationships.l0e ln this context, women's
contr¡but¡on as wives and mothers was taken seriously for perhaps the f¡rst

time.

Several writers promoted the idea that women should bs, in

Nakamura's phrase, 'good wives and wise mothers' (ryôsai kenbo), and
that they should receive a proper education for this role. Some writers also
began to promote monogamous marriage based on love between husband
and wife.

The conjunction

ol

Ryôsai kenbo ideology and notions of romantic love in

marriage can be traced to the members of the Meirokusha, the members of
1089uç¡ a genderlng ol natlonallst discourse ls also true of other countries. ln lndla, where
natlonallst dlscourse was developed in oppos¡tlon to Wostom imperlallsm, the confllct
between "Eastem'traditlon and'Westem" modemity was often lramed ln gendered terms,
and focused on women's role withln the lamlly. See the discr¡ssion of these lssues ln Kurnarl
Jayawardena, Feminlsm and Nationalism in the Third World, London: Zed Press, 1986,
passim; Partha Chatterlee,'The Nationalist Resolution of the Women's Qugstion', ln Kurnkum
Sangari & Sudesh Vald (eds) Recasting Women:Essays in lndian History, New Brunswick:
Rutgers, 1990, pp233-253; Dlpesh Chakrabarly, The Difference-Defenal of (a) Colonial
Modernity: Publlc Dsbates on Domestlcity ln British Bengal',History Workshop Joumal, No
36, Autumn 1993, ppl-34. For a brief discussion of the role of women as the embodiment of
tensions between "tradition' and 'modernity" ln the Japanese context, see Sievers, Flowers
ln Salt, ppl0-15.
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lhø Bungakukai literary group, and various Christian organisations. The

Christian influence was also apparent in the creat¡on of the Japanese
chapters of the Women's Christian Temperance Union and the Red
Cross.l09 These ideas provided women with a positive role for perhaps the
first time, but ultimately women were positioned in the home, and any public

activities could only be legitimated as extensions of the role of "good wives

and wise mothers". Meiji period discours€s on women can usefully be
compared with premodern notions.

ln feudal Japan, Buddhist and Confucian ideologies had devalued women's
contribution to society. According

to Buddhism, women were sinful,

and

were not allowed into certain sections of temples. A woman could not
achieve enlightenment unless she was reincarnated as a man. According to
Confucian ideas, women were subject to 'the three obediencesn -- a woman
had to obey her father, then her husband, then her eldest

son. According to

Kaibara Ekken, the author ol Onna Daigaku, a didactic text for women:

Woman has the quality ol yin (passiveness). Yin is the nature
of the night and is dark. Hence, because compared to a man,
she is foolish, she does not understand her obvious duties...
She has five blemishes in her nature. She is disobedient,
inclined to anger, slanderous, envious, stup¡d ... Since she is
foolish, in everything she must submit to her ¡us6¿¡6.110
It was not thought necessary to provide lormal education for women,llt

"nO

1091¡e Women's Temperance League was establlshed ln 1886 and lts lournal TôRyô FuJin
Ky6fû Zasshl commerrced publicatlon ln 1888. the Red Crcss was establlshed ln 1887.
1lO¡eyse Ackroyd, Women ln Feudal Japan', pp53-54. Onna dalgaku appeared ln 1672. In
English it ls usually referred to as Greafar Leaming For Women. English translat¡ons appear in
Takashl Shlngorô led) Greater Learnlng lor Women, London: John Murray, 1902; and Basil
Half Chamberlaln, Thlngs Japanese, London: Kegan, Paul, Trevich, Trebner, 1890. For
further dlscusslon of Edo period prescriptlons on appropriate femlnlne behaviour, see:
Jennifer Robedson, The Shingaku Woman: Stralght From the Heart', ln Recreating Japanese
Women; pp89-93.

111¡¡ s6uçatlon, as ln other aspects of the lives of womsn ln Tokugawa Japan, there was
huge variation according to region and class. On the education of peasant women, see Anne
Walthall, The Life Cycle of Farm Women in Tokugawa Japan'. ln Creating Japaneæ Women,
pp46-49.
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a woman could be divorced on presentation of a short declaration known as

mikudari-han. The grounds for divorce were: failure to produce an heir,
gossiping, theft, disobedience, jealousy, loose condust, 6¡ss¿ss.1

12

Such ideologies ignored the fact that women's labour was crucial to the
survival of peasant, artisan, merchant, and even poor samurai families.

Women performed their share of agricultural labour, and were largely
responsible for such cottage industries as spinning and weaving. Only
aristocratic, samurai, and wealthy merchant families could afford to keep
women who did not contr¡bute their labour to the subsistence of the family.
These women wero valued for their reproductive power, and could be traded

in marriage for the purpose of expedient political alliances. Even in peasant
families, however, women were seen as thg most "expendable' members of

the family. lt was female babies who were'thinned out" (a euphemism for
infanticide) at birth, and older girls could be sold to brothels, for the sake of

the survival of their fathers and broths¡s.l13

ln feudal Europe, one aspect of aristocratic culture was the development of

the ideal of courtly love which was one of the precursors of

modern

bourgeois notions of romantic love and companionate marriage.1l4 Feudal
Japan had not developed a tradition of courtly love among the warrior class.

lf such a trad¡tion existed at all, it was directed at young men.l15 Marriage
112 ¡41¡oyd.'Women ln Feudal Japan', p6.
113¡e¡ an overulew of the sexual dlvlslon ol labour ln lrouseholds ln ealy modem Japan, see:
Kathleen Uno, 'Women and Changes ln lhe Household Division of Labouf, ln Creating
Japanese Women; pp1741;Walthall, The Life Cycle of Farm Women in Tokugawa Japan';
pp42-70.

114¡e¡ discussion ol the lmpllcations of the traditþn ol courtly love lor women ln Europe,
see: Joan Kelly-Gadol,'Did Women Have a Renaissarrce?', ln Beæming Visible, pp175-201.
For the h¡story ol the notion of romantic love in n¡odem westem European societies, see
Jacqueline Sarsby, Romantic Love and Society, Hannondswoilh: Penguin, 1983.

115 ¡eguçhl Takehiko, 'Love and Death ln the Early Modem Novel Japan and America' ln
Albert M. Craig (edl, Japan: A Ømparative View, Cambridgo, Massachusetts: Haruard,1972.
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among the samurai class was described as a matter of duty and obligation
rather than romant¡c attachment, although it is possible that there was a
different tradition in peasant society, where young people could still choose

their own marriage partners.ll6 Samurai women were enjoined to

be

chaste, frugal and obedient:

The relationship of a wife to her husband is based on the two
virtues of chastity and obedience, not merely on the
matrimonial bond. lt is immoral to place matrimonial atfection
before chastity and obedience.

A wife is conducting herself in conformity with morality when
she seeks for concubines for her husband with a view of
keeping his line from extinction. ls it not a shameful thing to
speak ill or become jealous of others out of a desire to
monopolizs levs?117

Sexual love was seen as

a dangerous

force,

to be banished

from

mainstream society and restricted to the limbo zone of the licensed quarters.

Walthall explains that:

To circumscribe the power of mature female sexuality, men
tried to direct it either to the confines of the red light district or to
marriage.1l8

The licensed quarters wers frequented by members of the merchant class,
and unofficially by members of the samurai class. The womsn were those

daughters of poor peasants who had been sold for the survival of their
families.

This does not mean that Edo society lacked a conception of romantic love;
116¡e¡¡ Yayol, 'Josel sabetsu no konkyo o saguru' ln Yamarmto Tetsull led.l, Ketzal *kkusu
to Jeúaa, Tokyo: Hyôronsha, 1983, ppl77-206: Walthall dlsc¡,¡sses courtsh¡p practlces ln
some vlllages ln: The Llfe Cycle of Farm Women ln Tokugawa Japan';pp50'52.
117qu6¡¿¡¡ons from two elghteenth century didactlc texts, Ackroyd, 'Women ln Feudal
Japan', pp57-60.
1185¡¿¡¡¡¿¡¡, The Life Cycte ol Farm Women in Tokugawa Japan', pô4.
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the popular culture of the time continually dramatised the conflict betwsen

societal obligation (giri) and emotional lies (ninjô). This conflict was
dramatised along class lines, or in economic terms. Sometimes the conflict

was between the merchant's duty to his wife and his emotional ties to his
mistress. Or perhaps a poor clerk did not have enough money to redeem his
lover from her rich patron. These dramas invariably ended in suicide,
reinforcing the ¡dea that sexual passion was a dangerous force. Although

the new discourses on women and family continued to see sexuality as a

dangerous force, there was

a new linkage of romantic love with

monogamous marriage.

By the 1890s, Christian influence had become stronger in certain groups in

Meiji society, and the Christian emphasis on social service would become

an important influence on the subsequent development of socialist and
feminist thought in Japan. Many ¡ntellectuals had received their educat¡on at

Christian mission schools, and this was often the only place where middle-

class Meiji women could receive higher education. Many young writers of
the time were influenced by lwamoto Zenj¡, principal of the women's school

Meiji Jogakuin,l19 ¿¡d founder of the women's education journal Jogaku
Zasshi.l20 lry¿¡¡oto, in addition to be¡ng principal of Meiji Jogakuin, was
leader of the Bungakukai school of romantic novelists, and many of the
school's romantic ideas found their way into the pages ol Jogaku Zasshi.
lndeed, many members of this literary school taught at the women's college
and wrote lor Jogaku Zasshl, or Bungakukai, the literary magazine which
119geys¡¿l lemlnist teaders were connected with this school or educated there, irrcluding
Shimizu Toyoko, ôtsuka Kusuko, Nogami Yaeko. Maruoka Hideko, Fujin Shisö Keisei Shi
Ndfo, Volume 1, p45.
120¿6g2¡ay Zasshi commenced publication on 20th July 1885. lts lirst editor was KondÖ
Kenzô. fwarnoto took over as editor on KondÖ's death ¡n 1886. Oka Milsuo, Korn Hyakunen
no Onnatachl: Jaanarlzumu Joselsh/, Tokyo: Shlnchô Sensho, 1983, p29. For a detailed
study of lwarþto and his editorship of Jogaku Zasshi, see: Nobeji Kiyoe, Josei Kaihô S/¡isd
no Genryû: lwamoto Zenji to Jogaku Zasshi', Tokyo: Azekura Shobô, 1984, passim.
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developed lrom Jogaku /2$1ri.121

Writers in Jogaku Zasshi displayed a variety of stances on women's rights
and women's education and the emphasis of the journal as a whole shitted

several times. The journal promoted women's education and women's
political rights, but in the context of ideas of romantic love and monogamous

marriage.l22 Education for women, indeed, was often promoted for the sake

of the women's children. Jogaku Zasshi, then, was important in the
promotion of a notion of monogamous marriage which supported a form of
ryôsai kenbo ideology. lt has been argued, however, that the concept of

ryösai kenbo espoused in the mid-Meiji period was different from the
nationalist version

ol ryôsai kenbo ideology promoted by the bureaucracy

and semi-official women's organizations in the early twentieth century.

Articles by Ueki Emoril23 on women's political rights in this journal sit
uneasily with Hatoyama Kazuo's "Become your husband's closest friend

rather than [demanding] equal rights"l2a and Kitamura Tôkoku's
'Misanthropic poets and women".125 Th¡s publication was, however, one of

the places where criticism was voiced against the regulations which
prevented women from participating in political activities.l26 $qtþ Shimizu
1217s¡ dlscusslon ol Jogaku Zassht and Bungakukal, see: Kôsaka, Japanese Thought tn
the Meijl Era,pp261-269. Bungakukal appeared from 1893 to 1898.
122¡9guç¡1, 'Love and Death ln the Early Modem Novel', pl61;Takamure, Joæt no Rekishl,
pp76-78.

123 gs¡¡ Emorl, 'Mlnpô þ oyobl sono ta nl okeru ftfu no kenrl', Jogaku Zasshl, No 171, ln
Nlhon Fu[n Mondal Shlryô St¡úsei, Volurne 5, pp378€1.

124

¡1¿¡gyama

Kazuo,'Danlodôkenyoriotto r¡o shinyrl nl naru', JogakuZasshl, No. 115

(facsimile editlon: Kyôto: Rinsen Sholen, 1967, 16 volumes); Tekamure, Josei no Rekishi

p84.
125K¡¡¿¡u¡¿ Tôkokr¡, 'Ensei shika to Josei', Jogaku Zasshi,1892; Noguchi, 'Love and Death
Japan and Amedca, p169.

ln the Early Modem Novel

-

126y¡¡¡ Sukako,'Melll no Fujln Zasshlo Tadoru', ln KlndalJosel Bunka Shl Kenkyû Kal (eds)
Fujin Zasshi no Yoake, Tokyo: Taikûsha, 1989, p87.
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Toyokel27 and lwamotol2s himself criticised the Law on Political Assembly
and Association of 1890

- ths precursor of the Peace Police Law of 1900.

lwamoto was also mildly critical of the lmperial Rescript on Education,
recognizing that the Rescript could be used as justification for discriminatory
treatment o1 u¡sms¡.1 29

Domestically oriented women's magazines started

to appear in the

Meiji

period, with such titles as Meiji no katei (The Meiji Family). Although the

more progressive of these magazines supported women's education and
political rights, they generally placed women firmly in the family, and took a
patriotic 1s¡s.130

Meiji popular culture dramatised conflicting notions of romantic love. Such

writers as Nagai Kafû, lzumi Kyôka and Sato Ryokû continued in their
romantlc¡sed (and otten misogynistic) portrayal of the licensed quarters.lsl

The Bungakukai writers dramatised the problems of romantic love in the
mission schools -- an idealised version of love in marriage, which they were

otten unable to achieve in their private ¡¡vss.132 Perhaps the only writer to

demystify notions of romantic love was Higuchi lchiyô

- a member of

Bungakukai - in her portrayal of young people on the fringes of the licensed
1275¡¡¡¿u Toyoko, 'Naze nlloshlwa seldan shrlkal nl sarrcho suru to o yurusarezaru narl',
Jogaku Zasshl, No. 228, A¡gust 30, 1890; 'Nails Aisuru Shlrnainllsugu', JogakuZassf¡i, No
234, October 1 1, 1890 (supplement).
128¡ç¿¡¡19¡9 Zenll,'Joshl noSeldan Bôctrô', Jogaku Zasshl, No 225, 1890,

129¡s¿¡¡e¡e Zenll,'shasetsu: Tsutsushimite Chokugo o HaHoku shl Tatematsuru', Jogaku
Zasshl, No 238, 8/11/1890;cited ln Nobell, JoselKalhô Shlú no Genryû: twamoto Zenl to
Jogaku Zasshl, p25.
13Oyu¡¿¡¿rniNobuhlko,'Fulln Mondaito Fujin Kaltrô Ur¡dô', lwanemi Kôza Nihon Bekishfl 18:
Klndal, Tokyo: lwanaml Shlnsl¡o, 1972.
131 ¡egrJç¡1,'Lovs and Death in the Early Modem Novel', pl69.
132

¡sguç¡|,'Love and Death

In

the Early Modem Novel', pl69.
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9uarters.133

W¡th the popularity of Nakamura Masanao's translation of Smiles' Self-Help,

young people becams interested in worldly success
debate on giri versus ninjô was reframed in terms

-- rísshin.

The feudal

ol risshin versus ren'ai

(love).13n This conflict was dramatised in the novels of Mori ôgai and
Tsubouchi Shôyô, and in the debate on romantic love between Tokutomi

Soho and Kitamura 16¡s¡r¡.135 The ideology of risshin säusse, was
however implicitly masculine. Tachi Kaoru has argued that, while the young

men of the Meiji period aspired to wordly success, risshin såusse, young

women were being educated according to the ideology ol ryôsai kenbo,
'good wives and wise 691¡9¡5'.136

2.7 Good Wlves and Wlse Mothers
Although there were many contradictory ideas in circulation at this time,
romant¡c love was being linked with monogamous marriage in a way which

had not happened previously. When linked with ryósai kenbo ideology,
these ideas provided a justification for the restriction of women's role to the

domestic sphere. Takamure has traced ryôsai kenbo ideology as an
amalgam of European and Confucian ¡deas.137 This has become a common

theme in Meiji political history. Useful Confucian ideas were retained or
revived and combined with only those "Western' ideas congenial to the type
lSlFor disq¡ssion of the fldþn of Hlguchl lclrlyô see: Nakam¡ra, Japanese Fic'tion tn the Meljt
Era, p75; Robed Lyons Danly, ln the Shade of Spring Leeves: Vlctoria Vernon, Daughters ol
the Moon: Wish, Will and Social Constraint ln Ficlion by Modem Japanese Women, Befieley,
Calffomla: lnstitute of East Aslan Studles, 1988, pp35-68.

134¡¡¡¡¡¡s¡1h,The Self-Made Man tn MeutJapanese Thought, ppl47-8.

l3sNakamura Mitsuo, Japanese Fiction in the Meiji Era, Tokyo: Kokusai Bunka Shinkô kai,
1966; pp64-70.
1361¿ç¡¡ Kaoru,'Ryôsal Ksnbo', pl95-196.
1371¿¡¿¡¡l¡re, Josel no Rektsht, pp79-83.
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of state env¡saged by the Meiji power élite.138 Tachi Kaoru has traced in
more deta¡l the transformations

of ryósai kenbo ideology, from an initial

emphasis on the relationships between husband and wife and mother and

child, to a later version of ryôsai kenbo ideology which linked these
relationships to nationalist goab.13g Tachi is also sensitive to the class basis

of this ideology. She argues that the development of higher education for
women in Japan was linked to the perceived necessity to provide partners

for men who were wers already finding social location in suitable class
positions through an increasingly stratified education system. The growth of

the higher schools for women (kôtô jogakkô) was spectacular, and these
schools were the site for the promotion ol ryôsai kenbo ideology among

middle and upper ctass women.l40 Anhough the increased demand for
women's labour in the industrial sector could be seen to threaten the stab¡l¡ty
of the patriarchal family system, Tachi argues that famillal ldeology was also

promoted among the working classes, in order to counter any perceived
threat to the family slster¡.141

Sharon Nolte and Sally-Ann Hastings have described how the Japanese
Mlnistries of Education and Home Affairs built on ryôsai kenbo ideology in
campaigns aimed at mobilising women through the educational system and
138¡t snou¡d Þe adcled, howover, that oppositlonalgroups may also have tried to appropriate
lhe language of Cor¡fuclanism. c.f. lokawa's dlscusslon of the use of Conluclanlst concepts ln
the Fre€dom and Popular Rlghts Movement. lrokawa,'Freedom and the Corrcept ol People's
Rights', pl81.

1391¿s¡¡ Kaoru,'Ry6sal Kenbo', ppl84-209.

1401¿ç¡¡ Kaoru, 'Ryôsal Kenbo', ppl92-193. The number of women enrolled ln hlgher
sclrcols was 286 ln 1882, 2,363 ln 1888, 12,000 ln 1900, and 75,000 ln 1912.
1411¿s¡¡ Kaoru, 'Ryôsal Kenbo', p195. I would agree with Tachi's assertion that specific
appeals were made to women of different classes, although the familial ldeology promoted
among young slngle worklng women seems somewhat different ln content lo ryösal kenbo
ldeology, which was much more relevant to middle and upper class women who did not
engage in paid work.
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sem¡-official patriotic organizations in the early twentieth century.142 This
corresponds to Tachi's discussion of a 'nationalist' (kokkashugiteki) phase
of ryôsai kenbo ideology. Nolte and Hastings quote official statements on

the exclusion of women from participation in parliamentary politics. The
head of the Police Bureau, Kiyoura Keigo 'argued that women's political
participation would undercut home management and education", while the
architect of the Public Peace Police Law, Arimatsu Hideyori, 'commented . .

.

that political meetings were disreputable affairs that might compromise
women's v¡¡1ug."143

Nolte and Hastings argue that women's exclusion from political activity
reflected their role as semi-public servants whose sphere of activity was the

þe¡¡s.144 While I agree that women's activities were explicitly politicized,
and that the state (in Nolte and Hastings' succinct phrase) "claimed the
home as a public

place', I am doubtful about such an implied valorization of

these act¡vit¡es. As we shall see below, the socialist women who
campaigned against Art¡cle Five were sceptical about women's co-optation

as servants of a state which denied them political rights. lt may be more

useful to explore the similarities and differences between women and
propertyless men, who were not enfranchised until 1925.
142

¡e¡s & Hastlngs,'The Meil State's Pollcy Towards Womon', ppl51-174.

l4ÍlNone

& Hastlngs, The Meil Stale's

Potlcy Towards Women', p156.

144¡e¡e and Hastings put fonrard thls polnt of vlew in the lollowing (unfortunately
unsourced) paragraph:'Yet the ban on þ¡ning politicalorganisations aclually suggests a third
lmage of woman, one nelther lnnocer¡t nor rebellþus but responslble and authoritatlve. The
ban placed won¡€n ln the same category as public fþures, lrrcluding military rnen, public and
prlvate schoolteachers and studenls, and shrine and temple officers. The grouping implied
that women were like civil servants whose political activity would be inappropriate or whose
responsibilltles so weighty as to preclude thelr padlclpation. Gradually conservatlves inside
and oulside the governmenl would elaborate on the ldea that wives were public flgures,
verltable otllcers of the slate in its microcosm, the home. Thelr mission was a mble one that
transcended petly partisan politics. Thus, the lustiflcation ol womon's politlcal exclusion was
primarily ln terms of thelr home and lamily dutles, and not of thelr physical, mental, or moral
irrcapacity.' Nolte & Hastings, The Meiii State's Policy Towads Women, 1890-1910', pl56.
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We should, however, be careful about aligning ryùsai kenbo ideology too
closely with European ideas of 'separate spheres". ln Europe, bourgeois
marriage developed as the site of production moved out of the home, and
middle-class men engaged in paid labour outside while their wives looked

after the management of the domestic sphers.laS The ideological
construction of the private sphere rendered aspects of gender relations
"invisible' in political terms, and naturalised the gendered hierarchy in the
family.

ln Japan, however, there were not the same notions of "public"

and

"private'.1¿6 According to Confucian ideology, power relations in the family
were articulated directly into the power relations of the state. ln Europe, the
concept of "separate spheres" could be used by some feminists to argue lor

equal political rights for women, on the grounds that women made an
equally significant contribution to society. ln Japan, under the Constitutional

system, notions of a gendered hierarchy within the family were made
explicit, and the family itself was politicised, rather than being seen as a
private haven.

Mainstream political ideology in the Meiji period was antithetical to feminist
ideas in several major ways. The Meiji Constitution described an autocratic

state, based on divine right rather than popular sovereignty and natural
1459¡ the development ol concapts of public and private ln Eurcpean bourgeois culture,
see: Leonore Davldotl & Calherlne Hall,Famlly Fortunes: Men and Women ol the English
Mlddle Class, London: Hutchlnson, 1987;Jean Bethke Elshtaln, fttbllc Man: Prívate Woman,
Oxford: Robertson, 1981; Eva Gamarnikow, et al (eds) The Public and the Pdvate, London:
Helnemann, 1983; Phlllppe Arlès et al, A Hlstory ol Prlvate Llle, Cambrldge, Mass: The
Belknap Press, 5 volumes, 1987-1991.
1465ee Barshay's dlscussion of the development of notions ol public and private in Japan.
Barshay argues that the concept of 'prlvate" ln Japan was opposed to'public'ln the meaning

of governmental or ofllclal. Unfortunately, Barshay does not elaborale on

possible
connect¡ons between gender relatlons and the development of concepts of public and
private in the Japanese context: Barshay, State aN lntellectualin Japan.
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rights. The Civil Code encoded a patriarchal family system, which was an
essential

part of the authority structures of the new state. ldeals of

monogamy, and a new emphasis on the importance of women in rearing

and educating children, persuaded women that they could achieve
emotional satisfaction within marriage, and compensated them for their lack

of political rights. However, these official discourses wsrs counterbalanced

by the development of oppositional discourses on women and gender
relations. lndsed, it could almost be said that the official and semi-official
pronouncements on family and state opened up a discursive space for the
articulation of oppositional points of view on these matters.

2.8 Opposltlonal Dlscourses
What is missing from all of these debates is a recognition of the role of
women's labour in the modernisation of the Meiji state. While the élite
discussed "good wives and wise mothers", women soon made up the
majority of workers in the textile industry, Japan's major export product.
Such ideologies may even have allowed the more etficient exploitation of
such women; if they thought that their primary loyatty was to the family and

future husband, this may have hampered the development of class
consciousness. ln this context, one task of leminists in the late nineteenth
and early twentieth century was to bring discussion of women's labour into

the mainstream of political discussion. As long as women themselves
confined their discussion and demands to the role of women within the
family, there could be little challenge to the dominant political discourse.

To a large extent this is what happened in the early years of Meiji feminism.
The women of the Japanese chapter of the Women's Christian Temperance
Union (Nihon Kirisutokyö Kyôfûkai) drew on the Christian tradition of social

service and carried out welfare activities among prostitutes and textile
93

wokers. The women of lhe Kyôtûkai were involved in campaigns against
licensed prostitut¡on, and paid some attention to issues of "women's rights",

but fa¡led to develop a coherent critique of the links between women's
oppression in the home and as u¡e¡¡s¡e.l47 The late Meiii/ early Taishô
feminists of the Seitô group, as we shall see, challenged the notion of
monogamous marriage, but neglected consideration of women's labour.

Early socialist women's journals considered women's labour as factory
workers, prostitutes, or in rural areas, and also debated the ideology of
monogamous marriage.

As an introduction to the next chapter I will briefly outline the development of

socialism as an oppositional discourse which provided

a critique

of

industrial capitalism as it developed in Japan. I will then consider how

socialism in early twentieth century Japan was conjoined with another
oppositional discourse

-

that of feminism. Within socialist and feminist

discourse, women attempted to speak in ways which challenged the¡r
construction as gendered subjects of the Emperor. ln their attempts to speak
as wives and as mothers, they could be seen to be attempting to appropriate

official constructions of womanhood to their own purposes. Attempts to
speak as workers and as activists, however, provided a challenge to these

discourses. My discussion of the writings of socialist women w¡ll be
organised around these possible speaking positions: as wives (Ghapter

Three), as mothers (Ghapter Four), as workers (Chapter Five), and as
activists (Chapter Six).

1479¡svs¡s, Flowers in Salt, pp87-113.
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CHAPTER THREE: WIVES (1900-1911)
3.1 The Conlunctlon of Femlnlsm and Soclallsm
While feminism, in its liberal guise, attempted to use the universalist
principles of liberalism and see them extended to women, socialism sought

to point out some of the limitations of liberal ideology and to provide

a

critique of the capitalist system. The context of the early development of
Japanese feminist thought has been traced in the previous chapters, where

we noted the participation of women in the liberal movement, and the
influence of Christianity through the mission schools and philanthropic
organizations. The intellectual antecedents of socialist thought in Japan can

be found in the lett wing of the liberal movement, in the Christian emphasis

on social seryice, and in the study of American labour activism and British
socialism by Katayama Sen, Takano Fusatarô and others.l

I

could also be

said that the male and female workers who had withdrawn their labour in
strike activity in the eighteen eighties and eighteen nineties (albeit without
the support of an organised union movement)z had made an important step

towards recognition of the basic contradiction between the interests of
capital and labour, although the history of this early strike activity was not

always available to later generations of workers. The growth of factory
labour and the concomitant development of labour disputes has been traced

by Stephen Large:
The dimensions of the labor question, while not great by recent
standards, were nonetheless considerable in the context of the

lOdaglri Susumu,'Kaldal', ln Odagiri Susumu (edl Meiit Bungaku Zenshï 84: Meijt Shakai
Shugi Bungaku Shû 2, Tokyo: Chikuma Shobô, 1965, pp416-417. George Totten,Iäa
&cial Democratb Movement in Prewar Japan, New Haven: Yale University Press,l966,
ppl6-31.
2For discussion ol the earty disputes by lemale textile wod(ers, see: E.P. Tsuruml,Factory
Girls: Women in the Thread Mills ol Meiji Japan, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University
Press, 1990, pp50-58, ppl12-120.
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period. As the number of factories multiplied, from 778 with a
combined capitalization of 44,590,000 yen in 1894 to 1 ,881
factories with a combined capitalization of 105, 380,000 yen by
1897, so too did the industrial work force begin to assume
large proport¡ons. For instance, in 1892, there were 294,425
factory workers in Japan; by 1897, this number had reached
439,549. ln the last s¡x months of 1897, the yearin which the
first unions arose, there were thirty-two strikes encompassing
3,517 workers; in 1898, forty-three strikes occurred, involving
6,293 participants.S

Within the bureaucracy socialist thought was seen to be beyond the pale of

acceptable political discourse, but the German school of social policy

(Sozialpolitik) became influential as a way of dealing with social problems
without resoñing to socialist solutions. The formation of the Shakai Seisaku

Gakkai (Society for the Study of Social Policy) in 1896 reflected this
influence. lndeed, some of the more progressive social policy decisions of

the early twentieth century could be seen as ways of containing the spread
of the oppositional discourse of socialism.4 The modestly reformist position
of the Shakai Seisaku Gakkai was laid out in a prospectus issued on the
formation of the association:

Since the spirit of extreme self-interest and of free and
unrestricted competition gives rise to widening gulfs between
rich and poor, we reject the principles of laisser-faire. We are
also opposed to socialism because its plans for the destruclion
of capitalists and lor the overthrow of the existing economic
system would be detrimental to the fortunes of the nation. We
believe that, ¡f the present system of private property is
maintained and if, within its limits, class friction is prevented by
the exercise of state power and by exertions of individual

3S.S. Large,Organized Workerc and Socialist Potttcs in lnteruar Japan, Cambrldge:
Cambridge University Press, 1981, pl2.
4On the development and activitles ol the Shakai Serbaku Gakkal, see: Atsuko Hiral,
Individualism and Soclalism: The Lile and Thought ol Kawal Eilitô (1891-194), Cambridge,
Massachusetts, Harvard Council on East Aslan Studies, 1986; Hyman Kublin, Asian
Revolut¡onery: The Lile ol Sen Katayama, Prlnceton, New Jersey: Prlnceton Unlversity
Press, 1964, pp136-138; Sheldon Garon, The State and Labur in Modern Japan, Berkeley:
University of Califomia Press, 1987, pp25-26.
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citizens, we may look fonvard to the continuation of social
harmony.5

Socialist ideas were first introduced through the publications of the
Minyûsha. The Minyûsha journal Kokumin no Tomo (The Nation's Friend)

included articles on aspects
movements

of

socialism, and reports on socialist

in Europe from Sakai Yûsaburô, then visiting Paris.6 Some

Japanese monographs on socialism appeared in the eighteen ninetiesT and

the first sustained socialist organizations were established in the late
eighteen nineties.s The shokkô GiyÛkai (Knights of Labour) laid the
groundwork for the formation of lhe R6dô Kumiai Kiseikai (Society for the
Promotion of Labour, established in 1897). The Shakai Shugi Kenkyûkai
(Society for the Study of Socialism, established in 1898) metamorphosed
into the Shakai

thugi Kyôkai (Socialist Association) in 1900. Members of

these pioneering organizations were to become leaders ln the socialist,
anarchist, and labour movements. Katayama and others published Röd6

Sekai (Labour World) from December 1897, and an interest in labour
conditions was also promoted by such journalistic works as Yokoyama
Gennosuke's Â/räon no Kasô Shakai (The Lower Social Strata of Japan)
which appeared in 1899.9 At the same time, former liberal activist ôi Kentarô

STranslated ln Kublin, Asian Revolutionary, p137.
GKôsaka Masaakl, Japanese Thought

tn the MeiJi Era, Tokyo: Pan-Paclflc Press,

1958,

pp208-209.
TAbe ¡soo llsts at loast ten Japanese publlcations ofr sociallsm whlch appeared between 1893
and 1901. Abe lsoh fisoot, 'Sòcialism-in Japan', h Ôkuma Shþernhr (cidl Fttty Years oÍ New
Japan, New York: E.P.Dutton, 1909, Volume II, pp494-512.

8ln 1882, a group on the lett ol the liberal movement called ilsof ths Tôyô Shakai fó (Orlental
Socialist Party), but its activities were short-lived. After only a lew months the government
ordered its disbandment. John Crump, The Orlglns oî Soclalist Thought ln Japan,
Beckenham, Kent: Croom Helm, 198f1, p39.
9Yokoyama Gennosuke, Nihon no Kaú Shakat, Tokyo: Kyôbunkan, 1899 (reprint: Tokyo:
lwanamlShoten, 1980). Rôdo Sekal appeared bstween 1897 and 1901, when it reached its
one hundredth lssue.
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was involved ¡n founding the Greater Japan Labour Association (Dai Nihon
Rödô Kyôkai), an organization devoted to research on labour issues.

Although women formed the majority of the still small industrial labour force,

the earliest labour reformers spoke to an implicitly masculine group of
workers. For example, the writers

of

'A Summons to the Workers', issued in

1897, refer to workers' desire to support their wives and children, and lament

that industrialization has taken women out of the home and into the
factories.l0 Wh¡¡e the joumal Rôdô Sekai included reports on the conditions
of women workers, these women were constructed either as competitors for

men's jobs, or as objects of pity.l1 Women workers were an object of

description and analysis, rather than being adressed

as potential

unionists.l2

However, the development of the socialist and labour movements could be

restricted by State actions. The Peace Regulations

of 1887 had given the

police powers to ban mass meetings, and the Peace Police Law of 1900
was to give police even more extensive powers. Women, minors, police and

members of the armed forces were prohibited from engaging in political
activity. Article 17 ol the Peace Police Law banned the promotion of labour

lO'Shokkô Sl¡okun nlKlsu', ln Katayarna Sen, Nilpn no Rôdô lltdô, Tokyo: hranamlslroten,
1952, ppl8-27;pafilal translallon ln Tsunoda, Ry0saku et al, Sources ol Japanese Traditlon,
New York, Columbla Unlversity Press, 1952, Volume II, pp300-304. Although the workers are
relerred to by the ostens¡b¡y gender-neuÍal'rôdôsha' (labourer, woiler),lhe gendsr bias ls
revealed by the refererrces to the workers' lvives and children'.

l l For an analysls of the portrayal of women workers ln Rôdô Sekai and Shokkô Jijö, seø
Suzuki Yrlko, Josei to Rôdô Kumia¿ Tokyo: Renga Shobô, 1991,Volume 1, pp10-24. Suzuki
also notes the podrayalof wornen's padicipation ln waged labour as a threat to the family, and
describes thls attllude as ïhe labour movement's [version ofllhe ldeology of good wives and
wise rnothers' (rôdô undô no ryôsai kenor. shugi). Sr¡zuki, ,Joæito Rôdô Kumia¿ p15.

12mb theme will be explored in more deta¡l In Chapter Flve beþw, with respect to tater
writings on women wofiers.
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organ¡zat¡ons and it was illegal to incite workers to strike.l3 This legislation

was used in May 1901 to ban the newly-founded Shakai Minshutô (Social

Democratic Party).14 Tipton points out that from this time until the Allied
Occupation, 'people intending to hold a meeting involving political speeches

or discussion were required to report this to the police, giving information
about the site, time, and names and addresses of the chief participants."lS

Several books devoted to an exposition of socialism appeared around the
turn ol the century. These included Kôtoku Shûsui's

Nijt

Seiki no Kaibutsu:

Teikoku Shugi (lmperialism: The Spectre of the Twentieth Century: 1901)

and Shakai Shugi Shinzui (The Essence of Socialism: 1903), Katayama

Sen's Waga Shakai Shugi (My Socialism: 1903), Katayama Sen and
Nishikawa Kôjirô's Nihon no R6dô Undô (The Japanese Labour Movement:

1901), Abe lsoo's Shakai Mondai Kaishaku

Hö

(The Solution to Social

Problems: 1901), Shakai Tô (The Socialist Party) by Nishikawa Kôjirô, and
Yano Ryûkei's Shin Shakai (New Society).16 The philosophy espoused by

the early socialists was somewhat eclectic. ôfôcn¡ Kazuo lists Saint-Simon
and Fourier, Max and Lassalle, Proudhon and Bakunin, Henry George, and

l3Art¡cle 17 stated that:'No one shall commit vlolerrce or threaten othere or publicly slander
others for the purposes ln the followlng paragraphs or seduce or lncite olhors for the purpose
of paragraph 2 below: 1. ln order to let others þin, or to prevent others lrom þinlng, an
organization whlch alms al cooperatlve adlon corrceming conditþns of work or remuneratlon.
2. ln order to make an employer discharge wolkers, or lo make him rejed applbations for upfi
or to make hlm refuse an offer of employment with a vlew to organlzlng a lockout or a strlke. 3.

ln order to compel the other party to agree to the conditlons of work or remuneration.'
Labur in Japan: The Yûaikal l9l2-19, Tokyo: Sophla

Translatlon ln: S.S. Large, The Rise ol
Unlverslty Press, p3.

l4For detalls of Meill perlod leglslatlon related lo control ol publicatlons and politlcal actlvitles,
see: Elise Tpton, Japanese Police Stafe.' Tokkô in lntemar JaF4 Sydney: Allen & Unwin,
1990, pp55-62; Richard Mitchell, Thought Control in Prewar Japan, llhaca: Comell University
Press, 1976; Rlchard Mltchell, Censorship ln lmperial Japan, Prlnceton, New Jersey:
Prlnceton Unlversity Press, 1983.
1

SÏpton,J4pa nese Pottce Sfafe, p58.

1

6Odagiri Susuru.r,'Kaidai', p41 6.
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Tolstoy, as representing strands of thought which could all be included
under the broad banner of socialism in the early nineteen hundreds in
Japan. lt was not unt¡l after the Russo-Japanese War, argues ôkôch¡, that

socialism came to be synonymous with Marxism in Japan.l7 The first
conjunction of feminism and socialism became apparent in the Heiminsha,
through the participation of some women in this organization, and through
socialist attempts to address the "woman question'.

The Heiminsha (Commoners' Society) was established in 1903 by Sakai
Toshihiko and Kôtoku Shûsui, and cont¡nued its activities in one form or

another through the first decade of the twentieth century. The name

Heiminsha may remind us of one of the antecedents ol the socialist
movement - the lett wing of the nineteenth century liberal movement, where
Tokutomi Sohô espoused his philosophy of Heimin shugi ("commonerism')
in the pages of the journal Kokumin no Tomo (The Nation's Friend). This
lineage was acknowledged by lshikawa Sanshirô and Kôtoku ShÛsui:

The Japanese Socialist Party is indebted to the Minyûsha . . .
He [Sohô] became an instigator of strikes. . . The MinyÛsha
was a second Meirokusha, it became a well-spring for new
thought. The currents of socialism in Japan can truly be said to
have emerged from this source,18
The lounders of lhe Heiminsha, Sakai Toshihiko and Kôtoku Shûsui, were
employed as journalists by lheYorozu Chôhô (Complete Morning Report).

Atter they resigned from the Yorozu Chôhô over their criticism of the
newspape/s editorial support for war with Russia they started publishing the

17ôfOcfr¡ Kazuo, 'Kaisstsu', ln Geúai Nihon Shtsô Talket: Shakai Shugi, Tokyo: Chlkuma
ShobÖ, 1962;cited in Odagiri Susurrur, 'Kaidai', pp416-417.
18lsh¡kawa SanshirÖ and Kôtoku Shrlsui, Nihon Shalcai ShugiSñ1 cited in Kôsaka, Jaganese
Thought inthe MeijiEra, p208.
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weekly Heimin Shinbun (Commoners' News).1s Pac¡fism was to be

theme of writings in the Heimin Shinbun, and the Russo-Japan
provided the socialists with an opportunity for public statement of the
principles of intemationalism.20 Despite the intemationalist sent¡ments of the
socialists, Japan's first military victory over a European power also became

a focus for nationalist sentiment, in the form of the Hibiya Riots of 1905,
where people protested against the terms of the Portsmouth Peace Treaty.2l

The weeklyHeimin Shinbun appeared until January 1905. Atter its closure

Chokugen (Plain Talk) moved from a monthly to a weekly schedule, and
became the main publication of the socialist movement.22 The background
of the Heiminsha members is revealed in a ssries of short articles where

individual male socialists explain 'How
mention

a

background

I Became a Socialist'. Several

in Confucianism and contact with the

liberal

movement, followed by flirtation with the religious doctrines of Christianity or

the scientific doctrine of Danrinism. lnfluential texts include Bellamy's
Looking Backward, Ely's French and German Socialism, Schäffle's 7'äe

Quintessence of Socialism, the writings of Henry George, and the

l9The newspapsr had a print run ol between 3,700 and 8,000 depending on the ¡ssue. The
llrst lssue appeared ln November 1903. ltoya Toshio, Kanno Suga, Tokyo: lwanaml Shoten,
1970, p35. (Facsimlle editþn: Melji Bunken Shiryô Kankôkal (edsl Me¡ji ShakaiShugi Shiryô
Sl¡rl: Eessatsu 3, ShûRan Helmln Shlnbun, Tokyo).
20For the lmportarrce ol the Russo-Japanese War ln the developnent of Japanese socialism

and paclllsm, see: Noh¡ya Bamba, & John F. Howes,Pacfism ln Japn: The Chrlstlan and
&clalist Traditlon, Vancouver: Unlverslty of Britlsh Columbla, 1978, passim; Hyman Kublin,
'Japanese Socialists and lhe Russo-Japanese Wa/, Journal of Modem Hislory, Volume KXII,
No 4, December 1950, passim.

2lsee the discr¡ssion ol the lmportance ol the Hiblya rþts ln Andrew Gordon,
lnprial Demæncy in PrawarJapa4 Befieley: University of California, 1991.

Labor and

22Facsimife ed¡tlon: Meiji Bunken Shiryô Kankôkai
ledsl Meiji Shakai Shugi Shiryö Shû:
Volume l.
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publications of lhe Minyûsha.23 Few of these books would be included in
any modern canon of socialist texts.

Most of the contributors to this series see socialism as the answer to poverty

and other social problems, problems which are made concrete

in

Yamaguchi Koken's description of walking through a Tokyo slum. He
considers religion, science and virtue as possible solutions to the problem of
poverty, rejecting each in turn until he hears about socialism. According to
socialist thought, society should be made to resemble "a big family" (shakai

o dainaru katei no gotoku seyo) where work and the necessities of life are
guaranteed. Yamaguchi also includes mention of sexual equality in his
vision of an ideal society, where there would be "no difference between
ranks, or between rich and poor, male and female" (kisen naku hinpu nahu
otoko mo onna

,o

. . . ), and all would be given equal access 'to benefits

and to happiness' (riekito kôfukQ.2a

Sakai Toshihiko employs the language of enlightenment in his account of

his conversion to socialism, and this semi-religious attitude to socialism
appears in several of the accounts.2S Sakai had suffered great confusion

after trying to reconcile Mencius, Confucius and French philosophy;
liberalism and patriotism; Christianity, the theory
Utilitarianism. But socialism provided him with

of evolution,

and

a'ray of light'which he could

use to shed light on all of these philosophies. Finally, he felt relief when he

23'Yo wa ika nl shite shakaishugisha to narishlka', in Odag¡ri(ed) Meiji ShakaishugiBungaku

Shtl 2, pp389-392.

24Yamaguchl Koken, 'Yo wa ika nl shite shakaishuglsha to narishl ka', Shûkan Heimin
Shlnbun, No 44; reproduced in Odagirl (ødlMeijlShakaiShugi Bungaku Shû 2, pp391-392.
25On tne conneclions between religion and sociallsm ln the British context, see: Stephen
Yso,'A New Life: The Religion of Socialism in Britain, 1883-1896', History Workshop, No 4,
Aulumn, 1977, pp5-56.
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was able to put all of these ideas in order, until there were "no shadows and
no darkness'.26

Atter this initial eclecticism, the socialist movement split into Christian
socialist and materialist socialist factions in October 1905. The Christian
socialist faction, including lshikawa Sanshirô, Kinoshita Naoe and Abe lsoo,

produced the journal Shln Kigen (New Eral,27 while the materialists,
including Nishikawa Kôjirô and Yamaguchi Koken produced the journal

Hikari (Lign1¡.ea A second attempt to form a socialist party was made in
February 1906 by members of both the Christian and materialist fast¡ons.

The Japan Socialist Party (Nihon Shakai

Tô) declared its intention to

pursue legal, parliamentary means to social change, and survived until

1907. Later splits involved a conflict between the espousal of direa adion
and parliamentary tactics, precipitated by Kôtoku's speech on direct action at

the congress of the Japan Socialist Party, just before its dissolution in 1907.
The Heimin Shinbun was revived as a daily newspaper from 1907.2e

What has been relatively neglected

in

scholarship about these

developments ¡s that a consideration of womsn's issues was one element of

the writings of these male socialist journalists, albeit a small element in

26saka¡Toshihiko,'Yo wa ika nlshlte shakaishugisha lo narishl J<a', ShûRan Heimin Shinbun,
No 8; reproduced in Odagiri (edl Me¡jlShaløiShugiBungaku Shû 2, pp389-390.
ZTFacslmlle edltlon: Melll Bunken Shlryô Kankôkal ledsl Melit Shakat Shugi Shiryô Shû,
Volume 3.
2SFacsimlle editlon: Melli Bunken Shiryô Kankôkal
ledsl Meilt Shakal Shugi Shiryô Shû,
Volume 2. The lmagery of light was played on ln varlous weys ln the loumal Hikari. The
masthead bore an almost pictorial representation of the ideograph lor "light', and several

poems used the lmagery of llght: Yamaguchl Koken, 'Hlkarl no Kuni', Hlkarl, No I, pl;
Josephine Conger Kaneko, 'The Light', Hikari, No 5, 201111906, pl. Kaneko's poem
appeared in both English and Japanese versions on the front cover of lssue 5.

29Facsimile edition: Melji Bunken Shiryô Kankôkal (edsl Meiji Shakai Shugi Shiryô Shl,
Volume 4.
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some cases. Sakai, Kôtoku,3O Kinoshita Naoe3l and others wrote and gave

lectures on such topics as 'Women and Wa/ and 'Women and Politics'.
Sakai in particular showed an early interest in issues related to the 'woman

question'. His earliest writings on these issues appeared in the Yorozu
Chôhô, and these articles la¡d the groundwok for his six-volume work: Katei

no Shinfûmi (A New Style of Family), published from 1901 to 1902.32
Sakai's early writings carried on the liberal tradition of Ueki Emori and
Fukuzawa Yukichi, as has been noted by Suzuki YÛko.33 He would,
however, go on to bring a socialist perspec'tive to issues related to women,

marriage and the family in the journal Katei Zasshi.3a Of the socialist
newspapers Chokugen had a better record than the Heimin Shinbun on

the inclusion of women's issues. A special womsn's edition ol Chokugen
appeared on April 23rd 1905, bearing the slogan "The ideals of socialism
develop from the gentle hearts of women'. This edition carried articles by
Kinoshita Naoe and Sakai Toshihiko, and several statements by women on

'How

I

Became

a Socialist'.35

The speeches given at the Socialist

30lt snoub also be sald that Kôtoku's often liberalvlews on women's lssues in prinl were not
matched by his private conduct.
Sl Klnoshita's activitles were not restrlcted to the Heimtnsha circle. ltoya recour¡ts that
Kinoshita gave a speech entitled'Danjo Kôluku Hikak¡¡ Ron' (A Cornparison of the Happiness
of Men and Women) at a natlonalmeeting of lhe N,lhon Kdsutokyô Kyótùkal (Japan Women's
Christian Temperance Union), held ln the Kanda distrid of Tokyo. On finishlng his speech,
he brandished a copy ol the weekly Heimin Shinbun, prcclaiming that this publication held
quyoman
questlon'. ltoya, Kanrc Suga, po4142.
the baslc answerc to the resolutlon ol the

32Sr¡zuf¡Yûko (ed) Sat<at Toshthtko Josel Ron Sfu?, Tokyo:San'lchl Shobô,

198iÍ1, p387.

SlSuzuklYûko (ed),Striryô: Heminsha no Onnatachl, Tokyo: Full Shuppan, 1986, pl2.
34Karci Zassñi was established ln April 1903 by SakalToshihiko. lt appeared untilJuly 1909,
under a series of edilors, lncludlng Sakal, ôsugi Sakae, and Nlshimura Shozan. HorlYasuko
was also involved ln the production of lhe Katel Zassñi lrom its first issue. Miki Sukako, 'Meiji
rn Fujin Zasshio Tadoru', ln KlndaiJoselBunka Shl Kenkyû Kal (eds) Fujin Zasshino Yoake,
Tokyo: Taikûsha, 1989, pp75:79;KatetZassâi lacsimile editþn: Tokyo: FuliShuppan, 1983.

35see seclion 3.2 below.
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Women's SeminarS6 were reported regularly in the pages ol Chokugen.
Stories about women workers appear sporadically in the pages of the

Heiminsha publications, particularly in the weekly digest of news from
Japanese newspapers.3T Songs and poems about factory wokers also

appear occas¡onally.38 Thø Heiminsha was also responsible for the
publication of several pamphlets on Socialism and the 'Woman Question',
under the Heimin Bunkô (Commoners' Library) imprint.3g

Women were act¡ve

¡n lhe Heiminsha almost from its inception.4o The

journal Katei Zasshi had been established by Sakai Toshihiko in order to

promote socialist ideas among women, but socialist women soon
established their own journals. There were at least three socialist women's

journals in the first decade of the twentieth century

-

Nijt Seiki no Fujin

(Twentieth Century Woman: 1904¡,+t Suiito Hômu (Sweet Home: 1904),
and Sekai Fujin (Women of the World). Some issues

ot Nijû Seiki no Fuiin

36To be discussed in section 3.3. below.

37'Jofô no DômeiHigyô', Shûkan Heimin Shinbun. No 3, 29/1//1903, p2;'Kôþ m Gyakutaï,
Shûkan Heimin Shinbun, No 4, dl21903, p2;Jokô no Dômel, Shûkan Heimin Sñinþu¿ No
51,30/10/19O4,p2; 'Kôþ Gyakulal', Chokugen, Volumo 1, No 22,2519/1906: etc.
38,Jokô no Uta', Shûkan Helmin Shlnbun, No 9, t0/1/1g04, p5; Koken, 'Kôlo no Uta',
Shûkan Heimin Shinbun, No 59, 15nA1904 p5; Kokensei, 'Bôseki Kôio', Chokugen,
Volume 2, No 31, 319/1905, p4.
39earU tltfee lnclude: Kakumat FuJin (Revolutlonary Women) Tokyo: Helmlnsha Bunkô,
1905; and Yamaguchl Koken, Shakai Shugi to Fujin (Women and Socialism), Tokyo:
Helmlnsha Bunkô,l905.
40On tfre partlcipation ol women lnlhe Hetminsäe, see: Suzukl (edl Sh¡ryô: Heiminsha no
Onnatachl; Nlshlkawa Fumlko, Helminslø m Onna: Nishikawa Fumiko Jklen, Tokyo: Aoyarnakan, edlted by Amarn Shlgeru, pp 5&75; Murata Shlzuko, Fukuda Hdeko, Tokyo: h¡anaml
Shoten, 1959, ppl00-107; ôm Uotofo. 'Meil Shakal Shugl Undô to Josei', ln Joselshl Sôgô
Kenkyûkai (eds) Nritron Josei Shi 4: Kindai, Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankal, 1990, pp115148; Sharon Slevers, Flowers in Salt, Stanlord: Stanford University Press, 19&1, ppl14-138.

41Ntjûse¡*trp Fujin wae established on lst February 1904, wilh Kawamura Harulo and lrnai
Utako as publisher and editor. Endô fiwarrcl Kiyoko later took over the editorship. Atter a brief

hiatus, the magazine reappeared ln May 1906, and the linal edition was published in
November 1906. M¡klsukako,'Meiii no Fujin Zasshlo Tadoru', p79. Elant issues ol Niiûseiki
rn Fulin are held ln Tokyo Unlversit/s MelllNewspaper and Magazine Collectlon.
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have survived, but I have found no extant issues
we can see advertisements

of

Sweet Home (although

lor Sweet Home in other socialist publications).

The most prominent of the early socialist women's publications

Fujin

(Women of the World)

-

-

Sekai

appeared between 1907 and 1909.42

3.2 Women ln the Soclallst Movement
Accounts of women in the early socialist movement often describe these

women's aclivities as having been shaped by the influence of lamilial,
marital, or romantic relationships with male socialists. ln many cases, the
women in such groups as the Heiminsha were indeed involved with male
socialists. However, this emphasis on familial connections tends to obscure

the independent political commitment of many of these women. Fukuda
Hideko, for example, already had

a'caree/ in oppositional politics before

her contact with the socialists in the early nineteen hundreds.a3 She was

well known for her involvement in the Osaka lncident, and was often
described as "the heroic woman of the ôsaka lncident" (ôsaka Jiken no
joketsu). Her fame spread with the publication of her autobiography Warawa

no Hanshôgai (My Life so Far) in 1904, and the semi-autobiographical
novel Warawa no Omoide (My Recollections) in 1905.4a

42S¡e*at Fufln seøms to have been able to galn support lrom all lactlons of the soclatist
movement. Anpng SekalFujin's supporters, SuzukiYrlko lists Christian socialists lshikawa
Sanshirô and Abe lsoo, soclaldemocrat SakalToshlhlko, anarctp-syndlcalist Kôtoku Shtlsul,
and Nlshlkawa Fumlko, Sugaya lwako, and Kamlkawa Matsuko, who dlsplayed a commitment
to both leminism ar¡d socialism. SuzukiYûko (ed) Sh¡ryô Heiminsha no Onnatachi, p17.

4SFukuda had made contact with the soclalists after she moved ¡nto the same
nelghbourhood as Sakal Toshihiko in 1901. lloya Toshio reports that Fukuda lntroduced
Sakalto Katô Toküirô who, with Kojlma Ryûtaó, provirled funding for the establ¡shment ol the
Heimin Shinbun ln 1903. See: ltoya Toshio,'Kaisetsu', ln Fukuda Hideko, Warawa no
Hanshôgai, Tokyo: lwanami Shoten, 1 958, ppl 1 3-1 1 5.
44Fukuda Hideko, Warawa no Omoide, Tokyo: 1905, reprinted in Odagiri Susumu (edl Me¡ii
Bunga4u Zenshû 84: Meijl Shakal ShuglBungaku Shû
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2,

pp3-56.

Such

a

stereotypical presentation of women's political commitment as

inevitably being a result of the influence of male relatives can ultimately tell

us little about the motivations of women in the socialist movement. What is
worth exploring, however, is the use of familial metaphors and gendered
metaphors of political philosophy within such groups as the Heiminsha.
Even women who were not actually married to one of the male socialists

were metaphorically constructed as "wivss". The women of the Heiminsha
were referred to as the "kitchen crew' a5 while the senior woman of the
group, Fukuda Hideko, was refened to as shûtome,'mother-in-law'.46 The
use of such fictive kinship terms implicitly constructed the Heiminsha as an

extended family,

a metaphor which was made explicit by Matsuoka

[Nishikawal Fumiko in an account published in the Heimin Shinbun.
Matsuoka identifies herself as being responsible for lhe Heiminsña kitchen,
and describes

the Heiminsha as an extended family (daikazoku), complete

with a pet dog, which performs the funct¡on of bringing out the human side of

lhe Heiminsha members.4T

However, within the metaphorical Heiminsha family women performed the
very real labour of providing meals and supporting the activities of their male
comrades.4s Matsuoka closes her reflec{ion on the Heiminsha family:

45Tne phrase "the kitchen crew' has been colnsd by Sharon Slevers
p125.

ln

Flowers

ln

Salt,

46suzukl, Shiryô: Heiminsha no Onnatach¿ p16.
4TMatsuoka Fumlko, 'Helmlnsha no Katel', Shûkan Helmln Shtnbun, No 60, 1/1/1905,
reprcduced ln SuzuklYrlko (ed) Shlryô: Heminsha no Onnatachl pg53-55.The dog's name
ls'Maru", shoft lor Marr.: lbid, É4.

48safa¡ Toshlhlko, however, seems to have taken an lnterest in improving the pract¡cal
conditione ol the work of the "kitchen crew", in purchasing, for example, a device to simplify
the process of washing rice. c.f. Nlshikawa Fumiko,'Kometogl Klkal no Ohanashi', Heimin
Shinbun, No 6dl, 22t5t1905, reprcduced in Suzukl, Shiryô: Heiminsha no Onnatach¿ p56.
Sakal, lndeed, was dlstlnguished as one of the male soclalists ln the early twentleth century
wtro showed a prolonged commitment to pursuing answers to 'the woman questlon'. c.l.
SuzukiYtko, 'Sakai Toshihiko no Josei Ron Nôto', Und¿t ShlKenkyû, No 12, August 198Íl;
SuzukiYrlko (ed) Sakai Toshihiko Josei Ron Sât?, Tokyo: San-lchi Sfþbô, 1983.
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I still have various things to write about, but it is time to start
preparing dinner, so I will leave them for another occasion.4e

Matsuoka's advertisement for

a kitchen helper, which appeared in the

Heimin Shinbun of January 1905, reveals an unselfconscious acceptance
of a sexual division of labour within the socialist movement. The members of
thø Heiminsha are reluctant to employ a mald in the conventional sense, for

they "hate class differences between people'. However, it is taken for
granted that it will be a woman who assists Matsuoka in the kitchen. On
behalf of the Heiminsha "family", Matsuoka states that she wishes to hear
from a woman who 'knows our ideas; wishes to work for our ideals; wishes

to help our happy family; and is willing to do any kind of work'. lt will be
possible, she adds, to arrange llexible hours, and time to study.5O

The woman who answered Matsuoka's advertisement was Nobuoka
Tameko, later to marry Sakai Toshihiko.SlAccounts of such women as
Nobuoka provide evidence that many young women in fact made an
independent decision

to leave country towns and come to Tokyo to

participate in the socialist movement, without the influence of a male partner.

Kanno Suga also contacted the socialist movement independently after

hearing speeches by Kinoshita Naoe, and reading Sakai Toshihiko's
writings in the Yorozu Chôhô.52

49Mat$Jol€ Fumlko,'Helminsha no Katel', ln Suzukl,Sñ1ry6: Hemtnsha no Onnatach[ g55.
S0Matsuoka
[Nlshikawal Fumiko, Yrjshi rn Gofuiin nl Gosôdan ltashimasu', Shûkan Heimin
Shinútn, No 60, 1/1/1905, reproduced in Suzukl, Shiryù: Heminsha rc Onnatachr, p53.

5lSuzuki, Shtryö: Heiminsha no Onnatachl, pp72-73. Noh¡oka's account of the reasons for
her lnterest in sociallsm will be discussed below.

52For detalls of Kanno Suga's connectlon with the Helmtnsha, see: ltoya, Kanno Suga,
Chapter II; Sievers, Sharon, Flowers in Salt, ppl39-162. See also Kondô Magara's
reminiscences ol Kanno in Kondl, Weteshino Kaiú, Volume 1, ppl14-117, ppl89-191. For
a comprehensive study of Kanno Suga's life and works, see Helene Bowen, 'Victims as
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Some sense of the motivations of women who became involved in the
socialist movement can be gleaned from a group of short articles in the
women's edition

ol Chokugen (Plain Talk) in April 1905. Each takes

the

form of a statement by a woman on'How I Became a Socialist'.S3 N¡sh¡kawa

Fumiko identifies the inheritance of private property as the cause of
inequality

in society, and refers to having read Katayama Sen and

Nishikawa Kôjirô's journal Rôdô Sekai (Labour World).s4 Nobuoka Tameko

was influenced by such publications as Sakai Toshihiko's Katei Zasshi
(Family Magazine). Nobuoka states that she was influenced by Sakai's
views on the family, and started reading lhe Heimin Shinbun when Sakai
left the Yorozu Chôhô. The Russo-Japanese War was another major turning

point in Nobuoka's politicization.S5 Sugaya lwako refers to reading a
Russian novel which portrayed

a woman who sacrificed herself to the

socialist cause, and states that this stimulated her curiosity about socialism.

A "kind Professor of Economics" spent several hours explaining socialism to
her.56 Kamikawa Matsuko gives an almost visionary account of meditating
on the injustices of the world, and realizing the futility of religion, education,

and virtue (dôtoku) in rectitying such problems. Like Sakai Toshihiko and

Vlclors, Llfe as Death: Represenlation and Empowerment ln the Works ol Kanno Suga and
Kaneko Fumiko', Unpublished PhD Thesis, LaTrobe Unlversily, 1992.
S3Suzukl, Sâ t
ry6 : He t m tnsh a no

O nn

at achl, pp7 2-7 4.

S4Nlsh¡kawa Fumiko'tka nl shlte shakaishugl sha to nadshl Ra',

23t4t1905, reprlnted

ln

Clnkugea Volume 2, No 12,
Nlshikawa Fumiko Jiden, pp209-210, see also Nlshlkawa Fumiko

Jiden, 957.
S5Nobuoka Tameko'lka nl shite shakalshuglsha to narlshl ka', Cltokugen, Volume 2, No 12,
190514123, Reproduced in SuzukiYriko (ed) Shiryö: Heiminsha no Onnatachi,gT2-73.

56sugaya lwako, 'lka ni shite shakaishugi sha to narlshl ka', Chokugen, Volume 2, No 12,
190514123, Reproduced ln Suzuki Yrlko (ed) Shiryô: Heiminsha no Onnatechl,, p73. Fot
blographlcaldeta¡ls, see SuzuklYûko (ecl) Shiryû: Heiminsha no Onnatachi,, pp32-33.
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Yamaguchi Koken before her,57 she concludes that ¡t is better to trust

¡n

socialism than religion in cleaning up'the muddy stream' of society.SS

Several of the women relate heart-wrenching scenes of poverty and
hardship which prompted feelings of compassion. For Matsuoka, it was
those who had to eke out a living while study¡ng hard; for Nobuoka it was the

wounded in the Russo-Japanese War; for Sugaya, it was the sight of a

beggar woman suckling her baby.59 Few of the women profess any
philosophical knowledge. Rather they emphasise feelings of compassion
which led them to the socialist movement.

ln the case of Matsuoka [Nishikawa] Fumiko, the link between compassion
and socialism is explained in gendered terms. This 'gendering" of socialist

philosophy is explained in the text of a speech which appeared in the
Heimin Shinbun:

When you mention socialism, there are many people who
understand it as someth¡ng violent, but socialism is in fact a set

of ideas (shugi) deep in mercy. Thus, I believe that women,
who are naturally gentle and full of sympathy must agree with
socialism, and women's (voices) will be heard on certain
points. I think that the power of women ¡s stronger than has
been supposed, and women should give up being shy and
reticent, and devote all their energies to socialism.60

57see sect¡on 3.1 above.
SSKamlkawa Matsuko, 'tka nl shlte shakalshugl sha to narlshl ka',

Clnkugen, Volume 2, No
12,190514/23, Reproduced ln Suzukl Yûko (ed) Shlryô: Helminsha no Onnatachl., p73-74.

Kamlkawa employs qulte slmllar lmagery ln another artlcle publlshed at the same tlme:

Kamikawa Matsuko, 'Aa mujô, kotô no shita ni', Nyoran, Hiroshima: Hiroshima Jogakkô
Dôshikal, No 2, 5/2/1905, reprinted ln Suzukl, pp75-77. For biographical details, see Suzukl,

pp43-46.
59Tn¡s brlef account ls somewhat reminlscent of Fukuda Hldeko's extended treatment of her
meetings with a lemale beggar in her autoblography, as disc¡.¡ssed ln Chapter One, above.

60Matsuoka [Nlshlkawal Fumiko,'Fulln no honselto shakal shugi', Shûkan Hetmin Shinbun,
2011111904, repdnted ln Nishikawa Fumiko Jklen., p206.Thie was the content ol Nishikawa's
speech to the Soclalist Women's Seminar (Shakai Shugi Fujin Köen) 6/11/1904, as repofled
ln 'ShakalShugi Fujin Kôen (Honsha)', ShûRan Heimin Shinbun, No 54, 10/11/1904.
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According to Matsuoka [Nishikawa]'s account, socialism as a humane and
caring philosophy is implicitly contrasted with the masculine and aggressive

values of capitalism.Such a linking of socialist philosophy and "feminine"
values could also be found in the writings of the British Utopian socialists,6l

and contrasts with the language of 'class war" to be found in Marxist

socialism.62 Thus, while the women of lhe Heiminsha challenged
expectations of suitable feminine behaviour by their decision to participate in

oppositional political activity, the form of their participation was often
understood in gendered terms.

3.3 The Soclallst Women's Semlnar (Shakal Shugl Futln K6en
Kat)
One of lhe Heiminsäa activities specifically dirested at women was the
Shakai Shugi Fujin Kôen

Kai (Socialist Women's

Seminar).63 These

lectures were held at either lhe Heiminsåa premises or at a public hall in

Kanda The commencement of the new lecture series w¿ts announced in the
Heimin thinbun in January 1901. The members of lhø Heiminsha intended

61Baôara Taylor exphlrs lhe ænseq¡encos of thls ten@ncy in the wñllngs of the lJtoplan
sochlist urom€n: Tthere wasl an unresolved tersion between the deslre to mininize sexual
diflerenoe and lho need to re-ass€rt I ln womon's favour. This tension was padicuhdy æÍe
wüüin socialisl rhetodc, sirr¡ ttB very çalities wtriÍ rveß consiJerod qJ¡nlessenthþ female
were also those which lhe Orenites wished to see generallzed æross the popuht¡on: love,
cornpasslon, generoslty, char¡ty. A good wornn, lt was lrnplind, was a bom communisl.'
Balbara Tayfor, Ew and the New Je¡uslem, London: Virago, 1984, p30€1.
@Conrpare thls vlew ol soclallsm with ôsugl Sakae's autob¡ographlcal æcounl, where he
reldes his underctanding thet it was necessary to rerþunce pæifism ln oder to ernbrace
sodalisrn: €¡tn¡ltarpoæ¡y lwth my dsllÀsbn wth Chrifi¡¡n¡tyl I carþ þ OuU me pritite 0f
rpnßslslance, tlp 't¡m lhe oüBr ch€oK thd b an esserillal qiralfy of reþbn and thd I h4l
begun unoonscþusly to enÈrace. Thus I cor.¡ld now ernbrace glrc sociallsm and the class
struggle. ' me AttobioEryhy ol öatgl Sakae edited and trarclded by Byrcn K. Marshall,
Befieley: University of Califomia, 1992, ppl25. Arahata Kanson, ln hls autoblograplry, also
relleds on tlpærtradilþn between beliel hth€ dass stri¡ggle andtho stderner[of padt¡{¡t
principles. Arahata Kanson, Kansn Jilen, Tokyo: hranaml Slpten, 1975, Volurne 1, pp09-
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dlsuzuki, Shiryö: Heiminstn no Onnatachi, pp277-âO:Nishikawa Fumiko Jkien, pp57-58,
pp20&208; Sþvers, Flowers in Salt, 9120.
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to "invest¡gate the woman question", focusing on such issues as
"professions forwomen, the reform of the family, free maniage (j,yÛ kekkon),

and education for women'. The author of the report is confident, however,
that "the bas¡c solution to these issues is none otherthan socialism."6a

The first Socialist Women's Seminar was held on 23rd January 1904, and
meetings took place roughly once a month atter that. Speakers at the first
session were Kinoshita Naoe, Sal€¡Toshihiko and Nishikawa Kôj¡rô. Only a

short report of the first meeting appears in the Heimin Shinbun,65 but later
sessions are repoñed in more detailin Heimin Shinbun, Chofugen or

l(dei

Zasshi. At the first few sessions, not only the speakers, but most of the
audience were men. Speeches included Sakai Toshihiko on 'The Class
System within the Family',66'Relations Between Parents and Children',67

and'What is Femininity?;68 Nishikawa Kôjirô on 'The Main Points of the
Woman Question';æ lsh¡kawa Sanshirô on Woman's Vocation';70

OO"

"nO

6asfrafa¡Stugl Fujin Kôen no Kt, Slrlkan Heimin Shtnbun, 21t2l1gB, cited ln ôt¡ Uotolo.
'Meiji ShakaiStugi Unddl to Josei', p120.
65'Shaka¡shugiFujin Kôen', Shûkan Heimin Shlnãtn, No 12,31/1/1904.

66'Kdelni Okeru Kaikytì

SekJo', speech presented ¡n two parts on 13/1/1904 and l3l1904;
repoded ln'Shakai Shugi Fujin Kôen rp Kl, Shûtørn Heimin Shir/oun, l.¡o 15, 21PJ1904, No

19, 20/3/1904. See also Sakai Toshihiko, 'Katel ni Okeru Kaikyrl Ssido', Katel Zasshl,
Volume 2, No 2, 21211904; Volume 2, No 4, A4n9O4.
67'Oyako rp Karkef, speectr prcsented on 1213/1904; reponed
Dalsankaf, SNRan Helmln Shinãtn, No 19, 201311904..

h'shakaishrgl Fujin Kôen

G8'Onnarashlkllo wa nan zo ya', speech pr€sented on 9/4/19O4; reported ln'shakal Strugl
Fujin Kôen (He¡m¡nsha)', ClÞkugen, Vol¡rne 2, lrlo 11,201311904.

d)'Fu¡¡n Mondal No Ct¡rlshlnûen', speech pres€nted on 13V219O4; repoded in'shakal Shugi
Fujin Kôen no Kl', Shûkan Heimin Shinbun, No 15, 2112119o4..
T0Cnnsirn Soc¡alH lshka¡ra Sanshir0 slated ü¡d the
F¡rpose of socialbm was to brirB ttn
Ireedom ol love' (al rc Jiyû) to allof hurnanity, and ttnught this was panbuhrly srlited to
women's vocat¡on of 'creating love' (Airc jitsugen o tenshoku to suru fujin). lshikawa
Sanshirô, 'Fujin rn Tenshoku', speech presented on 12fV1904; repoiled in'Shakai Shugi
Fujin Kôen Daisarkal', Sltûkan Heimin Shinbun, No 19, 201311904.
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lsoo on 'Women and Revolutionary Movements'.71 Some of the speeches
are prescriptive statements by men on their expectations of women in the

socialist movement. ln other cases, however, the occasion provided an
opportun¡ty to introduce the ideas of BebelTz and others. Some of these
speeches will be disa¡ssed in more deta¡l in leüer sedions of this chapter.

The first occasion at which women spoke was

the 6th of November 1904.

The speakers were Sugaya lwako, Teramoto [Koguchi] Michiko, and
Matsuoka [Nishikawa] Fumiko. A summary of Nishikawa's speech was
published in the Heimin Shinbun under the title 'Socialism and Women's
Nature'.73 Gradually the women in the audience expanded beyond the
immediate Heiminsha circle to include various women with an interest in
socialism.T4 Yamaguchi Koken later refened to the activities of those women

who had 'nurtured the knowledge of socialism, and who were all
enthusiastic preachers': Fukr¡da Hideko, Sal€i Tameko, Nishikawa Fumiko,
Hori Yasu ko, Te ramoto [Kog uchil Michi ko, and ](ami kawa lrlatsr.¡ko.i5

ftlatsuole [Nishikawal Fumiko contributed severalspeeches to the series. ln

one contribution she tells ths story of Shizuka Gozen, the mistress of
Yoshitsune, and uses Shizule as an example of a woman who stuckto her
ideals without wavering.T6 This hisloricalfigure is presented as an example

71'Kak¡¡n¡e¡ Undô to Fujin',
çeech presented on 12d1904, reported in'shakai Stugl Fujin
Kôen', Shûkan Heimin Shi¡tþun, No 32, 19/d1904.

T2SaUlToshlhiko,'Bêbelno Fujln Ron'Part 1, speeclr presented on 7/5/1905;reported in
'Fufln Kôenkal(Helmlrshal', Cltoktgen, Volume 2, Nlo 15, 1¿Vry1905.
itsMasrc[<a

lNisfr¡<aral Fumiko,'Fujin rp tpnseib shakaislugl, see above.

75Yarnag.¡ctrlKoken,'Nitron ShakaishuglUndô Shl, Kaizô, Odober 1919, cited in Suzuki
Yûko (€d) Sltlryô: Helntrslza

rc On¡p tæl{

ñ.

76Snia*a Gozen was the mislrcss of Yosfritsune, who was caÉur€d while fleeirg Yorflonp'e
forces wlh Yosftlsune. Sfn cüsplayecl herdefiarpe of Yodtorno's anfþdfy by ptoda¡n¡rp her
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for modem u/omen to emulate.Tl An interest in literary and historicalfigures
is also apparent in Sugaya lwako's speech on Women in the Tale of Genji'.

Sugaya categorizes the women in Murasaki's novel according to the
particular form of exploitation sutfered: some are sacrificed in political
alliances, some are trapped in loveless marriagss, some are sacrificed to
men's "animal passions", while others are unhappy because of the practice
of polygyny. Sugaya uses Genji as a stañing point

br

a crfique of the sexual

double standard.TS

ln another speech, Matsuoka [Nishikawa] discusses'Heaven, Earth and

Humanity'. Atter discussing the place of humans in nature, Matsuoka
[Nishikawa] advocates co-operation among people, and the development of

an all-embracing compassion which should not be restricted to the love
between men and women. Rather, love should extend to include the aged,

children, animals and plants.7g Wh¡le this speech is not explicitly about
socialism, it echoes her speech on 'Socialism and Women's Naturs', where

she portrays socialism as a'feminine' philosophy based on caring and
comPassion.So

þve for Yoshitsune, when odered to danco by Yodtonn. Shlzuka's llle was spared, hlt her
son (by YosÌrlame) was kiled at biilh on Yodtonp's oders. See: Margar€l Fukazam B€nton,
'l{ôþ Masal@: The Dorager Shôgun, ln Chleko lrle Mulhem, Heroic with Græe: Legeúary
WomenolJagn, New Yoû: M.E.Sharpe, 1991, pp181-187.
TTMatsuoka
[Nlshlkawal Fumiko, 'shlzuka Crozen no Ohanashl', Summary ol speech
presented lolhe Heiminsha; SÐkan Heimin Shlnbun, No 58, 18/11/1904, repoduced in
St¡zukl ledl Shiryô: Heninsta rc Onnatættl, pp57€9.
78sr¡gaya lwako,'Genji Monogatari nlokeru Josei'speech reported in'ShakaiSlrugi Fujin
Kôen'(Heimirsha), Clnkugen, Volume 2, No 6,12 y1905, p6.

T9Mdsuoka [Nishikawa] Fumiko, "l'enchlto Ningen', summary ol speech presented on
51211905; ln Chokugen, Volume 2, No 2, 1UU1905, reproduced in Suzuki lødl Shiryô:
Heminsha no Oruntachl, pp60€1.
8oUas¡ot<a

tNbfr¡q^ral Frrnûo,'Fujh rþ hons€i to shakaistugf, op. cit.
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3.4 Soclalist Vlews of Marrlage and the Famlly
A constant topic of discussion at the Socialist Women's Seminar and in the
socialist press was marriage and the family. lssues related to marriage and
"free love" üiyû ren'ai) wers aired repeatedly in Katei Zasshi and Chokugen
and in publications such as Nijû Seiki no Fujin and Sakai Fuiin which were
produced by and for socialist women. Many of the male speakers and writers

on socialism assumed a natural connect¡on between socialism and 'free
love", and seemed to assums that their female listeners and readers were
primarily interested in romantic matters. While Nishikawa Fumiko had linked

socialism with the "feminine' values of nurturance and compassion, Murai
Tomoyoshi invited women

to'fall in love'with socialism.

81

Views on love and marriage ranged from descriptions of the European
bourgeois ideal of companionate marriage, to an espousal of 'democratic'
family arrangements reminiscent of the early Meiji debate on women, to an

affirmation of 'free love' which accompanied

a complete rejection

of

marriage and the family system. Women's role within marriage was
occasionally likened to slavery,82 and the condition of wives could be linked
with the situation of other women, such as prost¡tutes, who laboured under

unfree conditions.ss Sakai Toshihiko attempted to develop a socialist
perspective on marriage and the family in his writings in Katei Zasshi and in

81Mura¡ Tornyoshi, 'Nihon Fulin nlTalsuru Nidaimeisô'(pail one), speech presented to the
Soclalist Wornen'e Seminar, 131211904, reportad ln'shakaiShugi Fujin Kôen no Kl', Shûkan
Hetmln Shlnbun, No 15, 211211904: reproduced ln Suzukl, Shlryô: Helminsha no Onnatachl,

p9277-280.
82Fo¡ sorno gxamples of the use of thls analogy, see: SakalToshlhlko,'RyôsalKenbo Shugl';
lmai Utako,'Fujln no Chll', N/Useikl rn Fujin, Volume I, No 7; 11811904; H.A.Sel,Tate yo
Shimai'. Sekal Fujin, Volums 1, Nol, p7; Kamikawa Matsuko,'Ori ni Furste', Sekai Fuiin,
Volume 1, No3, UA1907, p5; etc.
83c.1. Nishikawa [Matsuokal Fumiko,'Yoshiwara Kenbutsu no Ki', Chokugen, 11/6/1905,
also reprinted ln Nisäikawa Fumiko Jkien, pp210-211.
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several monographs and translations.S4 Sekai Fuiin also included
extended debates on issues related to marriage, the family system, free love,

and women's economic independence. Writers on these issues included
Nishimura Shozan, Sugaya lwako, Kamikawa Matsuko and Endô Yrishirô.8s

Nishikawa Fumiko contributed articles on marriage and the family to all of

the early socialist publications, and would continue her critique of marriage
in the journal Shin Shin Fujin (The True New Woman) which she edited
from 1913 to 1923.86

ln an article on 'Women as Wives' in Nijtl Seiki no Fujin, lmai Utako
presents a view of marriage almost indistinguishable from European ideals

of bourgeois companionate marriage. lndeed, most of the examples she
chooses to illustrate her discussion of women's provision of "assistance',

'solace', and 'enteilainment" to their husbands come from Europe: they are

the wives of Bismarck, Gladstone, Madison, and Fawcett. She does,
however, mention some Japanese examples of notable wives, including
Hatoyama Haruko.87

ln another article, however, lmai criticises the ideology of 'good wives and
wise mothers' and considers the possibility of womsn engaging in public
activities, and working

84um¡ Sukal@,'Melli

rn

for'the happiness of society and peace for all' on the

Fujln Zasshl o Tadoru', p76.

85U¡r¡Sukalo,'Mefl rn Fulin Zasshlo Tadoru', pp77-78.
86Sh¡nsh¡n

Fujtn appeared from February 1913 to September 1923, and was often

preser¡tsd as a rlvalto Selló (Bluestock¡ng). Nishikawa's writings in this þumalwill be refened
to ln the next chapter.

87fmai Utako,'Tsumato shite no Joshi', Nüû Seiki no Fujin, Volume 1, No 9, 1l1Ol19O4:
reprinted ln Suzukl (edl Sh¡ryô: Heminsha no Onnatach¿ pp85-87. For biograph¡caldsta¡ls of
Hatoyarna, see Tachi Kaoru, 'Ryôsai Ksnbo', in Joseþaku Kenþûkai (edsl Kôza Joseigaku l:
Onna no lmêjl, Tokyo: Keisô Shobô, 1984.
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model of American women.88 For lmai, it seems, the role of woman as
helpmate in the home could be compatible with some kinds of public activity,
although these were likely to be gender-typed activities: nursing, education,

the arts, and voluntary activities.sg ln another article, she valorises the role of

women as having perfect qualifications to act as "conciliators' for society
(shakaiteki chôwasha).90 Other socialist women, such as Nishikawa Fumiko

and Kanno Suga, attempted to expand the notion of suitable astivities for
women. Kanno's initial proposal was somewhat modest

-

that women

should set aside half-an-hour each day for reading, and thus take an interest

in political matters.el

ln an editorial in the Heimin Shinbun on the topic of 'free love', lshikawa
Sanshirô quotes British Socialist writer Robert Blatchford, who advocated

that men and women should be able to enter into relationships freely and
break off relationships just as freely without the structures of marriage and
divorce. lshikawa concedes that there are some dangers in the practice of

'free love'. ln response to fears that such practices would result in an
increase in separations, however, he asserts that th¡s is better than existing
marriages, which are entered into under false pretences.92

88fmai Utako,'lkeru Fujin', Nijûseikt

rc

FuirA No1, 1904.

89lma¡ Utako,'lkeru Fuiin'.
9_0lma¡ Ulako, 'Fulln

m Chll', Nildse ikt rc Fujin,Volume 1, No 7, 1/8/1904, reprinted ln Suz¡kl,
Shiryô: Heiminsha no Onnatachl pp83-85.

9lSugato [Kanrn Sugal, 'Fulln to Dokusho', Mutoo Shlnp6, No 540, 9/1?1905; reprinted ln
Sekfyama Naotarô (ed) Sâoki Shakai Shugi Shlryô, Tokyo, 1959, ppl19-120; partlal
translatþn ln Slevers, Flowers tn Salt.
92Asahiyama Selflshikawa Sanshirô],'Jlyrl Ren'al Shiken, Shûkan Heimin Shinbun, No 45,
18/9/1904, pl, also reprinted in Hayashi Shigeru & Nishida Taketoshi (eds)Nräon Heimin
Shinhtn Ronsetsu Sñr1, Tokyo: lwanamiShoten, 1961.
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Faults in the existing marriage system could also be linked with the issue of

prost¡tut¡on.

ln 1905, Matsuoka [Nishikawal Fumiko reported on a walk

through the Yoshiwara licensed d¡str¡ct with two other socialist women.93
Matsuoka's account focuses on the conditions of the prostitutes

-

their

confinement behind wooden grat¡ngs is compared to that of caged animals
in the zoo. Matsuoka laments that the women are treated like "non-human

commodities' (ningen igai no butsuhin), and that they have 'lost the
freedom [to expressl human emotions". Matsuoka understands that they are
probably doing this work for the sake of aged parents or invalid relatives,
and "in thinking about their fate', she hated "the society which placed our

comrades (dôhô) in such pitiful circumstances". For some later socialist
writers, prosititution would be used as a symbol for the exploitation of
women in capitalist society.94

Not all socialist writers, however, advocated a complete rejection of the
family system. An editorial in Sekai Fujin in December 1908 considers'The
Family in Comrnunal Society'. The writer considers the view that socialism
necessarily means a rejection of the family in favour of communal solutions

to problems of childcare and care for the aged, and concludes that people
may be reluctant to resort to solutions which may conflict with the ideal of

ninjô

(human feeling and compassion). The writer refers

to

the

transformations which the family has undergone through history and
suggests that, wh¡le the family will continue to exist in a communal society, it

will undergo fudher transformation.
9SMatsuoka Fumiko,'Yoshiwara Kenbutsu no Kl',. The tltle ol the report 'Record of
Sightseelng in Yoshiwara' suggests a somewhat voyeuristlc attitude to the women ol the
Yoshiwara, an attllude whlch would be repllcated ln the more farnous lrrcident lnvolvlng
members ol the Bluestocking Society. For an account of the Bluestocklngs' visit to the
Yoshiwara, see Horiba Kiyoko, Seitô no Jidal, Tokyo: lwanami Shoten, 1988,pp112-113.

94see also Yamaguchl Gizô, 'Shakaishugi to tnbaitu' , ShûRan Heimin Shinbun, No 21,
31411904,p7. For the views of later sociallst writers on prostitulion, see Chapter Flve, below.
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The writer goes on to argue that, once the wealth of society

is

communalized, the family will no longer be held together simply by
economic necessity. This will allow the emergence of relationships within
the family where the motive power is that of the pure human feelings of love
between husband and wife and between parents and children. ln response

to the view that love within the family is based on selfish individualism
(shiyoku), and should thus be abolished, the writer argues that it is the
present social system which sets up this conflict between the needs of the
family and society, and that under a communal society, love will be able to

emerge in

a purer, more beautiful form. This is presented as only

a

provisional view, for socialist thought, it is argued, will undoubtedly undergo
further transformations.9S Although the names of Morgan and Engels are not
mentioned, it seems likely that the writer is drawing on this strand of thought
on the family. By this time Sakai Toshihiko had published at least two works
which drew on Engels'ideas on the famiry. se

Abe lsoo tackles the subject of 'Women and Genetics', in an article
published

in

Sekai

Fujin in January 1909. Abe uses quasi-scientific

arguments to challenge some accepted notions about women and marriage.
He challenges the view that a woman's body is only a vessel for the unborn

child (encapsulated in the Japanese saying 'onna no hara wa karimono'),
arguing that th¡s view displays a superstition that the child only inherits its

father's genetic makeup. Abe points out that a child receives its genetic

9S'shasetsu: Kyôsan Shakal no Katel', Sekai Fujin, No 91,5t1211908, p1.

96fui¡n Mondal (The Woman Question), published in 1907, explicitly mer¡tions Carpenter,
Erqels, Bebeland Rappapoil. Danjo Kankei no Shinka (The Progress of Relations Between
Men and Women) has been described as a history ol women ln Japan, drawing on Engels'
The Origins ol the Family, Private Property aN the Sfafe. Suzuki, Sakai Toshihiko Josei
KaiM Ronshû, p391.
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inheritance equally from its father and mother: thus, the mothe/s body is
more than a'borrowed womb.'97

ln the nineteen hundreds there was also somo discussion of the role of
fathers, with several writers mentioning the necessity of " good husbands
and wise fathers" (ryôfu kenfu) as companions for the "good wives and wise

mothers'. The phrase was used by

awriterin Fujo Shinbun in 1904e8,

by

Kanno Sugaee; and later by Nishikawa Fumike100. $srne writers challenged
the sexual divisions in the labour market, and argued that more occupations

and professions should be opened to women. Few of these writers,
however, addressed the division of labour in the home whereby women
have the major responsibility for childcare and domestic labour.

The search for a socialist view of marriage and the family involved, first of all,

a questioning of the relationship between husband and wife. This concern
could be extended to an interest in relationships in society at large. As in the

early Meiji period, the family could be seen as paradigmatic of soclal
relations in general. The deficiencies of the present family system were seen

to be symptomatic of problems with the existing economic system, and the
family was a site for imagining the forms and practices of an ideal communal
society.

97Abe fsoo,'Joshl to lden', Sehat Fujin, No 32, 51111909, p2.

98'Ryô salKenbo', FuJo Shinbun, No 159.

99 Kanno Suga,'Hljl TeppÖ', Muroo Shinpô,15/4/l906,reprinted in Sekiyama (ed) Shoki
Shakai Shugi Shiryô. ppl62-163, partial translation in Sievers, Flowers in Salt,, p149.
100¡¡5¡¡¡¿s¡a Fumiko, 'Nihon Strôrai no kalel', Shinshin Fujin, 1914, reprinted in Nishikawa
Fumiko Jiden, pp24447.
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ln Japan, as in other socialist movements, the family could be used as a
metaphor for any organization run on communal principles. The familial
metaphor was employed by Sakai Toshihiko, who described lhe Heiminsha
as a refuge from the restrictions of society.lOl Here, it is the Heiminsha

lhal

is described as a family. ln socialist rhetoric on the ideal society, however,

the whole of society was sometimes described as a family where all
members of society would be looked after. Yamaguchi Koken, for example,
had described the ideal socialist society as a 'big family".to2 The search for

a more democratic family form was linked to a questioning of the role of
woman as "helpmate'within marriage. This led to a questioning of the role of
woman as "helpmate'to the State, and a re-evaluation of the possibilities for

women's political activities.

3.5 Soclallsts and the Patrlotlc Women's Assoclatlon
The dominant construction of women as "wives and mothers" of the State
had become explicit with the formation of the Patriotic Women's Association

(Aikoku Fujin

Kai) on 24th February 1991.103 The

Association was

1015¿¡¿¡ Toshihiko,'Heiminsha yon', Chokugen, Volume 2, No 12,2914t1905, quoted in
Suzukl Yûko (ed) Shiryô: Heiminsha no Onnatachl, p28.ln the same artlcle, Sakal, who was
usually sensitlve on manoft¡ related to gender relations, revealg a reliarrce on conventlonal
literary lmagery when he describes lhe women ol the Heimlnsha as "tlowers', employing a
dlfferent floral lmage for each woman. Helminsha stalwarts Nlshikawa Fumiko and Nobuoka
Tamelo are the plum and ch€rry blossoms, while the otherwom€n are wisterla and peony, lhe
chrysanlhemum and chinese bellllower. Women are said to enllven the place like birds or like
h¡ttellles. Comradee come and go, 'some to enloy the lragrarrce, some lo gain courage for
new politlcal carnpalgns, Bome to galn relief flom the fat¡gue of long campaþns."
1029s6 the dlscusslon of Yamaguchl Koken'B , 'Yo wa ika nl shile shakalshugisha to narishl

ka', above. For the use of the analogy between family and soclety ln other socialist
nþvements, see Barbara Taylor's discusslon of Brltlsh Utoplan Soclallsm and Charles
Sowenrine's discussion ol women and socialism in France. Taylor, Eve and the New
Jerusalem, 924É.3 Charles Sowenrine, Srslers or Citlzens? Women
Slnce 1876, Cambrldge: Cambrldge Unlversity Press, 1982, p31.

aN

Socialism in France

1039¡¿¡¡¿ Haruko et al (eds) Nihon Joset Sht, Tokyo: Yoshikawa Kôbunkan, 1986, pp223.
For accounts ol the history of this organization, see: Jane Mitchell 'Women's National
Mobillzatlon ln Japan: 1901-1g4z',unpubllshed Honours Thesls, Unlversity of Adelaide,
1986; Sharon H. Nolte & Sally Ann Hastings, 'The Melji State's Policy Towards Women, 189019f 0', ln Bernsteln (ødl Recreating Japanese Women, ppl51-174.
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established by Okumura loko and members of several existing women's
organizations. ln 1902, the organization started publishing its own journal
Aikoku Fujin (Patriotic Woman). By the end of the Russo-Japanese War, the

membership of the Patriotic Women's Association had leapt from an initial
45,000 to 463,000. By 1912 the organization had 816,609 members, making
it the largest women's organization in the Meiji period.

Although initially formed as a private organization, the activities of the
Patriotic Women's Association were congruent with bureaucratic definitions
of the role of "good wives and wise mothers', and the organization came to

take on

a

semi-official character. The Russo-Japanese War saw an

expansion of the membership of the Patriotic Women's Association, and

several other women's organizations also became involved in activities
which supported the war effort, including fund-raising activities and the
preparation of imonbukuro (comfort packages) to send to soldiers serving
overseas.lo4

The activities of this association provided an opportunity for comment by
several socialist writers on the issue of women's political participation. ln a
sense, the Patriotic Women's Association provided a living example of the

implications of subjecthood for women under the Meiji regime which
emphasized

'a wealthy country and a strong army' supported by "good

wives and wise mothers". While womsn were politically confined to the
domestic sphere by Article Five of the Peace Police Law of 1900 which
prevented them from attending or holding political meetings or joining
political parties, the¡r support for the war effort could be sought where

104¡q¡ dlscusslon of the actlvllles ol Japaneso women's organlzatlons at tho t¡me of the
Russo-Japanese war, see Miki Sukako, 'Meiji no Fujin Zasshi o Tadoru', pp68-74; Wakita
Haruko,et al (eds) Nilpn JoseiShl, pp222-225.
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necessary. By contrast, several of the male and female socialist writers
argued for a view of women and politics whereby women could become
citizens with rights which matched their obligations. ln addition to direct

criticism of the notion of "good wives and wise mothers",l05 ¡¡sy ¿¡5s
criticised the activities

of the Patriotic Women's Association.

Several of the male socialist journalists wrote and gave lectures on Women

and War' and 'Women and Politics'. Although sometimes lapsing into an
essent¡al¡st position on women's peace-loving nature, they were universally

critical of the Patriotic Women's Association's support for militarism. Such
criticism was voiced by both Kinoshita ¡¿esl06 and Kôtoku Shusui.l07 ¡¡ ¿

speech to the Socialist Women's Seminar (Shakai Shugi Fuiin K6en),
Kôtoku pointed out the contradictions of a state which expected women to
devote their energies to the war effort , but denied them basic political rights.

ln Japan, the relationship between women and politics is a
very strangs one. When there is a war , suddenly women are
told to devote the¡r energies to the state because they are
Japanese subjects. But, up till now women have been said to
have no connection with politics, and have even been
prohibited from listening to political speechesl lt is strange that
no women lament the fac't that they are manipulated at the
whim of man and the stats, and are told to sacrifice their own
needs by a society and laws based on masculine principles.
So this is the state of women in this twentieth century civilized
nation, this first-rate nation, this lmperial Japanl 108

1055¿¡¿¡Toshlhiko, 'Ryôsal Kenbo Shugl':'...The view that \romen strould slmply stay ¡n the
home, obey their husbands, and bear and bring up children', ls an Heology which pushes
women lnto the home and makes them the slavss of men. Ryôsai Kenbo ldeology is, in olher
words, a mett¡od of tralnlng slaves for the natlon of men (danshl koku).'

106¡1¡¡es¡¡ta Naoe,'Sameyo Fujin', Chokugen, Volume 2, No 12, 2914t1905, pl, also
reproduced ln Hayashl& Nlshlda (eds),Vil¡on Helmin Shlntun Ronsetsl ShÛ, pp73-77.
107¡16¡e¡u Sh0sui,'Fulln

to Seili',speech given to the Socialist Women's Seminer,

summarised ln ShûRan Heimin Shinbun,22l5ll904;fulltext in Katei Zasshi, No 6,1904,pp17-

22.
108¡46¡6¡u, 'Fulin to seill'.
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Kôtoku stated that women would be better off woking for world peace than

supporting the war effort, and suggested that helping the hundreds of
thousands of female factory workers might be a more lasting occupat¡on
than short-term (he thoughtl) work as a war nurse. Kôtoku even blamed war

- with its emphasis on masculine physical strength (wanryoku)

- for the low

position of women in society, and predic'ted that women's position would
only improve with the eradication of war, and the advent

of a society

which

did not value physical strength.l0e Kôtoku also attempted to extend the
definition of politics to include what goes on in the home. The following
passage displays a cautious challenge to existing stereotypes. Kôtoku
wavers between trying to take women out of the kitchen, and trying to bring
politics into the home:
The aim of politics is [the achievement ofl a comfortable life for
all people. lf the basis of a good life is a good kitchen , then
there must be a relationship between politics and the kitchen,
therefore women also have a connection with politics. While
women have ignored politics and followed the words of men ,
they have had their needs and rights trampled on. lf they can't
protect their own rights and needs, how can they promote
those of their husbands and children? ln order to become a
'good wife and wise mothef first of all learn about politics and
participate in politics. Don't say'l could do it if I were a man',
rather say "l must do it because I am a woman". You should
demand political rights without feeling inferior to Western
women, and without being scared of being labelled as
"impudent" (namaiki). Strike out into the world ol politics and
demand the return of the rights which have been snatched
away from You.l1o

What is interesting about the above extract is Kôtoku's use of the language

of rights. According to Kôtoku's rhetoric women are potential citizens who
should 'demand'the "rights' which have been taken away from them. ln a

1

O9Kôtoku,'Fulin to Sensô',Kafe

I Zasshl,

No3, pp&1 0

110¡46¡s¡u, 'Fujin to seijl'.
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common rhetorical move of the time, he also employs the conventional
language of 'good wives and wise mothers", but redefines the phrase to

include an interest in politics, and a new definition of suitable feminine
behaviour. Kôtoku's women are still identified with the kitchen, but this space

is redefined.

Nijû Seiki no Fujin (Women of the Twentieth Century), was established in

1904. lts founders - lmai Utako and Kawamura ¡¿¡t¡¡6111

-

were

connected with the Heiminsha and also founded a women's organization

known as the Hokkaidô Fujin Dôshi

Kai

(Hokkaidô Women Comrades

Society).112 ¡¡¡6ugh the journal does not display a clearly articulated
socialist philosophy, there was a willingness to consider women as workers,
and in roles which could not fit easily into the framewok of "good wives and
wise moths¡s".113

As this was at the height of the Russo-Japanese War, several articles were
devoted to a consideration of the theme of Women and
the journal's editor

-

War.

lmai Utako -

pointed to the dangers of excessive excitement about

Japan's military engagements on the mainland.lla She warned that Japan
must also take responsibility for what happened after the war with Russia,

and her discussion of this issue reveals an implicit support for Japanese
imperialism. This passage supports Suzuki Yûko's view of lmai as a

111¡e¡ biographical detalls and reminiscences ol lmai Utako and Kawamura Haruko, see:
Nishikawa Fumiko, Jiden; SuzuklYr)ko, Sâryd: Heminsha no Onnatachl pp31-32.
1l29ssp1¡e lts name, lhe Hok4a¡dô FuJin Dôshikal was based ln Tokyo. See the prornotlonal
statement on the founding of the organizatþn, which beas an address ¡n the Kôi¡machiward
ol Tokyo; reproduced in Suzukl, Shiryù: Heminsha no Onnatach¿ p31.
113ç.1. lmai Utako,'lkeru Fulln', Nijûseiki

rc Fujin, Nol,

1 1 4¡

tto Fujin, No 2, 1 904,pp2-3.

¡¡¿¡ Utako,'Fulln to sensô',

N/Jr?s

eikl
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19O4,p4.

proponent

of

women's rights (jokenshugisha)

(kokkenshugisha), rather than of to"¡¿¡¡s¡¡.1

Untike most other writers in the socialist

and

nationalism

15

press, lmai saw the

charitable

activities of the Patriotic Women's Association in a positive light. ln other

words, she did not go very lar in challenging the notion of woman as

helpmate.ll6 Unl¡ke Kôtoku, lmai valorised the activities of nurses, and
displayed an smot¡onal attitude towards bereaved families. lmai and other

women also pointed out one of the consequences of women's role as
passive supporters of militarism. They were likely to become war widows,
with little hope of receiving state support.l17

While lmai was relatively cautious in her criticism of women's support for the
militarist state, the issue of the relationship between individual and state was
highlighted in a graphic way from another quarter. There were several anti-

war poems written at the time of the Russo-Japanese War, the most
prominent of which was'Kimi shini tamau koto

nakare'

(Do not give up

your life for the Emperor) by Yosano Akiko.l18 Yosano was castigated for the
publication of this poem, which was described by a literary columnist as 'an

expression of dangerous thoughts which disparage the ¡dea of the national

family'. Yosano was described as "a traitorous subject, a rebel, a criminal

1

15gu¿u¡¡ Yûko, Striryó

:

Heminsha

m

Onnatachi, p31.

116gee also the dlscusslon of lmai's artlcles ln sedþn 3.4 above : lrnal Utako, Tsuma to shite
m Joshi'; lmal Utako,'lkeru Fujin'.
117¡¡ e¡¿s rþt untll the late nineteen thlnles that state support lor wkJows and supportlng
rnolhers was achleved. The campalgn lor this leglslatlon will be discussed ln Chapter Six
below.

118pu6¡¡s¡ed in the literary ioumal Myôjô (Venus)September 1904, and reprinted in the
Chokugen women'B edition, 231411905, p9; Engllsh translation in Bamba & Howes, Pacilism
in Japan. The ensuing controversy is traced ln Jay Rubin, lnjurious to Public Morals: Writers
and the Meiji state, university of washington, 1984, p55-59.
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who deserves the nation's pun¡shment"l19.

I

seems that Yosano's placing

of personal loyalty above loyalty to the Emperor was what made the poem
treasonable:
Do not offer your life .
The Emperor himself does not go
to battle.
The lmperial Heart is deep;
How could he ever wish
That men shed their blood,
That men die like beasts,
That men's glory be in death?
Dearest brother,
Do not otfer your life in battle.
Mother , whom father left behind
This past autumn,
Sutfered when
ln the midst of her grief
Her son was called away....

CIher women's anti-war poems at the time of the Russo-Japanese War were

similar in their focus

on

private experiences of grief at odds with the

prevailing mood of patriotism.l20 The lemale narrators of these poems were

constructed

as

sutfering was

passive observers of militaris¡¡.l21 Although their private

not linked to a political

critique, there was radical potential in

the mere suggestion that private and public ¡nterests could be at odds. Since
the earliest years of the Meiji period, the words family and state had always
appeared in conjunction, with the implication that family interests and state
interests were identical. Women, in these poet¡c representations, could be
119¡u5¡¡, tnjurbus to Pubtic Morats, p57.

1206¡sr¡¡¡ Kusuko, 'Ohyakudo Môde', Taiy6, November 1905. Thls was also reprinted in
Chokugen, Volume 2, No 15, 141511905, p5; and rnore recently reprinted ln Yamada
Selzaburô, Puroterarla Bungaku Sä/, Vol 1, Tokyo: Rlronsha, 19717,p128: Chifuku Hanako,
'Chôchln Gyôrelsu to Rôba no Koe', Muroo Shlnpô,1A911904, repdnted in Maruoka HkJeko,
Futln Shlú Kelsel Sâ/Nófo,Vol 1, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, p51-52.

121ç¡¡g¡.n pacifisl Uclrirn¡ra Kanzô had also chosen a lemale potagonisl as a loqrs for antlwar sentiment in his poem written at lhe t¡me of the S¡no{apanese War:'Yarnomo rþ Joya',
(The WkJow's Now Yea/s Evel, Fukuin Shlnpô, 25th DecerÈer 1896, translation in Joh n F.
Howes, 'Uchlm¿ra Kanzô: The Bible and Wal', ln Bamba & Howes, Pacilism in Japan, ppl021

03.
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sa¡d to be asserting particularistic claims based on family and community, in

opposition

to State ¡¡1s¡s$s.l22 These anti-war poems

provided an

imaginative space for questioning the relationship between individual, family
and state. Further questioning of this relationship was canied out in socialist

writings on women's political part¡c¡pat¡on, in their attempts to conceptualise

a relationship between individual and state which was not mediated by the
family.

ln 1907 Fukuda

Hideko established the fortnightly socialist women's

newspape¡ Sekai Fujin (Women of the World). The author ol Warawa no
Hanshôgai and Warawa no Omoide had already explored the problems of
female political activism from an individual point of view through the genres
of the autobiography and the novel.

ln Sekai Fujin, she was able to place

questions of women's political participation in a broader societal context,
and work towards the articulation of a socialist position on these issues. An

early issue of Sekai Fujin (Women of the World), carried an editorial on
'Women and Political Freedom'. This included a scath¡ng attack on the
Patriotic Women's Association, in terms which echoed Kôtoku's speech of
1

904:

. . . We have seen the activities of the Patriotic Women's
Association from the t¡me of the recent Russo-Japanese War.
All of the tens of thousands of members of this organization,
from the president down, are women without political rights
under Japanese law. Yet everyons, from members of political
parties to the general public praises the success of this
organization.
Recently, we otten see press reports of the interesting fact that
the
women have been described as 'servants
state"(äanninkan no ninmer/, but I feel that people should look
critically at [such statementsl. Atter all, the law of Japan which
designates women as 'incompetents' (munôryokusha) is the

of

122ç.1. Genevieve Lloyd's discussion of the tension between citizenship and motherhood:
Genevieve Lfoyd, 'Selfhood, War and Masculinity', in Pateman, Carole & Goss (edsl Feminist
Challenges: Soclal aN Politial Theory, Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1986, pp63-76.
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same law which appoints women to the role of serving the
state.

ln the midst of the "success of the Patriotic Women's

Association' and'the appo¡ntment of women as servants of the
state" - of all this glory and recognition for women it should
be said that women are not free. The 'success" of women who
are not free is the success of slaves. . .123

-

As we shall see below, the issue of women's political participation was
followed closely in the pages

ol

Sekai Fujin. Although Sekai Fuiin also

carried columns on cookery and sewing, the title of the journal (Women of
the World) signalled that women's interests went far beyond the confines of

the home

-

indeed to the whole

world. ln addition to articles on women's

issues, fiction and poetry, and articles on sewing and cooking, each issue
carried columns of domestic and overseas news. Although lnoue Kiyoshi

accuses Sekai Fujin of ignoring Japan's woman workers,l24
examination of the news columns disproves

an

this. There is coverage of the

conditions of womsn workers, and reportage of strikes by woman factory

workers.l25 The problems of professional women are atso considered,l26
and at least one article reports on Karayuki-san

-

the women sent to

Southeast Asia to work as prostitutss.l2T Struggles by other workers were
also reported, such as the actions of the mine workers at Ashio,l28 an early
site of labour activism in Japan. Thus, the journal emphasised the fact that
women wsre workers as well as carrying out a domestic and mothering role.

lnternational news included coverage of suffragist and women's labour

123'5¡¿ss¡su: Seiliiô nl okeru Fujin no Jiyrl', ln Sekat Fujin, No 2, Jan 15,1907; a slightly
different translatlon appears in Slevers, Flowers in Salt. 9114.
124 ¡¡eu6 Klyoshl, Nlhon Joselshl, Tokyo: San'lchl Shobô, 1972 (revlsed edlllon), p.246.
125gsks¡

Fuiia

No

2,Éz;No

o, p20;No 15,

pfi6; No 27,p234.

1269s¡2¡Fujín, No l, p2;No 5, pB6.
127 gs¡a¡ Fujin, No3o, p 270.

128is¡s¡ Fujtn, No 4,p2gt Nofi, p 84; No 12,ggz.
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movements ¡n Europe, Australasia and America.l29 There were articles on
labour conditions and political activities of women in these countries,l3o and

reportage on sutfrage conferences, international socialist conferences, and

peace conferences.l3l The front page otten carried a profile of some
famous woman (such as Madame de Stael,132 Florence Nightingale,lS3
Sappho,l34 J"nny L¡nd,135 Harriet Beecher Stow,136 or Joan of Arc¡.137 A
concern with the woking conditions of Japanese women was thus linked to

a consciousness of the ex¡stence of an international feminist movement and
an interest in the history and conditions of women in other countries. This

consciousness also extended

to socialism, pacifism and unionism as

international movements.

Many of the contributors to Sekai Fujin were male members of the socialist

movement. ln addition to articles by Kôtoku Shûsui, Sakai Toshihiko and

Abe lsool38

s¡ socialism

and the woman question, lshikawa Sanshirô

129¡¡¡¡¡es¡ every lssue canled reporls on women's polillcalaclivitles, not only ln Australasia,
Amerba and the United Kingdom, but ln such places as lceland, Finland, Hungary, Turkey and
lndla.
130

Sekai Fujin, No. 4, p. 29; No. ll, p. 85; No. 14, p. 108; llo. 16,

131

SekalFujin, No.6, p.45;No.

132

æ*"t Fujin, No. z, p.

13,

p.124, elc.

p. 100;No.16, p.124; No.28, p.247: No.30, p.271, etc.

11.

1s srr"l Fujtn, No.s, p. 97.
1u s"x"tFuJtn,

ls

No.6, p.49.

srrri Fujin, No.7, p.58.

136

srL"¡ Fujin, No.4,p.27.

137

s"k"i Fujin, No.24,p.197.

1389s¡¿¡ py¡¡¡, No.4, p2g; No. 14, p107; No. tg, ptog; No.20, pt55; No. 21,p16¿; No
24, p197; No. 29, p257, etc.
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translated Kropotkin's thoughts on anarchism,l39 Stendhal's attack on the
family, and introduced the works of Marx.1ao Tanaka Shôzô, the leader of
the people's struggles at ths Ash¡o copper mine,141 and Futabatei Shimei, a
well-known literary ligurela2also contributed articles.

The eclectic roots of early Japanese socialism are apparent in the cover
illustration

ol Sekai Fujin, ¡q

32.143 An image of "the dawn of socialism'

has been adapted to the Japanese context with the addition of vertical
banners bearing the words 'liberty' (iiyÛ) and 'community' (kyôsan) in
Chinese characters. The sword-bearing female figure in the illustration is
reminiscent of Jaon of Arc, a figure idolised by Fukuda herself, and otten

employed

in

European socialist and feminist iconography.lat The

illustration is bordered by quotes lrom William Morris, Robert Blatchford and
Kropotkin. (Appendix 1, Figure 1).

The producers

of

Sekai

Fujin, in common with other left-wing journalists of

the time, were subject to constant police harassment. several issues were

banned, and the writers and publisher were fined or imprisoned several

139

Sekal Fujìn, No.25, p209;No. 35, p3¿18; No.36, P360.

140

lshikawa Sanshirc lnlrod¡ced the life and wofis of Marx ln lssues 26 to

141

&kalFuliA

142

No

æ.

I, pl.

Futabateltranslated several llterary uorks lrom Russlan.

1ßsexatFuftn, No 92,5/t/1909, pl.
144ç.1. Lisa Tckner's discussion

of Caroline Watts' poster The Bugler Girl': 'The Artists'
primed
the Manchester Guardlan to explaln to lts readers how lhe Arnazon
Suffrage League
who stands on lhe battlements of the fort may be said to be heralding the new day of which
the sun is lust seen rislng.'Llsa, Tlckner,The Spectacle of Women: lmagery of the Suflrage
Campaign 1907-1914, London: Chatto & Windus, 1987, p211; Eric Hobsbawm discusses
the image ol the dawn of socialism in'Man and Woman: lmages on the Left', In Worlds ol
Labour: Furthar Studles in the Histoty of Labour, London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, 1984,
p74, p89.
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times. Finally, in 1909, the journal was forced to close.

Unfortunately,

Fukuda was not backed by a strong organization, so that the journal's fate
depended on the energy and endurance of Fukuda and a few of her socialist

comrades. However, in addition to the role of this journal in attempting to
bring together two strands of oppositional thought

-

- socialism and feminism

Sekai Fujin provided a focus for the campaign for the repeal of Article Five

of the Peace Police Law.

3.6 The campalgn for the repeal of Artlcle Flve
Criticism of the activities of the "patriotic women" in the socialist press
challenged the construction ol woman as "helpmate' to the state. A logical

conclusion of this criticism of women's position was a campaign for the
modification of Article Five of the Peace Police Law: the regulation which
prevented women from aüending public political meetings or joining political

parties. This campaign, carried out by women connected with the socialist
movement between 1904 and 1909, has been described as the first group

action by Japanese women for the purpose of the attainment of political
right5.145

lmai Utako, Kawamura Haruko and Matsuoka [Nishikawa] Fumiko led the
first stage of the campaign for the revision of Article Five. Their petition of
460 signaturss was presented to the Lower House by two sympathetic Diet
members (Ebara Soroku and Shimada Saburô) on January 24tr 1995.ra6

[

second petition ol 227 signatures was presented on February 1st 1906. A
145y¡¡¡ Sukako, 'Melll no Fujin Zasshl o Tadoru', p86; Suzukl, Shlryô: Helmtnsha no
Onnatachl, pp14-16. Several wrilers point out that, altltough lwamoto Zenli and Shlmizu
Toyoko had expressed criticism of the provisions of the Shûkaloyobl Seisha Hd (Law on
Politlcal Assembly and Association) of 1890 (lhe precursor of the Peace Police Law) ln the
pagss of lhe Jogakt Zasshi, this did not develop into an organised rnovement.
146'Fu¡¡n noSeill Undô nl Kansuru Seþan', Shlkan Heimin Shinbun, 2gl1t1g}5, reprinted in
, Shlry0: Heminsha no Onnatachl, p29,2.

Suzukf
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further petition of 233 signatures, collected by Sakai Tameko, Kôtoku
Chiyoko, and Fukuda Hideko was presented on March 13th 1907. At this
stage

a

proposal for an amendment to the law was presented to the Lower

House. A further attempt was made on March 24lh 1908 when Endô Kiyoko

was able to collect 64 signatures. Each petition was discussed in the Diet

and an amendment to allow women to attend political meetings actually
passed the Lower House, but failed to pass ths House q1 pssß.147

Justification for the amendment of Article Five in the socialist press generally
used the logic of liberalism and the rhetoric of progress. Writers emphasised

the similarities between men and women, pointing to the illogicality of a
system which denied women political rights

of them.la8

[

but

required certa¡n obligations

was pointed out that women, like men, were subject to the

obligation to pay taxes, women were liable for punishment by the criminal
system, and women were subject to the etfects of government legislation.
The demand for such rights was described

as

'natural' (shizen na yôkyû)

and 'reasonable' (tôzen na kenri no yôkyti).149

ln one article, this law is presented as anachronistic, a hangover from former

customs of "seclusion of women" (fuiin heikyo). This writer points to
improvements in women's education, and the increased interest shown in

1477s¡ accounts of thls campalgn, see: Kodama Kalsuko, 'Helmlnsha ro Fullntachl nl yoru
Chlan Kelsatsu Hô Kaisel Seþan Undô nl Tsuite', RekishlHyôron, No 323, 1977; Kodama
Katsuko, Futln Sanseiken Undô Sh6sh[ Tokyo, Domesu Shuppan, 1981, ppæ-34; Suzukl,
Shlryö: Heminsha no Onnatachi, pp14-16; Mikl Sukako, 'Meili rrc Fujin Zasshi o Tadoru',
pp86-90; Sievers, Flowers in Salt, pp122-134. Relevant doq¡ments are reproduced in:
lchlkawa Fusae (ed) ¡,rrl¡on Fufln Mondal Shlryô Sâdsel, Volume 2, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan,
1977, pp131-220: relevant documents lrom the socialist press are reproduced in Suzuki,
pp291-303. An autobiographicalaccount from someone lnvolved ln the campaign appears in
Nishikawa Fumilo, Heiminslp no Onna: Nishikawa Fumiko Jklen.

l€c.f.

the nrotto of the early Frerrch women's organizalion Le Droit des Femmes.' 'rþ duties
without rþhls: rþ rights wittrout duties '. Sowerwine, Sr.slers or Cltlzens?, p24.
149'5¡¿ss¡su: Seijflô nl okeru Fujin no Yôkyrl', Sekal Fujin, No 1, 1l1l1g}7.
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politics by women as justifications for extending women's political rights.l50
These arguments were reproduced in petitions and statements on the issue.
Petitions and articles on this issue also reproduced the list of categories of

people prevented from engaging in political ac{ivities: military and naval
personnel, police, Shintô and Buddhist priests, students and teachers of

public and private schools, women, minors, and those whose "rights had
been removed or suspendsol'.151

While some members of the bureaucracy had attempted to use the example

of police, teachers and other public servants to argue that women were
excluded becauss of the important public implications ol the service they
performed in the home, the socialist women concentrated on the category of

"minors", and pointed out the insulting implications for women. The
abovementioned editorial on 'Women and Political Freedom'in Sekai Fujin
brings together all of these themes. ln an attack on the hypocrisy of a state

which denies women political rights while expecting them to perform state
functions, the writer questions the fashion for describing women as "servants
of the state' (hanninkan)

:

Becently, we often see press reports of the interesting fact that

women have been described

as 'servants of

the
people
should look
state"(äanninkan no ninmef, but I feel that
critically at [such statements]. Atter all, the law of Japan which
designates women as 'incompetents' (munôryokusha) is the
same law which appoints women to the role of serving the
$¿¡s.152
This editorial presents one of the few attempts at this stage to go beyond
liberal arguments for women's political rights. lf this editorial was authored
150'¡u¡¡¡ no Yôkyrl', Shûkan Heimin Shinbun, No 62, 19t111905; in Suzuki, Shiryô:
Heminsha no Onnatachl, p9291 -292.

151'¡u¡¡¡ rn yôkyû'.
152'5e¡¡¡p nlokeru Fujin no Jlyû'.
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by Fukuda, as has been assumed, she has obviously had access to some of

the European socialist writings on the "woman question" in the three years
since the publication of her autobiography. The editorial refers to the work of
Morgan on "primitive" societies where men and women participate equally in

the political life of the group, and uses the argument that women's decline in

status

is linked to the defeat of matriarchy and the development of

patriarchy.lSS Modern Japanese society is contrasted w*h 'barbarian'
societies (yabanjidai) where women had political rights. However, she
sarcastically attempts to reassure her readers that what she and her fellow
campaignsrs are asking for is much more modest than what women had in

these 'primitive' societies. They are only asking for the freedom to attend
political meetings and form political organizatis¡s.154 Like many socialist
and leminist writers since Engels, we can see anthropological evidence of
radically ditferent forms of social organization being used to argue for the
possibility of transforming present-day society for the Sstts¡.155

153Ey¡6s¡çe from Lewis Henry Morgan's research into primitive societies was used by
Engels ln framing hls argurnent in the Orþins of the Family, Private Property aN the State.
Morgan's Anclent Society was flrst published ln 1877. Engels' Orþin ol the Family, Private
Property and the Stafa first appeared in 1884. Lewis Henry Morgan, A¡pient Soclef¡ New
Yofi: Henry Holt & 6,1877i Frledrlch Engels, The Orlglns ol the Famlly, Pilvate Property aN
the State,1884 (reprint: London: Lawrence & Wishail, 1972l-.

154'selllþ nlokeru Fulln no Jlyt'.
1559¡¡¡¡ ls at stake here is not so much the accuracy of the evidence provkJed by Morgan
and Engele - th¡s has been challenged by various sclþlaro - but the opportunity lheir

writlngs povided for the imaginlng of radically different forms of social organ¡zatþn. For critical
discrlsslon ol the works of Morgan and Engels, see: Annette Kuhn, 'Structures ol Patriarchy

and Capftal ln the Famlly', ln Annette Kuhn & AnnMarie Wolpe (eds) Feminism and
Materialism: Women and Modes of Production, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1975;
Karen Sacks, 'Engels Revlslted: Women, the Organizatlon of Productlon, and Prlvate
Property', in Rayna R. Reiter, (edl Toward an Anthropology of Women. New York: Monthly
Review Press, 1975; Janet Sayers, et al (eds) Engels Revisited: New Feminisl Essays,
London: Tavistock, 1987; Rosalind Coward, Patriarchal Precedents: Sexuality and Social
Relations, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul, 1983
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An editorial in Sekai

Fujin

entitled 'The Dual Struggle' provides another

perspective on the issue of women and politiç5.156 Here, it is argued that
women have two enemies - the class of men (otoko no kaikyit) and the class

of 'aristocrats and the rich' (kizoku-fugô no kaikyû). lt is argued that'the
class strusture of society' (shakai no kaikyûteki soshiki) is responsible for

women's need to fight against the two enemies. However, because the
same word 'class' (kaikyû) is used to describe the two sets of relationships

(man/woman and propertied/propertyless),

it ¡s at first glance difficult to

distinguish this 'double struggle' from an argument which simply gives
primacy to the class struggle.1s7 Socialists in Japan were still searching for

suitable language in which to describe the issues and struggles specific to
women, and were still trying to formulate specific strategies for the resolution
of the 'woman question'.

The progress of the petitions and proposals for reform of Article Five was
followed in the Heimin Shinbun and in Sekai Fuiin. When the reform
proposal was rejec.ted by the House of Peers, lhe Heimin Shinbun reported

to its women readers (in an unsigned article called'The Women and the
Peers') that they had been deatt a grave public insult by 'an organization
made up from members of the male class [danshi kaikytl no ichi dantai], an

organization called the House of Peers [Kízokuin]'158 Jþs whole article

156'g¡¿ss¡su: Nijti no Tatakal', Sekal Fujin, No 4, 15/?1907, pl. Maruoka Hideko has
ldentllled the lnfluence of Bebel'g ldeas ln thls edltorlal. Excerpts from August Bebel's
Woman Under Soclalism were translated by Sakai Toshihiko and Kôtoku Shtisui ln 1904
underthe tltle Fufln Ron. A rþre complete translatþn by Yamakawa Klkue appeared ln 1923.
Maruoka HkJeko, Fujin Shiú Keisel Shi Nöto, Volume 1, p53-55

157y¿¡¡e¡a Hldeko recognises that thls editorlal represented an advance on previous
understandlngs of the woman questlon, but polnts out that there ls no specific solutlon
offered. Rath€r, the wdter expresses faith that the destruclion ol class society will result ln the
emarrcipation of women. Maruoka Hideko, Fujin Shiú KeiseiShi Nöto, Volume 1, pp54.
158'Fu¡¡n to Kizoku', Nikkan Heimin Shinbun, No 62, g1lgtlg}T, reprinted in Suzuki, Shiryö:

Heiminsha no Onnatach¿ p301-302.
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expla¡ns the defeat of the Bill in terms of a distinctive interpretat¡on of class
politics similar to the abovementioned editorial in Sekar Fuiin. The members
of the ruling class

do not see women as human individuals (ikko no iinrui) or as
citizens of the nation (ikko no Rokumin). They treat the¡r wives
and [other] women as slaves and concubines, and turn them
into ornaments and playthings.
They can do this because'it is men who hold economic powef. The solution

to these issues is, of courso, socialism. Although socialism is seen to be
relevant to both men and women, a specific appeal is made to womsn. ln
addition to 'collectivization ol the land and capital', women will benefit lrom

'independence and freedom in romantic matters'.

While socialism prevents the exploitation of workers by the
capitalist class, it also stops the arrogance of the male class
against women. lt gets rid of the rich and poor classes, and
removes sexual discrimination. We will collectivise the land
and capital, and we will also guarantee women independence
and freedom in romant¡c ¡¡¿¡1s¡s.r59

ln socialist writing on the "woman question', the analogy of man/woman and
worker/capitalist appeared quite regularly, and this analogy is made quite
explicit in the above extracl. What is striking in the above articles, however,
is that men are described as a 'class.' Howevsr, a clear distinction is not
really being made between ruling class power and what we would now call

patriarchal power. lt ls difficult to separate patriarchal power from class
power in the case of members of the House of Peers, who are described as

kizoku-fugó'artistocrats and wealthy [men]".

Several features of the participation of women in the early socialist
movement can be understood from an analysis of this campaign for the

159'¡u¡¡¡ to Klzoku'.
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repeal of Article Five. We can perhaps detect a middle-class bias in this
campaign, and a blindness to the class differences between women. We can
see that, with a few exceptions, women within the socialist movement at this

stage tended to see the woman question in terms of liberal discourse, in
terms of rights which should be extended equally to males and females. ln

criticising the activities

of the Patriotic Women's Association, and

campaigning for the repeal of Article Five, socialist women were attempting

to reconstruct women as citizens.

The conduct of the campaign also followed liberal political practice. The
women wrote articles, collected signatures, lobbied,l60 and (with the help of

sympathetic parliamentarians) presented their demands to the Diet. The
activities and demands of these socialist women may seem quite moderate

when compared with the militant activities of the British suffragettes
roughly contemporaneous with this campaign.l61

1¡s Japanese

women's

proposal was defeated, however, by the unelected Upper House, proof that

Japan was a long way from the liberal democratic society whose ideals
these women espousefl.162

1609¡e adlcle lnlhe Hetmtn Shtnbun on the prcgress of the campaþn reports that Fukuda
and lmai visited sympathetlc parliamentarlans, and also Count ltagakl.'Fujin Seiji Undô no
Yôkyû', Nikkan Helmin Shlnbun. No 5, 15/1/1907.
1611¡s Japanese soclallst women were cedalnly aware ol the actlvitles ol the suffragettes,
whlctr were reported regularly ln Sekal FuJln.See|'ftre KalgalJljl (Overseas Toplcs) column of
Sekal Fujin:No1,11111907, p3; No 3, 11211907, p3; No 7,11411907, p3; No 21,11111908,
p3; No 22, 5ru1908, p2; No 24, 51412908, p2; No 25, 5/6/1908, p10, No 26, 51711908, p2;
No 28,519/1908, p3.

1621¡s next carpalgn for the rnodiflcallon ol Aillcle Five wae canied out by lhe Shin Fujin
Kyôkal (New Women's Assoclation) ln the n¡neteen twentles. The New Women's Association
developed lrom the aaivities of the liberalfeminist Seitôsha (Bluestocking SocJety)which will
be referred to ln Chapter Four below. The provisiona ol Artlcle Flve relating to women were
eventually rnodified in 1922, making possible the creation of the lirst organizations devoted to
the attalnment of womon's suffrage.
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Some socialist writers could, and did, argue that a focus on parliamentary

politics was a distraction from the main goal of transforming society
according to socialist ideals, while for others the women's campaign was

congruent with the earliest socialists' emphasis on social democracy.
Katayama Sen and his colleagues in the Rôd6 Kumiai Kiseikai had formed

the League for the Attainment of Universal Suffrage (Futsri Senkyo Ksei

Dômeikai) in 1900,163 and several socialist men were involved

in

collecting signatures for petitions for Universal Suffrage at around the same
time as the socialist women's campaign for the repeal of Article Five.lôa

ln the early n¡netsen hundreds, Kôtoku Shûsui had had no objection to
using the language of rights and citizenship with respect to women's political

activity.l65 By 1907, Kôtoku's own position had shifted from social
democracy lo anarcho-syndicalism. This was reflested in his criticism of the

Article Five campaign, in an article on 'Women's Liberation and Socialism':
Kôtoku indicated that for women to use parliamentary tac{ics,
as they wsre doing in the Article 5 campaign, was useless:
working men in Europe and America had the vote, but were still
treated like dratt animals and slaves in the capitalist system,
moreovsr, women had the vote in some parts of the United
States, but that had certainly not freed them lrom bondage.l66
CIhers, however, realised that, under present conditions, the repeal of those

regulations which limited women's political activities was necessary for
women to participate fully in the socialist movement.

163Kubl¡n, Astan Revotutionary, p14Ít.Katayama Sen, Nilpn

rc Rôü lht&\

pp324-6.

l64Murata Shlzuko, Fukuda Hìdeko, 9104.
165see the dlsq¡sslon of Kôtoku's early artlcles on wor¡en and politics above.

166K6¡e¡¡¡ Shrlsul,'Fujin Kaihô
summarlsed by Sievers, F/c,werc in

to Shakai Shugi', Sekat Fujin, No 16, 1/9/1907, pl;
Salt, p131.
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3.7 Two lncldents
The government, far from modifying the provisions of Article 5 of the Peace
Police Law, invoked Article 16 of this same law in 1908 to prosecute several

male and female socialists for the crime of carrying red flags bearing the

slogans'Anarchism' (Museifushugi) and'Anarcho-communism' (Museifu
Kyôsanshugi). This incident is referred to as the Red Flag lncidenl (Akahata
Jiken).167 The incident took place on 22nd June, 1908. Atter a gathering to
celebrate Yamaguchi Koken's release from jail, participants sang socialist
songs and carried red flags bearing the slogans'Anarchism' (Museifushugi)

and 'Anarcho-communism' (Museifu Kyösanshugi) into the street at the end
of the meeting. Ten men and four women were arrested in the incident. Two

of the women, Kanno Suga and Kamikawa Matsuko, were not involved
when the incident broke out, but wore arrested when they went to the police
station to enquire atter their comrades. ôsuka Satoko and Ogure Reiko had

already been arrested.l6s The first response to the incident in Sekai Fuiin

was an article explaining the significance of the red llags. The writer
explains that the red flag is used to signify socialism and a black flag for
anarchism. Later editions included reports on the imprisoned comrades and

their assos¡¿1ss.169

167¡e¡ accounts ol thls lncident, see: Sakal Toshihiko, Nihon Shakat Shugi lJndô Shi,
Tokyo:1954, pp148-150; Arahata Kanson, Kanæn Jiden, p9274'280; lloya, Kanno Suga;
pptOS-tæ. ln Engllsh, see: Kublln, Aslan Revolutlonary, 9p203-206; Thomas A. Stanley,
ôsugl: Sal<ae: Anarchlst ln Taishô Japan, Cambrldge, Massachusetts: Harvard Courrcil on
East Asian Studies, 1982, pp43-47. Fo¡ dlscussion of women'8 lnvolvement in the irrcident,
see Suzukl, Shlryô: Helminsha no Onnatachl, pp20-24; Nishikawa Fumiko, Helminsha no
Onne, pp;Slevers,Flowers ln Salt, ppl53-155.

168¡6¡ blographlcal detalls of ôsuka Satoko and Ogure Relko, see, SuzukL Shlry6:
Heiminsha no Onnatachr, pp46-49.

1695¿¡s¡¡¡6,'sekishokki, Kokushokki',Sekai Fujin, No26,5m1908, p4;'Nishikawa Fumiko
shl no Klkoku', Sekal Fujin, No 27, 51U1908, p2, etc..
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The defendants were placed on remand until the trial, and the verdicts were

handed down on August 15th of the same year. ôsugi Sakae, Sakai
Toshihiko, Yamakawa Hitoshi and Arahata Kanson received sentences of

between eighteen months and two and a half years. Two of the women,
Ogure Reiko and ôsul<a Satoko received suspended sentences of one year,
and the other two women, Kanno Suga and Kamikawa Matsuko, were found
not guilty. Although Kanno was found not guilty, it is said that at the time of

her arrest she was subject to brutal interrogation, and this was the turning
point where she renounced peaceful parliamentary tact¡cs for reform, and

came closer to the philosophy of 'direct action' espoused by Kôtoku
Shûsu¡.170

Kanno would go on to become one of the martyrs to the oppositional political

cause through her involvement in the Taigyaku Jiken (Great Treason
lncident).171 66¡e¡u and Kanno were executed with ten others in January

1911 for their involvement in

a plot to assass¡nate the Emperor.

The

combination of the Red Flag lncident and the Great Treason lncident
showed the lengths to which the State would go in the suppression of
socialism.

Kanno Suga

is one figure who, in her writings and in her actions,

transcended the role of woman as helpmate in the socialist movemsn¡.172

1709¡¿u¡¡, Shtryí: Heminsha no Onnatachl, p42. When questþned about her radicalizatþn
ln the Great Treason Trial, she explained:"lwas put in ¡a¡l in the Red Flag lncident. Though it

wao not a malor lncldent, soclallsts were glven severe sentonces: Sakal Toshlhlko was
sentenced two yearS lor no reason. From these experelrrces, rrry anger grew, and I came lo
reallze lhat ordlnary methods could never be successful; agalnst such a govemment. . . ".
Slevers, Flowers in San, pl60.
1717s¡ accounts of thls lrrcldent, see: F.G. Notehelfer,Kótoku Shlsut: Portrait of a Japanese
Radical, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1971;Bowen,'Victims as Victors', pp240-

273.

174n¡s¡

early writings in the Muró Shinpô, Kanno descdbes herself as a "socialist', ln the allinclusive sense of the word in the early 1900s in Japan. Although her anarchist philosophy at
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Descriptions of Kanno, however, have too often focused on her relationships

with her male comrades, at the expense of a serious consideration of her
writings and ideas. This picture of Kanno has recently been challenged by
Sharon Sievers and Helene Bowen, who have been critical of the portrayal

of Kanno in writings on the socialist movement and on the Great Treason
¡¡6¡6s¡1.173

3.8 Beyond the Helmlnsha Famlly
Within the socialist movement, the publication of separate socialist women's

journals in the early nineteen hundreds, and the campaign for the repeal of

Article Five, marked a transition. ln many ways, women were still seen as
helpmates

to male activists within the socialist movement (a role

unfortunately duplicated dominant constructions

which

of womanhood in

mainstream society). However, when it came to what were seen as specific

women's issues, socialist women conducted their own campaigns. They
now had their own publications, their own political agenda, and their own
experiences of organizing a political campaign. Although we may criticize

the lack of class consciousn€ss, and the lack of a clearly articulated socialist

feminist philosophy, we can see th¡s as an important stage in the
development of a movement of soc¡alist women.

Socialist women challenged the dominant construction of woman as
helpmate to the state at a conceptual level,

but

also provided a visible

challenge to this construction, as women took their activ¡t¡es into public

the tlme of herdeath was probably outside the bounds of what was understood as soclallsm ln

1910 in Japan, she deserves menllon ¡n thls study lor her connectlons with lhe Heiminsha,
and for the effects of the Great Treason lncident on the socialist movomont as a whole. For a
detailed study of Kenno's life and works see Helene Bowen,'Vlctlnrs as Vlctors'.

1739¡svsrs, Ftowerc in Salt, p140,pp221; Helene Bowen,'V¡cilms as Victots'.
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space. Women in the socialist movement engaged in such astivities as
selling socialist newspapers and distributing leaflets in public places.l74 ¡¡

the campaign for the repeal of Article Five, they were also involved in the
collection of signatures for a petition, in lobbying, and in having this petition

presented to the lmperial Diet.l75 The ac'tivities of the women of the
Heiminsha were thus not only important for the development of a feminist

and socialist critique, but also in building up €xperience of political
practice.l76 Writing, distributing leaflets and selling newspapers, collecting
signatures and petitioning the Diet were activities which would be repeated
in future campaigns.

Women could also be subject to repression in the form of censorship,

through the experience of police surveillance,lT7 or through arrest and

impriso¡¡¡s¡1.178 Even those women who escaped imprisonment
themselves were likely

to have the experience of visiting friends and

17456e Nlshikawa Fumiko's account of dlstrlbutlng leaflets and selling nowspapers with
Noh¡oka fSaka¡lTamelo: Nlshlkawa Fumlko,'Shlnhln Ud no Kl', Clnktgen, Volume 2, No 5,
5/3/1905, reproduced in Suzukl (edl Shiryô: Heminsha tp Onnatachl, pp61-63.
1757s¡ discussion of the use of public space by women ln other political campaigns, see:
Martha Vicinus,'Male Space ar¡d Women's Bodies: The English Suffragstte Movemenl', In
Judith Friedlander et al. (eds), Women in Culture and Politics: A Century ol Change,
Bloomlngûon: lndlana Unlverslly Press, 1986, pp209-222: Martha Vlclnus, lndependent
Women,: Woñ< and Community tor Single Women
1850-1920, London: Vlrago, 1985,
pp262-268;Joy Dannusl, Socialist Women and Gendered Space:The Antl-Conscription and
Antl-War Campaþns of 1914-1918', Lafuur Hidory, No 60, May 1991, ppl-15; Joy Darnousi,
The Genderlng of Labour H¡story,' 1992 Roger Joyce Merprial Lec{ure, History lnstitute of
Vlctorla, 1992.

-

176¡ ¡¿v6lound Andrew Gordon's concopt of the development of a'dispute culture' arnong
the worklng clasg useful ln thls context. Gordon traces how disputes were organlzed, and
'ttow the dispule cullure ol lhe 1920s, consistlng of krnwledge of thls lorm ol actlon and the
ablllty to carry lt out, spread among workers concurrently with the buldling of a union
movement.'Gordon, Labr and lmperial Democncy, p159.

17756s Nobuoka lsakail Tameko's account of being lollowed by a detective: Nobuoka
Tameko,'Tantei-san to Ohanami', Chokuge4 Volume 2, No 12, 231411905, reproduced in
Suzuki (edl Shiryô: Heminsha no Onnatach¿ ppOe6Z.
1785ee chapter Six below.
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partners in prison, or observing court proceedings.lTg Many of the extant
photographs of men and women in the socialist movement commemorate

the ritual of farewelling comrades entering prison and welcoming comrades
on their release.l80 Women were still supporters within the Heiminsha: and

men were still able to pontificate on women's issues; but women also
produced their own publications, an implicit recognition that women's
struggles could not simply be subsumed under the class struggle.

It should also be remembered that the legal restristions on women's political

activity prevented them from full participation in the activities of the socialist

movement, and necessitated the creation

of separate

quasi-political

organizations for socialist women. These organizations may have been
seen as placing women's issues in a'ghetto", but it could also be said that

they created a spacs for the discussion of women's issues. Although
socialist women engaged in activities which involved the use of public space

for such activities as distributing leaflets, collecting signatures for petitions
and selling publications, the restrietions on participation in public meetings
meant that wr¡t¡ng was the major means for the communication of feminist

and socialist ideas to other women. ln all of the abovementioned activities,
socialist women challenged the dominant discourse of women as "good
wives and wise mothers.'

1799¿¡sue¡a
[Nishikawal Fumiko,'Ulsurnmlya no Strôsoku: Gokucht no Nlshikawa Kôjirô',
Nikkan Heimin Shinbun, No 31 ,2AA1907, reprcduced in Suzukl (edl Shiryô: Heiminsha no
Onnatachl, pp63-ô4; Fukuda Hldeko, lshikawa-ani o Okuru', &kai Fujin No 9, 1/5/1907, p1;
Nobuoka lSakail Tameko, 'Salban liwatashl no Kôei', Nilpn Heimin Shinbun, No 18,
201211908: reproduced in Suzukl (edl Sh¡ryô Heimlnsha no Onnatachi, pp67-69; Noh¡oka
lSakailTameko,'Yuih¡nsha Yon', Kumamoto Hyöron, No 28,5nn908, in Suzuki (edl Shiryö:
Heiminsha no Onnatachl, ppTO-7 1.
1805¡6ve7s, Ftowers in Salt, p121:'And the tiny band of socialists developed a new routine:
sending off and welcoming back their comrades on the way to prison."
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The second decade of the twentieth century is often presented as lhe fuyu
no

jidai

(winter years) for socialism in Japan, as socialist activities were

restrained by the consciousness of the repressive power of the State atter
the Great Treason Incident. Many of the social policy issues which had been
discussed by the government s¡nce the late nineteenth century were also
acted upon in the this decade, in the form of Factory Legislation and policies

on trade union activity. From within the socialist movement, there were
some important developments in the refinement of socialist views of the
"woman question" in this decade, as we shall see in Chapter Four below.

The second decade of the twentieth century also saw the beginnings of
women's involvement in the organised labour movement.
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CHAPTER FOUR: MOTHERS (1911'1918)
Until the turn of the centuty, as we have seen, olficial policies on women
concentrated on the family

- an implicitly middle-class family where women

wsre not expocted to engage in waged labour, and could devote attentlon to
the fulfilment of the role of 'good wife'. Official policy, as Nolte and Hastings
have pointed out, 'exhorted women to contribute to the nat¡on through their
hard work, their frugality, their etficient managemont, their care of the old,
young, and ill, and their responsible upbringing of children."l By the time of

the Russo-Japanese War, it had become apparent that the only public role
afforded to these women was as helpmate to the militarist State through

patriotic women's organizations, a role which was criticised by socialist
writers. The other side of the slogan 'good wives and wise mothers' involved

constructions of women as mothers. Nolte and Hastings suggest that, until
around 1910, official interest was focused mainly on women as wives rather
than as mothers. This seems to be broadly true for middle class women, but

anxiety about working class women's role as mothers commsnced well
before the promutgation of the Factory Law in 1911.2

ln the second decade of the twentieth century, the development of labour
policy on the part of the bureaucracy, and the development of an organised

labour movement were accompanied by further discussion

of

the

relationship between individual and State in several spheres. As far as
women were concerned, they became the objects of State concern in the

form of protective legislation specifically directed at women workers. The

lsharcn H. Nolte,

& Sally Ann Haslings, The Meil State's Pollcy Towards Women, 18901910',ln Bemsleln (ødl Recreat¡ng Japanese Women,p152.
2None & Hastings, 'l'he Meiji Slate's Policy Towards Women', p174; c.f. discr¡ssion ol the
health of women workers ln: Andô TarÖ, 'Shokkô no Torlshlmarl oyobl hogo', Talyô, tto2,
5/121896, pp55-59; cited in Sheldon Garon, The State and Labour in Modern Japan,
Berkeley: Unlversity of Califomia, 1988, p26.
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otficial construction of women as 'mothers' tended to position women as
passive recipients of the protection of the State, and as more or less passive
supporters of militarism.

At the State level, the progress of industrialization meant that questions of

the management and protection of labour became harder to ignore. From

the latter half of the Meiji period 'social problems' (shakai mondai) had
become an increasingly important part of public discourse.S However, the

enactment of the Public Peace Police Law

of 1900 and the trial and

subsequent execution of activists in the Great Treason lncident had
demonstrated that there were limits to acceptable public discourse on
political issues. Writers could also be subject to harassment for unsuitable
criticism of the family system, suggesting that the family was still seen to be
basic to the political structures of the society.4 W[h respect to labour, otficial

discussion focused firstly on the supply of labour, and only later was

attention focused on working conditions and trade unionism.5The
promulgation of factory legislation in 191 1 , however, was a sign that the
government could no longer be seen to be ignoring social problems.

3Fordiscusslon of the use of thls term, see Carol Gluck,Jagan's Múem Mßhs: The ldeology
ol the Late Meljl Perlod, Prlrrceton, New Jersey: Prirrceton Unlversity Press, 1985, pp27-29i
Gaon, Iñe State and Labur ln Múern JaPan, pp23-29.
4 n.O. Harootunlan,'lr¡trcduction: A Sense of an Ending and the Problem of Taishô', ln B.S.
Sllberman & H.D. Haroorunlan,ledslJapan ln Crisls: Essays on TalsÞ Demæracy, Prlncelon,
New Jersey: Princeton Unlversity Press, 1974, p24:'ln July of 1910, while the [Great
Treasonl trlalwas stlll belng argued, Kawada Shlrô's The Woman's Proþlem (Fuln Mondal)
became lhe oblect of 'lntellectual management', because it threatened to undermine the
family system. lt 'Bpontaneously went out of print' and speedily slippecl lnto obscurity.' ln
September 1910, the loumal Hototogisu was banned on the pbllcatlon of lchimmiya Takiko
(KluchlTel)'s story'Onna', whlch lncluded a re¡eúl¡on of lhe family sy6tem. Horiba Klyoko (ed)
Seltô Josel Kalhô Ron Shû, Tokyo: lwanaml Shoten, p11. Sharon Nolte also dlscusses
examples of censorship ol critlcism of ths family system ln'lndlvirlualism ln Taishô Japan',
Journal ot Aslan Studies, Volume XLlll, No 4, August 19&4, pp674-675.

Scarcn, The Slate and Labur ln Modern Japan,p12.
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The Meiji Emperor died in 1912, atter fortyfive years of ru1e.6 The new era
was called Taishô (Great Rectification) and is remembered as the time of
"Taishô democracy'.7 The applicability of the term "Taishô democracy" has
been debated in recont years. A narrow interpretation of Taishô democracy
refers to the alternation of party governments in the years from 1918 to 1932.

A broader interpretation refers to the development of mass political activity in

the years atter the Russo-Japanese War, including the development of
labour organizations and the public discussion of feminist issues. lndeed, it
has been suggested that the Taishô period saw the development of political
interest groups representing 'previously unorganized sections of Japanese

society", such as the outcaste class, farm labour, students, and even
business groups.S Several historians have, however, rejected the use of
the term 'Taishô democracy" altogether.9

A new kind of labour organization appeered with the formation of lhe Yûaikai

(Workers' Friendty Society) on August 1st 1912.10 The founder of the

6For lnterprelat¡ons of the slgnillcance of the death of lhe Melll Emperor and the end of the
Meljlera, see: Gluck, Japan's Modern Myths,99213-246; Harootunian,'A Sense ol an Ending
and tho Problem of TalshÖ', pp3-28.

TThe relgn of the Talshô emperor lasted from 1912 to 1926. For discr¡ssions of the
applicability of the term,'Taislrô derncracy', see: Silberman & Harootunian, Japan in Crisis:
Essays on Taishô Democracy: Ha¡ry Wray & Hilary Conrcy (eds) Japan Examined:
Perspecllves on Modern Japanese Hlstory, Honolulu: Unlverslty ol Hawall Press, 198,Í1,
pp172-198; Andrew Gordon, Labour and lmperial Democracy in Prewar Japan, Berkeley:
Unlversity of Callfomla Press, 1991, pp5-10.

STakeshl lshlda,'The Development ol lnterest Groups and the Pattern of Polltlcal
Modemlzatlon ln Japan', ln Robert E. Wald ledl Political Development in Modern Japan,
Prlrrceton, New Jersey: Princeton Unlversity Press, 1968;cited ln Large, The Rise of Labur,

pl91.

9Andrew Gordon, wtro describes the term Taistrô dernocracy as "chrcnologically lnaccurate

and analytlcally empty', prefers to use the term 'lmpedal democracy' to describe the
contradlctory nature of mass politlcal activity ln the years lrom 1905. Godon, Labour and
I ¡¡perial Denncncy, 95.
10On tne development of the Yûaikai, see: Stephen S.Large, The Rise ol Labur in Japan:
The Yûaikai 1912-1919, Tokyo: Sophia University Press, 1972, passim;. hrao F.Ayusawe, A
Histoty of Labor ln Modem Japan, Honolulu: EasþWest Center Press, 1966, pp98-101.
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organization was Suzuki Bunji, a Christian and former journalist who had
been a member of the Social Policy Association. Several members of this
Association were advisers to the Yûaikai. The organization was modelled

on the early British friendly societies, and took a non-confrontational
approach based on 'harmony between capital and labour'.11The union's
members were kept informed through the journal, YÛai Shinpó (Yûai News).
12

ln the background to many of the developments of the Ta¡shô period was the

First World War, Japan's participation in the ¡nternational economy, and the
etfects of the war on the domestic economy. The economic etfests of the War

included expansion in industry, trade, and shipping, accompanied by
inflation. Woker dissatisfact¡on at the gap between price rises and wage

rises resulted in industrial unrest. The Russian Revolution of 1917 also
provided inspiration to socialists who had survived the 'winter years' after

the Great Treason lncident.l3 ln the context of the post-War inflation,
demonstrations against the rising price of rice erupted all over the country in
1918. Forthe socialist movement, the rice riots were evidence of agrowing

class consciousness. For the government and bureaucracy, the rice riots
were a harbinger of just the kind of working class militancy they wished to

discourage.la By 1919, the Yùaikai had been transformed into the

l1Garon, The State
l2The

aN Labur ln Modern Japan,

p33.

þumal's naÍne was changed lo Rôdô oyoblsangyô ln 1915.

13On the lnfluence of the Russian Revolutton on Japanese unlonlsls and soclallsts, see:
Large, The Rlse ol Labour, pp96-109; pp145-162: Gall Lee Bernstein, 'The Russian
Revolutlon, the early Japanese Soclalists, and the Problem of Dogmatlsm', Sludies in
Comparative Comm¿nism, Volume 9, No 4, pp327-W.
14Fo¡ discr¡ssion of the rice riots of 1918, see: Michael Lewis, Rloters and Cittzens: Mass
Protest ln lmperial Japaa Berkeley: University ol Califomia Press, 1987.
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Sôdôme| a rather more militant labour organization with atfiliated unions
organized along industrial rather than regional lines.l5

ln parallel with these developments in the labour movement there were
further developments in feminist thought. 191 1 saw the establishment of the

Bluestocking Sociely (Seitôsha) and the beginnings of discussion of the
'new women' (atarashii onna, atarashiki onna). Although the 'new women',

as we shall see below, burst on to the public stage in a rather more
flamboyant way than the socialist women whose activities we discussed in

the previous chapter, we can ses a continuity in their concerns

with

quest¡ons of marriage, free love and women's financial independence. Their

concem with freedom for sexual expression lor women, however, also led to
a concern with such issues as contracept¡on and abortion.

The discussion of the 'new women' showed that there was a public eager lor

discussion of 'women's issues', and several intellectual journals, including

Taiyô (The Sun) and Chûô Kôron (Central Review) ran special editions on
women's issues.

A new intellectual journal for women, Fujin

Kôron

(Women's Review) was established in 1916. These publications provided a

public space for the discussion of issues related to women's financial
independence and the care and financial maintenance

of

children,

particularly in the 'motherhood protection debate' (bosei hogo ronsô) at the

close of the decade. This debate would provide an opportunity for the
discussion of alternative visions for social change. The discussion of
women's economic independence, in the context of motherhood and the

15ln 1919, The name of the organization was changed to the Dal Nihon Rödô Sôümei
Yûaikal (Friendly Soclety Grealer Japan General Federatþn of Labour). ln 1921 , Yûaikal
(Friendly Soclety ) was dropped from the title. On the transformatlon of lhe Yûaikai see:
Large, The Rlse of Laboun Gordon,Laöour and lmperlalDemocracy, pp14G148.
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desirability of State financial support for mothers and children, would
inevitably lead to a consciousness of the class ditferences between women.

Women's reproductive capacity thus became the subject of discussion in

several ditferent spheres. The identity of 'mothe/, however, received
different interpretations, whether in the context of otficial discourses of 'good

wives and wise mothers', or the oppositional discourses of socialism and

feminism.

ln this context, some feminist writers tried to

transform

'motherhood' into an image of power and creativity. The second decade of

the twentieth century, then, saw major developments in both socialist and
leminist thought. But before surveying these developments in the socialist
and feminist movements in the second decade of the twentieth century, it is
necessary to consider official discourses on women as workers and as
mothers. State policies provided the context for the feminist and socialist
discussions of the relationship between individual and State.

4.1 The Factory Law
The first group of workers to be the object of State policy were the mining
workers. Regulations concerning miners were issued as early as 1872, and

a Mining Law (Kôgyö Jôrei) was promulgated in 1890. The lirst regulations

were devoted to ensuring employsrs' control over workers, through the use
of 'mine police'. The Kôgyö Jôrei, however, also included several articles
on the 'protect¡on' of workers. On the subject of women working in mines,l6

the Ministry was given the power to limit the working hours of women and

l6Women wofted ln mlnes ln Japan untllwell Into the twentleth century. See: Mlklso Hane,
Peasants, Rebels and Outcastes: The lJnderslde ol Modem Japan, New Yofi, Pantheon,
1988, pp227-244 Regine Mathias, Female Labour ¡n the Japanese Coal-mining lndustry', ln
Janet Hunter (ødl Japanese Women Working, London: Routledge, 1993, pp98'121;
Morlsakl Kazue, Mahku¡a, Tokyo: San lchl Shobô, 1977; ldegawa Yasuko, Hi o Unda
Onnatachl: Onna Kôlu Kara tp Kiklgakl, Fukuoka: YoshlSltobô, 1984.
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children under the age of fourteen, but the range of suitable working hours
was not specified in the law itse[.17

Discussion ol the need for protective legislation in factories had begun in the

eighteen eighties. As early as 1882, surveys of factory production were
being canied out by the Ministry of Agriculture and Trade, and draft Factory

Operatives Legislation was drawn up between 1883 and 1887. These draft

regulations were submitted to the Chamber of Commerce in 1891 and
submitted to prefectural governors in 1895.18 ln 1896, when dratt legislation

was submitted to the F¡rst Higher Council on Agriculturs, Commercs and
lndustry, the government provided the following justification for the dratting

of a Factory Act, demonstratlng an anxiety about the relations between
labour and capital:

With the recent industrial development in our country, the oldfashioned domestic industry has gradually given way to the
newly introduced factory industry. lt is therefore of .urgent
nece-ssity for the furtherance of the progress of our industries
to enact a law with a view to bringing into harmony the
relations between capital and labour, and eradicating every
cause of conflict between these two factors ol industry, thus
safeguarding the interests of both sides. . . 19

Draft factory legislation was submitted to the Third Higher council on
Agriculture, Commerce, and lndustry in 1898.20 However, employers'
representatives opposed the proposed legislation, at times arguing that the
profitability of industry would be affested by restrictions on working hours,
17On the development of leglslatlon ln the mlnlng lndustry, see: Ayusawa, A Hlstory ol Laüplr
ln liilodem Jagan, pp105-106. The text of the Kôgyô Jôrel, atú othor documont8 relevant to

lactory leglslatlon, appear ln Akamatsu Ryôko (edl Nllzø,n Fufn Moúal Shiryô SñÚsel
Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1977, Volume 3, pp285-376.
lSAyusawa, A Htstory

19¡¡6

ol Latr,r

in Modern

Japan, pp10&107.

lsoh ilsool, 'soclalism ln Japan', ln Filty Years

ol

New

JaFn, Volume tt, p504.

2OThese Courrcils lncluded representatives of bureaucracy, businsss, and academia. Garon,
State and Labur in Modern Japan, 921.
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and at t¡mes denying the need for State regulation of employment practices.
Kojima Tsunehisa quotes "capitalists" who complained that "a Factory Law
would destroy the relations between worker and employer which are based
on the good customs and ways of our history".2t

The draft which was approved by the Higher Council on Agriculture,
Commerce, and lndustry in October 189822 referred to safety measures,
restrictions on child labour, factory inspection, and apprenticeship systems,
but had little to say about women workers.2S ln Chapter Five, on inspection,
Article 27 stated that the Ministry would have power to prohibit or restrict the
use of women and minors in dangerous industries.

Katayama Sen and the Flódó Kumiai Kiseikai carried out a campaign to
expose the limitations of this dratt, which was only applicable to factories

employing more than fitty workers, and was seleclive in the problems it

chose to address. Their criticism, however, did not focus on women
workers.2a This draft was also criticised from within the bureauqacy. Saitô
Kashiro, who published a book (in French) on Japan's attempts at regulation

of labour, commented that he had never se€n in practice those 'familial and

2lKollma Tsunehlsa, Dokyumento Hatarahu Joset: Hyakunen tn Ayuml, Tokyo: Kawade
Shobô Shlnsho,1983, pp52-3.

22àaron, State aN Labur tn Modem Japan, p23.
23ûr¡s drafl ls reprcduced ln: Katayama Sen, Nilpn no Bôd6lJndô,Tokyo: lwanaml Shoten,
1952, pp40-48; lranslated ln Stephen E. Marsland, The Bidh of the Japanese Labour
Movement: Takano Fusatarû aN the R6dô KumlalKlselkal, Honolulu: Unlverslty of Hawall
Prsss, 1989, pp204-210. See also: Kublln, Aslan Revolutlonary, p9125-128. For an account
of thls drafl, and critlclsms by an otliclalof the Deparlment of Agriorlture and Commerce, see:
Foxwell, Emest, The Prctec{lon ol Labour in Japan', The Eærcmic ,Joumal, 1 1, March 1901 ,
pp106-124. Foxwell's account ls based on: Saltô Kashlro, La Protecllon Ouvrlère au Japn,
Protet de Lolet Enquête Perconelle, Parls: Anclenne Malson L. Larose et Forcelle, 1900.

24ïor detalfs ol lhe Rôd6 Kumtat Kiseikat campaþn on Factory leglslatlon, see: Katayama
Sen, Nrñon no Rôdo Undô, pp39-52; Marsland, The Birlh ol the Japanese Labour
Movement, pp104-111.
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affectionate relations" which were otten spoken of.25 Saitô also re¡terated
the need for protection of women wokers:
[Saitô] also regrets that the Dratt does not prescribe for women
whether married or single, shorter hours than for men, since by
nature they demand more care. ln France they limit work to ten
hours a day for children under 16 years, male or female; to 60
hours a week for women and girls between 16 and 18; and to
1
hours a day for women and girls over 18. Some such
discrimination is needed in Japan, where the cotton mills
employ so many females, and at such hard work.26

t

This draft was not presented to the Diet.z7 However, with an increase in

labour disputes (by workers who presumably were not so attached to

'traditional' relations between worker and employer), and increased
attention being paid to the conditions of factory workers, the need for a
Factory Law was added to the list of social problems.

Several woks appeared which exposed the conditions suffered by factory

wokers

-

women and children in particular. Shohkô Jijô (The Conditions of

Factory Workers) was a five volume report commissioned by the Department

of Agriculture and lndustry in preparation for the drafting of

factory

regulations. This was an internal departmental report which was not made

widely available until atter World War Two. The report was, however,
influential within the Ministry. The journalism of Yokoyama Gennosuke, and
his book, Nihon no Kasô Shakai (The Lower Classes of Japan) brought the
conditions of factory workers to a wider audience.2S

25saitô, ptB, cited ln Foxwell, pf 08:'...quand I'alvisitó des dlverses prcvirrces, le n'allamais
constató en pratlque ces relatlons familières et atfectleuses dont on rþus Parle.'
26Foxwell, The Protectbn of Labour ln Japan', pl16.

27Kublin, Astan Revotutionary, p125: Foxwell, p106.

28 ¡¡ôshômushô Kankôkal, Sl¡okkô J¡jô, Tokyo: Melcho KankÖkal, 1967; Yokoyama
Gennosuke, Nilr,n no Kasö Shahaf Tokyo: Kyôbunkan, 1899 (Reprint:lwanami Shoten,
1949); Hane, Peasants, Rebels & Outcastes, ppl81-184.
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The conditions of factory workers were also mentioned in the progressive
women's newspaper Fujo Shinbun.29 ln an editorial on the mistreatment of
factory workers it was said to be scandalous that such violation of the human

rights (jinken) of women wokers could take place under a constitutional

system (rikkenjika), and the women readers ol Fuio Shinbun were
enjoined

to show compassion and listen to the complaints of the

factory

women. lt is interesting to note how the appeal made in this editorial is
addressed specifically to women. First, a link is made between the clothing

worn by the (presumably middte-class) readers ol Fuio Shinbun and the
labour of the factory workers who have produced the fabric for this clothing.

Secondly, women are enjoined to show the compassion (dôiô) which is a

specifically feminine vocation (tenshoku). Finally, women are enjoined to
show compassion to the factory workers because they are of the same sex

(dôsei). ln other words, compassion is seen to override the class differences
which divide women. 30 This editorial is quite distinctive in its discussion of

the human rights of women workers rather than competing notions of the
'national interest".

A new draft Factory Bilt was prepared in 1902, but was not presented to the

Diet immediately. The passage of the Law was further Postponed by the
Russo-Japanese War of 1904-5. At this very time , several British writers

were promoting Japan as an imperialist power which promoted
"motherhood" and realised the importance of children for the strength of the

Empire. ln fact , the Japaness 'national interest" in the form of increased
exports and increased military power, was used as justification for the delay
Z99hûkan FuJo Shinbtrn was establlshed ln 1901 by Fukushima Shlrô. For detalls of the
loundlng ol Futo Shlnbun. see: Fukushlma Mlyoko, 'Shtlkan Fuio Shlnbun nl
mirul93Onendal Fulln Zasshi no Teikô lo Zasetsu, Agora, No 24, 201511981; pp129'131;
MurakamiNobuhiko, 'Fujln Mondaito Fujin Kaihô UndÖ', lwenamiKôze Nihon Rekish4 NolS :
KiúaiS, p230.
30'Shasetsu: Kôlo

m

Gyakutai', Fujo Shinbun, No 121 ,1ß11902, p1.
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in the introduction of protective legislation for women and child workers.sl
The next attempt to present a Bill to the Diet was in 1909, but this Bill was
soon withdrawn. Business representatives were critical ol the proposal to
phase out night work by women and children.s2

A Ministry pamphlet on the'Explanation of the Factory Bill" was distributed in
1909. Among comments on the issue of night work by women, the Central

Hygiene lnstitute proposed that night work for women be prohibited within

five years of the institution of the law.33 ln other discussion of the issue,
reports on the health of factory workers appeared which linked factory work
with the spread of tuberculosis in the villages, and the infection of potential

military recruits.34 With respect to the prohibition of night work by women

and children, both sides referred to the national interest.35 Employers
argued that the national interest would be served by postponing the
introduction of restrictions on working hours in the interest of the profitability

31 c.f Anna Davln,'lmperiallsm and Motherhood', History Wotksltop Joumal, Spring 1978, p
17: 'Comparlsons could also be made with lmperlal rlvals, who without accusat¡ons of
socialism had successfully turned the attention of the State to national and particularly
chlldren's heatth. Japan ( a very recent newcomer to the dub of lmperialist powers) was often
quoted in thls context, as at the annual congress of the Sanitary lnstitute in 1904, where
members were told apropos of the medlcal lnspectlon of scttoolchildren) that ln Japan every
schoolchlld was under medical supervision, and that lirst aid and hygeine wore taught ln
sctrool. Japan also was 'ln no danger of race sulcide', mothers there were not 'shrlnking lrom
matemity as ln other lands'.'

32caron, State

aN Labur

in Modern Japan, p28.

33Ayr¡sa*a , A Hlstory o1 Lafur in Modern Japan, p107.

34caron, State and Labour in Modern Japan, p28. Oka, Köiölú Ron, fokyo: Yrlhikak¡, 1917
(revlsed edn.) p209; Janet Hunter, "Textile Fac{ories, Tuberct¡losis and the Quality of Life in
fndustrialÞing Japan', ln Janet Hunter (edl Japanese Women Wofuing, pp69-97.

35For a comprehenslve dlscusslon of oplnlons on the abolltlon of nlght work ln the cotton
spinning industry, see: Janet Hunter, 'Factory Legislation and Employer Resistarrce: The
Abolitlon of Nlght Work ln the Cotton Splnnlng lnduslry', ln Tsunehlko Yul & Kellchlrô
Nakagawa (edsl Japanese Management ln Historical Peæpeclivq Tokyo: University of Tokyo,
1989, pp2ß-272.
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of export industries. Reformers argued that the national interest would be
served by protecting the health of the mothers of future recruits.36

Finally, atter thirty-odd years of discussion, and opposition by industrialists,

the Factory Law (Kôjô hô) was promulgated in 1911. The law, however,
would not become effective until 1916,37 and there was extensive provision
for the grant¡ng of exemptions. ln August 1916 an imperial Ordinance for the

Administration of the Fastory Act was promulgated, and the Act came into
force in September 1916.38

Protective provisions of the Factory Law prevented women and children

under the age of fifteen from working more than twelve hours a day,
prevented them from working between the hours of 10 p.m. and 4 a.m., and
allowed for at least two days leave per month. The minimum age for workers

was set at twelve years, except in light industry, where the minimum age of
workers was ten.39 However, there was provision for particular industries to

apply for exemption, and some provisions would not become effective until
fifteen years atterthe law became etfective in 1916. W¡th respect to night
work, these provisions could be waived where a factory worked on a shift

36No[e and Hastlngs have argued that Japan did not have the same anxletles about the
litness of worklng class mothers as was apparent in tum of the century Brltaln. However, il
seemo to me that the anxlety about lho danger ol lhe spread of tuberculosis from lemale
factory workerg reflects a slmilar anxlety about the health of the recruits wlto would suppoil
Japan's lmperlallst arnbltlons. Nolte and Hastlngs, The MelllState's Pollcy Towards Women',
pl 73; Anna Davln,'Motherhood and lmperialism', passim.
37 Kollma, Hataraku Josal, pp54-5.

384¡rsawa, A History of Latrlr

tn Modem

Japan, p111.

39Kanatanl, 'Rôdôsha hogohô henkô shl nl miru bosel hogo', W7-48i Large,Organized
Wofters and Soclalist Politics in lnteruar Japan, Cambridge: Cambrldge Unlversity Press,
1981, p54; Hane, Peasants, Rebels and Outcasfas, p183.The 1923 amendment reduced
the max¡rn¡m working time to eleven hours, raised the minimum age of wofters from tweþe to
fiftsen, and extendsd the lurisd¡ctlon of the law to cover all faclories enploying more than ten
workers.
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system, mean¡ng that night work for women wokers continued until it was
prohibited completely in 1929.40

ln justification of the protective provisions of the Factory Law, women
wokers are described as the "women who will be the mothers of the nation'
(kokumin no haha naru behi fujo), and protection of women and children is
linked to Japan's status as a miltary power (gunkoku). 41 Article Nine of the

Law concerned maternity

provisions. Employers were prevented from

allowing pregnant women to work for five weeks atter parturition (or three
weeks with a doclo/s approval), and women were entitled to nursing leave
on the¡r return to work"42 However, this was not framed ¡n terms of women's

rights to maternity leave. Rather, the State was preventing employers from

the exploitation of pregnant women. ln other words, the paternalistic State
was 'protecting' women as a labour lorce from excessive exploitation by
industrialists. The Factory Law only covered workers in fastories of a certain

size, and regulation of working conditions in other industries could only be
achieved on an industry-by-industry basis.a3

Women were seen as the objects of State protection, rather than as workers

with rights. This attitude appears explicitly and implicitly in writings on the
Factory Law. ln one commentary, the numbers of workers are enumerated,
and divided into two categories, those who need protecl¡on, and those who
4Osakura¡ Kinue, Bosel Hogo tJndôst¡1 Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1987,

Pú1'42.

41Ota Mlnoru, KôJôtú Ron, p210.
42 Kanatanl Chieko, 'Rôdôsha hogohÖ henkô shl nl miru bosei hogo', Sota, No 89,10/8/84,
pp39-66; Tanlno Setsu,FuJrh kôjö kantoku kan no klroku, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, Tolqo,
ìb95, pp269-277. The 1926 amendment increased matem¡ty leave to lour weeks belore
parturit-6n, ar¡d slx weeks atter; allhough a women could retum to work after four weeks with a
doclo/s approval, Sakural, Boseihogo Undöshl fi1.

€

The attainment ol these provisions in various industries is tisted ln Yamaguchi Miyoko and

Maruoka Hldeko (eds)Nrñon Fujin Mondal Shiryô Shûsei, Volume f 0, Tokyo: Domesu
Shuppan, Tokyo, 1981.
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do not. Adult male workers are not seen as needing protection, while women
and children belong to the category of wokers "needing protection' (hogo o

yôsuru shokkQ.ea The duty of the State to protect women workers was,
however counterbalanced by the desire to protect the profitablity of
industries employing women workers, as evidenced by the delay in enacting
many provisions of the Factory Law.

Women were not seen as potential unionists or strikers. ln contemporaneous

commentary on the Factory Law, it is asserted that in Japan, it has been
mining and shipbuilding, rather than the textile industry, that have seen the
most strikes, and this is attributed to the high number of women workers in

textiles. This perceived lack of militancy on the part of women wokers is

given as further justification for the necessity of factory legislation. lt is
necessary for the State to protect these less assertive workers. This
highlights the differing views of male and female workers from within the
bureaucracy. While male workers were seen as potsntially militant, and in
need of social control in the form of restrictions on union activity, women

were seen as needing protection. Despite the extreme exploitation under
which these women worked, and some history of strike activity, they were
constructed as harmtess, passive, and in need of protection.4S ln the earliest

days of the labour movement, such attitudes were shared by labour
organizers. The gendering of relationships between individual and State
affected the kinds of political demands which could be made by men and
women in early twentieth century Japan.a6

&oka, Kôlôhô Ron, p208.
45oka, Kôlôho Ron, pp218-219.
46severalwriters have recently discussed the relatlonshlp between citlzenship and waged
woil. Glven the dlfferent relat¡onshlp of men and women to waged work ln early twentieth
c€ntury Japan, it ls unsurprising that they should also have diflering relatlonships to the
concept of citlzenship. c.f. Narrcy Frasor, 'What's Critir:alabout CritbalTheory? The Case ol
Habermas and Gendef, ln Seyla Benhabib & Drucilla Comell (eds), Feminism as Crltþue,
Cambridge: Polity Press, 1987; Nancy Fraser, 'Women, Welfare and the Politics ol Need
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It has been pointed out that the Factory Law was formulated with little input
from organised labour. lndeed, it was suggested at the time that the Factory
Law was granted by the Emperor from above, in the same manner as the
Meiji Constitution.4T A[hough the members of the League for the Promotion

of Labour Unions (Rôd6 Kumiai Kseikai) did attempt to influence

the

bureaucracy, there appears to have been little attempt on the part of the
bureaucracy to engage in formal consultation with labour representatives.'l8

The Yûaikai (Wokers' Friendly Society) was not sstablished until after the
promulgation of the Factory Law. Although lhe Yûaikai could have no input
into the creation of the Factory Law, the organization took a great interest in

campaigning for its proper implementation, particularly with respec't to the
abolition of night work by women, which had been postponed because of
pressure from business.

4.2 The YûalRal
The Ytaitcai was founded on August 1, 1912 by Suzuki Bunji,ae a member

of the Shakai Seisaku Gakkai (Social Policy Association). Several
members of the Association were advisers to the Yûa¡l<ai, including Kuwata
lnterpretatlon',ln Unruly Pncliæs: Powen Disøluæe and Gen&r in Contenpnry
Canbridge: Polity Press, 1989.

M,y,

&cial

47caron, S/rate and Labur ln Múem Japan, p30, citirq üa, Kôþhôton: 'Qt<alkened the
legbhtion to 'our lmperlally bestowed Constitutlon lof 18891whlch was granted to, rather
llnn demanded by,lhe p€ople".'
48Th¡s cdtlclsm was rnade by Suzukl Bunli ln 1916. See: Large, The Rise ol Lafutr, p73,
cltlng Suzukl Bunll, 'SangyÖlô no rikken selll', Fódó oyobl Sangyô, 1/U1916, pp2-9:
Isr¡zdd slaûed thatl ln Japan, feudal notiors about society rnade a nnckery ol corstiü.¡lþnal
goì/€mmonû. He ded thd ln the lnd¡strlal uorkl, too, the cap¡tal¡sls domlnded the u,orker8
wlh dbdah forthelr rþhts. He aæ¡sed lln gwemnrnt ol fa¡¡ng to ærsu[ tlp pecors rnd
affected by lactory legislallon - the workeæ therselves. He æncluded, '$Ich autocratlc,
feuda[ bureaucratþ ldeas point up lhe fallaclous r¡otions whblt contradkl the exeq¡tþn of
constitutþnal govemment in contemporary sociely'.' ln other words, St¡zuki's criticism
questioned the very legitimacy of the State s'h¡ch valued capital accum¡lation above the
dernocratic rþhts of the peopþ.

49Ontnedeveloprnent ollhøYûaika¿ see:Large, TheRiæof LaburinJapan,passim;.
Ayrsawa, A History ol Labr in l/ldem Japan, ppgS-1 01.
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Kumazô, Takano lwasaburô, and Soeda Juichi. The name of the
organization referred to the British 'friendly societies', after which it was
modelled. The society's activities were based on'harmony between labour
and capital". The pldform of the organizdion stated:
1. We will harmonize with one another and endeavour to dtain
the objective of mutu¡ala¡dthrough unity and æoperdion.

2. We will abide by the ideals of the public and endeavour to
develop intelligent opinion, cuttivate virtue, and make progress
ln technicalarts.
3. We will depend on the power of cooperation and endeavour
to improve ourstatusthrough sound means.S0

The growth of the Yûaikai was impressive, when compared with earlier
attempts to form union organizations.Sl A womsn's division was created in
1916, with lnaba Aiko as secretary.s2 Unt¡l 1917, however, women could

only be associate members of the association.Ss The activities of the
women's division included the publication of the joumal Yûai Fuiín (YÛa¡
Woman), the holding of public lectures for the education of workers, the
awarding of prizes to model union members, and the provision of advice on

naishokt (home-based work)to the wives of male wokers.Sl

Shrarshti¡n

in Ayr.¡sa¡va, A Hidory of

Labur h Mo&m JaFn, Ê9.

51me grourth olthe Yûaikal has been traced by Stephen Large:'By 1913 lt tnd expanded
llom a fifteen-man organ¡zatlon in Tokyo lnto one claiming 1,295 merùere in a grcwing
netrrcfi of brarrches thrcughoul Japan. By the end ol 1915, the merËershþ was 7,000 and
by Aprl¡ 1917, lt had cllmbed to over 20,000. ln 1919, the YÛalkalrclls nunËered around
30,000 yvod<em." l-arge,Opanized Wofueæ aN fu¡al¡st Poltß, p17.
52sr¡zum Yrllo, Josal to Rôdô Kumial, Tokyo: Renga Shobô, 1991, pp25-100; LaEe, IDe
Riæ ot l¿bur in Japn,p71-72.

53¡nnøV , tlpre was m rcsüictlon made, b¡t ln 1913, a cdegpry d 'assodde rpnÈel, was
created forwomen. Thls was revised ln 1917, after protest by uornen yvorkee. Large, Tln
Riæ of l-abu1 p72;Cotdon, l-abur and lnperial Denoaacy, p92; Ts¡runi, 'Female Textiþ
Wodcerc, p26.

*VOana¡Fullrür¡ KlsohJ', rcpoctr.¡ced h Sr¡zlki, Josito
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Rffi

Krmiei, pp45-46.

Major contributors to the women's journal were Suzuki Bunji, Hirasawa
Keishichi, Yutani Jirôshichi, Miura Gakudô, Sakamoto Masao, and lnaba
Aiko. Yoshioka Yayoi, lGwaguchi Aiko and Misumi Suzuko also contributed

articles at times.S5 The women's joumal, with a print run of around 3,000,
appeared monthly between August 1916 and June 1918. There was a gap
between February and July 1917, when the women's joumal was replaced
by a supplement in the union journal Rôdô oyobi Sangyô (Labour and
lndustry¡.56

ln the second edition

ol Yûai Fujin, Yûail<aiadviser Soeda Juichi advised

that women who had so¡ne spare time could engage in home-based work,
and he suggested spinning, weaving, artwok, sewing or other cratts. This
suggests a recognition that most families could not surv¡ve on one wage.
How€ver, the advice that women engage in'naishoku' (casual, homebased
work) ratherthan more permanent employment, also implies that women's
work was seen to be secondary to the work of the mde bread,vinner.ST

The creation of the women's division at this time has been linked with
impending enactment of the Factory Law.58 One of the important activities of
the Women's Division was providing women workers with information about

their rights under the new legislation. Both women workers, and wives of

male Yûaikai members could join the women's division. The reasons for
sotting upthe nomen's division were s€t out as follows:

559¡zuk¡, ,toætto

Rffi

Kumiat,

rf¡l.

56Suzuk¡, Joset to Rôd6 Kumial pp5S-sg. Contents of the zupplement lo R6üt oyobl
Sengyô are lbted h on pp60{2 of Sr¡zukls book. At the tlrne of wdting, m extaril lssles of
the uomen's ulpflennnt had been found.
57Soøa Jukfrl, 'lld<a m Sh¡fr¡ no Suru Koto', YûalFujin, l,lo 2, p38€9.
58sua¡k¡, ,los;rltto

Rffi

Ktmtai,

ú5.
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The world is not made up of men only, and is not supported by
men only. Half of humanity are women, and the world can be
made light or made dark according to the work of women and
the attitude of women. The Yûaihai is an organization which
has been formed in order to raise the d¡gnity of work, and
improve the conditions of workers. But, up till now, fthe Yuailcail
has mainly woked for men. Recently, however, it has also
become aþparent that we should also do someth¡ng forthe
womgn who are working alongside men in factories and other
worlçlaces, and forthe ìrì,omsn who support men bylheirlvotl<
in thó home. Forthis reason we have established lhe Yûail@¡
women's division, and wish to carry out various activities from
now on.59

While the Women's Division did play a role in advising and informing
women workers of their rights, female workers were still seen primarily as
women: as wives, daughters and sisters. This emphasis on femininity over

class consciousness was given visual expression on ths cover of the
journal. Uke more mainstream women's magazines, the covers¡ of early
editions ol Yûai Fujin werø decorated with flowers (Append¡x 1, Figure 2).

Suzuki Bunji in particular addressed the readers ol YÛai Fuiin as wives and

as mothers. Suzuki's editorial in the founding issue ol Yûai Fuiin made
mucfr of women's suppolt ac{vities for husbands and children.60 Thus, even
within the labour movemer¡t women were initially contained within the role of

'good wives and wise mothers', a phrase which was used approvingly by
Suzuki Bunji. Suzuki's support lor ryôsai kenbo ideology contrasts with the
men and women of

the Heiminsha, who had been critical of attempts to

contain women's activities in the ideology of 'good wives and wise moth€rs',
and critical of the mobilization of women for nationalist purposes without the
grant¡ng of rights to mdclr their obligations.ol

S$vOalal Fujlrüu Stuf, rcprcc[rced

ln Suzuki,,,loæi to

Rffi tfumial

fií.

60c.1. Sr¡a¡klBunji,'Makoto rp Onna m Fumi¡rku BeklMichf, Yûai Fujin, l.¡o 1, d7l1916,
p5: 'A true woman s ütie vatJe is h havirp ar¡ internal dtih,¡de of detem!ìdbn and porer, bti
in 4pearirB outwarüy gentþ, and corsollrg and errcour4irq lnr lusbancl.'

6lsee Chapter Three above.
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The Yûaikai policy of non-confrontation with capitalwas also linked with a
support for nationalist goals. A message from the editor in the first edition

combined the conventional seasonal greetings about the weather with a
homily about the pleasures of working for the country:

Both the union joumal Rôdô oyobi Sangyô (Labour and lndustry),oÍl and

the women's division journal Yûai Fuiin carried commentary on the
Enactment of the Factory

[aw. The second edition ol Yûai Fuiin reported

that the provisions of the Factory Law would soon become effective, and
explained these provisions for the benefit of women wokers. The article
explains the restrictions on working hours lorwomen and children and the

provisions for two days holiday per month. The exceptions to the
æplicability of the law are explained in relentless dsta¡|, as if to emphasise

the ¡nadequacy of the prot€ction otfered by the Law.ô4 Compensation
provisions are also explained in some detail, and women are enjoined to
register any irregular relationships, as a de facfo spouse may not be able

to receive compensation on the death or injury of her partner. lt is also
explained that a worker may receive compensation if unable to continue
work, and that a woman whose looks have been spoitt by facial injury may
claim the equivalent of one hundred days'pay.65

@'Hersht dayorf, Yûat Fujin, No 1,6fl/1916, p96.

63suum Bunll,'Bôdôsha m tachiba yori KÖjôtrô o Hyôsn', Rôü oyobiSø¡¡tgyô,1/d1916,
pprZ-10; cited ln [arg€, The Rße of Labur, p73.

æþ fyo Kôþhô Jlsst¡l: Onna Kodonro Tasukaru', Yûat Rtiin, l',lo 2, June 1916, ppgGgl.
6tyo

¡yo KôþhôJ¡sshl, ppgo-gl.
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Thus, in early labour movement publications, women wsre constructed
either as wives of workers or as women workers in need of protection.Sô
This attitude towards women was common to the otficialdiscourse which

undepinned the prctection of women wokers by the Factory Law, and the
discourse of labour organisers who cast the union in the role of 'protecto/
of weak women workers. ln the following sections, I shallconsider how

some feminist writers in the second decade of the twentieth century
theorized the relationship between individual and State. D¡d feminist
writers share the view of women as needing the protection of a strong
State?

4.3 The New Women
ln 1911, the women's literary journal Se,fó (Bluestocking) was established
by Hiratsuka Raichô, with Yasumochi Yoshiko, Nakano Hatsu, and Kiuchi
Tei.67 Despite the fact that Sertó was predated by several socialist women's

journals, it is the Bluestockings who have received most attention in both
Japanese-language and English-language scholarship on early Japanese
feminism.6S

The first editor

ol Seitô, Hiratsuka Raichô, was a woman who had links

with

literary circles. Hiratsuka's father cams from a samurai family and was a
66The representations of women in labour rþvement publir:ations willbe analysed in more
detail ln Chapter Flve, on uromgn as workers.
67Hor¡ba Klyoko, Seitô

¡p Jidat, Tokyo: lwanamlshoten, 1988, pp60-trt.

68ln Japanese see: lde Fumlko, Sett6 no Onnatachl,Tokyo:SetouchlHaruml, Seltô; Horlba
Klyoko, Seit6 no Jklal; ln English, see: Narrcy Andrew, 'The Seltôsha - an early Japanese

womon's organisatlon 1911-1916', ln A.M. CraiG ledlPapers on Japan, Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Prsss, 1972; Noriko Mlzuta Llppit, 'Seitô and the Llterary
Rools ol Japanese Feminism'.lntemationalJournalof Women's Slr¡dies,Vol2 No 2, 1975,
ppl55-16Íl; Pauline Reich & Atsuko Fukuda,'Japan's Literary Feminisls - the Seitô Group',
Sþns,Vol 2, Nol, 1976; Sharon H. Nolte, Liberalism in Modern Japan: lshibashl Tanzan and
His Teachers, 1905-1960, Berkeley: Unlversily of California, 1987, pp97-105; Sievers,
Flowers ln Salt, ChapterS, pp;Vera Mackle,'Feminist Polltlcs in Japan',lVew Lett Review, JanFeb 1988, pp56-57.
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member of the Meiji bureaucracy. He studied constitutional law in Germany

under Hermann Riessler.69 Hiratsuka's mother allowed Raicho to use the
monsy set aside for her trousseau to set up the ¡ournal.7o Hiratsuka had
already created a scandal in 1908 by her attempted double suicide with a
married literary figure, Morita Sôhei.7l This contrasts with Fukuda Hideko's

appearance on the public stage as tho heroine (ioketsu) of the ôsaka
lncident. Fukuda was already a well-known figure in oppositional political
circles when she established Sekai Fuiin.

The title of the journal Seitö, was a direct translation of 'Bluestockings', the
name given to women who attended Elizabeth Montague's literary salon of

the 1750s. As the choice of this name might suggest, this journal had an
international emphasis, but the focus was, at first, literary rather than political

in the narrow sense. ln particular, the Bluestockings had links with the
Naturalist school of writers.T2 The first issue was almost entirely devoted to
short stories and poetry, often with a romantic theme. Although some of the
early contributions to Seifd may seem naive in their emphasis on individual

liberation, it is also possible to ¡nterpret these discussions in terms of what
we would now call "consciousness tâising'.73

69
7o
71

Andrr*, The Seitôsha',

pSo.

Andr"*, The Seltôsha' ,p.53.
Llppit,'Seitô and the Literary Roots ol Japanese Feminism pl55.

72None, Llberalism tn Modern Japan, pp95-97; Nolte, 'lndlvldualism ln Talsttô Japan', rFÆ.72677.
T3Other writers have also compared the early Sertó writings to 'conscþusness raising'. See:
TactrlKaoru, 'Kenkyû Nôto: Hiratsuka Raichô to Ofudesakl', Ochatþmizt JoshlDaþaku Joæi
Bunha Shiryôkan Hd, No 7, 1986, pl05; Kanda Michiko,'Jidtsu no Keiseito Katel - Hratsuka
Raictrô o Chrlshin to Shite', ln Onnatachi no Yukue, Tokyo: Keisô Shobô, 1982.
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Two contributions to the first edition of Seifó made a great impression on the

women of the time and continue to be quoted as rallying cries for modern
Japanese feminists. The first was a series of linked verse by Yosano Akiko,

already an established poet.74 The first sect¡on, Yama no Ugoku Hi Kitaru,
uses the metaphor of the volcano to describe the hidden power of women
which will burst forth one day. This poem has been translated as "Mountain
Moving Day", or "The Day the Mounta¡ns Move":
The day the mountains move has come.
I speak but no one believ€s me.
For a time the mountains have been asleep,
But long ago they all danced with fire.
It doesn't matter if you believe this,
My friends, as long as you believe:
All the sleeping women
Are now awake and moving.7S

The evocative natural imagery in this section of the Poem has been much
quoted, but other verses include an evocation of the d¡ff¡culties of Yosano's

life, references to Nietzsche's 'Thus Spake Zarathustra', and a pass¡onate
assertion of individual identity. Yosano claimed the right of women to speak:

lwould like to write only in the first person
I am a womanl

lwould like to write only in the first person
I

aml I aml76

The first edition of Sedó also carried Hiratsuka Raichô's poetic essay "ln the

beginning, woman was the sun

..."

(Genshi Josei wa Taiyô de atta)

74see the discr¡sslon of Yosano's pacilist poem,'Klmlshinitamau koto nakare', ln sectlon 3.5
above.

75

Yorano Aklko,'Sozorogoto', Seit6, Volume 1, No. 1, 1911, pl.Translatlon ln Laurel
Rasplica Rodd, 'Yosano Akiko and the Talshô debate over the 'New Women', ln Bemstein,
Recreatlng Japanese Women, p180.

T6Yosano Akiko,'sozorogoto', p2:'lchlninshô nite nomlmonokakahyat ware wa onagp zol
ichininstrô nile noml monokakabayal ware wa ware wa'. S€e the discrlssion of the later verses
in lde, Seitô no Onnatachi, ppl2-16.
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Hiratsuka also uses evocative poetic language to lament the hidden power
Of women and call for

a retrieval of this power. Here, women's former

powerful status is represented by the sun which shines from its own energy,

while her present condition is evoked by the moon, which can only shine by
reflected l¡ght:
ln the beginning woman was the Sun.
An authentic person.
Today, she is the moon.
Living through others.
Refleaing the brilliance of others....77

Once again, wom€n are exhorted to retrieve their former power, their

"genius".78 The metaphor of the sun has particular resonance in the
Japanese context, with its echoes of Amaterasu, the sun goddess in
Japanese mythology.T9 The other striking element of this manifesto is the

use of maternal imagery. SeÍó's emergence is described as the cry of a

newborn baby (ubugoe), and this metaphor is elaborated upon, as
Hiratsuka wonders how her child will develop.s0

77H¡ratsuka Ralchô, 'Genshl Josel wa Talyô de atta', Seitó, Volume 1, No 1, p37. For
dlscusslon of the use of melaphors of the sun and the moon for the lemlnlne, see Tachl
Keoru, 'Kenkyû Nôto: Hiratsuka Raichô to Ofudesakl', Ochanomizu Joshi Daigaku Josei
Bunka Shiryökan Hó, No 7, 1986, ppl03-112. Similar polarities appear in European thought,
where the åun may also be used as a metaphor for lndlvldual croatlvlty and transcendence,
while the moon's rót¡ecteO light has been linked with women's lmitative nature. Bram Diikstra
has outlined the use of theõe images ln llnde-slècle Eurcpean culture: 'fT|he moon had
come to stand lor everythlng that was truly femlnlne ln the world. The rrcon, too, after all,
exlsted only as a'reflected entlty'. lt had rn llght of lts own, lust as woman, ln her Prop.er
furrction haô exlstence only as th-e passive re lectþn of male creativity. The gun was Apollo,
the gpd of lþht, the rpon, D¡ana, his pate echo ln the nþht.'Bqm Diitls{r9, lQls ot Perueæity:
lm{ges ol Feminine Evil in Finde Siècle Culture, Olord: Oxfold Unlversity Press, 1986,

pl22.

TSHiratsuka Raictrô, 'GenshlJoseiwa Taiyô de atla', p41; p49; p50; p52.

79Tne metaphor of the sun, however, had mullivalent connotatþns in Japan, which also drew
on the Taoist cosrology, whereby the Sun represented the mascr¡line prirrciple of Yang, and
the moon represented the feminine prlnciple of Yln. Hiratsuka could thus draw on a complex
series ol assoclalþns from Japanese, Taolst and Étropean tradillons.
8OH¡ratsr¡ka Raichô, 'Genshi Joseiwa Taiyô de atta', p38.
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Both of these texts portray an assertion of individual creativity, and the
meaning of liberation is imagined through the genre of the poetic essay.
Hiratsuka, in particular, is interested in meditation as a way of focusing the
attention for the purpose of engaging in creative activities. She complains

that women's responsibility for housework affects their ability to
concentrate.sl Liberation is initially seen as an individual matter. While
Hiratsuka recognises the importance of social issues such as higher
education for women, she asserts that such matters as education and the

suffrage are simply means to an end. For Hiratsuka, the words 'freedom'

(j¡yû) and'liberation' (kaihô) are primarily understood in terms of individual
genius and creativity.S2

Eeitô

appeared around the same time that lbsen's plays were being

performed in Tokyo, and the image of such women as lbsen's Nora was

soon connected with the image of the Bluestockings.S3 The scandal
surrounding the first production ol A Doll's House became connected, in

newspapers and magazines, with images of the 'new women' of the

of the scandalous behaviour of the
"Bluestockings" included such activities as the women's visit to the
Bluestocking journal. Examples

Yoshiwara licensed district,S4 or their sampling of exotic Western liqueurs.8S

The appelation 'Nsw Woman' gained currency atter Tsubouchi

ShôyÖ

lectured on 'The New Woman in Western Theatre' using as his examples

81H¡ratsr¡ka Ralchô, 'Genshl Joselwa Talyô de atta', P42.
82H¡ratsr¡ka RalchÖ, 'Genshi Joseiwa Taiyô de atta', p47.

8Í!Rodd, Yosano Aklko and the Taisl6 debate overthe "New Women-, pl75.
84On the Bluestockings'visÍt to the Yoshiwara, see Horiba, Selt6 tto Jklal, p9112-113.
85On this lncident, see: Hodba Kiyoko, Seit6 no Jidai.
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lbsen's Nora, Sudermann's Magda, and Shaw's Vivie.86 ln January 1912

the Bluestockings ran a special edition devoted to discussion of lbsen's A
Doll's House, and several mainstream publications ran special issues on the
'new women'. Hiratsuka defiantly adopted this label in her 1913 manifesto,
"To the Women of the World' (Yo no Fujintachi ni), in which she defended
women's choice not to marry, stressed the importance of women's economic

independence, attacked the existing family system, and declared proudly
that she was a'new woman':
I am a New Woman. I am the Sunl

I am a unique human being.
At least, day after day I desire to be so.
The New Women not only desire the destruction of the old
morality and old laws built on men's selfishness,
they also try day after day to build a new world where there will
be a new retigion, a new morality, and new laws...87

Successive issues ol the journal carried translations of stories by Edgar
Atlen Poe,88 Maupassant,sg Chekhov and Alfred Musset.e0 ln later issues

lbsen's Hedda Gabler and

A Doll's House 91 and Shaw's Mrs. Warren's

Profession92 stimulated discussion of marriage, divorce and prostitution.
S6Tsubouchi's leclure wag reporlsd ln the Waseda Kôen þumal, and he later reworked the
material ln a book on The So-Called New Woman'. TsubouchlShôyô,'Kinsei Geki ni Mietaru

Atarashlkl Onna', Waseda Kôen, Volume 1, Nos 5-7, 1911;Tsubouchl Sttôyô, lwayuru
Atarashii Onna, Tokyo: Seimidô, 1912; cited ln Horiba, Seìt6 no Jklal, p51. Forlurther
discrlssbn of the concept oÍ the 'New Woman' in Japan, see: Yamada Takako, 'Atarashii
Onna', ln Jose(¡aku Kenkyúkai (ødsl K6za Joseþaku l: Onna rc hêrt, Tokyo: Kelsô ShobÖ,
1984, pp210-234.

87

Sritl,

Volume 3, No. 4, pl56, Engllsh verslon ln Relch & Fukuda, 'Japan's Llterary

Feminlsts - the Seltô Group', p. 288.

88Seifó, Volume 2, Nos 3, 5, 6, 7,11 arÉ 12.
89Seifd, Volume 2, Nos.7;Volume 2, No.

12.

9Oserfó, Volume 2, No 10 to Volume 3, No 1.

91
92

Srifó, Volume 1, No

1,

pl10;volume 2, p.91;votume 2, No 1, supplemont.

s"itô,volume 4, No 1, supplement.
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There was a gradual shift in emphasis in the journal, from an ¡ntersst

¡n

individualism to an engagement with social issues. ln generic terms, essays

and debates appeared alongside fictional and poetic writings. Unlike the
early socialist women's journals, however, little attent¡on was paid to the
situation of working women in Japan.s3 When Sekai fujin looked overseas,

attention had been directed to international feminist, pacifist and socialist
movsments, but translations in the pages of the early editions of Sedô were
more likely to be from literary or intellectual ligures.

4.4 The Bluestocklngs and the Soclallsts
ln 1913, Fukuda Hideko contributed an article to Seifó on 'The Solution to

the Women's Question94 ln whlch she emphasised the ¡mportance of
socialism for women's emancipation, and reiterated some of the themes
addressed in her writings in Sekai

Fujin.

ln this article, Fukuda casts herself

as an elder of the women's movem€nt, refleqting on her time with the l¡beral
movement. The liberals, she explains, had identified women's liberation with

simple equality between men and women, a limitation which she elaborates

on. Fukuda refers to Hiratsuka's manifesto, agreeing that ¡t would be fine if
evsryone could feel

that'l

am the sun" (Jibun wa Taiyô de

aru).

Liberation,

Fukuda points out, must be for both men and women, and she believes that

the establishment of a'communal system' (kyôsansei) will bring liberation
for both men and women. lmplicit in Fukuda's criticism is a recognition that
individual liberation can not be achieved without social transformation. ln
Fukuda's case this implies transformation along socialist lines.

93 Andrew, 'The Seltôsha', p56.

94 Fukuda Hideko,'Fujln Mondal no Kalketsu', Seifó, Volume 3, No 2, 1913, Supplement,
pl;translated excerpts in Sievers, Flowers in Salt, p178; Hane, Refleclions on the Way to
the Gallows,p33.
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Unlike many other socialist and communist writers, however, Fukuda is not
committed to the destruction of the existing family system. She is confident
that the destruc{ion of the private property system will modify the economic
relationships implicit in marriages under the existing system, and believes
that science and technology may be used to relieve the burden of domestic
labour.95

Itô Noe took over as editor in 1915.s6 Two strands of feminist thought were

represented by the two

editors. Hiratsuka was influenced by the

maternalism of Ellen Key, while ltô identified with the anarchism of Emma

Goldman. The journal now carried translations of the writings of Emma
Goldman,gT Olive Schreinergs and Havelock Ellis.gg ltô also engaged in
debates with other writers, including socialist Aoyama [Yamakawa] Kikue on
the ¡ssues ol prostitution and abortion,l00 Yamakawa also participated in the
"motherhood protection debate'to be discussed below.

ln the pages

ol Seitô,

women were initially presented as'new women', as

single women free from the ties of a repressive family syst€m. Such criticism

of the lamily system was obviously seen as potentially subversive, for

95Fukuda Hldeko,'Fujin Mondal no Kaiketsu'.

S. Large, The Romance of Revolutlon ln Japanese
Anarchlsm and Communism Durlng lhe Talshô Perlod', Madem Aslan Studies, Volume 11,
No O, July 1977, Mlyamoto K€n, 'ltõ Noe and the Bluestocklngs', JaNn lnterprete.r, Volume
i0, No Z, Autumn í975, ppl90-204. Forthe reasons forthe change in editorship, see lde
Fumlko, Seft6 no Onnatachl.
96 ltô's llfe ls dlscussed lnStephen

97 Seitô, Volume 3, No 9, supplement, p 1; volume 3, No. 11, p 53.

98seÍd, Volume 3, Nosil-12;Volume 4, Nos 7-10;Volume 5, No 2.
99seifó, volume 4, No 5, supplement.
100 ¡¡pp¡, 'Seltô and the L¡terary Roots of Japanese Fominism', p161; Sedó,
lolgme 15, No
Nos 1-2. On-post¡trrtlon, see lnterview with Yamakawa ln Reklshl Hyôon
Henshûbu, Klúal Nihon Joseishl e no Sh6gen, ppl6-17.

B, p 3ÖiVolume 6,
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several issues were banned.1Ol However, an interest in sexual freedom led

the women of SerTó to deal with issues related to women's reproductive
capacity, including contraception and abortion. Motherhood, for contributors

to Seifó, could be a metaphor for individual creativity, as in Hiratsuka's
poetic essay, 'ln the beginning, woman was the Sun'. For other women, the
capacity for motherhood represented feminine qualities of compassion and
nurturance, which could be opposed to the masculine qualities of militarism.

This is apparent in Saika Kotoko's comment on World War One, an event
which othenruise received little attention in the pages of the journal:l02
Who was it who said that if it were women who stood on the
battlefield, then war would surely stop -- no woman could bear
to watch the cruelty of war. That is absolutely truel How could
women, who live for love and mercy, be able to kill? I believe
that women, who have the ability to be mothers, would never
be able to line up on the battlefield and witness the spilling of
g¡se6. 103
Saika, like several other Seitô writers, links maternity with an essentialist
view of women's compassionate nature. The social meaning of motherhood
was also explored, however, and it was in this context that the Bluestockings

drew on the writings of Ellen Key, a theme to be explored in more detail in
section 4.6 below.

1011s¡q lssusg of 1913 were banned ons carrying Fukuda's artlcle on the solutlon lo the
woman questlon and one carrylng Ralcho's artlcle attacklng the famlly system. Andrew, The
Seitôsha', p56.

-

1O2¡¡¡errgh the p€riod of publication of Sertd (1911 to 1916) lrrcludes the beginnings of
the First World War, lhe Sedd group was distinguished by an almst complete lack ol interest
ln lssues of war and peace. Hiratsuka herself notes this lack ln her autobkrgraphy. Hiratsuka
Ralchô,Gensht Josetwa Tatþ de atta, Tokyo: ôtsufl Shoten,Tokyo, 1971, Volume 2, pp568s70.
1035¿¡¡¡ Kotoko,'Senka',Seiló, Vol 5, No 10; quoted ln Hlratsuka Ralchô,Ganshl Josei wa
Taiy6 de affe, Volume 2, pp568-570.
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4.5 Shln Shln Futln
Some themes of the early socialist women's journals were continued by

former Heiminsha member Nishikawa Fumiko in the joumal Shittshin Fuiin
(The True New Woman).104 ln the popular prsss of the time , Shinshin Fuiin

was presented as a rival to Seifó. but this is denied by Nishikaw¿.los
However, the title'The True New Woman'suggests a re-evaluation of the

meaning of 'New Woman'. Although Nishikawa no longer called herself a
socia¡st (after her husbands renunciation of socialism), herwritings show a
continuity with the writings of some of the early sociali$ nomen disa¡ssed in

Chapter Three.

Nishikawa explicitly linked family and State, calling for a "democr¿ûizdion" of

the family, and a "matemalization" (boseika) of society. Unfortunately she

did not elaborate on what this 'maternalization' would i¡velvs.106
Nishik¿wa extended the definition of politics to include what went on in the

home, and linked reform of the family with reform of society ¿] larye:
We think it most important to raise the consciousness ol women,
and we will study ail things from the standpoint of women, for the
purpose of (on ã targe scale) bringing peace to-the w.o4d'and (on

ä small scale) imþroving everyday life. We will devote our
eneqies to this purpose, forthe sake of the home, for society, and
forthã peace and tiappiness of ¡¿¡¡¡¡6.107

While the Bluesockings had used motherhood as a metaphor for women's
individual øeativity, Nishikawa used the mdernal as a metaphor for a caring

lO4S¡nsârA tultn wasestabllshed ln 1913, and pr¡blshed forþsl owrten yeaß. Few þsues
of üris þmd sr.¡rvVed the Tokyo EarttRr¡ake of ì9æ, h¡t soms issr¡es are held h th€ ôhara
Social Research lnstitute. Nishikawa's writings have been collected as an apPendix to her
autoblography: Nlshl<awa Fumiko,Heiminsha no onna : Nlshlkawa Fumiko Jillen, Tokyo:
Aoyama Kan, 1984, edited by Arnano Shþeru.

16

uishilørtr,B Fut¡ú@

Jiten, y 3AL

106Ans of tl¡e St¡rinsñin ftrjh kat, Nishkawa fumita Jitbn,9137.
107

'¡u¡¡ to Heiwa',

Shinshin fujin: Heiwa gô,1110t1914.
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society. Since her earliest writings, Nishikawa had identified socialism as a
compassionate philosophy which was particu larly congenial to women.

1

08

Nishikawas vision of a compassionate society was linked with pacifism. ln
lder writings, Nishil<awa praised the contribution of European feminists who
had'humanised' (jindôl<a) politics,l09 and lamented that Japan had not yet
produced agreat feminist pacifist leader

.

Nishikawa questioned the sexual division of labour in

society,ll0 and

predicted an end to the 'male-centred' ideologies which limit women's
aclivities:

I believe, without doubt, that men have a thoroughly male-centred
philosophy. This philosophy will, of course , follow the same fate
as such kJeas as "humans are the centre of the universe'and'the
such a philosophy will
earth is the centrs of the universe"
certa¡nly fall apart. At this s{age , however, such ideas still lurk in
the heans s¡ ¡¡s¡.l11

'

She saw the necessity of changing masculine as well as feminine
behaviour, and criticised'old-fashioned men'who had failed to change as

women were changing. Men were said to be 'ignoranl' (muky6iku) in
emotional matters, and education for ryôfu kenfu (good husbands and wise
fathers) was

just as necessary as ryÔsai kenbo kyöiku.l12 ¡¡s¡¡¡¿wa,

in

her advocacy of the 'mdemal¡zd¡on' of society and the 'democrdizdion" of

the family, tried to reconceptualize the relationship between family and State
and tried to rethink the sexual division of labour.
108gse 6€dþn 3.2 above.
1

Oflfu¡¡n to shal<ai nÞlìdai', Shinshinfuiin, 1 ßt 1920, Jklen, p 27 1.

1

10 ¡¡2¡¡g1P¡ onm rc ytkt bki milùt, 1 9??, pp, quoted ln Jiþn, W. 3n 8.

1ll¡¡g1¡qç¡¿ Fumlo, Ataßïf,<t onna rc ytkt trlki nffit $sledln Jilen,W.3T78.
112¡¡6¡¡¿ry¿ Fumiko, 'Nihon strôrai rþ katei', Shinshin fujin,1914 reprinted in Nishikatta
Ftmil<o Jìden,WzH7. The phrase ryôlu kenfu was also used by a wriler n ruþ Shinbtn,
No 159:and by Kanno Suga in Muroo Shinpô,15/41906. lam indebted to Helene Bowen
lorXinûfU q¡t lGnro's use olthb phrase.
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4.6 The Motherhood Protectlon Debate

Seifó ceased publication in 1916, but several contributors to
Bluestocking journal went on

to engage in various kinds of

the

feminist

activism. The new intellectual journals such as Taiyô (The Sun), Chtiô

Kôron (Central Review) and Fujin Kôron (Women's Review) also
provided a forum for further discussion of issues related to women's
independence. The so-called bosei hogo ronsô 'motherhood protection

debate' in Taishô Japan centred on the issue of State financial assistance

for woking mothers, rather than the matern¡ty or protective provisions
encoded in the Factory Law.l13 The first reference to the possibility of such
State support that I have found is in the women's newspaper Fuio Shinbun
114 ¿¡ the time of the Russo-Japansse War (1904-5). Here the issue is the

support of war widows and their families. The debate between Yosano

Akiko, Hiratsuka Raichô and others discussed State assistance for
support¡ng mothers in mors general terms. Articles related to this issue
appeared in several journals from 1915 to 1919, but

lwill focus on several

contributions around the end of the decade in which the different feminist
positions on this issue are crysta¡¡¡2s6.115

1131¡¡s debate ls summarlsed ln: Maruoka Hideko, Fuln Shlú Kelset Shl Nôto, Tokyo:
Domesu Shuppan,1975, Volume 1, pp105-127; KÖuchi Nobuko,'Bosel Hogo RonsÖ" no
Reklshllekl lgl:'Ronsô" Kara'Undô e rp Tsunagarl', Reklshl Hyûrcn, No 195, November
1966, pp28-41; Kôuchl Nobuko. 'Kaldal', ln Kôuchl Nobuko (edl Shhy6: Bosel Hogo Ronsö,
Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1984, pp289-320; Sakural Klnue, Bosel Hogo Undôs¡1 pplS-S2;
Kanatanl Chleko,'lma Bosel Hogo Ronsô o Toinaoshl: Yosano Akiko Kara Manabu Mono',
Onnato Otoko no Joselron, No 7, 1991, pp28-45; Dlana Bethel,'Vlslons of a Humane
Soclety : Femlnlst Ttroughl ln Talstrô Japan', Feminlst lnternatlonaL, No 2, 1980; Vera Mackie,
'Motherhood and Paclfism In Japan, 1900-1937', Hecate, Volume 14, no 2, 1988, pp37-38;

Barbara Molony,'Equality versus Difference: The Japanese Debate Over Motherhood
Proleclion, 1915-1950', ln Janet Hunter ledl Japanese Women Wor4lng, London:
Routledge, 1993, ppl 22-129.
114 Fujo Shlnbtn, edltorlal, 14t911904,
Shinbun, No 281, 2519/1905, pl.

pl.

See also: 'Shasetsu: Senshlsha no lzoku', Fuio

15¡e¡ documents related to th¡s debate, see N,l¡on Fulin Mondal Shiryô Sâr?sei Volume 8
pp231-262, Kôuchl, Shiryô: BoseiHogo Rons6, passim.
1
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The issue of "motherhood protection" was also alluded to in two editorials in

the progressive women's newspaper Fujo Shinbun as early as 1917.116 ¡¡
the first, editor Fukushima Shirô refers to a recent incident where a widow
had committed suicide with her children on being unable to support her
family. This incident is used to argue for the necessity of legislation to look
atter such families.1l7 Fukushima notes that in Europe two movements had

developed: a women's rights movement (fuiin sanseiken undô) and a
mothefs rights movemenl (boken yôgo undô). ln Japan, argues Fukushima,

the more pressing need is a movement for the protection of motherhood
(bosei hogo undô).118

ln March 1918 Yosano Akiko published a short article in the progressive
womon's journal Fujin

Köron criticising calls for State protect¡on (¡.s.

financial ass¡stance) for mothers on the grounds that this displayed a
"dependence mentality' irai shugi.l 19 les¿¡o continued the theme in a
series of articles in the journal Taiyô, where she stated that no woman

should marry or bear children until she was capable of financial
independence. Yosano placed women who asked for State support in the

same category as the "aged or disabled who require institutional care".
116¡u¡r¡s¡lma Shlrô,'Bosel o hogo seyo', Fulo Shtnbun 2014t1917; 'Bosel o lrogp seyo
(lutatabl)', FuJo Shinbun 271411917; reprinted ln Fukushima Shlr6, FuJinkai Sanjûgonen,
Tokyo, 1935 [facsimile editlon, Tokyo: Fujl Shuppan, 19841, ppl61-165.
I 17¡u¡us¡¡ma,'Bosel o hogo seyo',

pl61.

118¡u¡ue¡¡ma, 'Bosel o hogo seyo (futatabi)'; pl62-1d!. The theme would be conlinued in
several subsequent edltorlals. See: 'Bosel hogo no hokon', Fulo Shlnbun, 281611918:
reprlnted ln Fullnkal SanJûgonen, ppl65-167; 'Boselal no kakuch6', FuJo Shlnbun,
101111926; reprinted ln Fujinkai Sanjûgonen, pp167-169; 'Bosei Hogo rn Kyûyö', Fujo
Shlnbun,712.1926, repinted ln Fujinkai Sanjûgonen, p171-172; 'Joken setsu to Boseihogo
s€tsu', FuJo Shlnbun261411931, reprlnted ln Fujln4al Sanlûgonen, pp175-176; 'Boseial no
kakuchô (futatabl'), Fujo Shlnhtn, 16/{1933;reprir¡ted ln Fujinkal SanJûgonen, pp169-170.
Later editorlals reler to the creat¡on of a comminge to lobby lor the creation of a Mother and
Child Assislance Act. See the disq.¡ssion ol thls carnpalgn ln Chapter Slx below.

119y9g¿¡e Aklko, 'Shleiroku', Fujin Kôron, Volume 3, No 3, March 1918, excerpted ln
Kôuchi, Shiryö: Bosei Hogo Ronsó, pp85-86;cited in Rodd, Yosano Akiko and the Taishô
Debate overthe'Ngw Woman", p192.
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Yosano's view has resonance for more recent feminist discussions of
gender and the welfare state. Yosano recognised the dilemma of women

who must choose between dependence on an individual male or
dependence on a patriarchal State,

but

believed that it was possible for

women to reject both altem¿1¡vs5.120

Hiratsuka Raichô, in the next issue of Fuiin Kôron, accused Yosano of

simplifying complex social problems, and jumping
conclusions on the basis of her

own

-

rather atypical

-

to

subjective

experie¡ss.l21

Yosano , she said, talked as if "she knew nothing about the physical and

mental situation of women, or the economic life of women under the
present stster¡".122 Hiratsuka pointed out the ditficulty of women achieving

financial independence in the present labour market, where the¡r job
opportun¡ties are restricted, and wages low. ln such a situation, the State

has

a

responsibility

to provide assistance.

Hiratsuka also included

discussion of illegitimate children, showing that she recognized that some
women raised children outside the conventional family system.

Hiratsuka tried

to explore the social context of decisions concerning

reproduction and childcare, rejecting the extreme individualism espoused
by Yosano:

The mother is the sourcs of life, and when a woman becomes a

12Oyes¿¡¡q Aklko, 'Nendo Jlz6', Tatyô, Volume 24, March -August 1918; excerpts

ln Nihon

Fujin MondalShiryô Säúse¿ Volume 8, pp233-239.

- Yosano, Kaetsu Joshie',
FujinKôron, Vol3,no5, 1918, lnNihonFuiinMondaiShiryôSl¡dsai, Volume8,p23l121 ¡¡¡¿1sr¡l€ Ralchô,'Boseihogo no shuclrô wa iraishuginl aß¡l.t

122 ¡¡¡¿1s¡¡¡a,'Boseihogo no shuchô wa iralshugi ni arazu',pà31.
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of the child, it is necessary for the whole of society and all of
humanity.
Because the maternal function has such a social meaning, I
think it is mistaken to equate the demand for State protection
for a mother who, through childbirth, has lost the ability to work,
with 'the care of the aged and disabled in institutions'. Even if
there is such a similarity, this is no reason for denying
protection to such rys¡¡s¡."l23
Hiratsuka's emphasis on the social meaning of motherhood showed that her

thought had progressed from the individualist emphasis

of her Seifó

writings to include a recognition of the social contsxt of individual decisions
on the care and maintenance of children. While official ideology articulated
the family and State, and expected women's support for State policies, there

had been little suggestion that the State should intervene in the linancial
maintenance

of mothers and children. Rather, this was seen to be the

responsibility of the family unit.

A ditferent perspective on the relationship between women and the State
appeared

in an editorial in Fujo Shinbun in 1918. ln this editorial

Fukushima Shirô makes an argument somet¡mes found in European and
Australian discussions of the necessity for State support for motherhood. He
argues that bearing children is analogous to military service.l24Wh¡le men

risk their lives in combat, so that enemy forces will be reduced by one;
women risk their lives in childbirth, so that our own forces will be increased
by one.Therefore, one could argue that women who die in childbirth should

be honoured in the same way as war dead, and womsn who survive
childbirth should be treated like war heroes. ln European and American
magazines, according to Fukushima, such proposals are already being put
123 ¡¡¡¿1suþ, 'Bosei Hogo rrc Shuclrô wa lrai shugi ni arazu',p232.

1249e6 the dlscusslon of these lssues ln Marllyn Lake, 'Mlsslon lrposslble: How Men Gave
Birth to the Australian Natþn - Nationalism, Gender and Oher Seminal l'alis, Geúar and
History, Volume 4, No 3, Autumn 1992, pp305-322.
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fonvard quite seriously.l25 pu¡(rJshima calls for the creation of a system of
"mothers' insurance' on the model of ltaly, which treats Pregnancy as a form

of disability. However, he realises the d¡tf¡culty of arguing for such a system
in Japan, which still does not have a proper workers' insurance system. This

does not, howev€r, decrease the urgency of the need for a mothers'
insurance system.l2ó So far, however, I have seen little evidence that this
particular argument was influential in the Japanese context, although the
participants ¡n the motherhood protection debate were keenly ¡nterested in
theorizing the relationship between women and the State.

Hiratsuka's call for State assistance for supporting mothers could be seen as

pointing out the contradictions of the official discourse on the relationship

between family and State. Similar discussions in other national contexts

often led women to demand political rights commensurate with their
responsibility in rearing children for the support of State policies. Hiratsuka,

too, became involved in the demand for women's political rights in her
subsequent activities in the New Women's Assosi¿tis¡.127

The July issue

ol Taiyô carried Yosano's reply where she refuted

Hiratsuka

point by point.128 Yosano could not agree with Hiratsuka's faith in the State,

and reiterated her faith in individualism. Changs at the national level could

only be brought about by first achieving change at the individual level.
Hiratsuka, according to Yosano, was guilty of glorifying motherhood. Yosano
125'96s6¡ Hogo

rn

Hoken', pl66.

126'9966¡ Hogo no Hoken', pl66-167.
127ç.1. Caroline Rowan, 'Mothers. Vote Labourl The Slate, the Labour Movement and
Worklng-Class Mothers, 1900-1918', ln Rosalind Brunl & Caroline Rowan (edsl Feminlsm,
childrearing and
Culture and Politlcs, London, Lawrence & Wlshart, 1982, pp82:
housewifery were civic dulies, they could demand civic tights in retum.'

'lf

128 yes¿rþ Akiko, 'Nendo Jiz6', Taiyô, vol24, no 7,1918,
Sfuisei, Volume I, p233-239.
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ln

Nihon Fujin Mondai Shiryô

was percept¡vs in pointing to the dangers of an excessive glorification of
motherhood, and emphasised that motherhood was only one part of
women's lives:
Hiratsuka gives motherhood " absolute respect'. I do not
think that being a father or mother is the most highly
valued part of human life . For this reason, I am opposed
lo kenbo ryösai shugi. Of course I do recognise that
being a mother or father is one aspect of human life
which has its relative valus . But I do not think that
becoming a mother is the means for a woman to achieve
supreme happiness. 129

Yamada Waka, another former contributor to the Bluestocking journal,l30
entered the debate by emphasising the family as the basic unit of society,

and emphasising the different contributions made by men and woms¡.l31
Yamada affirmed the principle of the family wage, assuming that if men
received a wage which would support a wife and family, then the problem of

"motherhood protection' would be obvi¿1s6.132

Although Yamada's emphasis on the the positive evaluation of women's
capacity for motherhood had something in common with Hiratsuka, h€r

emphasis on an idealised form of the family was incompatible with
Hiratsuka's rejection of the family system. The rejection of the family system
and conventional marriage meant facing the question of how to reconcile the
desire of the 'new women'for independence and autonomy with the realities
129 Yosano, lbld, p234.

130¡e¡ dlsc¡¡ssþn ol Yarnada's contrlbutlon to lhe debate, see: Yanrazakl Tomoþ, Ameyuktsan no Uta: Yamada Waka no Sûkl naru Shôgal, Toþo: Bungel Shunlû, 1981, pp213-215;
Yanrazakl Tomoko, The Story of Yamada Waka: From Proditute to Feminist Pioneer, Tokyo:
Kodansha, 1985, ppl29-130.
131'y¿¡¡¿6¿ Waka, 'Kongo rrc Fujln Mondalo Telshôs¡¡', orlginal publication details unclear,
reprcduced ln Kôuchl, Shlryô: fuseiHogo Bonsô, pp91-95. See also Yamada Waka,'Fufin o
Madowasu Fujinron', Bunka Undö, No 100, Oclober/November 1918, ln Kôuchi, Shiryö:
Bosel Hogo Ronú, ppl68-176.

132'y¿¡¿6¿ Waka,'Kongo rn Fujin Mondalo Telshô$¡', pp91-95.
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of reproduction and childcare. Hiratsuka had also recognised that not all
women bear children within the 'protection'of the family system.

The debate on 'motherhood protection" raised several issues which were to

recur over the next few years.133 What is the social significance of
procreation

-

is it an individual matter, ot a social, public matter? Who

should bear financial responsibility for the support of children

-

the

individual or the State? What is the relationship between State and
individual? Yosano represented a form of bourgeois individualism, where
each person's situation depended on individual etfort. Hiratsuka recognised
the inequities of capitalism, but relied on welfare provisions to redress these

inequities. Yamada relied on an idealised family system supported by a
family wage. Socialist Yamakawa Kikue's contribution to the debate brought

out the competing visions of political change implicit in the views of
Hiratsuka and Yosano, and placed the other writers in historica¡ ss¡1s¡.l34

Yamakawa identified Yosano with the'womsn's rights' (ioken) movement
espoused by Wollstonecratt and others in eighteenth century Europe. Such

ideas as individual rights, educational freedom, equal employment
opportunities, financial independence, and suffrage were congenial in
capitalist society. Hiratsuka, on the other hand, represented the 'mothe/s

rights' (boken) theory of Swedish feminist Ellen Key.135 Maternalist
1339¡¡¡¡¿¡ lssues were discussed ln other natlonal contexts. See: Rowan, 'Moth€rs. Vote
Labourl'; Janet Evans, 'The Communlst Party of lhe Sovlet Unlon and the Womon'e
Questlon: Tho case ol the 1936 Decree 'ln Defence of Mother and Chlld',' Journal ol
Contemporary Hlstory, Volume 16, 1981 , pp757-775; Glsela Bock & Pat Thane (eds)
Maternity aN Gende¡ Pollcles: Women and the Rise of the European Weltare Slales, 1880s
-1950s, London: Routledge, 1991; Lake, 'Mlsslon lmposslble', op. cit.
134y¿6¡¿¡¿wa Klkue, Yosarþ, Hlratsuka Ryôshl no ronsô', FuJtn Kôron, Volume 3, No 7,
1918, ln Nihon Fujin Moúai Shiryô St¡dsel Volume 8, p239-248.

135¡9¡ disc¡¡sslon of Ellen Key's lnfluence on Japanese femlnlsm, see Kaneko Sachiko,
'f'aishôkl nl okeru selyô þsel kaihô ron luyô no hôhô - Ellen Key Ren'ai to kekkon o tegakari
nl', Shakai Kagaku Jaanaru, No 24, October 1985.
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feminists recognised the sacrifices made by women under waged labour in
the capitalist system, and attempted to compensate for these sacrifices. Key
and her followers have, said Yamakawa:

gone beyond the [women's rights campaignersl

in

recognising the problems brought about by capitalism,
but [havel no program for basic political change rather
they rely on policies of financial assistance which only
provide partial ss¡u¡¡6¡s.1 36

-

Yamakawa recognised the strengths of both arguments, while cautioning on
the dangers of maternalism. She admitted, however, that striving for financial
independence, or asking for State assistance were necessary short-term
measures. Yamakawa noted that neither Yosano nor Hiratsuka challenged
the capitalist system, and stated that only the destruction of existing economic
relations would solve these problems:

As someone who does not expect, or ev€n believe in,
the continuation of the present economic system, I do
not give economic independence the same absolute
value as Yosano, but I recognise that economic

independence is necessary in the present situation. And
I realise that the sacrifices made in the name of linancial
independence must be recognised as the price we have
to pay - as a stage we must go through in the
process of creating a higher society
a better society.
is some truth in
I
recognise
that
there
At the same tims ,
the insistence of Key and her followers on motherhood
protection as a way of lessening the burden of mothers
and children - the ones most likely to have the¡r needs
sacrificed in the introduction of such measures...
Unlike Yosano, I have little fa¡th in sutfrage as a way of
bringing about an ideal society, and unlike Hiratsuka, I
do not believe in waiting on ths benevolence of the
State on these points I should state that I ditfer from
both writers.l37

-

-

136 y¿¡¿¡¡¿e¡a, 'Yoseno, Hiratsuka Ryôshi no ronsó', p241.
1

37y¡¡m¡¿ura, Yosano, Hiratsuka Ryôshl no rcnsô',p245.
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-

What these women were debating involved competing visions for social

change.l38 Yosano Akiko had faith in liberal individualism and rejected
dependence on men or on a patriarchal State. Hiratsuka Raichô valorised

motherhood but emphasized the social meaning

of

motherhood and

expected the support of a welfare State. Neither Yosano nor Hiratsuka
challenged the capitalist system. Yamakawa Kikue saw the measures
proposed by Hiratsuka as basically reformist - useful in the short term but
failing to contribute to the long-term transformation of society according to

socialist principles. Yamakawa also identified the class basis of these
debates, accusing Yosano of being bourgeois through and through.les

ln contrast with the above writers, Yamada Waka provided little challenge to
existing gender relations. She emphasised an idealised family system and a

gendered division of labour. ln Yamada's later writings, she would make
explicit links between maternalist values and nationalist values. ln an article

on women's liberation in the journal Fujin to Shinshakai (Women and the
New Society), which she edited from 1920, Yamada eulogised a mother's
love as'the fount of all that is good, the seedbed of human compassion, the
source of patriotism

-

the sourcs of social s¡cle¡."140

What brings together the Me¡j¡ discussion of prctective legislatlon for women

workers, and the Taishô debate on State assistance for supporting mothers
is a view of women as needing the protection of a strong State. Both of these

aspects of social policy are referred to as öosei hogo "protection of

1Sc.f. CarolLee Bacchl, Same DiÍlerence, Sydney: Allen & Urnrln, 1991.
I 39Yamalawa, Yosano, Hiratsuka Ryôshl

rþ fonsô'

140y¿¡¿6¿ Waka, 'Fujin no Kaihô to wa', Fujin to Shinshakai, No3, May 1920, p10. Some
copies ol Fujin to Shinshakai are held in the ôhara Social Research lnstitute. (Nos 3-9 (May Novenber 1920), 11-13 (January - March 1921)).
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motherhood' in the Japanese literature. However, I shall argue below that
there are in fact several distinct areas of social policy involved here. lt would

perhaps be simplistic to attempt to summarise these debates in terms of
recent feminist discussion of 'equality versus ditference".l4l g¡¡¿¡ is at stake

is more than the issue of biological ditferences between men and women.
Rather, these debates involve several features of the social organization of

waged labour, domestic labour, childcare, and the financial support of
children. These discussions also highlight the fact that the relationship
between individual and State is a gendered relationship, and that this
recognition must form part of strategies for social change.l42 As other writers

have pointed out, discussions of the relationship between family and State
inevitably highlight the intersection of ctass and gender pol¡t¡cs.143

4.7 Dlscourses of Protectlon
What is normally referred to in the Japanese literature as Þosei hogo
'motherhood protection" actually refers to several distinct areas of social
policy, each of which implies a different definition of motherhood. I have

141¡e¡ recent femlnlst dlscusslons of "equality versus dltlerence', see: Shane Phelan,
'Specificlty: Beyond Equality and Difference', Dilferences: A ,burnal of Feminist Cultural
Siudies, Volume 3, No 1, 1991;Bacchi, Same Difference: Feminism and Sexual Difference;
Joan Scott, "Deconslructlng Equa!¡ty versus Differerrce; or, The Uses of Post-StruAuralist
*The
Theory lor Femlnlsm', Feminist Studles, Volume 14, No 1, Spring 1988; lrevlsed as
Sears-Case', ln Joan Scott, Gender and the Politics ol HlstoryNew Yofi: Columbla Unlversity
Press, 198S1;Glsela Bock & Susan James ledsl Beyond Equality aN Dillerence: Citlzenship,
Feminist Polltlcs and Female SubJeclivity, London: Routledge, 1992.
1429s¡¡¿¡¿ Molony, ln'Equality versus Ditference: The Japanese Debate Over Motherhood
Protection, 1915-1950', concentrates on the notion ol equality versus difference, and
dlscusses what she calls the "body-centred' emphasls of much of tho dleøsslon of
'rnotherhood protoú:tþn'trom 1915 to 1950. ln the folþwlng, I shall argue that tho use ol the
one label, ürisei hogo, lor several differenl areas of social pol¡cy obscures the fact that what
ls often being discussed has more to do with social structuree than biologbal diflererrce.

143ç.1. Rowan,'Mothers Vote Labourl', p60:'lf one regards the fam¡ly as a key site of
patriarchal power relat¡ons, albeit as a result of historical development, rather than biological
inevitablity, thsn slate inlervention ¡n the lamily can be seen as the point ol ¡ntersection of
class and gender struggls and the point at which tensions and contradictions between the
two are likely to be most evident.'
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isolated four separate areas: maternity provisions, protective provisions,
financial assistance for supporting mothers, and childcare.

Materníty provisions refers to maternity leave and nursing leave provided

by employers during pregnancy and breastfeeding. Maternity provisions
are directed at the biological mother

- the woman who faces the physical

conditions of pregnancy, parturition, and feeding,

and as such are

relatively uncontroversial. Such provisions were encoded in the Factory
Law of 1911, although it is questionable how many women were actually
able to take advantage of these provisions.

Other regulations prevent women workers (whether or not they are
mothers) from working late at night, from working overtime, or from working

in dangerous industr¡es such as mining. I shall reserve the phrase
protective provisions for these regulations, which are at least partly
concernsd with protecting the safety of women workers. Protective
provisions are directed at a// women workers, on the premise that they are

potential mothers. This is revealed by the fact that legislation does not
distinguish between women who do and do not have children. A/l women

are protec'ted from shitt work or late night work on the grounds that they
potentially have responsibility for childcare. The health of young women is
protected for future childbearing. Protective provisions, then, are directed
not at the physical conditions ol pregnancy for any individual woman, but
rather at an abstrast potential.

There was also discussion of the issue of the provision of financial
assistance by the State for mothers without the financial means to support

their children because of such reasons as widowhood or desertion.
Financial assistance for supporting mothers is dirested at the person who
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has financial responsibility

for the day-to-day

care and upkeep of children.

This woman is theoretically distinct from the biological mother, and

the

person who actually carries out the labour ol childcare. Social policy should
also consider the problem ol childcare, but this problem was not addressed
explicitly in the initial stages of the motherhood protection debate.

There are several reasons for trying to disentangle the disparate
meanings subsumed under the phrase bosei hogo. Each of the above
policies implies a ditferent definition of the word bosei "motherhood".l&

Where the biological facts of pregnancy are involved , it is necessary to
implement policies directed solely at women. Protective provisions are
dirested not at an individual woman,

or

mother, but rather at an abstract

potential for "motherhood'. This is revealed by the fact that protsct¡ve
legislation is directed al

all women, not just pregnant women or those

with children. Where childcare and financial support are concerned,

however, several approaches are possible, including individual
responsibility, communal solutions, partial State assistance, or full State
responsibility.

The use of the word hogo "protection' for such provisions as maternity
leave is also problematic

- implying that pregnancy is a handicap sutfered

by women, rather than a socially useful function which should be supported

by society as a whole. ln the case of what I have called protective
provisions, the implication is that women are physically weaker than men

,

and therefore need protection. This impression is reinforced by the fact that
144For dlscusslone of the concept ol 'motherhood' ln early twentleth century Japan see:
rn Kanata e: Klndalo Koeru Femlnizum¿, Tokyo: Shakal Hyôronsha, 1990;
Kôuchl Noh¡ko, ød., Bosel Hogo Ronsö; Suzukl Ytko, Joselshl o Hlraku l: Haha to Onna,
Tokyo: Miraisha, 1989; Wakita Haruko, ed., Bosei o Tou: Bekishiteki Henkö, Volume 2,
Kyôto: Jinbr¡n Sholn, 1995; For nrrre recent consideratþns of thle issue, see: Aokl Yayol,
ed., Boseito wa Nanl ka?, Tokyo: Kaneko Shobô,l986; ôhlnata Masaml, Boæl rn KenkyÛ,
Tokyo: Kawashima Shoten, 1988.
Kanô Mlklyo, Jlga
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factory legislation groups women and minors together. Where financial
assistance is concerned , it seems that women and children are the target

of legislation; presumably it is the effects of poverty they are

being

protected from. Onco again, there are several possible solutions to this

issue, including individualist solutions, communal solutions, State
solutions, or reliance on the attainment of a "family wage'.

By conduct¡ng this debate according to the language

of

bosei hogo, The

feminists ol the Taishô period unwittingly reinforced the notion that the
normal relationship between the State and individual women is one of

"protector" and "protected". Thus, a common ideology lay behind the
discussion of the "protection" of women workers and the discussion of
State financial assistance in the 'motherhood protection" debate. As we
have seen above, labour organizers shared this view of women as the
objects of protection. The use of the language of protection places women

in the position of seeking protection from a strong State, rather than as
citizens who can demand rights from the State.

Other writers have referred to such a view of the relationship between
women and the State as the 'discourse of protect¡6¡".145 While men ars
positioned as workers or as citizens with rights, women, according to the

discourse of protection, are positioned as weak, and as supplicants, in
need of the protection of the g1¿1s.146 The implication is that the category of
145ç.¡. Zathla Pathak & Rajeswari Sunder Rajan,'Shahbano', ln &¡tler, Judith & Scott, Joan,
W. (eds) Femlnists Theorize the Politlcal, New York: Routledge, 1992, pp262-266.

1466¡ the implications of dlscourses of protection, Fraser quotes Judith Stiehm: 'As Judith
Stiehm has argued, thls division between male protectors and female prctected lntrcduces
fudher dissonar¡ce lnto women's relatlon to citlzenship. lt confirms the gender subtext of the
cltlzen role. And lhe vlew of women as ln need of men's potectlon'underlleg access rnt lust
to ... the means of destruction, but also [tol the means of production witness all the
'protective' leglslatlon that has surrounded womon's access to the worþlace - and ftol the
moans of reproduction, [-witness] women's status as wives and sexual partners'." ; Judith
Stiehm, 'The Protected, the Protector, the Delendor,'ln Judith Hicks Stiehm, ed., Women

-
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"woman', and the categories of "workef or "citizen' are mutually exclusive.
Only men are constructed as citizens, while only women are constructed as
supplicants in need of protection.

Another feature of these discussions concerned ditferent views of social

transformation. Yosano Akiko espoused an individualist view of the
relationship between individual and State. She resisted State intervention
and saw individual independence as the solution to problems related to the

care and maintenance of children. Hiratsuka Raichô, while valorizing
'motherhood' as an image of women's creativity and power, also discussed

the social meaning of motherhood, and was led to seek State support for
the resolution of women's problems. At this stage, however, Hiratsuka did
not seek the transformation of the capitalist system. She would go on to

found the New Women's Association (Shin Fujin Kyôkai) with lchikawa
Fusae in 1920.

Yamakawa Kikue brought a socialist perspective to discussion of the
relationship between individual and State, rejecting individualist solutions,

and rejecting solutions which failed to challenge the capitalist system. For
Yamakawa, this meant an engagement with socialist and labour politics.
This debate highlighted the issue of class ditferences between women, an
issue which would become important in socialist discussions of women as
workers. The debate also allowed Yamakawa to continue the process of
defining the differences between socialist and liberal feminist positions on
women's issues. This process would continue into the 1920s and 1930s,

with further refinement of the socialist position in debates with anarchist
women.
and Men's Wars, New York: Pergamon Press, 1983, cited in Narrcy Fraser,'What's Critlcal
about Critlcal Theory? The Case of Habermas and Gendøf ,pA4.
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4.8 Speaklng as a Mother
According to official ideology, women were positioned as wives and as
mothers. For middle class women, this involved promotion of their activities

as educators of their children and as supporters of the militarist State
through semi-official patriotic organizations. For working class women, the

focus of official policies on motherhood became the production of healthy
recruits. When the reproductive needs of the State conflic{ed with the needs

of industry for women workers, the working condit¡ons of female factory
workers became a social issue, and this was linked to the enactment of
factory legislation. For labour organizers, too, women were primarily seen in

familial terms, as wives, mothers, and daughters rather than as workers.
Unions, like the bureaucracy, took a protective attitude to women workers.

For feminist writers, however, the capacity for motherhood was what made

women distinctive, and there were attempts to link women's reproductive

capacity with creativity, power, and genius. While such imagery was
powerful, there were limitations In a view of women's creative power which
was not linked to a conciousness of the social. Others used the matemal as

a metaphor for a caring society and attempted to give legitimacy to what
were sgen as 'feminine'valugs.

Hiratsul<a argued for the importance of the social meaning

ol motherhood,

and attempted to use this position in order to make demands on the State.

However, while motherhood was linked to the concept of protection,
women were inevitably constructed as supplicants, rather than as citizens
who could make demands. Given this view of women, it was necessary for
women to reposition themselves as workers and as citizens, in order to

gain legitimacy to approach the State with demands rather than as
supplicants. ln socialist discourse, while women were primarily seen as
190

w¡ves and as mothers, discussion of the 'woman question" could be
restric-ted

to issues of marriage, the family, and reproduction. lf women

could be seen as workers, then all aspects of socialist theory and strategy
could be seen to be relevant to women.

The Taishô debates on motherhood and related issues were important in
clarifying the ditferences between liberal feminist, maternalist feminist and
socialist views of social change. These debates highlighted the relationship

between State policies and the supposedly individual matters of
reproduction and childrearing. For someone like Yamakawa Kikue, this was

an important stage in the definition of a socialist position on the 'woman
question', a quest she would continue throughout her life. For a woman such

as Hiratsuka Raichô, these debates brought a realization that writing alone
was not enough to etfect changes in women's situation.147

[ was time for

organized group action by women, although this was by necessity carried
out within the limitations of Article Five of the Peace Police Law. Article Five

was modified in February 1922, and this made possible the formation of
organizations devoted to the cause of women's suffrage.148 Msanwhile,
socialist women attempted a closer engagement with working women.

ln the next two chapters, I will explore women's attempts to go beyond
polemic and attempt to implement social change in various ways. Chapter
Five will focus on women as workers. The contradiciions involved in the

disjunction between the identities of 'woman' and 'worker' led many
147¡¡¡¿¡su¡a Ralchô, Sakamoto Makoto, lchikawa Fusae and Oku Mumeo lormed the Shin
Fujin Kyôkal (New Women's Associatlon) ln 1920. The activltles of the Shin Fujin Kyâkalwill
be discussed in Chapter Slx, below. Dorothy Robins-Mowry, The Hidclen Sun: Women of
Modern Japan, Boulder, Colorado: Westview Press, 1983, pp6&67.
148lch¡kawa Fusae and others formed the League for the Attainment ol Women's Political
Rlghts (Fulin Sanseiken Kakutoku K4sei Dùmeikai) ln 1924. The League's name was
changed lo Fusen Kakutoku Dömei (Women's Suffrage League) in April 1925. The issue of
women's suffrage willbe discussed in Chapter Six below.
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women to participate ¡n labour activism, a path which brought women as

workers into confl¡ct with capital. Other women's astivism, however, led
them to attempt to engage more directly with State institutions, a theme
which will be explored in more detail in Chapter Six, on women as activists.
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CHAPTER FIVE: WORKERS (1919-1930)
ln February 1919, Yamakawa Kikue contributed an article entitled, 'The
Present and Future Situation of Working Women', to the journal Nihon
Hyôron.l Yamakawa would become one of the major theorists of women's
position within the socialist movement ¡n the nineteen twenties, and had
attempted

to bring a socialist perspective to the 'woman question' in her

debates with the 'Bluestockings'. Yamakawa now contributed to various
intellectual journals and socialist publications. ln this article, Yamakawa
describes two encounters with working women. ln the most recent incident,
she is woken early in the morning by her baby, and takes him on a walk so

as not to disturb the other members of her household. She observes the
young female factory workers going to work. Yamakawa describes the
"factory girls" (jokô) from the position of an outsider. She describes the poor
women, dressed inadequately for the cold weather, going from the dormitory

to the factory at the change of shifts. Yamakawa does not enter the factory,
but describes the incessant noise of the machines which emanates from the

factory at all times of the day. One young girl whom Yamakawa glimpses
snatching a bite to eat on the way to work is described as being like 'a cross

between human, machine, and animal'.2 Yamakawa'S distanCe from the
young women is intensified when she describes the songs sung by the
factory women. The songs, She says "have the same mOnOtOnOuS, detaChed

tone as soldiers' songs". She only catches the phrase, "l was left at ômori
Station, and sold to the factory'. For Yamakawa, this phrase 'seems to tell
the whole story of their lives."3
lYamakawa Kikue,'Rôdô Fujin rn Genzalto Sorìo Shôral', Nihon Hyôron, February 1919,
reprinted in Yamakawa's book, Onna no Tachiba Kara, under the title'RÖdô KaikyÛ no Shimai
e'. Th¡s version is reproduced in Suzuki Yûko (ed) Joser Hangyaku to Kakumei to Teikô to,
Tokyo: Shakai Hyôronsha, 1990, pp54-59. Subsequent citations refer to this version.
2Yamakawa,'Ródô Kaikyû no Shimaie', p55.
3Yamakawa,'Rôdô Kaikyri no Shimaie', p56.
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This scene takes her back to an earlier encounter with factory women.
Seven or eight years earlier, she had accompanied a group of Salvation

Army members on a factory visit. They taught the factory workers hymns,
which preached that work was sacred, and that those who worked hard
would be btessed by God. On this occasion, Yamakawa was angered by the

inefficacy of religion in helping these women. But she, too, felt helpless.
Sitting on a platform with the representatives of the Salvation Army, she was

unable to bridge the gap between the evangelists and the workers. The
spatial distance between Yamakawa and the factory workers dramatizes the

gulf of class which separates them.a Yamakawa is also, however, aware of

her own position as a middle-class beneficiary of the exploitation of the
working-class:5
I wanted

to leave the platform where I sat with the other visitors

and join the factory girls. I wanted to apolog¡se to these

women. I wanted to prostrate myself before them. I wanted to
do this because I was tormented by the guilty feeling that I - we
- are the ones who have corrupted them, who have cheated
them, who have trampled on them. So, I wanted to apologise to
them, to tell them that I was their friend. lnstead, I sat on the
platform with their enemies. From the heated platform, I looked
down on them, as they knelt, barefoot, in the unheated hall. I
have never forgotten those feelings of guilt and distress.G
Yamakawa then attempts to link the plight of the young women, who told her

how much they hated night work, and how they wanted to go back to their
home towns, with the broader question of organizing women in the labour

movement. Yamakawa mentions the opinion that the large number of
women workers had handicapped the development of the labour movement

4Olass diflerence is also dramatised in spatial terms in Fukuda Hideko's sncounter with a
female beggar. See section 1.1 above.
SOompare with Sandra Dijkstra's accounl ol ploneering French feminist Flora Tristan's
reafizalion of her connect¡on with the ulorkng class. Sandra Dijkstra, Flora Trislan: Feminism in
the Age ol George Sard, London: Pluto Press, 1992, ppl29-133.
GYamakawa, 'RÖdô Kaikyri no Shimai e', p58. This incident is also described at length in
Yamakawa's autobiography, Onna Nidai rc Kr, Tokyo: Heibonsha, 1972.
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in Japan. Yamakawa recognises the problems involved in

organizing

workers who are always under strict supervision and control, but atfirms the

possibility

of making the slogan 'Workers of the world unite' mean

someth¡ng for Japan's women workers.T

This article encapsulates the dilemma of the intellectual who cannot share

the experiences of working women, but who wishes to use her intellectual
understanding of the mechanisms of exploitation in the service of the
working class. ln the nineteen twenties, the social¡st movement employed

several strategies to organize proletarian women These included

the

formation of socialist women's organizations such as the Sekirankai (Red

Wave Society) and the Yôkakai (Eighth Day Society), the formation of
women's divisions in union federations, and the formation of women's
organizations affiliated to the socialist parties which were formed atter the
enactment of universal Manhood suffrage in 1925. For Yamakawa, attempts

to bridge the gulf between intellectuals and working women

included

support for these socialist women's organizations and fighting for space for

the inclusion of women's issues in the platforms of the proletarian parties
and left-wing union federations.s Such activities, however, were carried out

in the context of a labour movement subject to constant repression and
surveillance, and fragmented by factional disputes.

TYamakawa,'Rôdô Kaikyri no Shimaie', p58-59.
SYamakawa was most aclivs, however, as a writsr, translator, and interpreter ol socialist ideas.

ln 1919 she publishød The Triumph of Women, a work heavily indebted to the ideas ol

August Bebel. (Yamakawa Kikue, Fujin no St¡órl Tokyo: Nihon Hyôronsha, 1919). Although
Bebel's ideas had been influential since the days ol lhe Heiminsha, il was not until 1923 that
Yamakawa's lull translation otWoman and Socialism appeared, under the title, Fuiinron (On
Women). By 1928, Yamakawa had also translated works of Gofiy, Radek, Lenin and Kollontai.
For a full listing of Yamakawa's wr¡tings, see: Solozaki Mitsuhiro & Okabe Masako (eds)
Yamakawa Kikue no Kôseki, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1979.
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i

Socialist thought unden¡vent further refinement in this decade, as socialists

and anarchists discussed political strategies and political theories,

in

debates known as the ana-boru ronsô (anarchist-bolshevist debates).9
Debates on socialist strategy intensified towards the end of the Taishô
period,10 as more of the works of Marx, Engels, and Lenin were translated

into Japanese.ll ln the 1930s, further debates, known as the Rônô-Kôza
controversy, centred on the correct interpretation of the Meiji Restoration,
and the implications for the implementation of socialist revolution in Japan. lf

the Me¡j¡ Restoration was seen as a bourgeo¡s revolution, then Japan was
ready for a proletarian revolution. lf the Meiji Restoration was simply seen as

an élite coup-d'état, then a two-stage revolutionary strategy would

be

necessary.12 W¡th respect to women's issues, these different perspectives

affected the emphasis given to 'feudal remnants" as an explanation for
women's present-day situation.l

3

Workers in Japan celebrated May Day publicly forthe first time in 1920,14

and thousands of workers gathered in Ueno Park in Tokyo. Women
9On tne ana-boru ronsô, see: Thomas A. Stanley, 6sugi Sakae: Anarchist in Taishô Japan,
Cambrldge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Courrcilon East Asian Studios, 1982, ppl28-

141.

1Othe reign ol the Taishô Emperor ended in 1926. His successor, lhe Shôwa Emperor,
reigned from 1926 to 1989.
11Ta¡ima Hidø, Hitosuji no Michl: Fujin Kaihô no Tatakal Gojûnen, Tokyo: Aokl Shoten, 1968,
p138; lnumaru Giichi, 'Nihon ni okeru Marukusu shugi Fujinron no Ayumi: Senzenhen', ln
Joseishi Sô90 Kenkyûkai (edsl Nihon Joseishi 5: Gendai, Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku
Shuppankai, ppi 49-1 92.

12On lhe Rônô-Kôza debates, see: Hoston, Germalne, Marxism and the Crisis ol
Development in Prewar Japan, Prirrceton, New Jersey: Prirrceton University Press, 1986,
passim.

l3For some comments on the relevance of women's work to the'Japanese capitalism
debate', see Janel Hunter, 'lntroduct¡on', in Janet Hunter (ødlJapanese Women Working,
London: Routledge, 1993, pp2-3.
l4Although 1920 was the first time May Day had been celebrated with a public
demonstration, the members oÍ lhøHeiminsl¡a had marked May Day in a modesl fashion from
1905. See: Tanaka S0gorô (edl Sh¡ryô: Nihon Shakai Undô Sh¡, Tokyo: TÖzai Shuppansha,
1948, Volume I, pp508-9.
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part¡c¡pated in May Day activities from the second May Day in 1921, when

an estimated 10,000 workers marched.l5 The Nihon Shakai Shugi Dômei
(Japan Socialist League), a broad-based left-wing organization, was formed

in December 1920, but an official opening could not be held due to the
provisions of the Public Peace Police Law. The League was disbanded
within six months. Other activities connected with the proletarian movement
included the formation of a Birth Control lnstitute, whose members included

lshimoto Shidzue, Matsuoka Komakichi and Abe lsoo.16 The Suiheisha
(Levellers' Society), an organization devoted to the liberation of the former
outcast class, was also formed in'1922,17 as was lhe Nihon Nômin Kumiai
(Japan Farmers' Union), an organization of tenant farmers, and the Musan
Seinen Dômei (the Proletarian Youth League).

The Japan Communist Party was formed in July 1922.18 Leaders of the

party included Sakai Toshihiko and Yamakawa Hitoshi, and women
connected with the Party inctuded Yamakawa Kikue,19 Nakasone Sadayo20
1SOn tne history of May Day as an lnternational workers'celebration, see: Eric Hobsbawm,
'Mass-Producing Traditions: Europe 1820-1914', in Eric Hobsbawm & Terence Ranger (ed_s)

The lnvention õt Tradition, Cambridge: Cambridge Unlversity Press, 1983, pp283-286. On
the incorporation of May Day into the tradition of the Japanese labour movement, see:
Andrew Gordon, Labor and lmperial Democracy in Prewar Japan, Berkeley: University of
California, 1991. The participation of women in Japan's May day celebrations will be disq¡ssed
below. The lasl May Day celebratlon of this period was ln 1935.

lGRobins-Mowry, The Hidden Sun, gTS,lshimoto Shidzue, Facing Two Ways: The Story of
My Life, New York: Fa¡ra¡ and Rinehart, 1935 (reprint: Stanford: Stanford University Press,
1e86).
17On

the particlpation of women in the Surñerbf¡a, soe: Suzuki YÛko, Suiñeisen o Mezasu
Onnatachi, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1987.
18Large, Organized Workers and Sociatist Potitics, ppa5'53.

l9For details of Yamakawa Kikue's life and work, see: Ezashi, Akiko Sameyo Onnatachi,
Tokyo: ôtsuki Shoten, 1980, ppl22-139; Rekishi Hyôron Henshûbu, KidaiNitpn Joseishi e
no Shôgen, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1979, pp9-48; Kondô, Watashi no Kaisô, pp182185; Jennifer Slrapcott, 'Ths Red Chrysanthemum: Yamakawa Kikue and the Socialist
Women's Movement in Pre-war Japan', Papers on Far Eastern History, No 35, March 1987,
pp1-30.

20Fo¡ details of Nakasone Sadayo's life, see: Ezashi,sameyo Onnatachi, pp96-120:
Watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakaini lkite, pp34-35.
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and Sakai Magara.2l The party was disbanded in 1924 after government
crackdowns in the summer of 1923, and was not reformed until December

1926. Even though the party itself disbanded and re-formed several times,
and largely operated as an underground organization, communists were
active in the union federations. The extension of communist influence in the

Sôdômei union federation culminated in the split of 1925. Communist
elements were expelled from the Sôdômei and formed

the Nihon Rôdô

Kumiai Hyôgikai (Japan Labour Unions Council, abbreviated as Hyôgikai)

on May 25th, 1925 22 A second split occurred in December 1926, resulting
in the formation of the centrist Nihon Rôdô Kumiai Dômei (Japan Labour

Union League), and leaving the Sôdömei in the hands of the most
moderate elements of the labour movement.23

Left-wing political activity in the nineteen twenties, then, was characterised
by acrimonious intellectual debates, accompanied by increased factionalism

in the unions, prOletarian parties, farmers' organizations, tenants' unions,

and the women's divisions and women's leagues which followed the
factionalism of the 'malestream' organizations. To simplity an immensely
complicated picture, there were three major "cliques" involved: the Social
Democratic ctique,24 the centrist Nichiro clique,2S and the left-wing Labour-

2l Ezash¡, Sameyo Onnatachi, fi7. For details of Sakai Magara's life, See: Kondô [Sakail
Magara, Watashino Kaisô, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1981,2 volumes;Watanabe Etsuliand
SuzlK yûko (eds) Tatahal nl lkite: Senzen Fujln Rôdô Undô e no Sh6gen, Tokyo: Domesu
Shuppan, 1980, pp8-38. Ezashi, Sameyo Onnatachi, pp30-50.
22For a detalled discussion of the spllt, see Large, Organized Wotuers and Soclalist Politics,

pp62-71.
23Refer to Appendix 2, Figure (a), forthe factions of tho prewar union rpvement.

24tnø Social Dernocratic (Shaminkei) clþue was based in the Sdddmei Union Federation
and the ShakaiMinshÚ

Id

(Social Denþcratic Party).

25tne centrist (Nichirô) clique was based in the Niñon Rödô Kumiai Dômei (Japan Labour
Union League) and lhe Nilpn Rôü Nômin Ió (Japan Labour-Farmer Party).
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Farmer cliqus.26 Each one of these cliques was involved with one of the

major union federations, which in turn formed the support base for an
affiliated political gar1y.27 While some communists continued to operate
underground in the illegal Japan Communist Party after it was reformed,
others operated in the left-wing of the legal proletarian party movement.

For women within the socialist movement, the nineteen twenties brought
attempts to theorize the class position of women worksrs, and discussion of

the best ways to mobilize these women. While women had largely been
nwoman qUeStiOn" waS thOUght
Seen aS "wives' and aS 'mOthers', the

tO

involve formulating a socialist position on issues related to marriage, the

family, and reproduction. lf women were recognized aS 'workers" then it
would become apparent that all areas of socialist theory and strategy would

affect women, and that effective mobilization of women workers was
necessary for the success ol the socialist movement.

While lhe Yûaikai (Friendly Society) had established a women's division in
1916, and this activity was carried on sporadically by the Sôdômei union
federation, the communist-influenced Hyôgikai federation was the site for
debate on the necessity of a separate women's division

-

a debate which

went to the heart of questions of the relationship between socialist and
feminist demands. Such debates on the most appropriate ways to organize
women were continued with the formation of proletarian political parties after

the enactment of Universal Manhood Suffrage in 1925. While the labour
26The left-wing (Rônö-ha) clique was based in the left-wlng Hyôgikai union lederation and
llto R&ö Nömin Ió Labour Farmer Party).
27 These faclions are discussed in detail in Large, Organized Wo¡kers and Sociatist Politics,
ppl11-118. ln this chapter I will mainly be concerned with women's participation in the labour
organizations, and the debates surrounding strategies lor mobilizing women workers. The
proletarian political parties and the¡r affiliated womsn's leagues will be discussed in the next
chapter.
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leaders of the Yûaikai/Sôdômei had primarily seen the¡r female constituents

as women rather than as workers, the 1920s saw attempts to theorize the

class position of women workers, and the proper strategies for their
mobilization.

State policy on labour was carried out in the context of Japan's participation

in the Paris Peace Conference at the end of World War One, and the
government's stated commitment to supporting the aims of the lnternat¡onal
Labour Organization as part of the terms of the Treaty of Versailles. The

Yûaikai and other Japanese union federations attempted to use the
government's official support of the l.L.O. to put pressure on the government

for the official recognition of unions and the improvement of working
conditions. The agenda of the first l.L.O. conference in Washington in
October 1919 included discussion of the eight hour day and the prohibition
of night work by women and minors.28

Modifications to the Factory Law were carried out in 1923 to become
effective in 1926.2s The abolition of night work for women and minors was
postponed a further three years, eventually being abolished in 1929.30 ln

other aspects of social policy related to labour,

in 1926 there

were

2Ssheldon Garon, The State and Labur in Modern Japan, Berkeley: University ol Califomia,
1988, p4Í1. For further discusslon of the importance of the l.L.O. to lhe Japanese labour
movement before World War Two, see Nakayama Kazuhisa, l.L.O. Jôyaku lo Nihon, Tokyo:
lwanami Shoten, 1983, ppl 2-18.
29The minimum size ol lactory covered by the law was changed from fifteen workers to ten
workers, meaning that 11% more lactories came under the lurisdiction of the law. The
minimum age of workers was raised frcm twelve to lifteen years old. The ma¡<irnum permissible

hours lo be worked by women and mlnors was lowered from twelve hours to eleven hours.
The principle of the abolition of night work for women was reiterated, but postponed again.
Large, Organized Workers and Socialist Politics, p54; Sakurai Kinue, BoseiHogo Undôshi,
Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1987, pfi2-48.
30Janet Hunter,'Factory Legislatlon and Employer Resistarrce:The Abolition of Night Wofi in

the Cotton Spinning lndustry', in Tsunehiko Yui & Keiichirô Nakagawa (edsl Japanese
Management in Historical Perspective, Tokyo:Unlversity of Tokyo, 1989,pp2ß-272.
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unsuccessful attempts to pass a union bill which would have legalised union
activity. A conciliation bill was passed, however, and Article 17 ol the Peace

Police Law was repealed. The Health lnsurance Law which had been
passed in 1922 did not become effective until 1926.31

The government continued to view left-wing political activity with suspicion.
ln addition to otficial surveillance of socialists, several labour activists were
murdered by police in the disorder following the Great Kantô Earthquake of
1923. Other victims of this 'white terrof were anarchist ôsugi Sakae and his
partner, former Bluestocking ltô Noe, who were murdered with their nephew
in the attermath of the earthquake. ôsugi and ltô had moved to the industrial

neighbourhood of Kameido as a sign of their commitment to the workers'
movement.32

The enactment of Universal Manhood Suff rage

in

1925

was

counterbalanced by the enactment of the repressive Peace Preservation

Law (Chian lji Hô) ol 1925. Communists and other leftists operated in a

context of surveillance, censorship, and regular purges in the 1920s.
Workers came into direct conflict with capital and State in strikes, and this
activity intensified at the end of the decade. From 1929 to 1931 , depression
resulted in layoffs in the textile industry, and women workers were in the
vanguard of some of the most militant labour disputes of the pre-war years.

Before considering in detail socialist views of women as workers, and
women's participation in the socialist movement as workers, it is necessary

to make some comments on the kinds of work performed by women in the
first decades of the twentieth century.
3lGordon, Labur and tmperial Democracy, pp140-141; Garon, Stata and Labour, pp123130.
32Stephen S. Large,'The Romance of Revolution in Japanese Anarchism and Communism
During the TalshÖ Psrlod', Modern Asian Studies, Volume 11, No 3, o/É;9.
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5.1 Women ln lndustry
For the period for which we have reliable stat¡stics, roughly a third of women

were classified as being engaged in gainful employment. The figures are
36.7%

in 1920, and

32.69o/"

in

1930.33 These figures

do not, however,

include women engaged in unpaid farm or domestic labour. Until at least

1936, the majority of gainfully employed women were in agriculture,
although this proportion declined between 1906 (65.5%) and 1936 (57.4%).

The high proportion of the population employed in the agricultural sector
posed problems for the articulation of a form of socialist theory relevant to
early twentieth century Japan, while the proportion of women engaged in

agricultural labour presented particular problems for the conjunction of
socialism and feminism.3a According to figures assembled by Odaka, mining
workers were less than 1o/" oÍ gainfully employed women between 1906 and
1936.3s

The next highest proport¡ons of women gainfully employed were women
working in factories or as domestic servants. Although women consistently
formed a high proportion of the total number of workers in factories, there

was a significant degree of gender segmentation according to industry. ln
S3Rather than attempting to give a comprehensive picture of the demographics of women's
work, I have tried to identity some features of womsn's employment which are relevant to
socialist attempts to mobilise women workers. The information in this section com€s lrom the
following sources: Barbara Molony,'Activism aÍþng Women in the TaishÓ Cotlon lndustry', ln
Gall Lee Bernstein (edl Recreating Japanese Women, 1600-1945, pp217-238: Margit Nagy,
'Middle-Class Working Women During the lnterwar Years', in Bernstein, Becreating Japanese
Wome4 ppl99-216; Mariko Asano Tamar¡oi, 'Songs as Weapons: The Culture and History ol

Komori (Nursemaids) ln Modern Japan', Journal ol Asian Studies, Volume 50, No 4,
November 1991, pp793-817; Kathleen Uno,'Ons Day at a Time: Work and Domesl¡c
Acllvities of Urban Lower-Class Women in Early Twentieth Century Japan', in Hunter (ed)
Japanese Women Working, pp37-68; Regine Mathias, 'Female Labour in the Japanese CoalMining lndustry', in Hunter (edl Japanese Women Working, pp98-121;Kônosuke Odaka,
'Bedundancy Utillzed: The Economics of Female Domesl¡c Servants in pre-War Japan, ln
Hunter (edl Japanese Women Working, ppl6-36.
34One attempt to address this problem is: Maruoka Hideko, Nihon Nôson Fujin Mondai,
Tokyo: KÖyô Shoin,l937.
3Sodaka,'Redundancy Utilized', pl 7.
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1ggg, for example, women comprised 85.2% of workers in textiles, but only
Z.O% in machinery and metal manufacturing. ln food, chemicals, and other

industries, women were around a third of total employees.S6 By 1930, 40%
of women in manufacturing were married, suggesting that the stereotype of

the young farm girl filling in time before marriage was no

longer

applicable.3T Home-based piece work was an important source of income

for married women in urban areas. One survey in Tokyo in 1926 found that
90% of piece-workers were or had been married.3S

Although the labour movement concentrated on lactory labour (atter
belatedly recognizing the importance of the high proportion of women
workers),39 domestic servants formed a significant proportion of women
engaged in waged work from the turn of the century. Between 1906 and
1936, between 5% and

8o/o

ol gainfutly employed women were engaged in

domestic work, fewer than the number of women engaged in manufacturing

as a whole, but roughly comparable with

the proportion of women engaged

in textile work. lt was not until 1916 that the proportion of domestic servants

was overtaken by textile workers. Given that domestic service is likely to be

perceived as a gender-typed occupation, and does not fit the model of
waged labour addressed in Marxist theory, it is perhaps unsurprising that the
labour movement initially paid little systematic attention to the possibility of

mobilizing domestic workers. We can, however, See demands for

36Odaka,'Redundancy Utilized', p17.
3TBarbara Molony notos that relatively few women in factories in the 1920s returned to
viltages atter leaving one place of employment. Most went on to other factory employment,or
othei tinds of waged work, or stayed in the city as housewives afler marrying a fellow worker.
Molony,'Aclivism arrþng Women in the Talsltô Text¡le Industr/, p224.
38uno,'One Day at a Time', pp41-2.

39see section 5.2 below.
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"improvement in maids' working conditions' in the policy statements and
newsletters of the women's leagues formed in the early Shôwa period.4O

Other categories of work engaged in by women included various kinds of
service work: in retailing, restaurants, and entertainment. These industries,

too, were initially neglected by the labour movement, but we can see
attempts to organize waitresses in the early Shôwa period. Prostitution, in
socialist writing, served as a metaphor for the exploitation and degradation
suffered by workers under the capitalist system, but these workers did not
become obvious targets for the attention of labour organizations.4l

It is difficult to quantify the numbers

of

'professional women"(shokugyô

fujin), as the methods of categorizing white-collar occupat¡ons changed
from survey to survey. However, the category of shokugyô fuiin was a
recognizable one in the popular and academic discourse of the Taishô and

early Shôwa periods. For women, growth was particularly conspicuous in

the categories of nursing and teaching; and the number of white-collar
women employed in government offices almost doubled between 1920 and
1930.42 The visibility of these new categories of women workers in urban

areas can perhaps be connected with the developing public discourse on

the "modern girl", the

successor

to the 'new

woman"

of the Taishô per¡od.43
40see section 6.2 below.
41The number ol licensed prostitules remained around 5O,OOO ln lhe Talshô and Shôwa
periods. Similar numbers worked as geisha, or as waitresses. SheHon.Garon, 'The World's
O¡¿est Debate? Prostitution and the State ¡n lmperialJapan, 1900-1945; American Historical
Review, June 1933, p714.
42Nagy,'M iddle-Class Working Wom€n', pp2}1 -204.

43s¡Merberg, Miriam, 'The Modern Girl as Militant', in Bernstein (ødl Reqeating Japanese
Women, pp239-266; Barbara Hamill Sato, 'The Moga Sensation: Perceptions ol lhe Modan
Gâru in Japanese lntellectualCircles Dudng the 1920s, Gender and History, Volume 5, No 3,
Autumn 1993, pp363-381.
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5.2 Organizing Women
The task of mobilizing women in socialist organizations involved several
stages: the theorization of the class position of women workers; debates on

the most etfective way to mobilize these workers; the creation of effective
organizational structures for this task; and a conceptual shift in the way
women workers were imagined in labour movement writings. Much of the
theorization of these issues was initially carried out by educated, middle'

class leaders of the socialist movement. However, ¡t soon became
necessary to use the union movement to nurture labour leaders
and women

- both men

- from within the ranks of woking people.

5.2.1 The Seklrankal and the Yôkakal
ln 1921, Japanese socialists celebrated May Day for the second time. At this
second May Day socialist women participated for the first time, and this was
one of the first activities of the socialist women's group, the Sekirankai (Red

Wave Society), established in April 1921.44 The founding members of the
Sekirankai included Sakai Magara and her step-mother Sakai Tameko,45
Takatsu Tayoko,46 Kutsumi Fusako,47 Akitsuki Shizue,48 Kitagawa Chiyo,as
44For the development ol the Sekirankal see Ezashi, Akiko Sameyo Onnatachi:.passim:
ni lkite; pp8-33; lnterview
with Yamakawa Kikde in Rekishi Hyôron Henshûbu, Kindai Nihon Josaishi e no Shôgen,
pfl2-43; Tajlma, Hitosuji no Mich| pp61-66; Kondô, Watashi no Kaisô, Volume 1, Pp189'
tbg; Volumó Z, pp7-AZ, þp98-134; Shapcott, 'The Red Chrysanthemum'; Yamakawa Fuiin
Undô Shôsh4 99137-141.
interview with KoridÖ [sakail Magara in Watanabe & Suzuki Tatakai

45For deta¡ls of Sakal Tameko's lile and work, see: Ezashl, Sameyo Onnatachl, pp30-50;
Kondô, Watashl no Kaisô, Volurns 1, pp101'103.
46For detalts ol Takatsu Tayoko's llle and work, see: Ezashl, Sameyo Onnatachi, pp52-!\;
Suzuki Yûko, Hiroshima-kdn Josei lJndô Shi, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1985, pp69-76;
Watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakaini lkite, pp35-36;Kondô, Wateshl¡lo Kaisô, Volume 2,pp37-47.
47Fo¡ details of Kutsuml Fusako's life and work, see: Makise Kikue, Kutsumi Fusaho no
Koyomi: Meiji Shakai Shugi kara Zoruge Jiken e, Tokyo: ShlsÖ rp Kagakusha, 1975; ôtafe
Hitoko, Haha to Watasht: Kutsumi Fusako to no Hibl, Tokyo: Tsukill Shokan, 1984; Ezashl,
Sameyo Onnatachi, ppl62-192;Watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakaini lkile, 934: Kondô, Watashino
Kaisô, Volume 1, pp122-138. Kutsumi was f irst inspired to come to Tokyo by the example of
Fukuda Hideko, and helped Fukuda in the production of the magazinø Sekai Fuiin.
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Hashiura Haruko5O and Hashiura Riku,Sl with Yamakawa Kikue and ltô Noe
acting as adv¡so rsl. It has often been pointqd out that many of the members of

the Sekirankai

had connections with male activists in the socialist

movement. Even Yamakawa herself has described the Sekirankai as being

like 'the Women's Division of the Socialist League'.S2 However, this does
not seem to be any reason to belittle the contributions of Yamakawa Kikue,
Sakai Magara and others to the socialist

movement.

\i
I

ln preparation for May Day, the Sekirankai manifesto was written

by

Yamakawa Kikue, and this was distributed as a leaflet enjoining women to

partic¡pate in May Day and join the socialist movement. ln this leaflet,
Yamakawa Kikue employs the language of class struggle:
May Day is the day for the proletarians, for we workers who are
oppressed. For centuries and centuries, women and workers
have endured together a history of oppression and ignorance.
But the dawn is approaching. The morning gong that was
struck in Russia signals the first step in the victory that will
minute by minute banish the darkness of capitalism from the
face of the earth. Sisters, listen to the power of women that is
embodied in the sound of the gong. Let us exert the utmost of
our strength and, together with our brothers, strike the gong
that will signal the liberation of the proletariat of Japan. Women
who have been awakened, join the May Day marchl
The Sekirankai is a women's organisation that plans to
participate in the enterprise to destroy the capitalist society and
build a socialist society. The capitalist society turns us into
slaves at home and oppresses us as wage slaves outs¡de the
home. This is a society which has driven many of our sisters

€For

details of Akltsukl Shizue's lile and work, see: Ezashl, Sameyo Onnatachi, pp234-241;
Watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakainilklte, p33.
49For delails of Kitagawa Chiyo's life and work, see: Ezashi, Sameyo Onnatachi, ppl94-211;
Watanabe & Suzukl, Tatakai ni lkite, p36.
50For deta¡ls of Hashiura Haruko's life ar¡d work, see: Ezashi, Sameyo Onnatachi, pp74-93;
Watanabe & Suzukl, Tatakai nl lkite, p34; Makise Kikue, Kikigaki: Hitamuhi no OnnatachiMusan lJndö no Kage ni, Tokyo: Asahi Shinbunsha, 1976, pp7-28; translated excerpts of
Makise's interview with Hashiura appear in Mikiso Hane (ed), Reflections on the Way to the
Gallows: RebelWomen in PrewarJapan, Berkeley: University of California, 1988.

5l For details of Hashiura Riku's life and work, see: Ezashi, Sameyo Onnatachi, pp74-93;
S2Yamakawa Kikue, Fujin lJndô Shöshi, p123.
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¡nto prostitut¡on, and for the sake of its own aggressive
ambitions has taken away our beloved fathers, lovers, children
and brothers - a society which for the sake of its own greedy
profiteers, greets the proletariat of other countries with artillery
and slaughter...
The Sekirankai declares all-out war on this cruel, shameless
society. Women who wish to be liberated, join the Sekirankai.
Socialism offers the only way to save humankind from the
oppressions and abuses of capitalism. Sisters, who love justice
and humanity, join the socialist movementlS3
Because Yamakawa was writing a pamphlet lor a political demonstration,
rather than a closely argued academic article, we should not treat this as a

clearly articulated statement of her political position, but it is still interesting

to consider how she framed the meaning of socialism for women for this
particular audience (i.e. possible participants in the May Day march).

The stated enemy is "capitalist society' (shihon shugi shakai

), rather than

individual males, patriarchy, individual capitalists, or the State as an
autonomous entity. Exploitation under capitalist society is seen in gendered
nslaves
terms. Women are not only 'wage slaves", but are also exploited as

at home". ln addition, exploitation takes on a corporeal dimension,

as

women are forced into prostitution, while men are forced into military service.

Official discourse drew analogies between textile work and military service:

different ways in which women and men could work for the nation.S4
Socialists, on the other hand, drew analogies between prostitution and
military service: ditferent ways in which working class women and men were
exploited in the interests of the ruling class.S5
53'Fu¡¡n ni Gekisu', held in Öhara Social Research lnstitute, reproduced in Ezashi, Sameyo
Onnatachl, pp23-24: Kondô, Wetash¡ no Kaiú, Volume 2, pp58-59; translation in Shapcott,

'The Red Chrysanthemum', p13. Note the use of the metaphor of "the dawn"of socialism, a
convention from European socialist writing which was also regularly employed in the
Japanese context.

54see seclion 5.3.1 below.
55ûre prostitute could also serve as a metaphor for the exploitation of the proletarian class as
a whole. See Shea's discussion of Hayama Yoshiki's story, 'lnbaifu' (Prostitute), which
appearsd in the proletarian literary journal Bungei Sensen in November 1925: Shea,
Leftwing Literature in Japan, pp154-156.
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Although there is some recognition that exploitation takes gendered forms, it

is also possible to argue that feminist struggle has here been assimilated
into the class struggle, with "women and workers' united in a common
struggle. Similarly, the evocation of class consciousness may be seen as
being somewhat ritualistic. lt is hard to escape the feeling that Yamakawa's
belief in class consciousness is a matter of faith, rather than a keenly felt
identity with the needs of male and female workers. As

in Fukuda Hideko's

writings,56 there is a sense of distance from the concrete struggles of
working people. Yamakawa is still, in elfect, gazing on the factory women

from outside. While the logic of Fukuda's autobiographical text was that of
liberal individualism (despite her protestations of faith in socialism), the logic

of Yamakawa's manifesto is that of class struggle. The violent language of
class struggle employed in this text also contrasts with the gentle and caring

version of socialism espoused by Nishikawa Fumiko in the early nineteen
hundreds.5T

About twenty women marched under the red and black flags of the

Sekirankai on this May Day. The flags were made by Hashiura Haruko,
enrolled in a dressmaking school at the time. All of the women were
arrested. A photograph of Hashiura Haruko's arrest appeared in the next

day's newspaper, and this photograph resulted in her harassment, and
eventual withdrawal from the school.S8 ln addition, Akitsuki Shizue and
Nakanomyô lne were arrested for violation of press regulations after the

distribution of the pamphlet bearing Yamakawa's manifesto, and the next
major activity of the organization was fundraising for their fines of 20 yen

56see secl¡on 1.1 above.
57see sectlon 3.2 above.
S8Ezashi, Sameyo Onnatachi, pp87-88.
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each.sg A tecture meeting was held on June 12th.60 Kutsumi Fusako
introduced veteran speakers lshikawa Sanshirô61 and Akita Ujaku,62 who

were joined by ltô Noe,63Fujimori Seikichi,64 and Sakai Magara. Sakai
Magara's first speech in public was a great success. She lightheartedly
explained the conditions of her recent arrest, making fun of a policeman who
had first referred to her

as'o-tafuku' (a comical figure figure w¡th chubby

cheeks), and then made things worse by referring to her as'o-iôsan" (young
lady). She resented the comparison with (middle-class) "young ladies", who

do nothing at home, while waiting for someone to come along and marry
them.65

ln July of the same year, a series of lectures was held over live evenings.The
list of speakers in this series tells us something about the genealogy of the

Sekirankar. ln addition to the women of the Sekirankai several male
socialist activists contributed lectures to the series. Several of these

speakers, including Sakai Toshihiko and lshikawa Sanshirô, had
contributed to the Heiminsha lectures on the "woman question' in the

nineteen hundreds.66 lndeed, the topics of many of the lectures

in

S9watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakaini /krte; p9-10.
60For accounts of this evening, see: Ezashl, Sameyo Onnatachi, pp39-41; interview with
Kond)lsakail Magara in Watanabe & Suzuki Tatakainilkitet pp19-20;Yarnakara, Nihon Fuiin
lJndô Shôsf¡/. Yamakawa reports that the speeches were stopped by police, but this does
not match Ezashl's account, which lrrcludes details of Sakal Magara's speech, based on
contemporary newspaper accounts. Yamakawa may have confused this meeting with the first
lnternalional Women's Day meeting which was disbanded by police (see below).

6l lshikawa Sanshirô spoke on 'My View of Women'.

62¡rita Ujaku spoke on'Blological Development and Women.'
63ltô Noe spoke on

'A Difliq¡lt

Passage for the Women's Movement'.

ô4Popular left-wing writer Fujimori spoke on "Ths Awakening ol Japanese Women.'
65Ezashl, Sameyo Onnatachi, pp40-41

.

66see section 3.3 above.
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lhesekirankai series followed on directly from the Heiminsha series. Sakai
Toshihiko now continued his exposition of the thought of Friedrich Engels,
Lewis Henry Morgan, Lester Ward, and Edward Carpenter. ltô Noe was a
former editor of the Bluestocking journal, Seitô, and had been responsible
for translations of the work of anarchist feminist Emma Goldmann. She now,
however, distanced herself from the "Bluestockings" with her criticism of the

"Mothe/s Rights" theorists. Yamakawa Kikue contributed a discussion of the

First lnternational and the Third tnternational.GT The new generation of
activists was represented by Sakai Magara, nineteen-year'old daughter of

Sakai Toshihiko. Other speakers included Kutsumi Fusako, Nakasone
Sadayo,68 Fuj¡mori Seikichi, Eguchi Kan, and Akita Ujaku. A consciousness
of the Sekirankai's place in history is evident in the themes of two of Sakai

Toshihiko's lectures. On the first night he discussed the ideas of Lester
Ward, and added reflections on the women's movement in the days of the

Heiminsha. On the final evening, he spoke on "The history of the women's
movement in the Meiji and Taishô periods, and the function of the
Sekirankai. "69

These years offered further opportunities to clarify the d¡fferences between

the socialist and liberal feminist positions on the "woman question'. Both
Yamakawa Kikue and ltô Noe were critical of the activities of the Shin Fujin

KyôRai (New Women's Association) formed by some of the former
Bluestockings. Yamakawa, as part of her efforts

to delineate a

socialist

position on the "woman question', was scathing about the activities of the

67For accounls of this lec{ure sories, see: Ezashi, Sameyo Onnatachi, interview with KondÖ
lSakaÍf Magara in Watanabe & Suzuki Tatakainilkite; pp20-21.
68For details ol Nakasone Sadayo's life and work, see: Ezashi, Sameyo Onnatachi; Kondô,
Watashino Kaisô, Volume 2, pp48-51.
69Yamakawa, Fujin lJndô Shôshf p123; Ezashi, Sameyo Fujin, pp42.
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New Women.70 Yamakawa was critical about the reformist emphasis of the
Association, stating that the New Women wanted 'equal opportunity to enjoy

themselves'.7l However, instead of presenting a viable socialist alternative,
much of the article is taken up with personal criticism of Hiratsuka Raichô.
The article also displays the tendency of Yamakawa and other socialists of
the time to idealize post-revolutionary Russia.72 Oku Mumeo's response, by

contrast, was measured and dignified, showing her consciousness of the

problems of working women, and refraining from personal criticism of
Yamakawa.T3

The activities of lhe Sek¡ranka¡ were, however, relatively short-lived, lor
several members sutfered arrest and imprisonment.T4 Takatsu Tayoko and

her husband were charged with /ðsa maiesté for allegedly producing a
publication which included threats against the imperial household.Ts Sakai
Magara and Nakasone Sadayo were among a group of socialists placed on

remand for forty-odd days in an incident which involved the distribution of
subversive material to soldiers billeted in Tokyo for manoeuvres.T6 Sakai

and Nakasone were among the seventeen found guilty. They were
7Otfre conllict between the New Women's Association and the Sekirankai is discussed in
Shapcott,'The Red Chrysanthemum', ppl6-23. See also: Kondô, Watashino Kaisô, Volume
2, pp98-101 ; Yamakawa Kikue, Fujin Undô Sf¡dst¡i pl16.
TlYamakawa Kikue,'Shln Fujin Kyôkal to Sek¡ranka)', Taiyô, Volume 27, No 9, July 1921;
reprinted in Maruoka Hideko (ed) Nrhon Fujin MoúaiShiryô Stdse¿ Volume I, pp265-269.
T2Yamakawa,'Shln Fujin KyÖkai to Sekirankai', p268.
73O¡<u Mumeo, 'Watashitachi no Shuchô to Tachiba: Yamakawa Kikue no 'Shin Fujin Kyôkai

to Seklrankal'o Yomite', Talyô, Volume 27, No 21, August 1921;reprlnted ln Nihon Fujin
Mondai Shiryô Sâúse1 Volume 8, pp269-272.
74ln addition to those who suffered imprisonment ¡n various incidents, Hashiura Riku died
suddenly in 1923, while Hashiura Haruko and Nakasone Sadayo withdrew from the social¡st
movement for personal reasons.
75Ezashi, Sameyo Fu7rh, pp65-68.
T6Ezash¡, Sameyo Fujin, p47; Kondô Magara, Watashi
Watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakaini lkite, pp22-24.
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no Kaisô, Volume 2, pp123-128:

sentenced to four months imprisonment, the first women to be imprisoned for

offences related to dangerous thought since Kanno Suga's involvement in
the Great Treason lncident in 1910.77

ln the summer of 1922, socialist women engaged in fundraising for famine
relief in Russia. Three thousand yen was raised by a group of women led by

a student of Tokyo Women's Medical College, and supported by such
prominent women as Yosano Akiko, lshimoto Shidzue, and Kawasaki
Natsu.78 ln 1922 socialist women in Japan also prepared for the celebrat¡on

of lnternational Women's Day, and the Yôkakai (Eighth Day Society) was
formed for this purposo.Te The Yôkakai included not only former Sekirankai

members, but also such women as Tajima Hide,8O who had been involved
with the New Women's Association as well as labour organizations.

lnernational Women's Day was celebrated for the first time on March 8th
1923,81 and marked with a lecture meeting, opened by Yabe [Shimano]
Hatsuko.S2 Kaneko Hiroko spoke on "The Possibilities of Professional Life
for Women'. but was interrupted by anti-communist agitators as soon as she
ment¡oned Russia. The meeting became disordered, and was broken up by

77safa¡ Magara was conscious of the personal and historical links between herself and
Kanno. See chapter Six, below for discussion of Sakai's account of her imprisonment.
TSYamakawa, Fujin tJndô Sh6sh¿ p199;Talima, Hitosujtno MichL

fi1

T9lnternational Women's Day is celebrated on the 8th ol March, hence lhe name "8th Day
Soclety".
80For details of Tajima Hide's life and work, see: Tajima, Hitosuji no Michi. Tajima for a time
worked in both the liberal women's movement and the socialist movemenl, but eventually
concentrated her activities in the left of the soclal¡st movement, moving to the illegal
Communist party in the late nineteen twenties.

8l For accounls ol thls evening, see: Tajima , Hitosujt tto Michl, pp77-81; Yamada Selzaburô,
Puroretaria Bungaku Sl¡r, Tokyo: Rironsha, Volume 1, pp344-345.
82For details of Yabe [Shimano] Hatsuko's tife and work, ses Makise, Hitamukino Onnatachi,
pp30-46.
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the police.83 Other speakers were to be Yamakawa Kikue, Tanno Setsu,
Tajima Hide and Nakasone Sadayo.sa lnternat¡onal Women's day was also

maked by a special women's edition of the proletarian arts iournal Tane
Maku Hito (The Sower), one of the sponsors of the meeting.S5

The Sekirankai and the Yôkakai were important as relatively autonomous
socialist women's organizations, devoted to exploring the possibilities of a
socialist answer to the "woman question". Although these organizations had

intellectual importance, their existence was too brief for them to work for
building a mass base among proletarian women. The Sekirankai and the

Yôkakai could not successfully bridge the gap between intellectuals and
working women.86

5.2.2 The Selll Kenkyùkal and Women
After the dissolution of the Japan Socialist League in May 1921, the splits
between anarchists and bolshevists had resurfaced. Many of the leaders of

the Japan Communist Party, formed in 1922, were former anarchists, and
the next few years were marked by conflict between the anarchists and the
communists. Within the socialist movement, Yamakawa Hitoshi came out on

the Bolshev¡st side of the 'ana-boru ronsô', publishing his article'A Change

SSTokyo Ntchi Nicht Shlnbun, gtgt1g25, morning edition, p9;citeO ln Maklse, Hitamukl no
Onnatechi, pp30-31.
S4several of the speakers used pseudonyms. Kaneko Hiroko was the pseudonym of woman
doctor Sasakl Haru. Tajima Hlde used the name Miyake Hideko; Tanno Setsu used the name
Minato Chie; and KawakamiAi used the name Takeda Toshi. The names of Nakasone Sadayo
and Yamakawa Kikue appeared on the brochure, and it may have been Yamakawa's name
whlch anracted the afiention of the anli{ommunist agitators. Talima, Hitosujino Michl, pp78'
79.
Û5Tane Maku Hito: Musan Fujin

Gô

- KohusaiFuin

Dê Knen, March 1923.

86such criticisms have been made by severalof the activlsts of the nineteen twenties. See:
Tajima Hide, Hifosuji no Michi, pp63-64; Yamakawa Kikue, Fuiin UndÔ Shöshi; and
comments by Shapcott,'The Red Chrysanthemum'.
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of Direction in the Proletarian Movement' in the summer ot'1922.87 For many

socialists, this also marked

a

sh¡ft from the h¡therto intellectual and

theoretical emphasis of the socialist movement. Under the slogan 'to the
masses', many individuals moved to a closer engagement with the labour

movement,sS including such women as Kutsumi Fusako and Tanno
Setsu.se Members of the Yôkakai also briefly participated in lhe Tôkyô Fujin

Rengôkai (Tokyo Federation of Women's Organizations), a broad-based
federation, initially formed to co-ordinate women's relief activities in the
attermath of the Great Kantô Earthquake of 1923.s0 The context for women's

political activities had improved slightly in 1922 with the modification of
Article Five of the Public Peace Police Law. Women could now attend and
speak at political meetings, but could not vote or become full members of
political parties.

The Communist Party was disbanded in 1924, the result of severe police
repression before and atter the Earthquake of 1923. ln addition to mass
arrests of communists in the summer of 1923, several labour leaders were
murdered by police in the aftermath of the earthquake in September 1923.
Anarchists ôsugi Sakae and ltô Noe also became martyrs to the left-wing

cause atter their murder at the hands of a policeman. The party was not
reformed until 1926.s1
STYamakawa Hitoshl,'Musan Kalkyû no Hôkô Tsnkan', Zen'ei, July-August 1922.

88Large, 'The Romance of Revolution', p453.

89Ezashl, Sameyo Onnatachi, pl35. On Tanno Sstsu's life and work, see Large,'The
Romance of Revolution'; Taiima, Hitoali no Mich| pp96-98; Tanno Setsu; Kakumei Undô ni
lkiru;excetpls translated ln Hane, Retlections on the Way to the Gallows.

90tne decision to participate in th¡s lederat¡on was inlluenced by lhe new policy of going .to
thg massos'. Yamakawa Kikue, after her scathing attack on such bourgeois feminist
organizations as the New Women's Association, was now advising the infiltration of
mainstream organizations by socialist women. Tajima Hide, Hitosujino Michi, ppl04-109.

9lLaqe, Organized

Workers and Sociatist Politics, p53.
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Other members of the proletarian movement worked towards the creation of

legal proletarian political parties, in anticipation of the enactment of
Universal Manhood Suffrage. The

Ser¡T

Mondai Kenkyûkai (Political lssues

Research Association) was formed in December 1923, under the leadership

of teft-wing intellectuals including Abe lsoo and Kagawa Toyohiko.e2 The
members of the organization were preparing for the formation

of

a

proletarian political party which would represent both workers and tenant

farmers.9s lnit¡ally, the only part of the Seii Kenkyûkai's platform which
specifically mentioned women, however, was the call for suffrage for both
men and women.94 Yamakawa Kikue and other women connected with the

Kôbe branch of the Ser,¡i Kenkyukai worked to ensure that women's
demands would be included in the platform of the organization. These
demands included:
1. the abolition of the household head system,
2. the abolition of all laws which treat women as incompetents;
and equality in grounds for divorce for both sexes,
3. the granting to women and colonized peoples the same
rights to education and employment as mainland males,
4. a standard living wage regardless of sex or race,
5. equal wages and equal treatment for all regardless of sex or
race,
6. nursing time (30 minutes per 3 hours worked) and nursing
room for working women,
7. sacking of women on grounds of marriage or pregnancy
should be prohibited,
8. the abolition of the pubtic prostitution system.9S

92Tfre name of the organizallon was later shorlened

to

Seiji Kenkyûkai, the Political

Research Association.

93Laqe, Organized Workers and Socialist Politics, p55.

94lne foltowing policies were approved al the Second Conventlon of th€ Seii Kenkyûkat, ln
April 1925: 'the society should (1) prepare a draft program for lhe proletarian parly to be, (2)
speed lhe organization of such a parly, (3) campaign for the abolition of the newly passed
Peace Preservation Law, and (4) demand that women be given the right to partic¡pate ¡n
polit¡cs".Tonen, The Social Democratic Movement, p55.
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These demands were criticised as 'pet¡t-bourgeois' by the men of the Set¡i

Kenkyûkai, but they were supported by Yamakawa in an article

on

'women's special demands'. Yamakawa argued that women's so'called
'special demands' (tokushu yokyû) were in fact basic to the interests of both
men and women.9S The removal of laws which discriminate against women

and uphold feudal ideology are seen to be necessary for the political
awakening of the whole proletarian class. One of the things which prevents

women from full participation in the proletarian movement, argues
Yamakawa, is the feudal ideology which sees women subject to the
vigilance of supervisors in factory dormitories, and the control of parents in
the home.96

ln her discussion of the trealment of working mothers, Yamakawa was able
to build on the insights gained through her debates with the Bluestockings in
the previous decade.g7 With respect to working mothers, Yamakawa argued
for the necessity of eight weeks

paid leave before and after parturition; the

creation of nursing rooms in workplaces; the provision of thirty minutes
nursing time for every three hours work; state responsibility for expenses
related to childbirth; and state provision of living expenses for the mother.

The proposal lor State provision of living expenses was aimed at putting
working women and other women on an equal footing, and was justified with
reference to British health insurance.9S

9Syamakawa Kikue, ,Fujin no Tokushu yôkyri nl tsuite,, June 1925; later published in
Yamakawa Hitoshi & Kikue, Musansha Undô to Fujin no Mondai, Tokyo: Hakuyôsha, 1928;
reproduced in; Nihon Fujin Mondai Shiryô St¡úse4 Volume 8, pp275-286. Subsequent
citations refer to lhis version.
96Yamakawa Kikue, 'Fujin no Tokushu Yôkyû nitsuite', p277-279.

97see secl¡ons 4.4 and 4.6 above
9SYamakawa Kikue,'Fujin no Tokushu YÖkyû nitsuile'.
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Yamakawa links the situation of women workers with workers in Japan's
colonies.9g She argues that both women and non-Japanese workers should

have equality of opportunity with Japanese male workers. ln answer to the

'craft unionist' anxiety that such workers will undercut the wages of male

wokers, she argues for equality of pay, and equality of education so that
these workers may compete equally as skilled workers.l00 Wh¡le Yamakawa

has already devoted some attent¡on to the 'feudal ideology' which helps
determine women's subordinate place in the labour market, she does not, in

this article, attempt to tease out the specificities of sexist and racist
ideologies. Rather, she sees the position of women workers and colonized
workers as analogous, and as requiring similar political strateg¡es.

Much of Yamakawa's criticism in this article is directed at the new Hyôgikai

Union Federation, which up till now had failed to address women's issues
seriously. Yamakawa addresses some of the arguments used against her by

Hyôgikai representatives. ln response to the criticism that it is not necessary

to add 'regardless of race or sex" to demands for minimum

wages,

Yamakawa counters that, although this may go without saying in a society

run on "proletarian principles', the present society is run on 'bourgeois
principles' which take discrimination against women for granted. Thus it is
necessary to add this phrase to demands for equal pay, or suffrage.101 Her

critique of universalist language has relevance to late twentieth century
debates on this issue:

Even in a proletarian country. it is necessary to make e xplicit
[the principle of equality regardless of sex, race or reli gionl,
99By tf¡¡s tlme Japan has control of both Korea and Talwan, with trad¡ng lnterests ln
Manchuria.

1O0y¿¡¡¿¡s¡va Kikue, 'Fujin no Tokushu YÖkyri nitsuite', p279-280.

101y¿¡¿¡¿rya Kikue, 'Fujin no Tokushu Yôkyri ni tsuite', pp280-281.
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because, in a society with deep- rooted customs of
discrimination, if we simply say "the people' [mínshÛ], there ¡s
a danger that this will be taken to mean only people. of the
ruling iace [shihaitekina minzoku], and people of the ruling sex
o2
fs h i h ait e ki n a s ei].1
Maruoka Hideko points out that many of the policies now espoused by
Yamakawa were similar to those she had criticised as "bourgeois" during the

motherhood protection 6s5¿1s.103 Yamakawa, however, distinguishes
demands which will benefit the whole proletarian class by allowing the full

participation of proletarian women, from those of "bourgeois feminists',
"shaltow maternalists", and "sentimental humanists'. ln her criticism of the

public prostitution system, for example, Yamakawa is keen to dissociate
herself from the "sentimental humanists' of the Nrf,on Kirisutokyô Kyôfûkai,

(Japan Women's Christian Temperance Union) suggesting that the
prostitution issue has not been taken seriously because of its espousal by
lhe KyôfûkaLlo4

Yamakawa sees prostitution first of all as a labour issue, seeing the sexual
labour of indentured prostitutes as a particular kind of unfree labour. She

also points out the violation of human rights under enforced medical
inspections.l05 Another feature of this article is Yamakawa's consciousness
of the imperialist context of Japanese politics, a siginificant advance from the
discussions of the previous decade.

102y¿¡¡¿¡¿wa Kikue,'Fujin no Tokushu Yôkyû nltsuite', p281.

103M¿¡ue¡a Hldeko, FuJtn Shisô Keisei Shl N6to, ppl45-146. On lhe Motherhood
Proteclion Debate, see section 4.6 above.
104y¿¡¡¿¡¿wa Klkue,'Fulin no Tokushu Yôkyû nltsuite', p283.

1051¡s discussion has similarities with the arguments ol the women ol the Ladies National
Association of Great Britain, who campaigned lor the repeal of the Contagious Diseases Acts
under the leadership of Josephine Butler. Judith R. Walkowilz, Prostitution and Viclorian
Society: Wome4 Class and the State, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982, pp67147.
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5.2.3 Women's Dlvlslons In Unlons
The next task of socialist women involved creat¡ng the

organizational

structures for the participation of women in the labour movement. While the

Yûaikai/Sôdomei had had

a women's division since 1916, women

connected with the Hyôgi4a¡ had to argue afresh for the necessity lor
special organizations for s¡e¡¡s¡.106

5.2.3.1 The Yûaikai/ Sôdômei Women's Division
The first labour organizations had tended to pay most attention to workers in

heavy industry.107 ln early labour movement writings, as we have seen in
section 3.1 above, the worker was implicitly constructed as masculine. When

women workers were written about in such publications as Rôdô Sekai
(Labour World) or the journalism of Yokoyama Gennosuke, it was otten as
victims, as objects of pity and compassion. This convent¡on of writing about
women workers would continue into the nineteen twenties, part¡cularly with

the publication of Hosoi Wakizô's book Jôkô Aishi (The Pitiful History of the
Female Factory Workers) ¡¡ 1925.108

ln the pages ol Yûai Fujin, the journal of the Yûaikai, the first labour
organizat¡on to create a womsn's division, women were primarily portrayed
as wives and mothers. Articles often focused on cooking and housekeeping,

and women were encouraged to be supporters for their husbands. Union
leader Suzuki Bunji, in particular, unashamedly addressed working women
1069¡ the activities of women in the SddómeiMûaikai, see:Suzukl, Joselto Rödô Kumial.
passim; On the aaivities ol women in the Hyôgikai, see: Sakurai Kinue,lHyôgikaiF_ujinfu no
katsudô nitsuile', Parls 1-3; Rekishi Hyôron, March 1976; March 1977; Oclober 1977.

107¡¡6¡sì,y Gordon, The Evolution ol Labour Retations in Japan, Heavy lndustty 1853-1955,
Cambddge, Massachusetts: Harvard Univercity Press, 1985.
108¡ese¡ Wakizô, Jokö Aishi, Tokyo, 1925 (reprint:Tokyo: lwanami Shoten, 1954). Hosoi's
work is drawn on by: Mikiso Hane, Peasants, Rebels and Outcastes: The Underside ol
Modern Japan, New York: Pantheon, 1982; E.P.Tsurumi, Factory Girls: Women in the
Thread Mills ol Meiji Japan, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1991.
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in the language of "good wives and wise mothers.'When women's work was

cons¡dered in the women's division journal, it was often in the context of

casual, home-based work, and advice was given on suitable home-based
work for housewives. The Friendly Society also, however, acknowledged

that some women were working alongside menfolk in factories, and the
union attitude to these workers was initially a protective one, as we have
seen in section 4.2 above.

It was not until 1917 that women could become full members of the
organization, and in the time atter the 1917 annual conference, some
attempts were made to mobilize working women. The women's division
would hold meetings and lectures in local areas, and atter contacts had
been built up among the working women, leaders would be chosen from
among them. Such women as Nomura Tsuch¡¡sl09 and Yamanouchi

Mina,l10 became act¡ve in the Yûaikai in this way. These local leaders
would then be responsible for broadening the contacts of the union, and

ensuring communication between local factories and the union
6¡¿¡ç¡ss.111

The Friendly Society was extensively reorganized at the 1919 Conference,
held from August 30th to September 1st. The organization was renamed the

Dai Nihon Rôdô Sôdömei-Yûaikai (Greater Japan General Federation of
Labour-Friendly Society), and transformed into something closer to a union

federation.ll2 The new Federation was administered by a Central Executive
109 ¡e¡ details of Norn¡ra Tzuchino's life and work, sse: Suzuki Yûko, Joseito Rôdö Kumiai,
p80.

110¡e¡ detaifs ol Yamanouchi Mina's life and worfi, see: Yamanouchi Mina, Yamanouchi Mina
Jiden: Jûnisaino Bôseki Jokô kara no Shôgai, Tokyo: Shlniuku Shobô, 1975.
f 11gu2u¡¡, Josei to Rödô KumiaL, p69.

112¡¡ 1929, the prelix 'Greateí was renþved on lhe grounds of connections with imperialist
tendencies. ln 1921, "Yûaikai" was rerþved from the namg.
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Committee, and an Executive Committee which comprised twentyfive
members elected

to

represent the regional councils.ll3 Two women,

Yamanouchi Mina and Nomura Tsuchino, were elected to the Executive
Committee. The twenty stated objectives of the revamped organization
included several which were directly relevant to working women: equal pay

lor equal work; the prohibition of night work; the appointment of inspectors
for women's work; and the abolition of indentu¡s6 ìJvq¡¡.114

The women's division was now chaired by lchikawa Fusae, and allocated a
separate budget. The name of the women's journal was to be changed from
Yûai Fujin (Friendly Society Woman) lo Rôdô

Fuiin

(Labour Woman), and it

seemed at first that this new t¡tle might signify a changed attitude towards the
women members of thesódó mei-Yûaika¡'115 Q¡e of lchikawa's first activities

was to chair

a public meeting on October Sth 1919 about issues

of

importance to working women. Around 1000 attended, mainly workers
involved in the textile industry. The distinguished guests, including Tanaka
Takako (who was due to be the Government's adviser on women workers at

the forthcoming lnternational Labour Conference),116 Hiratsuka Raichô,
Kaneko Shigeri, and ltô Noe, heard testimonies from several women
currently working as fac{ory operativs5.l l7

113¡¿¡ge, Organized Workers and Sociatist Potitics, pp25-26.
114¡¿¡96, Organized Wofuers

aN Socialist Politics, p26.

115gu2u¡¡, Joseito Rôdô Kumiai, gp76-77.

1169¡ Tanaka [Takanashit Takako's career, see: Sharon H. Nolte, Liberatism in Modern
Japan: lshibashi Tanzan and His Teachers, 1905-1960, Berkeley: University of California,
1987, ppl18-128.
l l7Suzukl, Josei to Rödô Kumia¿ pp78-81
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.

Yamanouchi and Nomura were already involved

in Sôdômei'YûaiKai

politics, but for most of the factory women it was their first time to speak in

public.l18 Kikuchi Hatsu's speech made a great impression. She spoke of

the problems of working mothers while cradling her baby. Kikuchi and
several other speakers called for a reduction of the working day to eight
hours. The other demand which was heard several times on th¡s evening

was for the abolition of night work for women.l19 Versions of these
speeches appeared in the November 1919 issue of the union journal, Rôdô

oyobi SangyS.lzo

lchikawa'S tenure as Secretary of the Women's Division was

to be short-

lived, however, for she resigned in November 1919 over conflict with the
union leadership about who would be women's advisor for the Japanese
delegation to the lnternational Labour Conference. lchikawa's resignation

meant that the journal Rôdô Fujin did not appear as planned.l2l The
Women's Division was further weakened after the defeat of the Sôdômei'

Yûaikai atfiliated spinning workers' union in the Fuji Gas Spinning Factory
Dispute at Oshiage in July 1920. Nomura Tsuchino and other leaders were

sacked from the factory as a result of this dispute. This was an important

strike which involved demands for the recognition

of

the union

by

118'yg¿¡¡¿¡ Fujinbu Taikai ni Mezametaru Jokô: Konrochi ya Kataage no Kien Banjô', Tokyo
Asahi Shinbun,6/1/0/1919, ciled in Maruoka Hldeko, Fujin Shisö Keisei Shi Nöto, Tokyo:

Domesu Shuppan, 1975, Volume 1, p133. The newspaper reportage of thls meetlng ls
distinguished by an excessive interest in the dress and appearance of the female delegates.

119¡6 Noe, 'Fujin Rôdôsha Taikai', Rôdô lJndô, No 2, 13/11/1919, cited in: Suzuki, Josei to
Rôdô Kumiar, p79.

1201¡s þumal Fujin Sekai (World of Women) also carried Kikuchi's article under the dramatic
tllle, 'The Cries of Working Mothers-. Yamanouch¡ wrole about "The Cries of Women in

Dormitories" ln the same issue. Kikuchi Hatsu, 'Konpchi Jokô no sakebi'; Yamanouchi Mina,
'Kishuku Jokô no Sakebi', Fujin Sekai, December 1919; cited in Suzuki, Josei to Rödô
Kumiai, p81.

1216¡ tchikawa's resignation, see Suzuki, Joseito Rödö Kumiai, pp81-86; interview with
lchikawa Fusae in Rekishi Hyóron Henshûbu, Nihon KindaiJoseishi e no Shögen, pp52-53.
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management.

lt also involved

dormitory workers, but their action was

suppressed by the management's preventing workers from leaving the
dormitory, and preventing Tsuchino from entering the dormitory after she
had been sacked. Although this particular dispute ended in failure, Suzuki
Yrlko points out ¡ts importance in developing a more assertive attitude in the

women workers, and training them for future activities. lt should also be
noted that the strikers received support from such prominent feminists as
Hiratsuka Raichô, tchikawa Fusae, and Wada tOkul yu¡se.122

Other women would attempt to carry on the activities of the Women's
Division, but it seems that they were initially faced with the incomprehension
of the male leaders of the union. Yamanouchi remembers that the attitude of

Sôdômei-Yûaikai leader Suzuki Bunji and his colleagues was that what
most women involved with the union really needed was to find a good
husband, and they would attempt to find suitable partners for such women
as Yamanouchi. lt is also possible to infer from Yamanouchi's reminiscences

that part of the reason that lchikawa did not fit in with the Sódó meFYttakai
leadership was that she did not meet the¡r expectations of suitable feminine

6.¡¿u¡su¡.123

ln April 1923 the issue of the now moribund Women's Division was raised at

the Kantô (Eastern Japan) and Kansai (Western Japan)

regional

conferences of lhe Sôdômei by Nozaka Ryôl24 and Kutsumi Fusako. The

decision was delegated to a committee by the Kansai conference, but
122gu2u¡¡, Joseito Rödô Kumiai, p87.

123'2¿Q¿¡lai: Rôdô Undô no naka no Senkutekl Joseitachi,' lJndóshi Kenkyû, No 11,
February 1983; exceçted in Suzukit, Josei to Rödô Kumiai, pp88-91. See also Taiirna Hide's
comme¡its on the ïeudal'attitudes of men in the labour movement. Tajima, Hitosuii no Michi,
p97.
1241¿¡¡¡6, Hitosuji no Michl pp116-120.
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passed at the Kantô conference.l25 The proposal for the revival of a central

Women's Division was taken to the Sôdômei annual general conference in

1924, but the decision was postponed until 1925. The Kantô Women's

Division continued its activities, and Nozaka Ryô was responsible for
producing a women's supplement to the union journal

Hôdö

(Labour) from

April 1924.

Just when the Women's Division seemed to be on a firm footing once again,

the first oltwo majorsplits occurred. ln April 1925, the first split resulted in
the establishment of the Hyôgikai. ln May 1926, the second split resulted in

the establishment of the Nihon Rôdô Kumiai Dômei. With the breakaway
first of communist-influenced elements to the HyôgikaL and then of centrist
elements to the Nihon R6dô Kumiai Dômei, the Sddómei was left in the

hands of the most conservative elements of the labour movement, who
continued their activities under the slogan of 'realism" (genjitsu-shugi). The

first split also, however, resulted in the loss of many of the major women

leaders from the SôdömeL Kutsumi Fusako, Komiyama 1s¡¡s,126
Yamanouchi Mina, Nozaka RyÖ, and Tanno Setsu left to join the new
Hyôgikai Federation.l2T Within the Sôdöme| the activities of the Women's
Division were first carried on by Matsuoka Komakichi, and then by lwauchi
Zensaku, leader of the newly created Kantô Bôshoku Rôdô Kumiai (Kantô

Textile Workers' Union). In 1926, the Sódómei and the KantÔ Textile
Workers' union were active in a campaign for the immediate banning of
night work for women. A petition of 50,000 signatures was presented to the
1251¡e Sôdômei was administered by two large regional councils in Eastem and Western
Japan. For further detalls of the Sôdômei administrative structure, see: Large, Organized
Workers and &cialist Politics.
126¡q¡ details ol Komiyama Tomie's life and work, see: interyiew with Komiyama in: Watanabe
Etsuji & Suzuki Yriko (eds) Undö ni Ka4eta Onnatachi: Senzen Fujin Undô e no Shôgen,
Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1980, pp8-52.
127 Taiima, Hitosujino

Mich| p118.
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Diet in March 1926.128 Petitions were supported by the distribution of
pamphlets in the streets of Tokyq.12e

lwauchi and the textile workers, however, lett the Sôdômei at the time of the

second split. While the Sôdômei had a Women's Division which had
operated sporadically from 1916 on, within the new Hyôgikai federation,

the necessity for a women's division had to be debated again from first
principles, this time under the influence of Comintern pronouncs¡s¡¡s.130

5.2.3.2 The Hyôgikai debates

on the Women's

Division

ln September 1925, a two day meet¡ng of representatives of local women's
divisions of the Hyôgikai was held, which produced the 'Women's Division
Thesis'. This sets out the relative numbers of male and female workers, and
demonstrates

that

because women are the majority of factory workers, it is

they who 'hold the key to the labour movement in Japan". The development

of class consciousness in women, however, has been hampered by their
place in the feudalistic family system, and by the feudal attitudes of both men

and women. lt is stated that women are bound by the twin shackles of sex

and class; that they are exploited as women and as workers; and thus
women must promote their own special demands.l31 1¡¡s document owes

an obvious debt to Yamakawa's paper on women's 'special demands',l32
1285¿¡6 Ken'bhi, 'Yagyô Klnshi no Hanashi', Serþi no Hikari, No 5, 18/8/1926, pp14-16;
'Fufin Yônen Rôdôsha no Yagyô Kinshi',Seþi no Hikari, No 13, 1511111926.
1

SSakura¡, Bosei Hogo lJrúö.st¡¿ pp48-49.

1305¿¡u¡¿¡ Klnue notes the lnfluerìce of the thlrd annual meeting of the Prolintern ln 1924,
which produced a list of ten demands related to the struggle of working women. Yamakawa
Kikue was responsible for translallng Profintern and Comintern policy on women and work
into Japanese. Sakurai Kinue, Bosei Hogo Undösñr, p54.
131'pu¡¡¡ KyÖgikai Têze', Oc{ober 1925; reproduced in Nihon Fujin Mondai Shiryö Sf¡¿iser,
Volume 3, pp422-426.

132gss section 5.2.2 abve.
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and the whole debate can be seen as an attempt by socialists to address the
quest¡on of 'equality versus 6¡11s¡s¡ss'.133

The demands listed in the thesis are: a 6 hour working day for women; the

prohibition of night work, overtime, and dangerous work for women; the
abolition of the dormitory system, with existing dormitories to be managed by

unions; the abolition of enforced savings; the abolition of wage differences
according to sex; nursing leave for working mothers of 30 minutes for 3
hours y¡s¡¡.134 These specific demands, as lnumaru Giichi has pointed out,

were a great advance on previously vague union policies on working
women.135 Many of the practical proposals for organizing women, however,

wsre quite similar to activities which had been carried out by lhe SùdômeF

Yûaikai: the holding of tea parties and lecture meetings, the publication of
pamphlets directed at women, the inclusion of a women's section in union
publications, the training of of women organizers, and the creation of a
central women's d¡v¡s¡on.

1

36

However there was immediate criticism of the proposal lor a separate
women's division to address these issues. Opponents of this proposal
included some of the major male socialist activists of the

Kenzô, Sugiura Keiichi, Mitamura Shirô, and Nabeyama

- Yamamoto
Sadachika - with

time

Yamakawa Hitoshi and Watanabe Masanosuke being distinguished by their
continued support for the women's division.l37 Opponents argued that the
133¡e¡ a dlsqJssion of similar issues with respec{ lo the Australian Communist Pafly, see Joy
Dannusi, ''The Woman Comrade": Equalor Different?', Women's Histoty Review, Volume 2,
No 3, 1993, ptr387-394.
1

34¡u¡¡¡ Kyôgikai rëze,

fi25.

135¡¡um¿ru Giichi,'Nihon niokeru Marukusr¡ shugi Fujinron', pl61.

136¡9¡¡¡ Kyógiat rôze, p42s.
137¡¡um¿ru, 'Nihon niokeru Marukusu shugi Fujínron', ppl57-158.
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creat¡on of a women's division would create a consciousness of division
between men and women which would militate against the development of

class consciousness; that women's issues were problems that should be
solved outside the union movement; that the functions of a women's division

could be met simply by having more women organizers; and that the
creation of a women's division would make the organization itself more
comPlicats6.l38

Watanabe Masanosuke responded to these criticisms in an article published
under the pen-name ltô Manabu. He argued that men and women must work

together against the common enemy: capitalists (sñiâonka). Because
women have been disadvantaged by years of feudal strictures (hôkenteki na

sokubaku), lhey need education and training. lt is awakened women
(jikakuseru fujin), who are best able to carry out th¡s work, and they can best
do this work with the support of the proper organizational structures, that is,

with the support of a women's division. The women's division will have the

function of facilitating communication between women members and the
other specialist divisions: the education division, the political division, the
recruitme¡1 6¡y¡s¡e¡.139 Yamakawa Hitoshi also published a defence of the

Women's Division proposa¡.140

The proposal was also defended by the Hyôgikai Printers' Union, who
argued that the failure to support the women's division demonstrated a
failure to recognise the special situation of women. Features of women's
l3SYoshimura-sel, 'Fujinbu to iu Dokuritsu Bunpn no HitsuyÖ lkaga', R6dó Shinbun, No 19,
1926.
139¡¡6 Manabu
[Watanabe Masanosukel, 'Rôdô Kumiai no Fujinbu wa Naze ni Hitsuyó ka'
Fujinbu Fuhitsuyô Ronsha ni Hantaisu', Tokyo Gôdô Rôdô KumiaiShuppanbu, March 1926;
in Nihon Fujin Mondai Shiryö Shûsei, Volume I, pp286-289.

140y¿¡¡¿¡¿wa Hitoshi, 'Musan Seitô to Fujin no Yôkyû', in Yamakawa Hitoshi & Kikue,
Musansha Undô to Fujin no Mondai, Tokyo: HakuyÖsha, Øober 1928.
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soc¡al situation included: the short-term nature of much women's work,
which made them harder to organize; the extra commitments of women
which made it harder for them to take part ¡n union activities; the fact that
women were in unskilled positions meant that they tended to work longer
hours for lower wages. Because unions have not taken these conditions into
account, they have been unable to organize women effectively (for example,

union meetings tend to be held at times which suit men who have free time

after work). Thus, a special women's division is necessary to reflect the

particular needs of women workers and

to carry out propaganda

and

education among women.141

The draft proposal for the setting up of a women's division in Hyôgikai
headquarters was presented to the second annual conference, held in April
1926.142 Tanno Setsu, who had been involved in the setting up of women's

divisions in local branches ol Hyôgikai affiliated unions, led this discussion.

She pointed out that on its founding the Hyôgikai had recognized the
importance of organizing women, who were the majority of factory workers in

Japan. Most local unions and regional branches had responded by setting

up women's divisions. ln the general headquarters, however, activities
related to women were carried out under the auspices of the Recruitment

Division (soshikibu), and that this had not been satisfactory. Tanno called
for clarification of the functions of the women's division, and for national coordination of the activities of women's divisions. Tanno's proposal clearly set

out the functions of each level of the organization. The proposed central

women's division would be responsible for formulating strategies for
141¡¡hq¡ Rôdô Kumiai Hyôgikai Shuppan Rôdô Kumlai,'Fujinbu Halshi Ron ni Hantaisu',
Shuppan Rôdô Kumiai KyÖiku Shuppanbu, March 1926, in Nihon Fujin Mondai Shiryô

Shlsel

volume

I,

pp291-295.

14216¡y6 côdô Rôdô Kumiai[Tanno Setsul,'Nihon Rôdô Kumial Hyôgikalsôhonbu FuJinbu
Setchi narabi ni Fujinbu KatsudÖ Tôitsu ni Kansuru Ketsugian', April 1924; reproduced in
Nilpn Fujin Moúai Shiryô Sh¿isel Volume 8, pp296-297.
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organ¡z¡ng and training women workers; for guidance and co-ordination of

regional women's divisions; and for collating information. The regional
women's divisions would be responsible for maintaining contact with local
unions; for relaying information from the general headquarters; and for the

gathering of information. Womsn's divisions in local unions would be
responsible for contact with women members; education and training of
women members; promotion ol the union, and recruitment of non-unionized

workers.la3

fþs

1926 Conference was unable to make a decision on the

proposal, and the discussion was delegated

to affiliated unions. The

proposal was linally passed at the third annual conference in May 1927.

Although the creation of the Women's Division may be seen as a victory for

women in the Hyôgikai, the actual implementation of the proposal was
somewhat different from what the women had demanded. A new Women's

League (Fujin Dômei) was to be created, which would work in parallel with

the union Women's Division. Rather than directing the union federation's
policies on women, the Women's Division's main task was to be liaison with

the Women's League which would organize working women and farming
women outside the union movemenl.

144

ln Yamakawa Kikue's comments on this issue, she chooses to argue directly

with Yamamoto Kenzô, who had argued that women's issues should be
handled outside the union organization: that is, through

a

separate

'Women's League". Yamakawa, however, is firmly opposed to the idea of a
separate women's league, arguing instead that all proletarian organizations

should strive

to increase the

membership

of women, and

increase

143'¡u¡¡¡6u Katsudô Tôitsu nl Kansuru Ketsugian', rôrd.

144¡¿¡gs,'The Romance ol Revolution', pp458-459. lnumaru,'Nihon ni okeru Marukusu
shugi Fujinron', pp1 63-164.
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educational activities directed at women.145 Wh¡le Yamakawa had been
pleased to argue for the creation of a women's division within the union

federation, in order that the organization could mobilize women more

effectively,l40 she is not willing to argue for autonomous women's
organizations outside the union movement. lt is interesting that she uses the

Sekirankai (with which she was involved at the beginning of the decade) as
a negat¡ve example of an autonomous women's organiz¿tie¡.l47

Yamakawa also cites the example of women's organizations in the United

States which organized solely on the basis of sex, but she sees such
organizations as basically bourgeois. For bourgeois women, she argues, the

basic conflict is between men and women (seibetsu ni yoru tairitsu). For

proletarian women, however sex can not take primacy over the class
struggle. Even though we may talk of the "proletarian women's movement'
(musan fujin undô), what we really mean is "the activities of women in the

general proletarian class movemsnl' (ippantekina musan kaikytt undô ni
okeru fujin no katsudô). Yamakawa then goes on to explain the phrase

'work among women', which was the standard Comintern position

on

organizing women148

Behind these debates on how to organize women were implicit theories of

the relationship between class politics and feminist politics. Until the mid14Sy¡¡¡¿¡¿rya Kikue, 'Fujln Dômei to Kumial FuJinbu', August 1926; reproduced in Nihon
Fujln MondauiShiryö Sf¡¡lser, Volume 8, pp297-303. Yarnakawa's statement was included in
lhø Hyôgikai discussion papers on the Women's Division issue, and published in Yamakawa
Hitoshi & Kikue, Musansha lJndö to Fujin no MoMa| Tokyo: HakuyÖsha, Oclober 1928. See
also: Nihon Rôdô Kumial Hyögikai ôsaka Ch¡hô Hyôgikai Sh¡kkô linkai,'Fujinbu nl Kansuru
ken', October 1926.
146y¿¡¿¡¿¡¡¡a,'Fulin no Tokushu Yôky¡l';see sec'tion 5.2.2 above.

147y¿¡¿¡¿wa, 'Fujin Dômei to Kumiai Fujinbu', p301; p302.
l48Yamakawa, Fujin Dômeito Kumiai Fujinbu, p298. The phrase in prssented in both English
(vrcrk anong women) and Japanese (lujin rc aida niokeru shigoto).
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1920s most of those involved in unions had almost unconsciously given
primacy to the class struggle. Male union organizers had either ignored
women workers or assumed that the liberation of the working class would

automatically mean the liberation of women, too. ln Yamakawa's early
writings we can also see this tendency to assimilate women's struggles into
the class struggle.

The debates over women's divisions in unions introduced the possibility that

women may have different needs from men. Although women within the
socialist movement were willing to argue for women's 'special demands', or
to argue that women's "special situation" meant that ditferent strategies were

to mobilize women effectively, these demands were always
presented in terms of allowing men and women to co-operate more
necessary

etfectively in fighting for the liberation of the proletariat.l49

Yamakawa's thought on these issues had gained in subtlety since her
earlier, rather ritualistic dismissal ol the demands of bourgeois women. She
was thus able to argue cogently for the creation of women's divisions within

unions, in order to strive for some of the objectives she had previously
criticised as "bourgeois'. Yamakawa still, however, gave primacy to the class

struggle and did not stray far from the Comintern line on "work among
women". There were, however, problems with this position, as Yamakawa
herself realized. Women were still prevented by Article Five of the Peace

Police Law from becoming full members of political parties. Thus,
Yamakawa could argue for the full integration of women into labour unions,

farmers' unions, youth groups, and other proletarian organizations, but
149¡¡ ¡s also possible to question how far these debates inftuenced the activities of lhe
"matestream. organizations and publications. lnurnaru Giichi reporls that the Manrist þurnal
Marukusushugi only ran five articles on women's lssues between 1926 and 1929, while its
successor, Purctetaria Kagaku carried only one article on womsn's issues. lnumaru Giichi,
'Nihon niokeru Marukusu shugi Fujinron', pl59.
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womsn's ¡ntegrat¡on into political parties was impossible without the
complete repeal of Article ¡¡vs.150

ln etfect, what happened in the 1920s and the 1930s was that each of the

major union federations had a women's division,

while each of the

proletarian political parties (which roughly corresponded with the structure of

the union federations) had an atfiliated women's league. Thus, women's
activities within the proletarian movement were divided between these
different organizations, and generally followed the splits and alliances of the

'malestream" organizations. A further layer of organization involved the
mobilization of rural u¡q¡¡s¡s.151

150¡¡ e¡¡¡¡ be remembered that the 1922 revision of Article Five had made

it possible for
women to attend and speak at public meetings, but women were still prevented from
becoming members of political parties.
151U¡¡¡¡s socialisls in urban areas attempted to mobilize factory workers, thers were also
attempts to mobilize tenant farmers and farm labourers. As the majority of the population was
still engaged in agricultural labor, this was obviously an important constituency lor the socialist
movement, and the best strategy for organizing ruralworkers was a vitalquestion lor socialist
theory. Those in rural areas wore often seen to carry the remnants ol feudal ideology most
strongly, part¡cularly with respecl to women. Rural areas were also, howevgr, the site for
various m¡litant protests: rice riots and tenant farmer disputes in the contemporary period, and
a history of peasant uprisings dating back to the Tokugawa period. The Nihon Nômin Kumiai
(Japan Farmers' Unlon) was formed ln 1922, and a women's divislon was establlshed in 1927.
A statemenl on the activitles of the women's divlsion was produced ln June 1927. The
specific situation of ruralwomen is set out firsl of all. Ruralwomen, who work alongside their
husbands in farm labour, are said lo be an integralpart ol the rural rþvemont. While women
have often shown their bravery in disputes, they have not always been mobilized etfectively.
They should be seen as parl of a special actlon unil (tokubetsu katsudô butal), rathsr than
simply as a reserve army of labour (rôdöryoku no hojû buta¡). ln this documenl the queslion of
the sexualdivision ol labour is addressed rnore directly than in most of the union documents,
While union documents often menlioned women'g double burden, they rarely mentioned
strategies lor adressing thls problem. The farmers' unlon, however, states lhat thers ¡s no
reason to take lhe sexual divislon of labour for granted. When men and women are engaged
ln a comrnon struggle, it may be equally appropriate for men to cook and forwomen to take up
the hoe. Policies of the women's diviskrn also address the question ol childcare, specifically
mentlonlng the need lor communal creches for the busy season. Other pollcles mentioned
are similar to the other proletarian women's organizations: female sutfrage, paid maternity
leave lor working women, and the provision of lree clinics lor pregnant women. However, it is
seen to be most appropriate for a Women's League (Fujin Dömei) to address these issues.
The Women's Division of the Farmers'Union should supporl the activities of the consumers'
co-operatlve and the women's league, and facilitate the part¡cipatlon of women in rural
disputes. This statement makes severaladvances in its porlrayalof women as equalparlners
in rural strugglss. A full discussion of socialist attempts to mobilize women ar¡d men in rural
areas is unfortunately outside lhe scope of the present study, but the ¡mportance of rural
areas for any political movement in Japan should be remembered. Maruoka, Nihon Nôson
Fujin Mondar,' Maruoka, Fujin Shisô Keisei ShiNôto, ppl55-156; Walanabe & Suzuki, Tatakai
ni lkite, pp139-141; Makise, Hitamuki no Onnatach¿ ppl16-130; Nihon Nômin Kumiai Chûô
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After the ratification of the women's division proposal in 1927, the women's
division acted to support women engaged in disputes. A statement issued in

June 1927 listed the kinds of demands already being pursued, and a new
demand for the 'protec'tion of women during menstruat¡s¡'.l52 ln September

1926, lhe Hyôgikai and the Labour Farmer party held a meet¡ng which

called for the enactment of five pieces of legislation: an Unemployment
Benefits Law, a Minimum Wage Law, an Eight Hour Day Law, a Health
lnsurance Law, and a Working Women's Protection Law.153

¡

national

movement for the institution of such legislation was started, but lhe Hyôgikai

eventually succumbed to government suppression, and was dissolved in

April 1928. The successor to the Hyôgikai,

the

Japan Labour Union

National Conference (Nihon Rôdô Kumiai Zenkoku Kyôgikai: abbreviated
as Zenkyô) was formed

in

December 1928.

The "realists" of lhe Sôdômei continued in their efforts to mobilize working
women. The creation of lhe Rödô Fujin Henmei (Working Women's League)

in 1927, was one important step. The leader of the League was Akamatsu
Akiko.154

¡¡

1922, Akamatsu Tsunekol55 joined lhe Sôdömei Women,s

Division, where she would continue her efforts on behalf of working women

Jônln finkai, 'Fujlnbu Kakuritsu ni kansuru Shirei', ln Nihon Fujin Mondai Shiryö Sñdse¿
Volume

I,

pp317-319.

1521¡s first dispute calling for menstrualion leave was carried out by women conductors on
Tokyo public transporl ln July 1928. Sakurai, Bosei Hogo Undô Sf¡l pp56-59.
1539¿¡r¡¡¿¡, BoseiHogo tJndô Shi, p57.
154¡¡1¿¡¡¡¿¡su Aklko was the wlfe of Akamatsu Katsumarc. For detallsot Akamatsu Aklko's

tle

and work, see lnterview with Akamatsu Akiko in: Watanabe & Suzuki,Undô n¡ Kaketa
Onnatachi, pp81-106.
155 ¡¡a¿¡¡¿¡su Tsuneko was the slster of Akamatsu Katsumaro. While Akamatsu Katsurnaro
and his wife Akiko moved towards national socialism, Tsuneko continued in lhe social
dgmocrat¡c movement. For detailsof Akamatsu Tsuneko's life and work, sss: Akamatsu
Tsuneko Kenshôkai, Zassö no Yô ni Takumashiku: Akamatsu Tsuneko no Ashiato, Tokyo,
1977.
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until 1940. One of Akamatsu Tsuneko's achievements was the publication of

the long-awaited women's journal Rôdô Fujin (Labour Woman).l5e

5.2.3.3 Women in the Nichiro Unions
ln the centrist Nihon Rôdô Kumiai Dômei, lwauchi Zensaku continued his

efforts to mobilize women workers through the Japan Textile Workers'
Union, and its journal, Seigi no Hikari (The Light of Justice).1s2 The Nichirô

group also created adult education classes for women workers. The Rôdô

Jojuku (Labour Women's School) was led by Orimoto [Tatewaki] Sadayo, a
labour activist who would go on to be an important writer on the history of

working women in Japan.158

f¡s¡

November 1927, the Japan Textile

Workers' Union co-operated with the National Women's League (Zenkoku

Fujin Dômei¡tse on a Committee calling for the abolition of night work for
women.

5.3 lmaglnlng Women Workers
We have seen above that participants in left-wing organizations had largely

failed to see women as workers and thus as potent¡al comrades and
unionists. Part of women's struggle for recognition within the socialist
movement involved the creation of specific organizations devoted to the
attainment of women's 'special demands'. lt was also, however, necessary
15696¿6 pv¡¡n (Facsimile editlon: Tokyo: Hôsel Dalgaku ôhara Shakai Mondai Kenkyûji
SôdômeiGojûnen ShlKankô linkal, 1978-1985, 6 volumes).

1571¡s textile workers' union affillated with the Sôdômei was the KantÖ Textile Workers
Union. Alter the second split lwauchl lett to þin the Nihon Rôdô Kumiai Dômel, and organized
textile workers under the Japan Texlile Workers'Union. Serg no Hikari continued under the
umbrella of the Japan Textlle Workers'Unlon. Relevant documents and newsletlers of bolh
these unions are hô6 ¡n the Ôhara Social Research lnstitute.

15856s interviews with Tatewakisadayo in Rekishi Hyôron Henshûbu, Nihon Kindai Joseishi
e no Shögen, p169, pp177-179: Watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakai ni lkite, pp194-210; and
TatewakiSadayo, Aru Henre4i no Jijöden, Tokyo: SÖdô Bunka, 1980.

1596¡ hø Nichirô atfillated NallonalWomen's League, see section 6.2.3 below.
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to transform the conventions of writing about women. lt was,

necessary

in

other words,

to imagine women as 'workers", as "comrades", and as

"unionists'. ln the next sections, I will consider the representations of women

in union publications.

I will be drawing on publications directed at women workers in the nineteen

twsnties, including a journal called Seigi no Hikari (The Light of Justice),
produced by

the Nichirô atfiliated Japan Textile Workers'

Union.160

lwill

also refer to such publications as Rôdô Fujin (Labour Woman), the journal
of the Sôdômei Women's Division, and Mirai (Future), produced by Tajima

Hide, lrom the left of the proletarian ¡evs¡¡s¡t.161 Bepresentations of
women in such publications highlight the difficulty of a woman try¡ng to
speak from the position of "worke/', and once again dramatise the tensions

found in Fukuda's autobiography, between being a woman, and trying to be

a political activist at the same time.This discussion will be organized around
recurrent themes in the representation of women workers.

5.3.1 Loyal SubJects: Worklng

îor the Natlon

Since the 1870s, work in cotton and silk spinning factories had been
presented as a patriotic activity. Factory work for women was presented as

being analogous to military service for men. That is, patriotic activity was

seen in gendered terms. Companies played on notions of patriotism in
propaganda directed at women workers, through company songs which

160çep¡se ol the
þumalol the Nihon Bôshoku R0d0 Kumiai, Seigi no Hikari,1926-1935 are
held in the ôhara Social Research lnstitute.
1611¿¡¡¡¡¿ establ¡shed the Women's Work Research lnstitute (Fujin Rödô Chösajo) and
starled publishing the monthly þurnal Mirai, in March 1926. Extant issues ol Mirai are held in
the ôhara Social Research lnstitute. Tajima, Hitosuji no Michi, ppl24-138; Maruoka, Fujin
Shisö Keisaishi Nôto, p1 41 -143.
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described women spinning and reeling 'for the nation", and through special
publications directed at wome¡ ws¡¡s¡s.162

Propaganda about factory work as patriotic activity, however, was not
matched by concomitant respect for the factory women. ln discussion of the
need for factory legislation, as we have seen in section 4.1 above, ditferent

conceptions of the national interest were played off against each other. The

national interest in maintaining profitable industry was, for

a long time,

deemed to be more important than the nat¡onal interest in maintaining the
health of the mothers of the next generation.

Well into the 1920s, factory owners attempted to exploit workers more
effectively through appeals to patriotic feeling, although workers themselves

were cynical about such appe¿¡s.163 Union organizers, also, however, used

the language of patriotism. This was particularly true of Sãdômei affiliates.

As Stephen Large and others have pointed out, Sôdômei leader Suzuki
Bunji and his followers always atfirmed the values of patriotis¡¡.164

While workers were cynical about appeals to self-sacrifice in the name of
patriotism, they were able to find other justifications for their work. The fact

that they were working for the good of their families made their sacrifices
worthwhile for at least some of the factory workers.

162çe¡p¿¡y songs and publicatlons are analysed

in Tsurumi, Factory Girts, pp93-96.

163gss, lor example, women workers' accounts of company moral training sessions,
published in the July 1929 issue of Rödô Fujin Hiklchi Harue, 'Shlnyagyô ni kawaru
ShtlyÖdan'; Takagi Toshiko,'Shûyödan no Naimaku', Rödô Fujin, No 20, July 1929;
reproduced in Suzuki, Joseito Rôdô Kumia,, ppl56-159.
1ô4Large, The Rise ol Labour: Suzuki, Josei to Hödö Kumiat.
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5.3.2 Daughters and Brides: Working for the Family
ln the factory workers' songs collected by labour historians and reproduced

in union journals, there are frequent references to the workers' families.l65

This may take the form of a lament, in songs which describe feelings of
homesickness. ln other cases women workers are portrayed as martyr
figures, engaging in self-sacrifice for the sake of their families. Factory
owners attempted to redirect these feelings of familial obligation. ln company

propaganda, the factory could be presented as a surrogate family, with the
factory owner as a father figure. Once again, however, wokers were cynical

about such appeals, and had no trouble in exposing the dubious logic
behind these appeals to familial feeling.

Union organizers also identified female workers with the family in various

ways. This could take the form of a paternalistic attitude towards women
workers, seen most strikingly in the case of textile union leader, lwauchi
Zensaku, who referred to women workers as his 'children' and who was in
turn addressed as 'fathef.l66 The family could also serve as a metaphor for

a community based on solidarity and co-operation, as ¡t had for the early
socialists.l6T A poem which appeared in the fifth edition of Seþi no Hikari,
invited women workers to see the union as a surrogate family:
... We will be saved by the union
The union will become our brother and sister and our parent
165s.1.'JokÖ no Uta:JokÖ Aishi no NakaYori', Seigino Hikari, No 3, pp24-8.

166¡w¿us¡¡ revealed his attitudes to women workers in a later interview with Watanabe Etsuji.
While sirrcere ln his effoñs to reach women workers through the Japan Textile Workers Union,
through the lournal Selgl no Hikarl, and through a pamphlet dlrec'ted at women workers
(fwauchi Zensaku, Jokôsan ni O4uru, Tokyo: Nihon Rôdô SödÖmei Kantô BÖshoku Rôdô
Kumlai, 251711926.: held ln Ohara Social Research lnstitute), lwauchi believed that thsse
women were different lrom male workers, and that any discussþn ol socialism had to be
introduced carefully. In speeches, he would commencg with lunny stories, before steering
the discussion to a simplified explanation ol socialism and unionism. Watanabe & Suzuki,
Tatakai ni lkite, pp180-185.

167gse chapter 3 above.
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We will join hands with our brothers and sisters in the union
Brandishing the union flag
We will advance on the path to justice
Towards a bright 1u1u¡sl68

Both factory owners and union organizers tended to see women workers as

future brides, filling in time before marriage. For factory owners, this meant

that women workers were an expendable temporary workforce, to

be

exploited for a few short years and easily replaced by other young women.
For union organizers, this meant that women were not seen as providing a
firm foundation for the creation of a strong base for the union teus¡s¡1.169

ln the contributions of the male union organisers to the journal Eeigi no

Hikari, it is possible to discern a reluctance to see women as 'workers'.
Women workers w€re seen as daughters, wives, or potential brides, so that

the union organisers tended to address women in these positions, rather
than simply addressing them as fellow workers. This often led to some
convoluted and original arguments for the necessity of unions. A worker from

the Azuma branch, writing under the inititals Y.S., reinforced the stereotype

that women were only working for a few years before marriage, and
expressed sympathy with women

who might not be able to find a husband

on their return to their villages.

He argued, however, that if they would only support the union's campaign

for the abolition of night shitt, they would be able to use their evenings to

l6SKawamatsu Kaneko, Watashlno Kokoro no Yorokobl', Seigi no Hikari, No 5, pl1.
1691¡¡s picture of women workers was no longer accurate by lhe 1920s and 1930s. Barbara
and

origin
Cotton

lndustry" op. cit.
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learn cooking, flower arranging, and all of the other skills which would help
them to find a good husbandl

lf we can get the people of Tokyo to sign our petition, this will

contribute to your happiness. Please think of any help you give

to our movement as being part of your training for marriage.
Belore long we will see the abolition of night work and the

reduction of working hours.Then, if you use your evenings for
training in various accomplishments, you will give all the young
men a surprise when you return to your villlags.l70

After the abolition of night work for women in 1929, both companies and
unions offered evening classes for women workers. ln both cases, sewing,

cooking, flower arranging and tea ceremony featured strongly. ln other
words, both companies and unions presented these evening classes as
providing women workers with training in feminine accomplishments. Each

set of activities, however, masked another ideological agenda. Company
classes would be accompanied by lectures on moral training, which would
emphasize patriotism, feminine values, loyalty to company and family, and
hard work. Union classes would be accompanied by education in the ideas

behind unionism. ln the case of the Sôdômei affiliates, patriotic values
would be melded with social democratic unionism. ln the case of the centrist

Nichirô affiliates, such as the Labour Women's School run by Orimoto
[Tatewaki] Sadayo in the Kameido region of Tokyo, Marxist ideas would be
presented in simplified fs¡¡.171

The labour schools were thus negotiating a contradictory set of ideas about
women workers. They used feminine stereotypes in order to attract women
to the labour schools, and taught sewing and cooking as promised. Once in

the schools, however, women were also trained as more or less militant

170 56¡9¡ no Hikari,

2, 18t511g26.

171¡¡¿¡s¡¿6e & Suzuki, Tatakaini tkite, ppl94-210.
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un¡on¡sts. Participants in some of the strikes of the early depression years
later acknowledged the ¡nfluence of the labour sç¡s6¡s.

172

5.3.3 Caged Blrds
Women in factories often worked twelve hour days in dark and steamy
factories, spending the remaining hours of the day in cramped dormitories,

their freedom severely restricted. These conditions were particularly
prevalent in textile f¿61s¡1ss.173 Such conditions were described in
numerous songs figuring faaory workers as caged birds:
Factory work is prison work,
All it lacks are iron chains.
More than a caged bird, more than a prison,
Dormitory life is hateful.
...1 want wings to escape from here,
To fly as far as those distant sf¡e¡ss.174

It seems that the major way of imagining liberation from this situation was to
imagine escape. lndeed, the fantasy of escape in these songs matches the

workers' preferred way of changing their situation in the earliest days of
industriali2¿¡¡e¡.

I 75

The songs of the factory workers provided solidarity and comfort during the

long working day. We could perhaps see these songs as forms of

1726¡¿1¿¡¿be & Suzukl, Tatakaini lkite, pp204-207.

1736e¡6¡¡¡ens were often more bearable ¡n other industries. See interviews with women
nilkile, Makise, Hitam¿ki no Onøtechl

workers in Watanabe & Suzuki, Talakai

174y¿¡"roto Shlgemi, Aa NomugiTôge, pp388-389;translation in Tsurumi, Factory Girts,
pp98-99. A version of this song is reproduced in Sergr no Hikari. no 3, pp24-8.
175¡¡ 1697, it was estimated that 45 per cent ol female workers, atÉ 42 per cent ol male
wofiers in cotton factories left their jobs before a year was up. Tsurumi, Factory Gftls, pl54.
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resistance,lT6 as one of the'weapons of the weak".177 What happens,
however, when such songs are taken away from the immediate conten of
the working day and recycled as tsxts?l78

These songs were collected by labour historians and became part of the
cultural resources available to represent women workers. Labour organizers
recycled the imagery of workers' songs and re-presented this lmagery in
union journals directed at women in the textile mills. They reproduced the

songs about caged birds and this trope was reinforced by visual
imagery.The metaphor of the caged bird is one which is constantly referred
to in the songs , illustrations and artictes in union journals.lTs

Seigi no Hikari drew on journalistic representations of women workers, from
such works as Jokó

Aishi (The Pitiful History of the Factory Girls). This book,

written in 1925 by Hosoi Wakizô, a male factory worker who was connected

with the Proletarian Arts Movement, has become one of the classics of

modern Japanese labour history.l80 Q¡s of the most heart-wrenching
features of Hosoi's story of the textile workers is his collection of the songs

1769¡ songs used as weapons ol resistance by nursemaids, see Mariko Asano Tamanoi,
'Songs as Weapons: The Culture and History of Komori (Nursemaids) in Modern Japan',
Journalol Asian Studies, Volume 50, No 4, November 1991, pp793-817.
177ç.¡. James C. Scott, Weapns

of the Weak: Everyday Forms ol Peasant

Resistance,

Newhaven: Yale Unlversity Press, 1985.
178p¿ç1ery workers'songs have been used by E.P. Tsurumìtin Fac'tory Gri./s, as an archive
lrom which to gain evidence ol worklng conditions and altitudes of women workers during the
Meijiperiod. ln this chapter I am Interested ¡n the transformation of thls asped ol oralculture
into lext. Once the womsn workors'songs have been reproduced in works ol labour history or
in union þurnals, they become pail of the culturalrepertoire of images of women workers, and

are divorced lrom lhelr immediate context. lt ls the use of such imagery withln labour
movement writings ln the nineteen twentles that I analyse in this chapter.
1795ss, for example, the diary ol a female lac[ory worker illustrated by a caged bird. Ogura
Michiko,'Jokô no Nlkkf, Seþi no Hikari, no 3, ppl2-13.

18O¡esqi Wakizó, Jokô Aishi, Tokyo: lwanami BunkÖ, 1954. Workers'songs were also
collected in: TaishûtÖ Jigyôbu (edsl Puroretaria Kashû, 231511931.
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sung by the women workers, which represent their extreme repression and
exploitation. lt is these songs which are re-presented to the textile workers in

the pages of the union journal. The following song, collected by Hosoi, was
reproduced in the textile workers' journal in 1926:
I am a mill girl : rain that falls in spring
Silently sobbing on my own

When will the sky clear?
My pillow is wet with endless tears
I am a mill girl : a frail bird
Even though I have wings I can't fly away
Even though I can see the sky l'm stuck inside a cage
A tiny bird with broken wings

I am a mill girl: a fragile flower
A bud spoiled by frost
Even though spring is here I won't bloom
A tiny, tiny bud
I am a mill girl: a lonely star
Far away from my family
Twinkling in the dark, night sky
A tiny star brimming with 1s¿¡s.l81

This song was thus part of a complex cycle of representations: first of all
sung by the textile workers themselves, then collected by Hosoi in a work of
popular journalism, and finally re-presented to the textile workers in the
union journal. What does the recycling of these images of fragility, pathos,

and loneliness tell us about union attitudes to women workers?

It is possible to argue, as Patricia Tsurumi has done, that these songs reflect
a consciousness of these women's identity as

jokô (factory girls).142

[ might

also be possible to argue that by recycling these workers' songs, the union

journals were showing respect for women's own self-representations.
However, I am interested not only in the description of oppression, but in the
181Se¡g¡ no Hikari, No

2, 18t5t1926,p25.

1821surumi, Factory Girls, p194-197.
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linguistic and cultural resources available to imagine the possibility of
liberation. Can these images of fragility and pathos (spring rain, fragile
flowers, frail birds, lonely stars) be used to imagine the possibility of shared
political action, as the basis for a political movement? As bell hooks has
pointed out:

Literature emerging from marginalised groups that is only a
chronicle of pain can easily act to keep in place existing
structures of dominat¡e¡. I 83
ln the writings of at least some activists, there were attempts to appropriate
the imagery of these songs for political ends. Male union leader Asô Hisashi
referred to the "caged bird' song, which was apparently popular outs¡de the
factories. Asô used this imagery to argue that all workers were in the position

of caged birds. ln the case of women workers, however, they were seen to
suffer double imprisonment by the twin cages of class and sex. In the case of
women, even

if

"with their feeble strength" they were able to break out of the

cage of class exploitation, they would still be subject to exploitation as
women. Once again, however, this imagery laments the seriousness of

women's oppression, rather than providing

a

means

to

imagine the

transformation of that silr¡¿1¡e¡. 1 84

However, the trope of imprisonment was more than

a mere metaphor.

Women workers were literally prevented from leaving dormitories outside
working hours, and this was one focus of union writings on womsn workers.

Hyôgikai organizer Watanabe Masanosuke (writing under the pen-name ltô
1836s¡¡ hooks,'Narratives

ol Struggle', in Philomena Mariani (edl Criticat Fic:tions: The Politics
ol lmaginative Writing, Bay Press: Seattle, 1991, p59.
184¡s6 Hisashi, 'Nijû rn Kusari', Seigi no Hikari, No 3 pp4-6. See also Kamijô Aiichi's article
on Japan's working women, where, in discussing the problem posed for the union rnovement
by the relative inaccessibility of women ln dormitorles, he qu¡te naturally uses the caged blrd
metaphor to descr¡bs these women. KamijÖ Aiichi, 'Nihon no Fujin Rôdôsha', Seigi no Hikari,
no 4,151711926, p4.
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Manabu), for example, described the situation of women workers in factory

dormitories as " a system of imprisonment which accompanies the tratfic in
human beings" (jinshin baibai o tomonau kankin seido). 185 The abolition of

the dormitory system was a standard item in union policies on,women
workers, and often featured as a demand in labour disputes involving
women workers.

lt was also argued that the reform or abolition of the

dormitory system was a necessary condition lor the development of the
union movemenl.

18G

One dispute, which occurred in Hodogaya in November 1925, was referred
to as the "caged birds' st¡iks.187 Several of the strikers' demands referred to
restrictions on the freedom of women in dormitories. ln addition to calling for

a reduction in working hours, they demanded freedom to leave the dorm¡tory
and to meet visitors, and freedom to withdraw their own savings at will. The

demand that "workers should be allowed to return home immediately on
receipt of a telegram reporting a family illness or other problem' suggests
how severely workers' freedom was restricted.lSS

l¡

this particular dispute

the workers were only successful in having their working hours ¡s6uçs6.189

The issue of dormitories, however, would recur in labour disputes involving

women workers. Eventually,in a dispute at the Tôyô Muslin lactory in
Kameido in May 1927, women workers did gain the right to leave the
dormitory at will.le0 Suzuki Yûko has described this victory as having the
18516¡y6 Gôdô Rôdô Kumiai Nankatsu Shibu (ltô Manabu),'Klshukusha Seido Teppai Undô
ni Kansuru Ketsugian', April 1926; in Nihon Fujin MondaiShiryö Shûsei, Volume I, pp295296.
1866¿¡¡¡6 Aiichi,'Nihon no Fujin Rôdôsha', p6.
1879¿¡1¡5s, Hitamuki no Onnatachi, p54.

18893¡¡ss, Hitamuki no Onnatachl, p55.

1891¡¡s, however, was an important concession for women workers with domestic
responsibilties ; Makise, H ita¡n¿ki no Onnatach¿ ¡b¡d.
1905u2ufd, Jokô to Rôdö Sôgi, p28; Gordon Lafuur and lmperial Democracy,
,
9225.
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force of a 'declaration of human rights" (jinken sengen) for women
yvs¡¡s¡s.191

5.3.4 Sexual Exploltatlon
The imagery of caged birds was also used to describe another group of
workers: those who had been indentured into prostitution.l92 Once again,

the trope of imprisonment was more than mere metaphor. As Yamakawa

pointed out ¡n her advocacy of the abolition of licensed prostitution,
prost¡tution was a particular kind of unfree labour. Prostitution could also be

used as a shorthand term for the exploitation of women under the capitalist
system: women are forced into prostitution while men are forced into military
ssrv¡ss.193

For lactory women, there was a feeling that very little separated them from
the fate of the prostitute. As E.P. Tsurumi has pointed out, in the early days of
industrialization, there was little choice between being sold to a brothel and
being sent to a factory to work otf payments advanced to the worke/s family.

For later generations, women workers who lett the factories were likely to
end up as waitresses or in other jobs in lhe mizu-shôbai (entertainment and
hospitality industry) which often slid into prostitution.

191Su¿u¡¡, Jokô to Rôdô Sôg[ p27.

192599 Nishikawa Fumiko, 'Yoshiwara Kenbutsu no Kl', ln seclion 3.4 above. See also
lwauchl Tomie's account of women from the licensed quarters who came to the Airir¡dan for
help after the eadhquake ol 1923. They were described in the press as 'caged birds who had
been set lree' (hanatareta kagino tori). The Airindan was a Christian socialist organization in
the Nippori region of Tokyo, managed by lwauchl Zensaku and lwauchl Tomie. Watanabe &
suzuki, Iafakai ni lkite, p127-128.
193gss section 5.2.1 above.
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Even for factory women, who were not explicitly engaged in sexual labour,
sexual harassment was always a possibility, as dramatised in the following
song:
This company is like a brothel
We are whores who live by selling our faces
in Hida geisha get thirtyfive sen
Common prostitutes get fifteen sen
Spinning maids get one potatol9a

5.3.5 Worklng Mothers
As we have seen, the stereotypical image of a woman worker was a young
girl, fresh from the country, filling in a couple of years before marriage. When

motherhood was mentioned it was as a potentiality, as the future of these
young women. The future role of these women as 'mothers of the nation'
was one of the justifications for the implementation of protective legislation

for women workers. Êarly socialists used the maternal as an image which
encapsulated the caring values of a socialist society, while others linked
maternal values with pacif¡s¡¡.195

ln reality, however, depending on the region and industry, an increasing
number of women workers in factories were married and had children. ln the

1920s, the pages

of

Seigi no Hikari started

to reflect this reality.ls6 The

maternal image often, however, involves conflict. The potential contradiction

involved in being both mother and worker is dramatised

in a

visual

representation of a mother leaving her child behind as she departs for the

factory (Appendix 1, Figure 3). A similar sense of conflict is expressed in
Gotô Miyoko's poetry from the late nineteen twenties:
194¡2 NomugiTöge, lrenslation in Tsurumi, Faclory Girts.
195¡s¡ a deta¡led discussion of the use of maternal imagery, see Vera Mackie, 'Motherhood
and Pacifism in Japan, 1900-1937, Hecate, Volume 14, no 2, 1988, passim.
1966¿¡¡¡¡6 Aiichi, 'Nihon no Fujin Rôdósha', Seigi no Hikari, no 4,1517t1926, pp5-6.
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A haggard mother runs to the factory,
her child racing atter her; no time to wipe his nose.
At last the baby sucks firmly, but the atternoon work-siren
snatches away the breast.
Children clinging lett and right the mother washes rice.
The western sun shines on her breasts.

Do not leave those women behind.
Their steps are slow because they carry those who will build
tomorrow's wq¡1c|.197
ln the journal Seigi no Hikari, labour organizer lwauchi Zensaku employs
rather extravagant imagery to show that he values the contribution of women
workers:
Factory sistersl How fine you lookl

You should realise you are the mother [goddesses] of

humanity.
What would happen to the world if you were to stop workingl
You are responsible for producing beautiful fabrics, weaving,
and spinning - the products which make up a large part of our
country's wealth.
And that is not all - goddess sistersl
lf you were to refuse to bear and bring up children, the human
race would disappear from the face of the earth.
What a frightening responsibilityl
You should be proud of being women and of being mill girlsl
You, who have the pride of being workers, and the important
job of being mothers, should be worshipped as goddessss¡1eB

Visual imagery from labour movement publications portrays an uneasy
amalgam of socialist realism and allegory. Do the nursing mothers in these
illustrations represent actual working class mothers, or the abstract values of

compassion which were thought to be a feature of the socialist movement?
(Appendix 1, Figures 4-5)1ee

1976s¡6 Miyoko, tAm Ative, Oakland University: Katyd¡d Books, 1988, p34.
198¡wsuç¡¡ Zensaku, Seigi no Hi1ari,

1995ss the discussion of maternal imagery in European socialist publications in Eric
Hobsbawm, 'Man and Woman: lmages on the Lett', ln Worlds ol Labour: Further Studies in the
History ol Labu¡ London: Weidenfeld & Nicolson, p97.
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5.3.6 Factory Glrls
Women workers wers described as

iok6 (female operative, factory

girl).

Jokô was otten a rather derogatory label, but there were also attempts to
turn this label into a positive form of identity.2OO One such attempt was Nagai

Chôzô's contr¡bution to an early edition

jokô

oI Yûai Fujin. Nagai argued that

should be respected rather than looked down on. However, in his

attempt to dispel negat¡ve stereotypes of factory girls, he reinforces a few
more stereotypes of feminine qualities:

Rather, women workers are serious and patient, and work
steadily without shirking. Because they pay attention to detail,
and have nimble fingers, they don't make careless errors, and
always tidy up properly.2ol

There wsre also attempts to validate the identity of factory girls in songs:
Don't dismiss us as factory girls
Factory girls are a treasure chest for the company (kaisha no

senryôbako)
Don't look down on us as fac'tory girls

When we go home we are the apple of our parents' eyes
(hakoiri musumQ.2o2

One woman, however, described a transformation of her consciousness of
her identity as a'factory girl' (jokô). Umezu Hagiko had been the subject of

an article in the in the company magazine Fujin no Homare (The Pride of
Women), for the speed of her reeling. On this occasion she was asked to
speak to the other women working in the factory. Given this opportunity, she

did not give the expected homily on the virtues of hard work. Rather, she told
2009e¡¡ SuzuklYrlko and E.P. Tsurumi have traced the tranlormat¡on of lhe irlentity ol jokô.
ln pailicular, see: Tsuruma, Fadory G//s; Suzuki, Joseito Rôdô Kumiai.
201¡¿g¿¡ Chô20,'Otagai ni Sonkei Seyo', Yûai Fujin, No 2, p9.
2025s¡g¡ n6 Hikari, no 3, p24,Similar songs appear in Yaman¡oto Shigemi, Aa Nomugi Töge.
One verse is translated in Tsurumi, Factory Girls, pg7.
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the other women that it was up to them to become awakened. She would
look back on this occasion and reflec't:

At that time factory girls (jokô) were looked down on, and all
the feelings pent up in my heart must have just come out
spontaneously. At that time, I wasn't at all abjest.2O3

Thus, gaining in assertiveness was one aspect of the transformation of the
identity of 'factory girls'. Could the identity

of woman worker be transformed

into an identity which gave equal weighting to the fact that the factory women
were workers, members of the working class, and potential unionists?

5.3.7 Women

oî the Worklng

Class

One step in the validation of women workers' identity involved an assertion
of the difference between women of the working class and women of other
classes. A textile workers' song pointed up the difference between factory
workers and the new professional women (shokugyô fujin):
lf a woman working in an office is a willow,
A poetess is a violet,
And a female teacher is an orchid,
Then a factory woman is a vegetable gourd.2ø

ln the following poem from Seþi no Hikari, there is an implicit notion of
class consciousness, employing images of the ditferences between women:
My eyes have been opened
The clothes worn by that young lady
Have been produced by the sweat of my ¡¿6su¡205
203¡¡¡e¡v¡6e¡ with Umezu Hagiko, in Makise, Hitamuki no Onnatach¿ p53.
204y¿¡¡¿¡¡1eto Shigemi, Aa

NomugiTôge, 9395; translation in Tsuruml, Factory Girls, p97.

2051s¡g¡ no Hikari, rc 1,201411926. A similar sent¡ment is glven lir:tional expression ln Sata
Ineko's story, 'From the Caramel Facto4f, in a scene where a thirteen-year old factory worker
admires the silk kimono ol the lactory owne/s wife. Sata lneko, 'Kyarameru Kôjô Kara',
Puroretaria Bungaku, March 1928, in ltô Tadashiet al (eds), Nihon Geúai Bungakt Zenshû,
Volume 83, pp206-212. Sata lneko,'Kyarameru KÖjô Kara', Puroretaria Bungaku, March
1928, in ltô Tadashi et al (eds), Nihon Gendai Bungaku Zenshû, Volume 83, pp206-212. For
discussion ol this story, see: Victoria Vernon, Daughters ol the Moon: Wish, Will and Social
Constraint ¡n the Fiction of Japanese Women, Berkeley: lnstitute ol East Asian Studies,
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The exploitation which is the basis of the relationship between the working
class and the ruling class was presented graphically in the following song.
Here, everything which shines, sparkles, or glistens is connected with the
representatives of class privilege: the rich man, the general, and the rich
man's mistress.
What is it that sparkles in the glasses of the rich?
Champagne??
No, no, it's the sweat of the poor farmer.
What is it that glistens on the face of the rich man's m¡stress?
Diamonds??
No,no, its the bloody tears of the poor female factory
worker.

What is it that shines on the chest of the Minister and the
General?
A medal??
No,no, it's the bones of the poor soldis¡.206

A contributor

to

the journal Seigi no Hikari (The Light of Justice) plays on

the imagery of light and darkness in order to argue for women's streng¡¡.207
Tajima Hide begins with an evocation ol the actual conditions of working
women, who leave home before sunrise and come home from the factory

after dark. These conditions are contrasted with the "young ladies' of the
middle classes:
Some people say that lactory girls work for the nation, that they
are the nation's treasure. But it is the young ladies who go to
girls' schools who wear beautiful clothes, eat good food, and
University of California, 1988, pp74-86; Gordon,

Labur and lmperial Democracy in Prewar

Japan, ,p226.

2061¡s song has been attributed to Takatsu Tayoko and her husband Takatsu Seidô. Kondô
Magara, Watashi no Kaisö, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1981, Volume 2, pp39-40. There is,
however, an earlier citation ol the song in Klnoshita Naoe's rwvel Ryôjin no Jihaku, which was
serialized in the Mainichi Shinbun between 1904 and 1906. The song also appeared in a
colleaion of socialist poetry in 1906. See Matsurnoto Katsuhira, Nilpn Shakai Shugi Engeki
Shi: Meiji Taishô Hen Tokyo: Chikuma ShobÖ: 1975, ppl56-157.
2071¿¡¡¡¡¿ Hide, 'Hikari ni Mukaite', Seigi no Hikari, 2:18t511926.
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who grow up bathed in light. And what about the factory girls,
who are said to be the nation's treasure? They are hidden
away in the darkness, drained of blood and sweat, and
collapse one by one.2o8

This imagery of deprivation and ofìvy, however, is transformed into an image
of strength, as Tajima assures her readers that the light of justice, like that of

the sun, can never be extinguished but only hidden, and that it is in their
power to regain their strength through solidarity:
It is factory girls who are doing the most important work. lf all of

the 730,000 factory girls were to stop working, we would find
out how much power we have. Until now we have been
unawars of our power. lt will be easy to drive away the clouds if
we use the power of unity. Until now we had forgotten about
our own power. The people have chosen not to see us. Now is
the time for us to show our power. Let us show our strength, to
ourselves, and to the world. Let us be proud of our strength.

Only then will the light which has been hidden for so long
emerge from the clouds. And then let us bring this light to all of
the PeoPle.209
ln Tajima's writing, the conventional images of pathos have still been used,
but she has attempted to transform an image of deprivation into an image of
power.

Some women, however, rejected the "politics of €nvy'.210 For Taijiri Okaya,
a participant in a rural dispute, a focus on the differences between women of
different classes diverted energy away from the struggle to transform society:

2@t4¡ma HiJe,'Hikarl nl Mukaite', p4.
2@la¡¡ma HkJe,'Hikarl nl Mukaite', p6.

21ogse the discussion of the "politics of envy', one element of working class attitudes to the
middle class, in: Carolyn Sleedman, Landscape for a Good Woman: A Story of Two Lives,
London: Virago, 1986, p7.
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Women are the most wretched victims of the evils of capitalism.
We are not only mothers of families, but mothers of humanity.
We women, who have the responsibility of future life, have a
mission even more precious than that of men.
Our mission is a great one.
lnstead of envying wealthy women, we should wake up to the
reality around us, and turn our attent¡on to the reformation of
society, for the attainment of women's deman6s.2r 1

Union leaders, too, could occasionally transcend their paternalistic and
patronizing attitudes. ln Yamane Kenjirô's exhortation to the textile workers

to join the union, we can see a rars example of a union leader addressing
male and female workers in similar terms. He suggests that it is unrealistic

for young women to expect to go back to the village when village life is
characterized by poverty. Yamane addresses the reality of work for most
families, where men and women must both work and leave their children to

be minded by others. Women workers are initially addressed as jokôsan,
but it also clear from the content of his article that when he refers lo bôshoku

rôdô sha (textite workers) or warera rôdôsha (we workers) he is referring to
both male and female workers. This writer, at least, was able to imagine
women as fellow workers and as fellow unionists. ln his explanation of

exploitation, Yamane refrains from using words like "capital" or
"capitalists'.212 He simply explains that the motívation of the wealthy is to
amass further wealth, and this is why they prefer to use the cheapest labour
possible, which may involve dismissing male workers and employing female

workers for lesser wages. For this reason both male and female workers
must join unions and show solidarity against the arrogance and selfishness

of the rich. Yamane was able to explain complex ideas in simple terms,
211¡¿¡¡¡ Okayo, Mirai, No 4, June 1926, in Maruoka, Fujin Shisö Keisei ShiNôto, ppl551 56.
2129¡¡s¡ contributions to Seþi no Hikari did otfer explanations of terms like 'labour union',
'labour movgmenl', 'strike', 'capital', 'proletarial', 'exploitation', 'class', etc. The first issue, for
example, carried ths start ol a series on labour unions, an explanation of May Day (the
Vorkers'festival"), a prolile of Robert Owen, and a report on union activities. Later issues
would have a similar range of educat¡onalarlicles alongside fiction and poetry.
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without patronizing the women workers.2l3 Such images of solidarity are an

obvious advance on the representations of women workers in the early
Yûaikai journal Yûai Fujin 2141¡e visual representations of women workers
had also evolved. The fourth edition of Selg no Hikari, for example, bore

the slogan 'Arise, factory womenl", while the cover of another edition
showed women under the union flag 215 S¡milar illustrations appeared in
Rôdô

Fujin

in this period (Appendix 1, Figures 6-7).

ln Tajima Hide's statement on the formation of the Women's Work Research

Bureau, she was able to transform the conventional representations of
women's situation into images of solidarity and agency:
Just opening your eyes is not enough
Stretch out your hand
Spread your wings.

Use that hand, and that wing to open the eyes of the person
next to you
Ohl How many people have been forced to cover their eyesl
It has been this hand and this wing which have restrained us.
We will break the chains of oppression and submission
lnaction ¡t ç¡¡¡1s¡216

"

Tajima was able to go beyond images of escape, to imagine the caged birds

not simply flying away, but joining in solidarity, and breaking their chains of
submission. Could such imagery be transformed into political action? ln the
next section, I examine the representations of women workers in soms strike
pamphlets from the depression years of 1929 to 1931 .
213y¿¡¡¿¡e Kenzaburô,'Bôshoku Rôdôsha yo Jikaku Seyoll', Selgt no Hikarl, No

1,

201411926. Yamane's discussion is quite similar to the arguments used in lwauchi Zensaku's

pamphlet To the Faclory Women; see pp31-32 ln particular. lwauchi Zonsaku, Jokôsan ni
Okuru, Tokyo: Nihon Rôdô Sôdômei Kantô Bôshoku Rödô Kumial,25m1926.
2145ee section 4.2 above.
2155s¡g¡no Hikari, No 4, 15/7/1926.
216'6¿¡16gen', Fujin Rôdô Chósajó, in Maruoka, ppl41-14Í1.
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5.4 Strlklng Women
The following discussion centres on the Tôyô Muslin strike in the autumn of

1930.217 Th¡s year saw an increase in the number of strikes involving
women workers,2l8 including strikes at Kanegafuchi factories in Osaka and
¡166s,21e and the Kishiwada factory in Sakai. The Tôyô Muslin str¡ke was

one of the most violent of strikes which involved thousands of workers, and

has become famous as a "women's s1¡iksi.220 The strike lasted over 60
days, from September 26th to November 21st. Violence erupted on October
24th between the workers and hired gangs.

While left-wing pamphlets and publications portrayed the women as heroic,

indeed as the vanguard of the proletariat, companies attempted to
manipulate the anxieties of parents. Companies wrote to the families of
striking women workers that their daughters were likely to be engaging in
unseemly relationships with men, warned of the danger of pregnancy and
advised that they should take their daughters back to the country before their

chances of marriage were ruined.221 The company also directed
2179¡the Tôyô Muslin strike, see: Suzuki, Jokô to Rôdô Sögi passim; Gordon: Labur and
lmperial Demouacy, pp243-245; interview with Talewaki Sadako in Rekishi Hyôron
Henshûbu, Nihon Kindai Joseishi e rn Shôgen, pl69, ppl71-173; ir¡terview with Nakada
Koharu in Watanabe & Suzukl, Tatakaini lhite, pp141-145; pp156-158; Kawano Mitsu, 'Jokô
Ketsuruiki', Chûö Kóron, Volume 46, No 9, September 1931,in Nihon Fujin Mondai Shiryö
St¡dsel Volurne 3, pp405-412; Shakai Undô no Jôkyo, Volume 6, pp608-611 ; lmazu Kane &
Wada Machiko, 'Onna Higyô Jissenki', Fujin Kôron, July 1930, cited in Walashitachino Rekishi
o Tsuzuru Kal, Fujin ZasshiKara Mita l970nendai', Tokyo: DÖjidaisha, 1987, p40.

218¡¡ 1939, it was repoñed thal the number ol women participating in strikes exceeded the
number of males. ln the dyeing and weaving industry, 14,444 women parliclpated ln
dispules, about double lhe male figure of 7,616. Several strikes were said to involve women
only, and strikes spread to such occupat¡ons as wailresses, aclresses, dancers, models,
nurses, shop assistants, and geisha. Hasegawa Kôichl,'Honpô niokeru Fujin BódÖ UndÖ no
Sûsei to sono KenlÖ', Shakai SeÅçalru Jräd, No 135, Oclober 1931 , cited in lshizuki Shizue,
'193Onsndal no Musan Fulln Undô', ln Joseishi S0gô Kenkyûkai (eds) Nihon Joseishi 5:
Gendai, Tokyo: Tokyo Daigaku Shuppankai, pl99.
2195ss the spec¡al'Kansbô" lssue of Rödô Fujin, June 1930.
2209¡ the 2,649 wofiers on strike,2,181 were womsn. Watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakaini lkite,

pl42.

2215uç¡ a connection between women's militancy and the danger of sexual promiscuity has
been identified in other national contexls. See, for example, Jacquelyn Dowd Hall, in
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propaganda at the wives of male workers, at res¡dents of the Kameido
region, and at the striking workers themselves.222

The strikers were supported by the Musan Fujin Dômei (Proletarian
Women's League),223 and Orimoto [Tatewakil Sadayo's Labour Women's

School provided a base for supporters of the strike.22a

¡¡s following

statements were produced by the Proletarian Women's League:

To the Proletarlan Women of Nankatsu
ln this cold season, the depression is becoming more

and
more serious. And we are feellng the effects of this depression
in the sad state of our pantries.
At this time 488 of the 3000 women workers at Tôyô Muslin
have been retrenched and may be sent back to the
countryside. However, in the country the conditions are even
/
more severe than in the
ln the country, they are eating snakes and tree roots and
saving food and energy by going to bed early. Their meagre
assets are being repossesed due to their inability to pay pay
taxes. lf unemployed women workers go back to the country,
this will only increase the poverty in the countryside, and will
mean that they will share the fate of starving to death.
Over 3000 of our brothers and sisters at Tôyô Muslin have . . .
embarked on a strike in order to save themselves from
starvation, and are fighting against the h¡gh-handedness of the
company and the indescribable suppression by the police.
The enemy which has forced the factory women into such an
extreme situation, and the enemy which has caused the
increasingly sorry state of our pantries are the same - the
finance capitalists.
So, the victory of the factory women of Tôyô Muslin, will, in the
end, be a victory for all proletarian women.
Please help the poor factory women win their strugglel

city.

'Dlsorderly Women: Gender and Labour Militancy ln the Appalachian South', Journal ol
American History, Seplember 1986, p375: 'Thero is nothing extraordinary about this
association between sexual misbehaviour and women's labour militancy. Since strikers are
often young single women who violate gender conventions by invading public space
customarily reserved for men (and sometimes frequented by prostitutes) - and since female
aggressivenesg stirs up fears of women's sexual powor - opponents have often undercut
union organizing drives by lnsinuations of prostitution or promiscuity.'
222y¡¿1¿¡1¿be & Suzuka,

Tatekainilkite, p144. Suzuki, Jokô îo RNö Sóg¡t pp

223¡¡s Proletarian Women's League was one of the Women's Leagues formed to mobilize
proletarian women, who could rþt bscome full members of political parties. These women's
leagues willbe discussed in npre detail in the nexl chapter.
224ll¡¿16¡1¿be & Suzuki, Tatakai

ni lkite, 9143.
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We hope that you will come out of your kitchens, stand up
together, and provide your wholehearted support.
October 1930
Proletarian Women's League225

Btood and Prlsonsl Tears and Sacrlflcesl The Bltter
Struggle Goes Onl Save the 3000 Brothers and
Slsters of Tôyô Muslln wlth the Power of the Massesl

Japanese imperialism, which is in its last throes, is attempting
to save itself through capitalistic industrial rationalization,
which shifts the burden onto workers and peasants. The
working class of our country has been attacked by a wave of
large-scale retrenchments and wage cuts.
ln particular, it has been women workers - those who have the
least power of resistance - who have suffered the most harm.
Consider the 60,000 retrenchments in the textile ¡ndustry, and
the 80% cut ¡n wages. There have been huge retrenchments in
the woollen textile trade, and Kanebô has cut wages by 40%.
We have seen this in innumerable places, such as
Kashiwabara and Kyôto Muslin. However, all of these disputes
have failed because ol the lack of a strong organization.
For grade one spinning women - the ones with the weakest
organization - the pay is a paltry three sen .ln order to protect
lirst of all their own livelihood, and, by extension, to stem the
raging tide of rationalizations which threatens our one million
sisters throughout the country, the three thousand sisters at
Toyô Muslin have been united in strike action Íor 26 days.
We of the Proletarian Women's League give our unqualified
support to th¡s struggle, in order to fulfil our duty to our class,
and to defend all proletarian women against starvation.
The Toyô Muslin dispute is now intensifying, and suppression
by police and the Nihon Seigi Dan has turned Kameido into a
street of violence.
Our 3000 brothers and sisters are paying a sacrifice in bloodl
Do not give them up to the enemyl
Bring down a torrent of contributions to our fighting 1u¡6¡226

ln these pamphlets, ¡t is

perhaps the close relationship between

representation and political activism that

is responsible for the

strong

representations of women to be found here. The reality of women's strike
activity at this time made possible the representation of strong and active
225p¿¡¡p¡¡et produced by the Proletarian Women's League (Musan Fujin Dômerl, held in
ôhara Social Research Institute.

226gus¿¡ Fujin Dômel, Töyô Mustin Sögi ôen Nyûsu, No 1, 8/10/1930;held ¡n ôhara Social
Research lnstituto; reproduced in Yûko Suzuki, JoRö to Rôdô Sôgí Tokyo: Renga Shobô,
19189, pp85-87. The Nihon Seigi Dan (Japan League ol Justice) was an ultranationalist
organization which was hired to intimidate the strikers.
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women, and these representat¡ons made poss¡ble the imagining of future
astivism by women. ln the labour movement writings, there is a depth which
comes from references to the lived struggles of women workers. The authors

of these pamphlets are intimately involved with the workers' struggle, rather

than gazing on the factory women from outside. These contrast with the
writings of Fukuda Hideko and Yamakawa Kikue examined above, where

depth comes from intertextuality, from references to a shared cultural
heritage and a literary education.

Such publications as strike pamphlets, of course, had

a relatively limited

circulation, restricted to the lmmediate area surrounding the dispute.
However, the Tôyô Muslin strike, due to its length and scope, was widely
reported in the media. ln the Tokyo Daily News (Tokyo Nichi Nichi Shinbun),

the str¡kers' representations of themselves as strong and brave became a
feature of a report on the strike. The headline of this article quoted the
posters and pamphlets seen around the factory "See the strength of the
women workersl'"Liberation through strugglel', and closed on the following
note:

I said goodbye to the factory girls with a feeling of respect for
the impressive discipline shown by these awakened factory
women. They farewelled me with the'comrades song" (dôshi
no uta), complete with accompanimenl.22T

The account of the strike published in Chûô Kôron is perhaps more
conventional, in its references to the "caged birds' song. This commentator

asks what turned these "factory girls' (jokô) into 'tigers' (tora), and
concludes that ¡t is economic conditions which are to 6¡¿¡¡s.228
2277s¡ys Nichlshinbun, 26t911930; cited ln Suzuki, Jokö to Rôdô Sôgi, pl8. The singing
ol revolutionary songs in this d¡spute has been commented on in reminiscerices of the strike,
suggesling that lhe labour movement had some success in counlering the pathos ol the
women's own songs. Watanabe & Suzuki, Tatakainilkite, p1M.
Z29tsr¿s¡a¡p Mitsu,'Jokô Ketsuruiki', pp405-41 2.
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Although the 1930 Tôyô Muslin str¡ke was unsuccessful in terms of
achieving the demands of the workers, it was important as an example of
working class mititancy, and of the militancy of women workers.22g Afthough

the absolute numbers of organized women were still small, such strikes
wers significant in facilitating new ways of seeing working women: as
workers and as comrades. The strong representations of women from within

the labour movement even permeated the mass media and intellectual
journals.

5.5. From Worker to Actlvlst
While women in the socialist movement were primarily seen as wives and as
mothers, socialism would be presented to women as mainly involving issues

related to marriage, the family, and reproduction. lf women could also be

seen as workers, however, then they could be seen to have interests in
common with their male comrades. The relationship between men and
women in the socialist movement could be seen, not as

a relationship

between protector and protected, between activist and helpmate,

but as a

relationship based on comradeship. ln the 1920s, male union leaders did

not immediately give up the¡r protective and patronizing attitude to women
workers, as we have seen. Eventually, however, it became apparent that a
labour movement which could not successfully mobilize the majority of its
industrial work force

- the women workers -

would be doomed to failure. ln

the depression of 1929 to 1931, it was these women workers in the textile
industry who bore the brunt of lay-otfs, and it was these women who were

forced into militant action against capital. The reality of these women's

229Suzuk¡ Yrlko also argues thal the str¡kes ol the earlyl930s were parl of the creation of a
new view of the þkd; as a classconscious, combative woman worker, rather than the pathetic
figure portrayed by Yokoyama Gennosuke and Hosoi Wakizô. Suzukialso reminds us thal,
despite this militancy, the absolute numbers of unionized women workers was still small.
Suzuki, Jokö to Rôdô SögL ppl16-117.
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militancy (albeit under the guidance

of a predominantly male

union

leadership) was reflected in new representations of strong working women.

The early 1930s also saw attempts to mobilise women outside the factories
which formed the "traditional" base for a union movement. ln both Osaka and
Tokyo there were attempts to form waitresses' unions, for examp¡s.23O

Thus, the process

of

organizing working women was necessarily

accompanied by new ways of imagining working women. lt is for this reason

that I have been interested not only in debates about the class position of
women, and discussion of the best strategies for mobilizing these women,
but also in the poetic, fic,tional and visual representations of working women.

lf women could first be imagined as workers and as comrades, this was an
important step in the transformation of women into activis15.23l

One aspect of women's activism involved direct conflict with capital, as
workers, and as unionists. ln the next chapter

I will examine

socialist

women's activities in engaging with state institutions: though co-operation

with suffragists, in campaigns for social welfare legislation, and through
collision with the repressive power of the state through the experience of
surveillance and imprisonment. These activities were carried out in parallel

with labour activities, and the time frame of the next chapter roughly
corresponds with this chapter.

230¡s¡¿u¡¡ Shlzue, 'l93Onendai no Musan FuJin Undô', p2O1-202.

231yy delinition of activism ditfers from that employed by Barbara Molony in her adicle on
"actlvism' ln lhe Talshô conon lndustry. Molony dellnes actlvlsm as 'lhe opposite ol
passivity', a deflnition which seems unnecessarily broad, part¡cularly as the term'agerrcy'can
be used to denote an individual's conlrol over his or her own circumstances. I prefer to
reserve lhe lerm activism to describe women's attempts to transform the¡r situat¡on through
collective action. I argue lhat for women to seg themselves as workers was a necessary lirst
step in women's transformation into acl¡v¡sts. lt was also necessary lor others lo recognise
women as workers before they could be recognised as potent¡al comrades in collective
action. c.f. Barbara Molony, 'Ac{ivism arnong Women in the Taishô Cotton lndustry', p218.
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CHAPTER SIX: ACTIVISTS (1920-1937)
When Nakasone Sadayo was arrested on May Day in 1921,1 the policeman
mocked her,

'What sort of a woman are youl Demonstrating when you
should be home looking atter your childrenl"
Nakasone Sadayo's reply was:

"What sort of a man are youl A proletarian who works for the
capitalistsl Take a look at yourselfl'2

This incident, which was reported in a socialist leaflet of the times,S
highlights one aspect of the relationship between socialist women and the

State in Japan before 1945. Sekirankai member Nakasone Sadayo, on
attempting

to participate in a political demonstration, was subject to the

repressive power of the State, through the agency of a policeman who
questioned the feminine suitability of her behaviour. Nakasone's reply in

turn reflected prevailing socialist views of the State. Her retort implied

that

the State represented the interests of business rather than the interests of
workers or, indeed, women.

This incident illustrates that when we consider the relationship between
women and the State,4 we often envisage
whereby

a "top-down"

relationship

it is the State which acts upon women, through repression of

political activity, or through other policies related to education, work, welfare
lSee sec{ion 5.2.1 above.
2Ezashl, Aklko, Sameyo Onnatachi,

p96.

3 Nakasone Sadayo, Fujin Mondai, Tokyo: Musansha, 8t6t1921.
4Th¡s discussion has been inlormed by recent Anglophone discussions ol feminist theor¡es

of the State, although the main locus of the chapter will be ths ways in which Japanese
socialist wornen engaged with the State as aciivists and what this implied about the¡r views of

lhe State. The relevant literature includes: Nira-Yuval Davis & Flora Anthias (eds) Woman:
Nation: State, London: Macmillan, 1989; Anna Yeatman, Burcaucrats, Technocrats,
Femocrats, Sydney: Allen & Unwin, 1992; Soph¡e Watson (edl Playing the State, Sydney:
Allen

&

Unwin, 1989.
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or reproduction. Also implicit in this incident is an oppositional relationship
between women and the State. However, in contrast with the "top-down"

view of a State which acts upon women, it is also possible to look at the
State from the point of view of women, to see how they understood the State,
and how they attempted to influence the policies of State institutions.

ln the case of middle-class members of such groups as the Patriotic
Women's Association, no distinction was made between State interests and
"women's interests'. ln contrast with groups such as the Patriotic Women's

Association, which rarely challenged government policies, feminist and
socialist groups often tried to influence the government. Different feminist
ways of engaging with the State can perhaps best be illustrated by tak¡ng
two extreme examples. ln the case of suitfragist lchikawa Fusae,S she came

to see co-operation with the State as being in the interests of women, and
was thoroughly co-opted by the militarist state. Anarchist Takamure ltsue,6

on the other hand, envisioned small autonomous communities and a
withering away of the state.

Most socialist women lay somewhere between these extremes. While most

argued for the transformation of the existing system in some way, many
social democratic women were willing to engage in campaigns for more
immediate reforms. While some socialist women concentrated their aclivities

SFor detalfs ol lchikawe Fusae's life, see: lchikawa Fusas, Jlden: Senzen hen, Tokyo:
Shlnjuku Shobô,1981; Vavich, Deo Ann,'The Japanese Women's Movement: lchikawa
Fusae- A Pioneer in Women's Suffrage, Monumenta Nipponiø, Volume XXll, Nos3-4, 1969,
pp402-ß6; Patrlcla Murray, 'lchikawa Fusae and the Lonely Red Carpet', Japan tntetprcteí
Volume 10, No2, Autumn 1975.
6For details ol Takamure ltsue's life and work, see Karþ Masanao & l-loriba Kiyoko, Takanare

/tsue, Tokyo: Asahi Shinbunsha,lgTTi Nishikawa Yûko, Mori no le no Miko: Takamure ltsue,
Tokyo: Shinchôsha, 1982; E.P. Tsurumi,'Feminism and Anarchism in Japan: Takamure
Itsuel894-1964' , Bulletin of Concerned Asian Scholars, Vol 17, No 2, April-lune 1985, pp219.
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in the labour movement, supporting women workers in their struggles
against capital, others engaged more directly with State institutions, through
criticism of State policies, and through attempts to influence State policies in

various ways. Socialist women also engaged with the State in their
comments on the Manchurian incident of 1931, and in broader criticism of

Japanese imperialism. While women in the labour movement came into
direct conflict with employers through strike activities, women in the labour

and socialist movements also addressed the State more directly,
campaigns for the implementation

in

of effective labour legislation to

supplement the inadequacies of the Factory Act of 1911 and the amended
Factory Act of 1923. Whether active in the labour movement or in support of

the party movement, however, socialist women first had to negot¡ate the
factionalism of the socialist movement.

While socialists considered the class position of women, and debated the

best way to mobilize women workers, liberal feminists began to move
beyond individualist views of women's liberation and engaged in organized
group action, although this was by necessity carried out within the limitations

of Article Five of the Public Peace Police Law. Hiratsuka Raichô,Sakamoto
Makoto, lchikawa Fusae and Oku Mumeo formed the Shrn Fuiin Kyôkai
(New Women's Association) in 1920.7 Like the early socialist women of the

Heiminsha,s these liberal feminists realized that the repeal of Article Five
was necessary lor women to participate fully in social movements, and the
campaign for women's freedom to participate in political organizations was
the first focus of

the New Women's Association (Shin Fuiin

KyôRai).

THiratsuka annourrced the lormation ol the Association at a public meeting in 1919. The
organization was formally inaugurated on March 28th 1920 and was active until the end of
1922. Dorothy Robins-Mowry, The Hidden Sun: Women ol Modern Japan, Boulder,
Colorado: Weslview Press, 1983, pp66-67.
SSee section

3.6

above.
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Article Five of the Publ¡c Peace Police Law was modified in February 1922,
and this made possible the formation of organizations devoted to the cause

of women's suffrage. Several sutfragists' organizations were formed in the
years after the amendment of Article Five. ln the nineteen twenties and
nineteen thirties, there was some co-operation between suffragists and
socialist activists on several issues, including conferences on women's
suffrage, and campaigns for the implementation of social welfare measures.

While the Taishô debates on "motherhood protect¡on" had involved
discussion of the relationship between individual and State, this had not
immediately been translated into political action. ln the nineteen thirties,

however, liberal feminists and social democratic women co-operated as
activists in attempting to pressure the government into the enactment of
legislation to provide State assistance for supporting mothers

- a demand

which became more urgent with the escalation of conflict on the Chinese
mainland.

By the nineteen thirties

it had become apparent to the government and

bureaucracy that women could be mobilized to support State policies in

various ways. The modest patriotic organizations of the early twentieth
century wers now transformed into mass organizations, mobilizing women in

both urban and rural areas. The patriotic women's groups wers supported

by Young Women's Associations, and educational activities directed at
young peopb.e

A limited Bill for Women's Suffrage actually passed the Lower House in
1931

, suggesting that in Japan, as in many European countries, it

was

9sharon H. Nolte, 'Women's Rights and Society's Needs: Japan's 1931 Suffrage Bitt',
Comparative Studies in Society aN History, 1986, pp710-712; Sheldon Garon, 'Women's
Groups and tho Japanese State" Conlending Approaches to Politlcal lntegrat¡on, 18901945', Journal ol Japanese Sludies, Volume 19, No 1, 1993, pp20-28.
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thought that women might provide

a further sourco of

support for

conservative governments. The Bill, however, failed to pass the Upper
House. Women were not successful in achieving full political rights in Japan

before the end of World War II. Official discourse primarily constructed
women as subjects who could be mobilized to support State policies, rather

than citizens who had a right to participate in shaping those policies.
Socialist women, did not, however, give up their aspirations to citizenship,

and attempted to influence State policies in various ways during the
nineteen thirties. Many women involved in the sutfrage movement attempted

to gain legitimacy for their demands through co-operation with

State

institutions. For socialist women, however, their attitude to the State was

generally more cautious. Since the beginning of the twentieth century,

socialists had been subject

to

surveillance, censorship, arrest and

imprisonment, and this would intensify in the nineteen thirties.

6.1 Suffraglsm & Electoral Polltlcs
After the formation of the The New Women's Association in 1920, liberal
feminists carried on a campaign for the repeal of Article Five of the Public
Peace Police Law. The 'New Women' also presented a petition to the Diet,

asking that men carrying venereal diseases be prevented from marrying.l0

The petition on venereal diseases had little impact, but modifications to
Article Five of the Public Peace Police Law were eventually passed by both

houses. The achievement of this amendment has been attributed to the
success of the campaign of the New Women's Association, but recent
analyses suggest that the government and bureaucracy were also finding it
increasingly useful to mobilize women in public campaigns.ll

lOcaron, Women's Groups and the Japanese Stale', p25.
l1Garon, 'Women's Groups and the Japanese Slale', ppl6-19.
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Article Five was modified in 1922, and this made possible the creation of
associations specifically devoted to the attainment of women's sutfrage.l2
Suffrage was granted to all adult males over the age of twentyfive in 1925,

and proletarian political parties wers created to mobilize the men of the
proletarian class. The removal of property qualifications for voting made it

clear that women were being excluded from political participation on the
grounds of sex alone. Although women could, atter the revision of Article
Five, attend public political meetings, they were still unable to join political
parties, vote, or stand for public office. The League for the Attainment of
Women's Political Rights (Fujin Sanseiken Kakutoku Ksei Dömeikal,13 bd

by lchikawa Fusae, was created in 1924.14 Other women's organizations
which supported the cause of women's suffrage included the Japanese
chapter of the Women's Christian Temperance Union (Nihon Kirisuto Kyô
Fujin Kyôtukai), The Tokyo Federation of Women's Organizations (Tokyo
Rengô Fujinkai), and the All-Kansai Federation of Women's Organizations

(Zen Kansai Fujin Rengökai). Teachers were also well-represented in

suffragists' organizations.l5 Most suffragists demanded political power
within the existing system,l6 although reformers affiliated with Christian
organizations wanted to use the vote to transform immoral relations between

l2Oampaigns leadlng up to the modiflcation ol Artlcle Flve are discussed ln Tallma Hlde,
Hitosuji no Michi: Fujin Kaihö no Tatakai Gojûnen, Tokyo: Aokl Sholen, 1968, pp56-61;
'Women's Righls and Soclely's Needs', pp695-705; Sheldon Garon,'Women's Groups and
the Japanese Slale', ppl6-19.
13The name of the organization was changed to the Fusen Kakutoku Dómei (Women's
Suflrage League) ln April 1925. The Association's monthly lournal Fusen (Women's
Suflrage) appeared from 1927, and had a prlnt run of around 2,000 coples.
14On the history of the pre-war campaign for women's suffrage,
Sanseiken UNö Shôsh¿ Tokyo, Domesu Shuppan, 1981.

see: Kodama Katsuko,

Fu,¡?h

1SNone, 'Women's Rlghts and Society's Needs', p692, pp697-699.

16c.f. Nolte's comments on the suffragists:'Guarding the public wellare verged perilously
close to slatism, and the suffragists asked for the vote in order to fulfil their duties as Japanese
subjects.' Nolte, 'Women's Rights and Society's Needs', p701.
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men and women. Socialist women, however, wished

to see the

transformation of the whole soc¡ety, and the vote was only useful if it could
help women participate in this transformation.

Socialist attitudes to women's suffrage were, however, ambivalent. The goal

of sutfrage could be criticised as bourgeois, distracting socialist women from

the main goal of transforming society according to socialist principles. lt was

also, however, apparent that women would be able to participate more
effectively in the socialist movement if they could attain full political rights.
After the creation of the proletarian parties in the mid-nineteen twenties, all
of these parties eventually created affiliated "women's leagues' in order to

mobilize the support of proletarian women. From 1928, some of these
"women's leagues" were co-operating with the suffragists on various issues,
as we shall see below.

6.2 Women's Leagues of Proletarlan Partles
Several proletarian parties were formed atter the enactment of Universal
[Manhood] Suffrage in 1925.17 The parties were closely aligned with the

union federations and lollowed similar factional lines, as discussed in
Chapter Five above. The communist-influenced Hyôgikai union federation
supported the Labour-Farmer Party (Rôdô Nömin

Tô) until its dissolution

after the anti-communist purge of 1928.18The centrist N/¡on Rôdô Kumiai

Dömei (Japan Labour Union League) supported the Japan Labour-Farmer
Party (Nihon Rônô Tö), formed in December 1926. The Japan Labour
Farmer Party was joined by groups from the right and left of the proletarian
lTRefer to þpendix 2, Figure (b), for the factbns of the pre-war proletarian party rþvement.
18Tn¡s left-wing grouping is known as the Rônö-ha clique. There were attempts to retorm a
legal left-wing parly att€r the dissolution of the Labour-Farmer Party. The Proletar¡an Masses
Parly (Musan TaishtJ Iól was formed in August 1928, but merged with the centr¡st group in
December 1928. Remaining elements ol the former Hônô Tö made several short-lived

attempts to form a new lett-wing party.
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movement in several mergers, and undenruent several name changes in the

years from 1928 to 1931.1e The moderale Sôdùmei supported the Social
Democratic Party (Shakai Minshû Tô), formed in December 1926.20 The

Ió merged with the centrist National Labour-Farmer Masses
Party (Zenkoku Rônô Taishû Tô ) lo form the Social Masses Party (Shakai
Shakai Minshû

Taishû

Tô) in July 1932. While proletarian forces coalesced under the

moderate social democratic banner of the Social Masses Party, the extreme

right of the proletarian movement broke away to form the Japan National
Socialist Party (Nihon Kokka Shakai
Katsumaro

Ió)

under the leadership of Akamatsu

in 1932. Another nationalist grouping formed the New Japan

People's League (Shin Nihon Kokumin Dômei) in the same year. The
Social Masses Party gained 18 seats in the Diet in 1936, and in 1937
achieved 37 seats in the 466-member Diet, the highest of any pre-War
proletarian pany.21

A

broad-based women's political organization,

the Fujin Seiji Undô

Sokushinkai (Society for the promotion of Women's Political Movements)

was established under the auspices of the magazine Shufu no Tomo

in

December 1926 but was soon superceded by the Women's Alliances
attached to the various proletarian parties.22 The Kantô Fujin Dômei (Kantô

Women's League) was aligned with the communist-influenced Rôdô
19tris

centrlst grouping ls known as the Nichirô clique. Subsequent mergers resulled ln
the lormation of the Japan Masses Puty (Nihon TaishtJ Tô) 1n1928, National Masses Party
(Zenkoku Taishû Tô) in 1930, and the National Labour-Farmer Masses Puly (Zenkoku Rônô
Talshû
ln 1931.

ldl

zûfn¡s SocialDernocratic Arcuping is known as the Shaminkeiclique.

2lLarge, Organized Workers
Democracy, ppl99-203.

aN fuciatist Potitiæ, ppl01-119,

Gordon,

Labur and tmperial

22tne fifty members of this organization included Oku Mumeo, Nagashima Yôko, Sakamoto
Makolo, lwauchi Tomie, Tallma Hide, Akamatsu Ak¡ko and Sakai Magara. Kondô [Sakail
Magara, Watashi no Kaisô, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1981, Volumø 2, p34-36. A public
mset¡ng was chaired by Oku Mumeo and Tajima HkJe. Tajima, Hitosuji no Michi.
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Nômintô (Labour-Farmer Party¡.2s The Kantô Women's League was formed
on July 3rd 1927 but forcibly disbanded in March 1928 when official party
policy argued against the existence of separate women's divisions.2a The
Zenkoku Fujin Dômei (National Women's League), formed on October 2nd
'1927, was aligned with the centrist Niñon Rôdô Nômin Tô. 25

The Shakai

Fujin Dômei (Social Women's League), formed in November 1927, was
aligned with the moderate Shakai Taishû Tô. The Social Women's League

changed its name to

the Shakai Minshû Fujin Dômei (The Social

Democratic Women's League) in July 1928.26

After the disbandment of the Kantô Fujin Dômei, those women who retained

their allegiance to the "legal' left formed the Proletarian Women's Study
Group (Musan Fujin KenkyûkaL) in June 1928. The study group became the
Proletarian Women's Alliance (Musan Fujin Renmei) in October 1928, and

this organization formed an alliance with the centrist National Women's
League (Zenkoku Fujin Dômei) in January 1929, creating the Proletarian

Women's League (Musan Fujin Dômei). The merger of lhe Musan Fujin

Dômei and Shakai Minshû Fujin Dômei in August 1932 resulted in the
creation of the Shakai Taishû Fujin Dômei (Social Masses Women's
League). This organization was, in effect, the Women's League of the Social
Masses Party. Atter the formation of the national socialisl Kokka Shakai Tô,
a women's league was formed under the leadership of Akamatsu Akiko, wife

of Akamatsu Katsumaro. Akamatsu's sister Tsuneko, however, stayed with

the Social Masses Women's League, which was active until 1936. The
23Members included Tajima Hide, Nozaka Taki, and Tanno Setsu: Maruoka, Fujin Shisö
KelseishlNdfo, pl51.
24Kondô, Watashl no Kaisô, Volume 2, p35.
2sMembers irrcluded lwauchiTomie, Kikugawa Shlzuko, Orlmoto
fÍatewaki] Sadayo.
26Members included Akamalsu Akiko, MurakamiHide, Yamada Yasu, and Fujita Takako.
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activities of these women's leagues will be described briefly, in order of their

factional alliances,27 betore moving on to a discussion of socialist women's
attempts to engage with State institutions in various campaigns of the 1920s

and 1930s.

6.2.1 Women

ln the R6nô Factlon

ln the previous chapter, I surveyed debates on the formation of a women's
division in the Hyôgikai union federation, and proposals for the formation of

a Women's League to mobilize women outside the union

movement.2S

Women of the Rönô faction initially co-operated on the Society for the
Promotion of Women's Political Movemenls (Fujin Seiji Undô Sokushinkai ),
and the first meeting of this society was chaired by Oku Mumeo and Tajima

Hide. After factional disagreements at this meeting, however, the leftist
women prepared for the creation of a women's league independently of the

other factions. The Women's League Preparatory Committee issued a
stirring statement in December 1926.29 This statement reads as a direct
challenge to all of the representations of women as weak and ineffectual:

Who was it who decided that women are weak? We ars not at
all weakl The only reason for our weakness is that we have
been shut up at home and relegated to the edges of society,
and this has dispersed our strength. When all women stand up
together in opposition to the discriminatory social and
economic treatment [we have received] in this country, no one
will be able to call us weakl That's rightl When all women arise
27Fo¡ a diagrammatic representatlon ol these organizations, see lshizukl Shizue,

'193Onendai no Musan Fujin UndÖ', in Joseishi Sôgô Kenkyûkai (eds) Nihon Joseishi 5:
Gendai. Tokyo: Tokyo Dalgaku Shuppankai, pl95. A slmplified diagram appears in Appendix
2, Figure (c).

28see section 5.2.9.2 above.
29Members ol the preparetory committee included Tajima Hide, Nozaka Ryô, and Tanno
Setsu, and members of lhe Women's Dvision of lhe Japan Farmeß'League and lhe Women's
division of the Hyôgikai. see: Nihon Rôdô Kumiai Hyôgikai Chûô Jônin linkai,'Fujin Undô ni
Kansuru lkensho', December 1926; in Nihon Fujin MondaiShiryô Str¡?sei Volume 8, pp304316. Documents relevant to this committee are also held in the Öhara Social Research
lnstitute.
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in solidarity, that is when our strength will be radiant, that is
when a new age for women will be born.
Now is the time when women must fight for our freedom, and
make demands with a new strength and solidarity.
This is why we ars now planning to establ¡sh the Women's
League in order to unite women from all over the country.
Volunteers from all over the Kantô region have formed a
preparatory committee for the formation of the Women's
League. The Committee has already started preparations for
an inaugural meeting.
We have no doubt that this newly created Women's League is
the organization that we have long been waiting for and hoping
for the organization which will fight for women's demands
and women's freedom.
Our comrades from all over the countryl
Join the Women's Leaguel
Power to womenl The Women's League will shine brilliantlyl3O

-

Despite this stirring manifesto, the activities of the group were still subject to

the dictates of the Communist-influenced Hyôgikai union federation and the
Labour-Farmer Party. The League was also supported by the Women's
League of the Japan Farmers' Union. A leaflet prepared

for

lnternational

Women's Day in March 1927 made clear the factional position of this group.

The leaflet atfirmed support for the Labour-Farmer Party and criticised the
moderate Social Democratic Party and the centrist Japan Labour Farmer
Party.st

The Kantô Women's League (Kantô Fujin Dômei) was eventually formed in

July 1927.32 The inaugural meeting, held on 3rd July 1927, announced a
set of policies which will be familiar from the discussion of union women's
divisions: full political rights for women, and freedom to jo¡n political parties;
3ofuj¡n Dômel (Kantô) Sôrltsu Junbl linkal, 'Zenkoku Saruenman no Josel nl Uttau: Fulin
Dômei no Seiritsu ni Tsuits', December 1926, in Nihon Fujin Mondai Shiryö St¡dser, Volume

I,

p317.

31Fu¡in Tôronkai,'Dal Rokkai Kokusai Fujin Dô o KinenSeyolt', March 1927, reproduced in
Tajima, Hitoatji no Michi, pp256-257.
32Documsnts relevant to the Kantô Women's League are held in the Öhara Social Research
lnstitute.
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abolition of laws which discriminate on the grounds of sex; prohibition of
night work and mining work for women; reform of the dormitory system;
abolition of licensed prostitution; abolition of the indenture system; equal

opportunity

in education; abolition of sexual discrimination in wages;

protect¡on of children; maternity leave and provision of free creches.
Perhaps the only distinctive clause concerns the "liberation from feudal
restric't¡ons in the family".33 The activities of the League included support for

strikes, support for the Labour-Farmer Party at the elections in 1928, and the
production of a newsletter.34

Regional committees were set up in preparation for a national structure for

the Women's League, and a national meeting was planned for March
1928.35 After further changes in party policy on women's leagues, the Kantô

Women's League was forcibly disbanded

in March 1928, before

this

national meeting could be heH.36 The League was accused of pursuing
bourgeois objectives, and it was stated that women would best be occupied

in mobilizing proletarian housewives and women in factories.3T Several
33Rônoto Fujin linkai Nyûsu, No 6, 1927, cited in Tajima, Hitosujino Michi. pp156-7. Tajima

was Secretary ol thg Kantô Women's League, and the Steering Committse, chalred by
Niizuma ltoko, included Tanno Setsu, Nozaka RyÖ, Yamarnuchi Mina, Nakada Koharu, Yanagi
Tsuru and Hashimoto Kikuyo.
34Ta¡ima, Hitosuji no Michi, ppl59-1æ.

35pu¡¡n DômeiZenkoku Soshikisokushin linkai'Fujin Dômeino Hata no Shita ni', reproduced
in Tajima, Hitosujino Michi, pp258-259.

36'N¡hon KyôsantÖ no Fujin Taisaku', Tajima, Hitosuji no Michi, pp259-262: 'Fujin Dômei no
Soshikl nlTsuile', Akahata, No 4, 15/3/1928;reproduced in Tajima, Hitosujino Michi,pp262-

264.
37On the dlssolutlon of the Kantô Fulin Dômel, see: TaJlma, Hitosuji no Mlchl, ppl63-170;
lnumaru, 'Nihon ni okeru Marukusu shugi Fujinron', ppl64-167. Behind this problem was the
factionalism ol the extreme left of the proletadan rnovement. Atter the dissolution of the Japan
Comnu.¡nist Party in 1924, left¡sts had continued their activities in the Labour-Farmer Party and
lhe Hyögikai union federation. This group was split between those who wanted to re-lorm the
Communlst Party and thoso who wished to remain within the legal lelt of the party
rnovement.After the Party was reformed, the Fukurnoto faclion concentrated their activities in
the underground Communist movement, while Sakai Toshihiko, the Yamakawas and their
followers were aciive ¡n the Labour-Farmer Party and its successors. lt was the reconstituted
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members of the Kantô Fujin Dômei, including Tajima Hide and Tanno
Setsu, continued as supporters of the underground communist movement,
an occupation which became more dangerous after mass arrests on March
1sth 1928.38 The Labour-Farmer Party, until now representing the legal face
of the left of the proletarian movement, was banned by the Home Ministry in

APril 1928.3e

6.2.2 The Proletarlan Women's League
Atter the disbandment of the Kantô Fujin Dômei, Tanno Setsu and Tajima

Hide continued their activities in the underground communist movement.
Other former members of the League kept up their connections with the left
of the legal party movement. These women formed a study group known as

lhe Musan Fujin Kenkyttkaí (The Proletarian Women's Study Group) in June
1928.40 ln addition to studying socialist writings, these women assisted in

the production of a women's edition of the Labour-Farmer Party journal,
Rônô.a1 The study group became lhe Musan Fujin Renmei (Proletarian

Women's Alliance) in October 1928, and was atfiliated with the Musan
Taishû

Tô (Proletarian Masses Party) one of the successors of the Labour-

Farmer Parly.tz The merger of the Proletarian Women's Alliance (Musan

Central Commitlee ol the Japan Communist Pafy which, under the influence ol Comintern
policy, ordered the dissolution of the Kantô Fujin Dômei.

38Kondô, Watashi no Kaisô, Volume 2, p35; Makise & Yamanouchi (eds) Tanno Sefsu;
KakumeiUnd6 ni lhlru, p1471Tajima, Hitosujino Michi.
39Laçe, Organizod Workers and Sociatisl Politics, p142.

40Kondô, Watashi no Kaisö, Volume 2, pp140-144; p193 See also miscellaneous
documents ol the Proletarian W )men's Study Group in the Ohara Social Research lnstitute.

4lKondô, Watashino Kaisô, Volume 2, pp68-70;
KindaiNihon Joseie no Shôgen, pp43-M.

pl4f p193; Rekishi

Hyôron Henshúbu,

42Kond0, Watashi no Kais6, Volume 2,p144; lshizuki,'1930nendal no Musan-Fujin Undô',
pl95. See also documents relevant to the Proletarian Women's Alliance in the Ohara Social
Research lnstitute.
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Fujin Renmei) with the centrist National Women's League (Zenkoku Fujin
Dômei) resulted in the creation of the Proletarian Women's League (Musan
Fujin Dômei) in January 1929.43 By 1930 the League had 100 members,
increasing to 445 members in 1931

.

Sakai Magara was an important member of this grouping. On many issues,

the Proletarian Women's League retained a radical perspective, lor
example, in being one of the few groups to openly criticise the Manchurian
incident.a4 Saka¡ and her colleagues also, however, displayed pragmatism
in their willingness to co-operate with Social Democratic Women and liberal

feminists in campaigns for women's suffrage4S and for State benefits for

supporting mothers.46 Sakai was also committed to unity among the
proletarian women's groups. As early as 1928, she had published an article

pointing out the absurdity of operating with three proletarian parties, three
union federations, and three women's leagues. lt would take several more
years, however, before such a coalition coutd be achieved.aT

6.2.3 Women

ln the Nlchlrô

Factlon

The National Women's League (Zenkoku Fujin Dömei

), formed on October

2nd 1927, was aligned with the centrist Japan Labour Farmer Party and the

43Kondô, Watashi no Kaisö, Volume 2, pp144-150. Copies ol the League's newsletter,
Musan Fujin Dômei Tôsô News , whlch appe red from February 1929, are held in the ôhara
Soclal Research lnstltute. The 1929 Commitlee was chalred by lwauchlTomie, with ôshima
Toklko as Treasurer, and a contralcommittee of 27 members. On the new committee ln 1930,
lwauchi continued as chair, asslsted by Sakai Magara as Secretary and Teramolo Tsuru as
Treasurer. lshizuki,'193Onendal no Musan Fujin Undô', pl95.

44see section 6.4.1 below.
45Kondô, Watash¡ no Kaisô, Volume

2,

46Kondô, Watashino Kaisô, Volume

2, pp173-176.

pp70-71.

47Kondô

[SakaitMagara,'Gôdô wa Fujin Kara', Fujin lJndô, March 1928; in Kondô, Watashi
no Kaisö, Volume 2, ppl95-198.
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Japan Labour Union League.48 Office bearers included Orimoto Sadayoae
and lwauchi Tomie.SO The group produced a newsletter and was active in
supporting str¡ke aclivities in affiliated unions, and supporting the Japan
Labour Farmer Party in the 1928 elections.Sl The League also co-operated

with the Japan Textile Workers' Union on a committee lobbying for the
banning of night work for women from November 1927,52 and participated in
a Joint Committee for Women's Suffrage formed in March 1928.

lwauchi Tomie and Orimoto [Tatewaki] Sadayo were part¡cularly active in

supporting the activities of the Japan Textile Workers' union. lwauchi

Tomie's husband, Zensaku, was leader of the union and the couple
managed the Airindan, a Ghristian socialist charitable organization in the

Nishi Nippori neighbourhood of Tokyo. Orimoto [Tatewaki] Sadayo
managed lhe Labour Women's School (Rôdô Jojuku) and this provided a
base for support of strike activities, in particular the Tôyô Muslin strike of
4SMembers of the Comm¡ttee included Orimoto
[Tatewakil Sadayo as Secretary, lwauchi

Tomie w¡th responsibility

lor

Recruitment and Publicity, and Kikugawa Shizuko as

Treasurer.Supporters. On the activities of lhe National Women's League, see Watanabe &
Suzuki, Tatakal ni lhite, ppl34-136: Rekishi Hyôron Henshûbu, Kindal Nihon Joseishl e no
Shôgen, ppl67-169. The Zenkoku Fujin DömgiNews (Nos 2-4, November 1927-April 1928)
and other relevanl documents are held in the Ohara Social Research Institute.
49For details of Orimoto's activities, see: Tatewaki Sadayo, Aru Henreki no Jijöden, Tokyo;
¡ntsrv¡ews with Orimoto [Tatewaki]Sadayo in: Watanabe Etsuji & SuzukiYûko (eds) Tatakai ni
lkite: Senzen Fujin Rôdô Undô e no Shögen, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1980, pp194-210;
Rekishl HyÖron Henshûbu (edsl Kindai Nihon Joseishl e no Shögen, Tokyo: Domesu
Shuppan, 1979, pp167-169; lnumaru,'Nihon ni okeru Marukusu shugi Fujinron', pp167-172.

50For details
pp95-1 61.

of

lwauchl Tomie's activlties, see: Walanabe & Suzuki(eds) Tafakai

SlZenkoku Fujin Dömei News, No 4,

þril

ni

tkite,

1928.

52Tne factory Acl of 1911 had banned night work for women under the age of twenty
between the hours of 10 p.m. and 4 p.m. The ban, however, was not lo be implemented until
lilteen years afler ths Ad was promulgated in 1916. Exemptions could be granted which
allowed women to work until 11 p.m., and night work was allowed where a two-shift system
was in operation. The Revised Factory Act of 1923 provided for the abolition of night work lor
all women after 1926, but lhis too was postponed until an lmperial decree of June 1926
prohibited night work for women, to be effective on July lst 1929. Janet Hunter, 'Faclory
Legislalion and Employer Resistance: The Abolition of Night Work in the Cotlon Spinning
lndustry', in Tsunehiko Yui& Keiichirô Nakagawa (edsl Japanese Management in Historical
Perspective, Tokyo: University of Tokyo, 1989, pp247-248.
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1930.s3 Orimoto would also turn to the writing of the history of working
women in Japan, publishing a pamphlet on working women in Japan and
contribut¡ng articles on working women to the journal Fujin Sensen.Sa The

Zenkoku Fujin Dômei formed a coalition with the Proletarian Women's
Alliance (Musan Fujin Renmel,S5 creating the Proletarian Women's League
(Musan Fujin Dômei) in January 1929. This merger was marked with a joint
meet¡ng on January 20th 1929.

6.2.3 Soclal Democratlc

Women

The Sñakai Fujin Dômei (Social Women's League) was aligned with the

moderate Shakai Minshû Ió. The Social Women's League, formed

in

November 1927, changed its name to the Shakai Minshû Fujín Dômei (The
Social Democratic Women's League) in July 1928.s6 The Social Democratic

Women's League was active on working women's issues, and in the
campaign for State benefits for supporting mothers. The pages of the
League's journal Minshû Fujin express the moderate line taken by this
group.S7 The first issue, for example, proctaims:

Minshû Fujin will march under the banner of realism

(genjitsushugi) and the light of legality will shine on the road
which the proletarian working women will followse.

53see seclion 5.4 above.
S4Orin¡oto Sadayo, Rôdö Fujin Mo ndai, Tokyo : Musansha, 1glgl1g2g

55nr¡s group was atfiliated with the Proletarian Masses Parly (Musan Tgishû ldl, lormed after
the dissolution of the Rônö Tô. Relevant doc,¡ments are held in the Ohara Social Research
lnstitute.
56Members included Akamalsu Akiko, MurakamiHide, Yamada Yasu, and Fujita Takako.

STCopies ol Minshû Fujin, the journal of the Shakai Minshû Fujin Dömei (Nos 1-33:
2511111928-2513119321) and olher relevant documents are held in the ôhara Soclal
Research lnstitute.
SSMinshû

Fujin, No 1,25/1111928.
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"Realism' was the slogan of the moderate Sôdômei union federation and

the Social Democratic Party, and signified a distancing from more radical
elements of the lett-wing movement. The contributors

to the journal

constantly reiterate that they are interested in mobilizing "proletarian and
working women" (kinrô musan fujifl .59

ln this moderate socialist women's journal, 'capital', or the 'bourgeoisie',

are blamed for poverty, retrenchments, unemployment, and the resulting
mother-child suicide incidents. However, it is the State which is called upon

to provide support through unemployment relief, removal of consumption
taxes, the implementation of a Mother and Ch¡ld Assistance Act, and the
provision of free childcare facilities. The Mother and Ch¡ld Assistance Act

was discussed in the context of the necessity for birth control, and the
League established the Birth Control Association (Sanji Seigen Kyôkai) in
September 1930, under the guidance of former nurse lwauchi Tomie. The

Association was responsible for selling b¡rth control equipment and
information.6o

The Social Democratic Women's League initially espoused policies of
female suffrage, women's rights to political participation, a union law, a
motherhood protection law, the prohibition of licensed prostitut¡on, jobs for

59The use of this hybrid phrase is ir¡teresting. The Social Denrocratic clique tended to refer lo
lhe kinrô kaikytl (labouring class), which included not only the proletariat, but also salaried
workers who may own a smallamount of prcperty. Thelr political strategies were closer to the
liberal end of lhe spectrum. The conlr¡st and leftist cliques, on the other hand, championed
lhe musan kaikyÛ (propedyless class), and espoused a more revolutionary strategy. The use
of the phrase kinrö musan lujin to describe the constiluency of the Social Democrat¡c
Women's League, seems to speak a desire to be as lnclusivó as possible. On the dislinction
between kinrö Raikyû and musan kaikyû, see Large, Organized Workers and Socialist

Politics, ppl12-113.

60tne issue of birth control is mentioned in Minshû Fujin lrom tate 1929, and is often linked
with the promotion ol the Mother and Child Assistance Act. See also: lshizuki, '193Onendai
no Musan Fujin Undô', p202. Documents relevant to this birth control association are held in
the Ohara Social Research lnstitute.
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the unemployed, the abolition of consumption tax on necessary goods, and

the reform of women's education.Gl By 1931, they had added calls forfree

creches and maternity clinics, and improvement

in

maids' working

conditions.62 The Social Democratic women wers quite specific in the kinds

of reformist, legislative changes they called for. ln January 1931, they held
meetings and engaged in pamphleteering in both Tokyo and Ôsaka on the
issues of women's sutfrage and State assistance for supporting mothers.6S
As survival became more difficult in the years of economic depression, they
also turned their attention to issues related to declining standards of living,

calling for reduction in charges for gas, electricity, water, and provided
support for several strikes by women workers in affiliated unions.ô4

ln May 1931, the Social Democratic Women's League merged with the
Women's Labour Alliance (Rôdô Fujin Renmei), an organization they had
been co-operating with for some time.65 The Social Democratic Women also

co-operated with the Proletarian Women's League from 1930 on. The Joint
Committee on Total Suffrage (Tettei Fusen Kyôdô linkai), establ¡shed in
October 1930, brought together women of the two groups. A public meeting

held by this committee on 29th November 1930 linked two pressing
concerns: suffrage and the protection of living standards.66 The groups also
61Zassô no Yö

ni Takumashiku, p106.

62 M¡nshû Fujin, No30, pl

.

è34assô no Yô niTakumashiku, p1O7; .Minshû Fu,¡'n, No lB.
64Suzukl Yûko,'Tachiagaru Onnatachi', in JûgoshiNdto, No 2, 1g78,pp6l-63.
65'Gôd0 Taikalo Mukauru nisaishite', Minshû Fujin, No23, May 1931 The Working Womon's

League had been lormed on July 10th 1927, under the ausp¡ces ol the moderaté Sôdômei
Union Federation, and led by Akamatsu Tsuneko. The Committee ol the amalgamated
organization had Akamatsu Akiko as Secretary/Treasurer, Matsuoka Katsuyo responsible for
Finance, and a management committee including Akamatsu Tsuneko, Abe Shizue and
Nishio Fusano. A new committee in 1932 was chaired by Akamatsu Tsuneko, with Abe
Shizue as Secretary and Matsuoka Katsuyo as Treasurer. lshizuki,'193Onendai no Musan
Fujin Undô', p195.
66lsh¡zuk¡, '193Onendai no Musan Fujin Undô', pl96-199.
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co-operated on

a

Proletarian Women's Day in Tokyo and Osaka on

February 8th 1931.67

By Jufy 1931 the Social Democratic Women's League had 22 branches,
representing a doubling in size in just a few months. The membership was

2,225 by October 1931, eight times the 1929 figure.68 ln 1932, tensions
came to a head in the right wing of the proletarian movement, resulting in a

split which saw the creation of the National Socialist Party (Nihon Kokka

Tô) on May 29th 1932. The National Socialist Party was led by
Akamatsu Katsumaro, and his wife Akamatsu Akiko left the Social
Shakai

Democratic Women's League

to lead the National

Socialist Women's

League (Nihon Kokka Shakai Fujin Dömei), which was formed in July 1932,

and changed its name to the Japan Women's League (Nihon Fujin Dômei)
in August 1933.6s

Akamatsu's sister, Akamatsu Tsuneko, however, remained in the social
democratic movement, and supported further coalitions in the moderate lett.

The Social Democrat¡c Women's League merged with the Proletarian
Womens' League in August 1932, forming the Social Masses Women's
League (Shakai Taishu Fujin Dômei). The Social Masses Women's League
provided support for the Social Masses Party, formed in August 1932 from
the merger of the centrist and social democratic parties.TO

oTAkamatsu Tsuneko, Abe Shizue, Sakai Magara, and lwauchiTomie were arrested on this
day. Kondô, Watashi no Kaisô, Volume 2,p147; Zassô no Yô niTakumashiku, p107.
6Slshizuki,'193Onendal no Musan Fujin Undô'.
69lsh¡zuki, '193Onendai no Musan Fujin UndÖ' , p213; Watashitachi no Rekishi oTsuzuru Kai,
Fujin ZasshiRara Mita l930nendai, pp38-39.

7oKondô, Watashi no Kaisö, Volume 2, pp70-71.
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6.2.5. The Soclal ll,lasses Women's League
The merger of the Musan Fujin Dômei and Shakai Minshû Fujin D6mei

tn

1932, resulted in the creation of the Social Masses Women's League
(Shakai Taishti Fujin Dömei) in 1932. This organization, affiliated with the

Social Masses Party, was active until 1936.71 Akamatsu Tsuneko was
chairperson and Sakai Magara was secretary, with Tanabe Tose as
treasurer, assisted by lwauchi Tomie, with a Central Committee of 60
members. The League called for the destruction of fascism, the granting of

women's political rights, equal opportun¡ty in education, abolition of the

licensed prostitution system, paid maternity leave, nursing leave,
menstruation leave,

a mother-child

support act, and the provision of

childcare facilities.T2

6.3 Co-operatlon between Sociallsts and Suffraglsts
One issue which brought together liberal feminists and women of the lett

was the issue of women's suffrage.T3 Although some socialist groups
criticized an excessive emphasis on the suffrage as'bourgeois", the policy
statements of all of the lett wing parties, unions, women's divisions, and
women's leagues included demands for women's voting rights and women's

rights to political participation. This was a particular focus of the Social
Democratic Women's League.74
7lKondô, Watashino Kalsô, Volume 2, pl49.
72A new committee, formed ln 1935, was chalred by lwauchl Tomie, with Sakai Magara as
Treasurer, asssisted by a sterring committee of Akamatsu Tsuneko, Abe Shlzue and three
others. lshlzuki, '193Onendal no Musan Fujin Undô', pl95; Kondô, Watashi no Kaisô,
Volume 2, pp7Û-71:Shakai Undô no Jôkyô, Volume 6, pp685-6.
T3Liberal leminist activities and socialist women's act¡v¡t¡es are oflern presented as being
antithetical, but examples of co-operation can be found in several national contexts. Sse, for
oxample, Ellen Carol DuBois, 'Working Women. Class Relations, and Suffrage Militance:
Haniot Stanlon Blanch and the New York Women Suffrage Movement, 1894-1909', Journal
ol American History, Volume 74, No 1, Juns 1987.

74 'Tettel Fusen no Kakutoku', Minshû Fujin, No 2, gli Akamatsu Akiko, 'Moshl Fujin ni
Kôminken ga Ataerareta Naraba', Minshû Fujin, no 2; Suzuki Haruko, 'Tettei fusen to wa
nanika', Minshû Fujin, No 2;'Kôminken no kakutoku ø', Minshû Fujin, No3, pl;5,'Fujin
Kôminken Enzetsukai', Minshû Fujin, No 5;etc.
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Socialist women's groups also supported the campaigns of the Proletarian

political parties, particularly at the first election held under Universal
Manhood Suffrage in 1928. Even though women could not vote, they were

exhorted to support the election of proletarian candidates who would
represent the interests of the men and women of the proletarian class. Such

sentiments could even be found in the left of the proletarian movement, for

example in Tanno Setsu's contribution to the communist paper Akahata
(Red Flag):

To the Revolution-Minded Comrades
...Women workersl Farm womenl We must realize that our
living conditions will not improve merely by fighting the
capitalists and the landlords. The capitalists and the landlords,
who are concerned only with ways to exploit the workers and
tenants in order to make more money, have the advantage of
favourable government policies. We women must achieve a
real political consciousness and fight the government as well
as the capitalists and the landlords. The Diet has been
dissolved, and men over twenty five have been given the right
to vote. Universal [manhood] suffrage will now enable us to
send representatives of the workers and peasants to the Diet.
But we women have not been given the right to vote. We do not
have the right to choose our representatives. We have only a
tiny bit of freedom, the freedom to get on the platform and
support those who will represent the workers and the peasants
in the Diet. Armed with this small freedom, women throughout
the nation are battling in the electoral districts. We must win the
right for women to take part ¡n political activities and the
freedom to jo¡n political parties. ln order to participate in this
movement, women - women workers and farm women - must
stand on the platform and speak out during the election.
We must join the men in the daily fight to eliminate the
problems that affect us in the factories and on the farms. We
must rally women workers and peasants under our party
slogan "Bring down the government of landlords and capitalists
- all the evildoers and create a government of workers and

-

peasants.Ts

TsTanno Selsu, Akahata,15.3.1928; translat¡on in Hane Mikiso, Reltections on the Way to
the Gallows: Rebel Women in Pre-War Japan, Berkeley: University of California Press, p193194.
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A joint women's suffrage committee (Fusen Kakutoku Kyôdô linkai) was set

up in December 1928 and was active until 1929. This committee brought
together three women's suffrage organizations and four of the lett-wing
women's leagues: the Labour Women's Alliance (Rôdô Fujin Renmei) the

Social Womens' League (Shakai Fujin D6mei), the Japan Association for

Women's Political Rights (Nihon Fujin Sanseiken Kyôkai), the Kantô
Women's League (Kantô Fujin Dômei), the League for Women's Political

Rights (Fujin Sansei Dômei), the Women's Suffrage League (Fusen
Kakutoku Dômei), the National Women's League (Zenkoku Fujin D6mel.76
The group was responsible for a series of public meetings on the women's
sutfrage issue between March and May '1928.77

The First National Women's Suffrage Conference was held on 27th April
1930, under the auspices of the Women's Suffrage League, with the support

of the Japan Association for Women's Political Rights, the Proletarian
Women's League, and the All-Kansai Women's Federation. The Proletarian
Women's League was also represented at the Second National Women's
Suffrage Conference on 14th February 1931 .78

There were several further attempts to set up joint committees. The Joint
Committee on Total Suffrage (Tettei Fusen Kyôdô Tôsô linkai), establ¡shed

in October 1930, brought together women of the Social

Democratic

Women's League and the Proletarian Women's League,79 while the Allied
Committee for the Attainment of Women's Suffrage (Fusen Dantai Hengô
TíZenQoku Fujin DômeiNews, No 4, April 1928.
77lch¡kawa Fusae'Kaisetsu', Nihon Fujin MondaishiryôSårlsel, Volume 2,gp46-47.
78Kano, 'Fusen Kakutoku Dômei no Seiritsu', pp78-79; Sakai
[Kondôt Magara,'Watashl no
Mila Taikai', Fusen, May 1930, in Kondô, Watashino Kaiú, Volume 2, ppl60-1ô4.
79zassö no Yö niTakumashiku, p107.
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linkai), established in January 1931 , brought together the Women's Suffrage

League, the Japan Christian Association for Women's Suffrage (Nihon
Kirisutokyô Fujin Sanseiken Kyôkai), League for Women's Political Rights

(Fujin Sansei Dômei), and the Proletarian Women's League. These four
groups were represented at the third annual National Women's Suffrage

Conference

in May 1932, which

produced

a

statement condemning

fascism.So

Socialist women were represented

at

national women's

suff rage

conferences from 1930 on, and their influence can be seen in some of the
declarations issued by these conferences. Some elements of the socialist
movement were, however, critical of such co-operation. The Musan Fujin

Dômei's response to criticism of their co-operation with the suffragists was
outlined in the League's Newsletter:

. . . lt is not the case that we of the Musan Fujin Dômei are
simply interested in sutfrage and nothing else. We are working
for the day when [control of] today's politics will be seized by
the workers and the farmers. All of our act¡ons
strikes,
workers' schools, electoral struggles are in preparation for
that day. So, in order to prepare properly, we will take every
opportunity to put fonruard our ideas. That is [the nature ofl our
movement. We have no interest in the class of women who
rush after the bait of women's suffrage, and think they can
solve all problems through the power of women. We think that
there is nothing to be gained by throwing insults at each other.
We must communicate our class consciousness to that class of
women who are being moved to fight for the cause of women's
sutfrage. We must call out to those women who can co-operats
with the class of working women. Each of these opportun¡ties is
a site for our strugglel lt is from this point of view that the Musan
Fujin Dômei proposes this joint struggle.sl

-

-

80Xatô Akemi, 'Onnalachi no Yókyû o Kakagete', JûgoshiNôto, No 2,1978. ppô4-65.
81'RengÖ linkai ni Tsuite', Musan Fujin Tôsô News, No 1, 1/4/1932, reprinted in Suzuki Yrlko,
'Manshû Jihen to Musan Fujin Undô', Jûgoshi Nôlo, No 3, 1979, p 60.
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Several bills for women's suffrage were introduced by individual members of

the Diet during the nineteen twenties. By the end of the decade, women's
suffrage had broad support within the government, culminating in a Bill
presented by the Hamaguchi Cabinet in 1931. This Bill only allowed for
women's voting in regional (city, town and village) assemblies, and provided

for women to stand for office in local assemblies with their husband's
permission. The Women's Suffrage League was opposed to this limited form
of women's suffrage. Although this was passed by the Lower House, it failed

to pass the more conservative House of Peers, and was subsequently
overshadowed by events surrounding the Manchurian Crisis from 1931.82

Suffrage conferences continued until 1937, and fascism was criticised at the

annual conferences, largely thanks to Proletarian members of the joint
suffrage committee.s3 Suffragists and socialists campaigned together for
improved labour legislation for women workers, and for State benefits for
supporting mothers. Although suffrage conferences made several leminist

demands, relating to women's political participation , the

which were listened

to in

only

demands

nineteen thirties Japan were those which

reinforced women's maternal function. The Women's Suffrage League was
forced to disband in 1940.84

Meanwhile, the government made its own attempts to mobilize women, in
opposition to the developing alliances between socialists and sutfragists.

The Fujin Dôshikai, formed on 12th May 1930, attracted several women
from the most conservative wing of the Women's Suffrage League. This was
82None, 'Women's Rights and Society's Nseds, pp 703-710; Garon,'Womsn's Groups and
the Japanese State', pp28-35.
83Suzuki, 'Manshû Jihen to Musan Fujin UndÖ', p60.

84Kano,'Fusen Kakutoku DÖmei no Seiritsu', p69.
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followed by the formation of the Japan Federation of Women's Associations

(Nihon Rengo Fujin

Kai)

on 6th March 1931 , and the formation of the

Women's National Defence Organization (Nihon Kokubô Fujinkai) in March
1932.8s

6.4 Engaglng wlth the State
6.4.1 The Manchu¡lan lncldent

Even before the outbreak of the Manchurian Crisis in September 1931, the
Proletarian Women's League had consislently opposed imperialism.s6At the

time of the Manchurian incident, the Proletarian Women's League attempted
to mobilize women's opposition to Japanese encroachment into China. The

Proletarian women planned a day of speeches on the theme of 'Women
and Wa/, but were unable to enlist the support of other socialist or sutftagist

groups. The Proletarian women put out their own statement opposing
militarism, which explicitly rejected the emotionalism and passivity which
had often been a feature of women's pacifist writings since the publication of
Yosano Akiko's "Kmishinitamau koto nakare" in 1904:87

War is not a matter of individual likes and dislikes. lt is
something forced on us by the ruling class. Forthis reason it is
no use saying to our husbands , brothers, and children "do not

giveup your life for the Emperof (kimi shini tamau koto
nal<are). We must say to the promoters of war : "Do not wage
warl Do not kjll proletarians forthe sake of your own profitsll"Ss

S5lllol these natlonalist

women's organizations, along with the pre-existing Patrlotic

Womsns'Associat¡on, were mer!¡ed in the Grealer Japan Women's Assoc¡at¡on (Dai Nilnn
Fujinkaî) in February 1942. Karþ,'Fus€n Kakutok¡¡ DÖn¡eirÞ Seidtsr', pp81€2.

86The¡r starice was outllned ln 'Rôdôsha Nômin no Gyakusatsu Sensô Zettal Hantal',
Zenkoku Taisltû Shinfun Gögai Musan Fujinban, 8ß/1931, qnd Teikokushugi Sensô Zettai
Hantei', Musn Fujin DôrrciTôú t#kokt,-2t4t1931;held in Önara Social Researctr Instih¡te,
and cited in lshizuki,'1930nendai r¡o Musan Fujin UndÖ', p204-205.
87On Yosano Akko's pacifisl poem, see Section 3.5 above.
SSMusan Fujin Dôrnei, 'Ssnsó Hanta¡ nitaisuruseimeisho', 1u12t1gg1, held in Onara Social

Research lnstitute and cited in Suzuki, 'Manshû jihen to musan fujin undô', pp58-66. See
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ln the Social Democratic Women's League's statement on the Manchurian

lncident in December 1931, they call on the Japanese State to take control
of Manchuria from the bourgeoisie in the interests of the proletarid, and call

for a special tax, the proceeds of which will be used for the families of
servicemen.tr)

Severalfeminist leaders commented individually on these events. Sutfragist
lchil<awa Fusae reiterated the pacifist view

thd intemdional disputes should

not be solved by military means, and referred to the children who would be

sacrificed to military conflict on both sides. lchikawa believed that women,
who are the'mothers of humanity" would be most concemed to prevent such
sacrifices.9O Yamakawa Kikue, on the other hand, was more cynical about
linking pacifism with women's "peace-loving " nature:

The refined kind of movement which calls on the peace-loving
instincts of women to prevent war is, in short, nothing more
than an amusement of peaceful times. Even though women
may love peace and hate war, their socialization has strongly
cultivated the habit of sacrificing one's personal emotion and
personal benefit for the common benefit of the society one
belongs to - for what is believed to be just. ln every society in
every age without exception, ws can observe women's attitude
of self-sacrifice and martyrdom. W¡th the same passion and
excitement that they have devoted to their child's upbringing,
these women show no regrets in offering their children on the
altar of war, in the name of justice and the common good. A
simplistic matemal love, and an attachment to a peaceful home

also: Sandra Wilson, Wornen's Responses to the Marrcturian Crisb', chaptø of urpublistred
doctoral thesis, 'Popular Responses to the Manchurian Crisis', Oxford University, 1990;
Kondö, Watashi no Kaisô, Volume 2, pp148-149; lshizuki, '193Onendai no Musan Fujin
UndÖ', pp205-213. lshizuki takes a broad view of women's responses to lhe Manchurian
Crlsis, considerlng not only statements on the lncldent ilself, but also the responses ol
women's groups to the norsening eærnmh sinJd¡on of the early 1gg0s.

S9snafal Minshû FuJln Dômel Chûô Sh¡t&ô llnl<al, Man-nô mondal nt kansJru seimeßho,
1111U1931;held ln Ohara SochlResearch lnstitute and reprinted in Suzuki,'Manshû Jihen
t9 Musan Fuiin Undô', p62€. See also:'Manrnô Mondai Taisalq, o Kyôg¡Shila K¡rkyû Chrjô
Shikkô linkai', Mi¡tshû Fujin, No 31,2511211931 ; 'Shôwa Shbhinen wa lka ni Tatakawareru
beki ka', Minslû Fujin, No31, 2511211931.
9olchifawa Fusae, 'Fujin no Honsei no Tachiba o Oite', Asahi Shinbtn, 18t1111931, cited in
'ShiryÖ: Jihen o kó Miru', JugosttiNôto, l.lo 3, p54.
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life is preparation forthe act of sacrifice to the greater needs of
the grouP.sr

Hiratsuka Raichô criticised the relative silence of women's groups on the
Manchurian issue.92 Takamure ltsue was also criticalof the failure of most of

the proletarian women's groups to mount effective criticism of the incident,
and critical of those women who based their pacifism on their standpoint as

mothers. Takamure herself was working towards a more philosophical
understanding of war, quoting Heraclites, Plato and Max.93 Perhaps the
most radical repsonse was from anarchist YagiAkiko, on the occasion of the

creation of the puppet state of Manchukuo in 1932. Yagi described
Manchukuo as a slave state which had simply exchanged one invader for
another, and called for opposition to imperialism.9a

The failure of socialist groups to present united opposition to Japanese
imperialism in Manchuria in 1931 was a sign of the gradualcapitulation of
the legal left. The Social Democrats in particular failed to promote principles

of internationalism, although there was some isolated criticism of the
Manchurian lncident from other proletarian groups. These tendencies were
foregrounded with the formation of the National Socialist Party in 1932, but
even those who stayed withín the Social Democratic fold were muted in their

criticism of imperialism.gS Afthough the Proletarian Women's League and
9lYamakawa Kikue, 'Manshû no Jûsei', Fujin Kôrôn, November 1931; in Suzuki (ed),
Yamakawa Kikue Josei Kaihö Ronshû, p 45. On related themes, see: Yamakawa Kikue,
'Nachisu to Fujin', Yomiurl Shlnbun, 5/121935; 'Sensô to Fujin', Jryd, November 1937, in
Suzuki (edl, Yamakawa Kkue Joæi Kaihö Ronsfú, pp9+103.
92Hlratsuka Ralclrô,'Mansh0 Jihen to Fullntachlno TaHo', Miyako Shlnbun, 27t12J1991,
M,to, ¡\¡o 3, pp5465.

clted ln'Shlryô:Jihen o kô Mlru', JtigosE

93Takamure ltsue, 'Heiwa to Fujin', Shûkan Fujo Shinbun,31l1t1932 &.7t2t1932:cited in
'Shiryô:Jihen o kô Miru', Jûgoshi

Mto,

l'¡o 3, pp52-57.

94Yagi Akiko, Manshrlkoku Kensetsu lo wa', Nôson Seinen, No 5, March 1932, cited in
'Shiryô: Jihen o kô Miru', JûgosltiNöto, Ilo 3, p57.

95On tfre attitudes ol prcletarian pailies and union lederations to the Manchurian lrrcident,
see: Large, Organized Wotueæ and þcialist fulitiæ, pp153-156.
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the Social Democratic Women's League merged in 1932, their different
stances on issues related to imperialism were left unresolved.s

6.5.2 The Mother and Chllct Protectlon Act
The issue of State assistance for supporting mothers continued to be
disa¡ssed afterthe debate on "motherhood protection'in the Taishô period.
The progressive women's newspaper Fujo Shinbun refened to the issue

throughout the 1920s, and set up a committee to promote the issue in
1926.97 Atter 1931 , and the escalation of Japanese aggression in China,

calls for State assistance for supporting mothers became more urgent, as
lamilies suffered from the effects of economic depression and the problems

of surviving with fathers and brothers absent in the military. lncidents of

mother-child suicides focused attention on this problem.9s Akamatsu
Tsuneko reported in July 1932 that in the past two years there had been 492
incidents which had claimed the lives of 821 children.se

Although the need for such short-term measures as welfare provisions for
supporting mothers may have been questioned by some individualsocialist
writers, this principle was one of the demands made by the Shakai Taisht)

Fujin Dômei (Social Masses Women's League) in 1932. Their platform
specifically mentions a Boshifujo hô (Mother and Child Assistance Act¡,too
96lshizuki,'1 93Onendai rp Musan Fujin Undô', p224-225.

97'Boshl Fujo Hô Seitel Sokushinkai Shushi', Fujo Shinbun,25t4l1926, ln Fujinkai
Sanjûgonen, pp176-179. See also:'Boseiai m KakuctË', Fujo Shinbun, 1011511926,
reprinted ln Fujinkai Sanjûgonen, ppl67-168;and'Boseiai no Kakuchô (futatabil', Fujo
Shinbun, 16/ry193Í1, reprinted ln Fujinkal Sanjûgonen, pp169-170.
98'Bose¡ Hogo no Kyûyô', Fujo Shinbun,71211926, reprinted in Fujinkai Sanjûgonen,
W170-172. The bzue of rnotherchild suicides was also disa¡ssed other women's joumals:
Fusen, Volume 4, No 6, 1930, cited ln Kano,'Fusen Kakutoku Dômel rn Seirilsu', p79;
Hiratsuka Raictrô,'Fujin Sensen niSarka Shile', Fujin Sensen, February 1930, p36; Minshû
Fujin, No 13, 2516/1930.
99

asg

no Yó

tp Tafumashku,

100 ¡1e¡¡66, Watashi ¡to

p111.

Kaiú, Volume 2,p70-71.
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whife other proletarian groups referto protective provisions or

boseihqoin

general. ln other words, there were philosophical ditferences between
individuals and groups, but most were willing to support pragmatic short-

term measures such as the Mother and Ch¡ld Assistance Act, while
maintaining their separate positions on longer term objectives.

The Women's Sutfrage League had always supported the various policies

described as'motherhood protection',l01 ¿¡6 the Fifth Annual Women's
Suffrage Conference in 1934 specifically demanded the introduction of a
Boshi Fujo

Hô (Mother & Ch¡ld Assistance Act ¡.102 psp¡ssentatives from

both liberal and socialist groups formed the Alliance for the Promotion of a

Mother and Child Protection Acl (Bosei Hogo Hô Seitei Sokushin Fujin

Renmei) in September 1934.103 This committee was headed by former
Bluestocking Yamada Waka. Yamada had been responsible for the early
translations of Ellen Key in the journal Seitô, and was said to "embody" the

principle of maternalism, although she had no children of her syy¡.l04
Yamada was against abortion, against contraception, and raised the ire of
former colleague Hiratsuka in 1931 when she advocated that women should
"rstum to their homes".lo5

101gse section 4.7 above on the disparate meanings of lhe phras
of nntherhood).

102

¡¡¡¡7¿¡ Fujin Mondai Shiryô

e frlsei

hry

þrolect¡on

St¡dsei Volurne 2, p60.

100The nar¡€ wÍls shoÍened to the Mothertpod Protec{ion Alliance (fusei Hogo Rennn| m
1935. Relevant documents arc reprcduced in Nihon Fujin Moúai Shiryö Shûæ[ Volume 2,

pp474-496.
104 y¿¡¿2¿ki Tornoko, The Story ol Yamada Waka: lrom Prostitute
Kôdansha, Tokyo, 1985, pp129-136.

to

Feminist Pioneer,

105 ¡1¡¡¿¡suka Raicfrô,'lchinino handô
iosei', FujinSensea June 1930, rry/tz4g.
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Sakai Magara was one of the socialists represented on this committee.
While Yamada's promot¡on of State support for motherhood was linked with

antagonism towards contraception and abortion, socialists often linked the
issues of birth control and State assistance for supporting mothers. They
argued that women should not be forced to give birth to unplanned children,

and that they should have the economic means to look after the children

they chose to bear.106 $¿[¿i had already had one confrontation with
Yamada on the subject of contraceptio¡,l07 and now voiced her concern
about the philosophy behind the proposed legislation:

There is nothing wrong with being moved to feelings of
sympathy , compassion or mercy by the problem of motherchild suicides . lt is a different matter, however , when these
feelings become the basis for a movement, and the spirit
behind legislation.
There is no need forthe worship of motherhood...

Rather than saying "Protect motherhood because it is
someth¡ng noble" this State , which is built by the people,

should protect both motherhood and fatherhood .
Nowadays , the members of the Movement forthe Creation of a
Motherhood Protection Act demand , support, and call for the
protection of motherhood . Could we not say that the fact that
the State does not provide such protection, is proof that the
State does not belong to the people?
When there is a war, and there are not enough soldiers, there

are calls to bear children and to multiply.

[n such timesl
motheß with children will be given financial assistance. Does
this also come underthe name of respect for motherhood, and
protection of motherhood?l o8
The above polemic was written for the suffragist journal Fusen in October
1934. Sakai was perceptive enough to realise that such measures as the
Mother and Child Assistance Act were most likely to be granted in wartime,

1

06¡s¡¿rlki,'1 93Onendai no Musan Fujin UndÖ', p202

OTsakai [KondÖl Magara,'Ningen bÖtokul', Sanji Chôsetsu Hyôron, May I 925, ln Kondô,
Watashi no Kaiú, Volume 2,p188-194.

1

1O8sakai [KondÖl Magara,'Bosei hogo seiteiundô nikisu', Fusen, October 1934, in Kor¡dô,
Watashi tp Kaisô, Voh¡me 2, p173.
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when the family unit was being threatened. She also realised the
contradistion involved in "protecting" mothers and children, in otderthd they

may later be sacrificed for the war etfort. Given that the State is seen to be
responsible forthe exploitation of the proletariat as workers and as soldiers,

she insists that the State should also take responsibility for women and
children.

Sakai's writings on this issue show an ambivalent attitude to State
institutions, which goes beyond the simplistic identification of State interests
with capitalist interests, but is less sanguine about the benevolence of State

institutions. By 1935 her rhetoric was framed in slightly ditferent terms.
Writing in the textile worke/s paper Seigi no Hikari, Sal€¡ now stated that
such demands as the creation of a Mother and Child Assistance Act or an

Unemployment lnsurance System were worthwhile because they would
cause cracks in the system, and hasten the defeat of capitalism.l@

The Mother and Ch¡ld Protection Acl (Boshi Hogo Hô) was promulgated on

March 31st 1937, and became effective on January 1st 1938.110 The Act
provided assistance for a mother (or grandmother) and child when the father

had died, deserted the family, or become ill. A bill for the assistance of
families of soldiers sick, wounded, or killed in war (Gunii Fuio

Hô) was

passed on the same day.11t

We should note that this law was enacted at a time when families were
being shaken by the loss of husbands, feûhers and sons, and the myth of the
1@Sam¡KondôtMagara,'Boshi Fujo Hó no hanashi,' Seigirn Hikari, No 53, 1/1/1935, in
Kondô, Watashi tp Kaisô, Voh¡me 2,P174.
110¡¡¡¡pn Fujin Mondaishiryô Sf¡rise¿ Vol2, pp488{90.

111y¿v¡¡,The Japanese Women's Movenþnf
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.

nuclear family with father as breadwinner could no longer be sustained.

The State now looked after widows

in place of the absent fathers,

suggesting another possible relationship between women and the State,
with the State cast as patriarch. This impression is reinforced by the title of

the Act. lmplied in the title'Mother and Ch¡ld Protection Act' is an unequal
relationship between women and the state, with women positioned as weak

supplicants in need of 'protectionn, to be provided by a strong and
benevolent State.

Subtle differences in terminology appeared between ditferent actors in this

campaign. The women's newspaperFujo Shinbun criticised the Home
Ministry's use of the phrase Jidô Fujo Hô (Ch¡ld Assistance Act) in draft

legislation, arguing that this title ignored the issue of the welfare of
mothers.l12 Fujo Shinbun's emphasis on the links between the welfare of

children and the welfare of mothers, however, suggests an inability to
conceptualize issues of women's welfare independent of their roles as
mothers. The women's committee formed to lobby lorthis legislation refened

to a'mother and child assistance act", although the committee itself was
called the'Motherhood Protestion League" and articles and slogans on the

issue otten slipped back into the language of "protection of motherhood'
(boseihogo), suggest¡ng the diffiottty of transcending this way of viewing the
relationship between women and the State.

Campaigns by socialist women on labour legislation in the 1920s and 1930s
employed similar language. Proletarian women's leagues and unions called

for legislation for the "protection" of women workers (Fujin Rùdôsha
Hogohô). The proposed legislation was a response to the inadequacies of
112'gess¡ Hogo no Hon'i', Fujo Shinbun, 411111926, reprinted in Fujinkai Sanjûgonen,
pp172-174.
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the Factory Ac,t.These groups called forthe immediate abolition of night
work for women, proper paid maternity leave, and from the late 1920s also
called for menstru¿1¡s¡ ¡s¿ve.l13

Like liberal feminists, many socialist women were willing to attempt to
engage with Stde institutions in order to achieve reforms in the interests of

women. However, because socialist women were always conscious of the
possibility of political repression, and because they were conscious of the

class interests of the bureaucracy and the government, this engagement
with State structures was less likely to slide into co-operation orco-optation.

There was a fine line, however, between participation on cþmmittees formed

to lobby the State for the implementation of feminist demands, and cooptation onto committees formed by the burezucracy to mobilize women for

govemmentdefined purposes. The movements for cjvic participation in local
improvement movements mobilized many progressive women who were
critical of the more overtly nationalist organizations such as the Patriotic
Women's Association and the Women's National Defence Organization.
Yamakawa Kikue, however, was one socialist woman who continued to
criticize women's co-optation into organizations formed to promote State
defined goals.1ll

1139¿kr¡¿¡ Kinue, fusei

thgo

lJ¡tdöshi, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan, 1987,pp58-65; Baôara

Molony,'Equality versus Ditference: The Japanese Debate Over Motherhood Proteclion,
1915-1950', ln Janet Hunter (edl Japanese Women Working, London: Routledge, 1993,

p135.

114y¿¡¿

¿1¡¡a Kikue,'Fujin rn Kokusaku Kyôryoku', Fujin Körcn,October 1938;'Seifu no
JoselChôyô: Tashika na Ayumide TadashiiHôkaku ø', Tokyo Asahi Shinbun,24l6l1939i
'Fujin rn Kokutai Kôdô', Tokyo AsahiShinbun, 2516/1939,'Shintaiseika Fujin no Chiito
Yakuwari', Nihon Hyöron, September 1940, in Suzuki (edl Yamakawa Kikue Josei KaihÔ
Ronshû, ppl28-1,18.
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6.4,3 Debates with Anarchlst Women
While social democratic women and liberal feminists proposed statist
solutions to many women's issues, anarchist women continued to question

the role of the State in Maxist thought. These issues were considered in two

women's intellectual journals which appeared around the turn of the
decade. Nyonin Geijutsu (Women's Arts) and Fuiin Sensen (The Women's
Front) are usually presented as anarchist women's arts journals, but both
joumals published contributions from a broad spectrum of the left, including

Communist Sata lneko, Manist Yamakawa Kikue, maternalist feminist
Hiratsuka Raichô, as well as anarchists Yagi Akiko and Takamu¡s ¡1sus.l15

Nyonin Geijutsu, edited by Hasegawa Shigure, a former contributor to the

Bluestocking journal, appeared from 1928

to

1931 .116

fuii¡

Sensen

appeared from March 1930 to June 1931.117

These journals provided a space for what could almost be called a feminist

'ana-bonJ ronsô".118 Takamure ltsue and Yamakawa Kikue carried on a
debate on the relative merits of anarchist and socialist solutions to the
woman question in several intellectualjournals, particularly Fujin Kôrsn.119

They were joined by several contributors to Nyonin Geijutsu and Fujin

1159¡ the anarchlst womsn's arts lournal, Nyonin Geijutsu, see: Ogata Akiko, Nyonin
Geijutw no Hitobito: Ogata Akiko, Nyonin Geijutsu no Sekai, Tokyo: Domesu Shuppan,
1980;'Nyonin Geljutsu nikil<,u Hataraku Onnatach¡ rþ Kos', Jt)goshi Nötq No 2, 1978, pp52'
56; Miriam Silveôeq, 'The Modem Girl as Militant', ln Bemstein (edl Recreatlng Japanese
Wome4 pp250-255.
I l6¡¿çs¡¡¡¡¡s editþn:Tokyo: Ryôkel Shosha, 1981.
1

I

7¡acsi¡¡¡s edition: Tokyo: Rokuinbô,

1

98Í1.

1181¡e debates between anarch¡$s ar¡d bolshevists olthe 1920s are refenedto asthe 'er¡abru ronú". On tf¡e wornen's 'anebru tonú', see E.P. Tg.¡rumi, 'Fem¡n¡sri and Ælarcf¡bm',

pp9-12.

1lhsurunt,

'Feminism and Anarchisnt', pp9-11.
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Sensen, including some articles which descended into personal attacls on
male and female ro6¡¿¡¡s1s.120

Contributots

lo Fujin Sensen pointed out some of the weaknesses of

socialist attempts to solve the'woman quest¡on". Takamure ltsue argued that

because socialist thought privileged labour and the economic sphere, those
activities which were the responsibility of women (childbirth and childcare)

were relegated to the private sphere and thus devalued. Takamure also
rejected the socialists'advocacy of public provision of childcare facilities,
arguing that this, too, represented a devaluation of motherhood, as children

were taken away from their mothers.l2l Takamure envisioned a society
based on small autonomous communities (museifu tryôsan shakaillzz close

to nature, where women would share responsibility for children; she
identified such an ana¡chist tradition in Japanese village communities.ls

Takamure, like Hiratsuka Raichô, tended to idolise motherhos6.124
Takamure, however, identified motherhood with nature, and rejected the
State support which had been advocated by Hiratsule:
12ogss, for example , Matsumoto Masae,'Buru Otoko no Kamsn o Hagu', Sumai Sueko,
Tvlaruha rp Orekirekl, Shôch¡Saiko, Wagakunirp Marulusrl Fujin rn Zur¡ô Haiken', pans 14,
Fujin Sensen.
1211¿¡¿¡¡g¡s ltsue, 'Fujin Sensen nlTatsu', Fujin Sense¿ No 1, March 1930; pp8-16;cited
in Yoneda Sayoko,'Boseislrugino Rekishitel<tlgi: Fujin Sensen Jidaino HiratsJka RabhÖ o

Chrlshin ni', in Josoishi Sôgô Kenkyûkal (eds) Niñon Joseishi 5: Gendal, Tokyo: Tokyo
Daþaku Shuppankai, pl35. See also: Takanu¡re ltsue, Kaikyû Dótoku to Museifu DÖtoku:
Toku ni Fujin rn Tame ni', Fujin Sensen, No 9, ppêl1.
1221¿k¿¡¡¡ure ltsue, 'Museifushugi no Mokuhyö to Senjutsu: Genka Museifuslulgi Sensen
no Seid niKansuru Shken, Fujin Sensen, April1930, pp30-36.
123 ¡ s¡¡¡¡6r ¡dealizat¡on of village comrnunities can be found in the writing of ltô Noe, who
brought an anarchist pespective to the Bluestocking journal. See, for example, ltÔ Noe,
'Museifu rn jijitsu', lt6 Noe Zensú ,Yol2, Gakugei Shorin, Tokyo,p4ô4.

124¡1¡¡¿¡sr¡a atso contributed lo Fujin Sensen, and many similarities can be kJentified
between Hiratsuka ar¡d Takam¡re. The connecl¡ons between Hkatsule and Takamure have
been traced by Tsurumi. ln addition to their philosophbal affinities, they are also linked by
their use of both polemical and poetic genres of writing in order to express their feminist
ideas. See , for example, Takamure ltsue's 'Leaving Home Poem" (lede no Shi). Hiratsuka
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fi'akamure] called for establishment of community support and
care for mothers and abolition of maniage as an institution...
ich must be honored,
ike reProdustion and
she
own representatives
women, rather than by unnatural social institutions like
maniage and the family.tes

Believing
argu
childcare
-

Contributors lo Fu¡in Sensen attacked the family system in a series of

articles.126 Afthough Takamure explicitly addressed the question of
childcare, in her rejection of public childcare facilities and her advocacy of

co-operative childcare in small autonomous communities, she did not
question the sexual division of labour, whereby it was women who held
primary responsi bility for childcare.

ln Hiratsuka's contribution lo Fujin Sensen, she looked back on the two
decades since the esablishment of the Bluestocking journal, and traced the
changes in her political position. Atthough she is now criticalof "capitalisfl

exploitation, she is not ready to embrace socialist solutions to women's
problems. Uke Talcamure, she seems to fear that socialist solutions tend to

be authoritarian solutions. Hiratsuka has now become involved with the
consumers'co-operative movement, and she identifies this movement as
having the potentialto transform society through the feminine principles of

co-operation, rather than what she sees as the masculine strategy of class
struggle. Although the forms of political strategy proposed by Hiratsuka had

Raichô,. GenshiJoseiwa Taiyö de affa, Tokyo: Ôtsuki Sholen, Volume 4, pp281-283;
Tg¡rumi, 'Feminism ard Anarchisrn, pp7€.
1

25TE¡rum¡,'Femhism and Anarcfrism', p8.

1261¿¡1¿¡¡¡¡lre ltsue,'KateiHiteircn', FujinSersen;No 2, Malsurnoto Masae, Seisekatsu no
KeizaigalcÍeki Kansalgl: Fujin Undô to shite no Katei Hilel, Fujin Sensen, No 9, pp14-19.
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undergone several transformations, she still sought specifically feminine
strategies for political change. 127

Uke the motherhood protection debate of the Taishô period, these writings

allowed further definition of the differences between socialist and other

women's strateg¡es for political change. While the Taishô debates had
allowed a clear definition of the ditferences between liberal feminists and

socialist women, the contributions lo Nyonin Geijutsu and Fuiin Sensen
allowed discussion of the ditferences between anarchist and socialist views
of women's issues, and much of this discussion focused on the role of the

State. While anarchist and socialist women ditfered in the degree to which

they had faith in Statist solutions to women's issues, they did share
experiences of the repressive functions of State institutions.

6.4.4 The State and Represslon
The experience of imprisonment appears in socialist women's writings from
the earliest days. One of the features of Fukuda Hideko's autobiography is

the extended discussion of her experiences in prison. Although her
imprisonment on charges related to the Ôsaka lncident certainly reltecis the
repressive power of the Meiji State, her experience of imprisonment appears

to have been relatively benevolent, perhaps because of her relatively
privileged class backgroun6.l 28

Kanno Suga, however, had a much more violent introduction to the powers
of the police and judiciary. lt seems that her poor treatment at the hands of

the police in the Red Flag lncident in 1908 was one of the catalysts for her
1275ss Hiratsuka Ra'lclrô,'Fujin Sensen nisanka shile', Fujin Sar¡sen, 1930, pp34-39;and
rn Rekishiteki lgl,

Yoneda Sayokos disa¡ssion of Hiratsul€'s pol[ical positbn in tsoseisfugi

passi,rl

128gss section 1.1 above.
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subsequent radicaliz¿1ls¡.l29 We have a relatively detailed account of her
imprisonment during the trial for the Great Treason lncident, thanks to the
survival of her prison diary.130 Kanno would become the first woman to be
exeq¡ted fortreason in modem Japan.

The experience of imprisonment and police repression was something "'
which united all pârticipants in the socialist movement. Sakai Magara was

conscious of this issue from her childhood, and hor earliest memories
included visiting her father Sakai Toshihiko in prison, and receiving a

farewell letter and presents from Kanno Suga. When Sakai Magara and
Nakasone Sadayo were imprisoned for distributing anti-militarist leaflets in

the 1920s, Sakai was thus crcnscious of the links between herself and other
activist women who had been imprisoned. All of these women were seen to

have acted in ways which threatened the national polity: Fukuda Hideko's
involvement in the Ôsaka lncident, Kôtoku and Kanno's treason plot, and

Sakai and Nakasone's distribution of material containing "dangerous
thoughts". Sakai was able to form a more tangible link, however, as she
imagined Kanno's experience of imprisonment in a cell which was probably

identicalto her own, and remembered Kanno's poem about light shining
through the baned prison window.l3l

Most of our aocess to the experience of women under imprisonment comes

from retrospective accounts like Sakai [Kondôl Magara's. There are the
semi-fictional writings of Yamanouchi Minal32 and Sata lneks,133 1¡s
129see the diso¡ssion of the Red Flag lncident in seclion 3.7 above.
13Op¡sçrlssed ln detail ln Helene Bowen,'Victims as Vlctors'. Kanno's prison poetry ls
discussed in Helene Bowen, Women and Treason in Prewar Japan: The Prison Poelry of
Kanno Suga and Kanelo Fumiko', tilitä, No 5, Spring 1988, pp9-25.

1316s¡¡66, Watashi no Kaisö, Voh,¡me 2, pp39{0.

132y¿¡¿¡quchi Mina, The Nþtrl of the Stars', translated in Hane Mikiso, Rellælio¡ts onthe
WaytotpGalbws-
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memo¡rs of such women as Tajima Hide,l34 and the experiences recounted

in the autobiographies and the oral history interviews of the post-war
period.l35 Occasionally, however, accounts of imprisonment appeared in
contemporary publications. Tanno Setsu's letter to her mother from prison

appeared in the women's journal Fujin ¡ç6vsn,136 while Nyonin Geiiutsu
published the

amunt

of a "modern girl'who had ended up in prison after a

demonstrat¡e¡.137 From 1933, the newspapers also published accounts of
those former communists and socialists who had committed tenkô: public
renunciation of their left-wing views. This provided a negative example for
those who were brave enough to continue in oppositionalactivity. What allof

these accounts did was to remind activists of the increasingly strict limits
placed on oppositional activity, partiq¡larly afterthe enactment of the Peace

Preservation Law (Chian lji Hô) of 1925.

6.5 Women as Actlvlsts
ln addition to actively repressive policies, the government was increasingly
involved in campaigns to mobilize ever-more clearly-defined sectors of the

population, through youth groups, women's organizations, and other
patritotic organizations. By 1937, Japan was at warwith China, and moving
towards a state of total national mobilization. The activities of the proletarian

1335¿¡¿ fneko, Kurenai, cited in Victoria Vernon, Daughters ol the Moon: Wish,. Witt and
ocial Constraint in the Fiction ol Japanese Women, Berkeley: lnstitute of East Aslan Studies,
Unlversity of Calilornia, 1988, p88.

1341¿¡¡r" Hide, Hitosujino Michi.
1359s¡¡ss Kkue, Hitamuki no Onnatachi: Watanabe & Suzuki (edsl Tatakai nilkite - Senzen
Fujin Undö e no Shôgen; Watanabe & Suzuki(edsl , Undö nikaketa Onnatachi; Yamashiro
Tomos, Toraware no Onnatacl¡¿ Tokyo: Komichi Shobô, 1980, 11 volumes; Hane,
Rellections on the Way to the Gallows.

1361¿¡¡e Selsu, 'Gokuchû Yori Haha nl Klsu', Fujin Kôron, cited ln Watashitachi no Rekishi o
Tsuzuru Kai, Fujin ZasshiKara Mita l930nendai', Tokyo: Dójidaisha, 1987, p40.

137'pygç¡¡jô no modan gâru', Nyonin Geijutsu, Volume 2, No 12, pp77-81, cited in
Silverberg, The Modern Girlas Mil¡tant', p255.
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women's divisions and suffragist organizations were soon overshadowed by

these semi-official patriotic women's organizations. The Kokubô Fujin Kai
(National Women's Defence Organization) was established in Western
Japan in 1932. Although initially a private organization, the Association's
fundraising activites were supported first by the media and then by the

bureaucracy. While lhe Aikoku Fujinkailss had largely remalned an
organization for (upper) middle class women, lhø Kokubô Fujin

from the start

a

Kai

was

more broad-based organization. These two patriotic

women's organizations worked in parallel until their merger in 1942. While
the proletarian women's organizations tried to reach women from the grass-

roots level, the activities of lhe Kokubô Fujin

Kai

were increasingly

organized from above.

The lirst campaign by socialist women examined in this thesis was the
campaign for the revision of Article Five of the Public Peace Law, carried out

by the women of the Heiminsha, in a relatively optimistic time of liberal
idealism. ln the next three decades, socialist women would gain confidence

as workers and as activists, addressing employers with demands for
improved working conditions, and addressing the State with demands for
legislative changes to deal with the contradictory situation of women who
were workers too. The last campaign to be analysed concerned the demand

for State assistance for supporting mothers, and the achievement of this
particular piece of legislation suggests the limits of public discourse on
women and politics in this period.

State policies in the 1930s and 1940s showed contradictory attitudes to
women and their reproductive capacity. The Mother and Ch¡ld Protection

1385ss section 6.4.2 above.
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Act) Bosfri Hogo

Hô, which provided welfare

assistance for supporting

mothers, was passed in 1937. ln the same year, lshimoto Shidzue was
arrested for her promotion of birth control, as part

of

a purge of lett-wing

activists. lshimoto's promotion of birth control conflicted with increasingly
pro-natalist policies. Abortion was allowed from 1940 on mainly eugenic

grounds. The National Eugenics Law (Kokumin Yûseihô) of 1940 was
followed by the'Outline for Establishing Population Grovr¡th Policy'in 1941.

This policy allowed for the sterilization of those sutfering from hereditary
diseases, and the prohibition of the pract¡ce of birth control by healthy
couPle5.139

In parallel with the mobilization of women for State purposes, there was an
increased glorification of motherhood. ln contradistinction to those leminists

who had linked women's reproductive capacity with creat¡vity

and

empowerment, official discourse increasingly linked maternity and
nationalism. From 1940 women who produced large numbers of children

were given official recognition,l40 and motherhood was glorified in school
textbooks and other official publications.l4l

Socialist women had attempted to expand the representations of women,
and were starting to be recognised as fellow workers and comrades within

the socialist and labour movements. The str¡kes of the depression years
brought representations of women engaged in militant labour activism out of

the socialist press and into the mass media. These representations,
l39Yoshiko Mlyake, 'Doubling Expeclations: Motherhood and Women's Fac{ory Work in the
1930s and 1940s', ¡n Bernstein (ed) Recreating Japanese Women, p278. Mtyake's article
includes a survey of State policies concemed wilh women's maternal capacity in the late
1930s and 1940s, which is outside the scope ol the present study.
140M¡yake,'Doubling Expectations', p279.

141yu¡s¡¡ Kazuko, 'ShÖka wa yo nitsurs', JtigoshiNdfo, No 3, 1g7g, ppg-24.
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however, had to compete w¡th official representat¡ons which confined
women within the bounds of

a nationalist discourse which emphasized

motherhood.

From the late 1930s, socialist women could choose public renunciation of

their socialist beliefs, retreat from public activity, or engage in moderate
reformist activities. Some continued in illegal underground activity, while
others spent much of the war years in prison. For women who identified
themselves as socialists, the relationship between individual and State, or
between political organization and State, was necessarily an oppositional
one. They had no illusions about the power of the State and the policing
apparatus.

However, even groups and individuals who take an oppositional stance
must frame their opposition in the language available to them. As E. Ann
Kaplan has argued, "women, like everybody else, can function only within

the linguistic, semiotic constraints of their historical moment

- within that is

the discourses available to 1þs¡.'142 In previous chapters I have, in a sense,

been exploring the discourses available

to socialist women in early

twentieth century Japan. However, fictional genres of writing, and the tropes

and metaphors of creative writing, may also be part of the process of
imagining other political possibilities, as I have briefly alluded to in Chapter

Five. ln the final chapter, in addition to surveying the organizational and
political strategies employed by socialist women in the years from 1903 to
1937, I will examine the discursive strategies of socialist women's writings,
and the language used to describe situations ol repression and exploitation,
and to imagine the possibility of liberation.
142Kaplan, E. Ann,Molherhood and Representet¡on: The Mother in Popular Culture and
Melodrama, London: Routledge, 1992, pl6.
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CHAPTER SEVEN:
CREATING SOCIALIST WOMEN 1903

.

1937

Socialist women in early twentieth century Japan were active in a range of
political groups, from the Heiminsha of the 1900s to the women's divisions

and women's leagues of the left-wing union federations and the proletarian
political part¡es of the 1920s and 1930s. A major activity of the members of

these groups was writing in a variety of genres: autobiography, essays,
manifestos, fiction and poetry. The process of "creating socialist women'was

a threefold one, which involved the theorization of the class position(s) of
women and the political strategies for mobilizing women in the socialist and

labour movements; the creation ol organizational structures in order to
mobilize women effectively in the labour and socialist movement; and the

process of imagining women in new ways: as workers, comrades and
activists rather than as wives, mothers and subjects of the Emperor. ln this

final chapter, I will survey the development of a movement of socialist
women according to these three themes: defining a socialist and feminist
position, organizing socialist women, and imagining socialist women.

7.1 Deflnlng a Soclallst and Femlnlst Posltlon
There were two parallel developments of the liberal movement of the 19th
century: socialism and feminism. The development of a socialist position on
the "woman question" came out of a conjunction of socialism and feminism,

which involved bringing a gendered perspective to socialism, and a class
perspective to feminism. This also involved the differentiation of a socialist
position from liberal and anarchist positions.

7.1.1 Llberallsm, Soclallsm and Femlnlsm
Both socialism and feminism developed from the roots of the early liberal
movement. A discursive space was opened up for feminism by the early
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Meiji discussions of the relationship between family and State, and women

were interpellated in new ways by official pronouncements on "good wives

and wise mothers'.1 The Meiji government privileged a patriarchal family

where hierarchical gender relations were articulated into the power
structures of the new State. ln this system, the nature of subjecthood was
gendered, with men serving the State through conscription into the military,

while women's service to the State was located in the family. Liberal
theorists of the family, however, wished to see egalitarian relationships
within the family and society at large. Progressive men and feminist women

within the liberal movement wished to see 'freedom and people's rights"
extended to include women's rights.2 The transformations of modernity and

capitalist development prov¡ded the conditions for mobilization on the basis

of gender as well as class. Both socialism and feminism developed as
critiques of the limitations of liberal ideology.

As industrialization developed, this made possible mobilization on the basis

of class, as workers came to realize the basic contradiction between the
interests of capital and the interests of labour. While the bureaucracy looked

to the German school of social policy for ways of controlling the supply of
labour, and forestalling potential labour militancy, intellectuals looked to
American labourism, British Utopian socialism, and European Marxism for

an understanding of the relations between labour and capital. ln the early
days of socialist thought in Japan, howsver, there was little to distinguish
socialism from liberalism, and one of the first focuses of the early socialist
1c.1. Victor Koschrnann's commenls on Nolle and Hastings essay on

the Meijistate's policies
on women: 'Without actually citing Louis Althusse/s theory of kJeology, the authors show
how the MeiJl state called upon women - "interpellated" them in Althussefs hnguage - as
historical subjects to advance nat¡onal purposes.' J. Victor Koschmann, 'Review of
Recreating Japanese Women, 1600-1945', Journalol Japanese Studies, Volume 18, No 2,
Summer 1992, p532; citlng Louis Althusser, For Man, London: Verso Books, 1977, p173.
2See secl¡on 2.2

abve.
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movement was the campaign for the removal of property qualifications for

the vote. Most of the early attempts at forming unions were short-lived, and a
union movement on explicitly socialist principles did not really develop until
after the First World War.

The first conjunction of socialism and feminism became apparent in the

Heiminsha (the Commoner's Society) in the 1900s. A major focus of the
organization was the production of several socialist newspapersl Heimin

Shinbun (the Commone/s News), Chokugen (Plain Talk), Hikari (Light),
and Shin kigen (New Age). The range of socialist thinkers referred to in
these publications attests to the eclecticism of the early socialists. Their
search for a socialist understanding of the woman question is reflected in
their speeches and articles on the thought of Bebel, Engels and Morgan.

While the members of lhe Heiminsha were keen to debate socialist answers

to the woman question, their answers were shaped by the dominant
discourses on women's place. ln both mainstream society and in the

socialist movement, women were primarily constructed as wives: as
helpmate within the patriarchal family, as helpmate to the State through
patr¡ot¡c women's organizations, and helpmate to their male comrades in the

socialist movement. ln socialists' attempls to conceptualize a society based

on co-operative principles, the family was often invoked as a metaphor for
communal values, although the socialists were also willing to attempt to
conceptualize new forms of the family. As far as women were concerned,
however, they were rarely conceptualized outside this sphere, and articles

addressed to women in the socialist movement tended to address the
"feminine" concerns of marriage and family, romance and reproduction. The

sphere of interest was widened, however, when socialist men and women
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criticized the Patriotic Women's Association, where women were constructed

as'wives and mothersn of an increasingly militarist State.s

Leftists reeled from the shock of the Great Treason lncident of the late Meij¡
period, and the years after 1911 are often referred to as the 'winter years' of

the socialist movement. This decade also, however, saw the creation of the
Bluestocking Society, a group of "new women" who emphasised the power
of feminine creativity. Socialist Yamakawa Kikue collided with these liberal
feminists in the motherhood protection debate of the mid-Taishô period.

This debate provided an opportunity for the delineation of the differences
between socialist and liberal solutions to the problems of the care and
maintenance of children, and saw the beginnings of the articulation of a new

way of linking questions of gender, State and welfare: the maternalist
feminist position, initially espoused by Hiratsuka Raichô and Yamada Waka,

but given further refinement in the 1930s by Hiratsuka and anarchist
Takamure ltsue. The motherhood protect¡on debate also introduced the
question of class differences between women,4 an issue which would be
addressed by socialist and communist discussions

ol the mobilization

of

women in the 1920s.

7.1.2 Class Struggle and "Women's Speclal Demands"
By the end of the First World War Manism had become the most influential

form of socialist thought, and more and more of the classics of Manx, Engels

and Lenin were translated in the 1920s. The first complete translation of
Bebef's Woman Under Socialism also appeared in this decade. The

3See seabn 3.5.
4See sections 4.6.-4.8.
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Russian revolution was another major catalyst in the revival of the socialist
movement after the "winter years' following the Great Treason lncident.

The first women's division of a union was created by lhe Yûaikai friendly
society in 1916, but the Yûaikai view of women was essentially a protective

one. They saw the State and the unions as having a paternalistic role in
protecting women from the excesses of capitalist exploitation.S The position

of women in the socialist and labour movements was not effectively
theorized until the Seiji Kenkyûkai debates on women's issues, and the

Hyôgikai debates on women's divisions between 1925 and 1927. These
debates considered the relationship between the class struggle and
"women's special demands". Despite the intellectual advances made in

discussions

of what recent feminist theorists call "equality versus

differencen,6 and the belated recognition that women could be workers too;

these theoretical gains could not immediately be translated into effective
mobilization of women, due to the subordination of women's interests to
factions of the "malestream' movement and the dictates of Comintern

the

policy.

The malestream leftwing movement was increasingly fragmented

¡nto

Marxist, Social Democratic, and eventually National Socialist factions.
Women within the socialist movement chose their allegiances to one or
other of these factions, and became activists in the women's divisions of
unions or the women's leagues which supported the proletarian part¡es.
SSee seclion 4.2.
6See sec'tion 5.2. For recent feminist discussions ol'equality versus diffsrence", see: Shane
Phelan,'Specificity: Beyond Equality and Diflerence', Differences: A Journal ol Feminist
Cultural Studies, Volume 3, No 1, 1991, pp.; Bacchi, Same Dilference: Feminism and Sexual
Dilterence; Joan Scott, 'Deconslrucling Equality versus Difference; or, The Uses of PostStructuralist Theory lor Feminism', Feminist Studies, Volume 14, No 1, Spring 1988;[revised
as "The Sears Case', in Joan Scott, Gender and the Politics ol History, New York: Columbia
Unlversity Press, 19881; Gisela Bock & Susan James (edsl Beyond Equality and Dilference:
Citizenship, Feminist Politics and Female Subjectivity, London: Routledge, 1992.
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Socialist women also defined their position in opposition to anarchist
women and liberal feminists. The increasing refinement of these positions

did not, however, preclude co-operat¡on. A broad spectrum of anarchist,
Communist and socialist women contributed to the women's arts journals

Nyonin Geijutsu (Women's Arts) and Fujin Sensen (The Women's Front),
and social democratic women lormed alliances with liberal feminists to lobby
for feminist demands.T

There was a fine line, however, between participation on committees formed

to lobby the State for the implementation of feminist demands, and cooptation onto committees formed by the bureaucracy to mobilize women for

government-delined purposes. Although

the

movements

for

civic

participation in local improvement movements mobilized many progressive

women, Yamakawa Kikue was one socialist woman who criticized women's
co-optation into organizations formed to promote State.defined goals.S

7.1.3 Soclallsm and the Slate
The debates of the 1920s had focused on the relationship between class
and gender: on the problem of integrating women's "special demands' into

the class struggle. In the early Shôwa period, debates between anarchist

and socialist women focused on an issue which had been implicit in all
previous debates on gender issues: the role of the State. Social Democratic

women were increasingly engaged in co-operation with liberal feminists in
campaigns for State solutions to women's problems (suffrage, protective
labour legislation, State assistance for support¡ng mothers, and the public
provision of medical facilities for childbearing women, family planning, and

childcare facilities). Anarclrist women rejected Statist solutions and
TSee sections 6.2 & 6.3.
SSee section 6.4.2.
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envisioned autonomous, non-hierarchical communities where women could

share responsibility for childcare. ln the case of Takamure ltsue, this was
linked with a utopian vision, as she placed women in a more natural sphere,

in communities modelled on her image of traditional Japanese villages. Like
Hiratsuka Raichô, Takamure emphasized the power of women's creativity as
mothers.9

Socialist and anarchist women could not help but be conscious of the State.

They and their comrades had been subject to the repressive power of the
policing apparatus of the State from the earliest days of the leftist movement.

This was usually through the sanctioned power of the bureaucracy, the
police, and the legal system. Occasionally, however, they were subjecl to the
actions of agents of the State who had gone out of control, as in the murder

of Ôsugi Sakae, ltô Noe, and several labour activists by police in

the

disorder following the Great Kantô Earthquake of 1923.

As a result of increased repression in the 1930s, the more radical sections of

the lettist movement increasingly moved underground, or even escaped
overseas, while the moderate elements of the socialist movement coalesced
in a united proletarian party. Some succumbed to repression and committed

tenkô:

public renunciation of their allegiance to the leftist movement.l0

From this time on, the movement entered what Japanese historians call the

"dark valley" of the 1930s and 1940s. Unfortunately, the light of socialism
and feminism had limited power to illuminate the darkness of repression in
this period.

9See section 6.4.3.
1oOn th¡s period, see: Kazuko Tsurumi, Social Change and the tndividual: Japan betore and
After World War ll, Princeton, New Jersey: Pdrrceton University Press, 1979.
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7.2 Organizlng Sociallst Women
The process of forging a theoretical conjunct¡on of socialism and feminism
was meaningless, however, without the creation of effective organizational
structures and political practices which could mobilize the energies of those
women who came to define themselves as "socialist women'.

7.2.1 Women

In the Helmlnsha "Famlly"

The Heiminsha, as we have seen, was otten constructed as a surrogate
family. The Heiminsha "family" was seen as a space where communal
values could be put into practice, in keeping with the relatively gentle brand

of socialism espoused by this group. Values of co-operation and community
were more apparent than the class struggle in this early socialist group. For
women in the Heiminsha, however, the use of familial metaphors also had

hierarchical connotations, and women in the socialist movement were
primarily constructed as wives and lovers, daughters and sisters. This was

reflected in a sexual division of labour in the day-to-day running of the
Heiminsha, and in the different ways in which women and men contributed
to the early socialist publications.ll

There were also attempts to create autonomous spaces for women's

activities, through the Socialist Women's Seminar,l2 and through
publications directed at socialist women: Nijû Seiki no Fujin (Twentieth
Century Woman), Sweet Home, and Sekai

Fujin

(Women of the World).

Through lhø Heiminsha, women learned to practice political activity, by
producing publications and selling them in public places. The novelty of
l lSee section 3.2.
l2Even the Socialist Women's Seminar, however, was relalively dominated by men, both as
speakers and as audience members. The lecture series did, though, give some women their
first opportunity lor publlc speaking, and provided a forum for the discussion of feminist
issues. See seaion 3.3.
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these activities for women is evidenced in Matsuoka [Nishikawa] Fumiko's
account of this activity in the Commoners'Neu¡s.l3

The liberal roots of the early socialist views of the woman quest¡on became
apparent in the first public campaign by socialist women. Fukuda Hideko

and her colleagues from the women's newspaper Sekai Fujin (Women of

the World) carried out a campaign for the repeal of those articles of the
Public Peace Police Law which prevented women from engaging in public

political activity. These liberal demands were matched by liberal political
strategies: these women wrote essays in socialist publications, lobbied
politicians, collected signatures, and presented petitions to the Diet.

7.2.2 The Seklrankal and the Yôkakal
The women of lhe Sekiran4ai and the Yôkakai carried on some of the
political praclices developed in the Heiminsha: lecture meetings, and the

contribution of essays to intellectual journals. They did not, however,
produce any independent publications. The women of the Sekirankai also

participated in a new performance of socialist solidarity - the May Day

demonstration, and immediately suffered the consequences

of

this

participation: arrest, police brutality, and prosecution for the distribution of
pamphlets without permission. ln a lecture meeting held to raise money for

the lines incurred, Sakai Magara recounted her experiences of arrest in

another incident, and used humour as

a way of dealing with this

experience.l4 Nakasone Sadayo was also valorized for her feisty response

to an arresting officer.lS The practices of celebrating May Day

and

13N¡sh¡kawa Fumiko, 'Shinbun Uri no Kl', Cho1ugen, Volume 2, No 5, 5/3/1905, reproduced
in Suzuki (edl Shiryö: Heminsha no Onnatachl pp61-63. See section 3.8.

l4see section

7.2.2.

1Stn¡s incidenl is discussed in the opening to Chapter Six, above.
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lnternational Women's Day gave expression to the links between the
Japanese socialists and an international movement.

These groups were important as relatively autonomous socialist women's
organizations which provided further opportunities for the development of

the theoretical tools and practical skills necessary for political action. The
Sekirankai and lhe Yôkakai were not, however, successful in bridging the

gap between intellectual women and working women. The unions and
proletarian parties of the 1920s were engaged in attempts to bridge this gap.

7.2.3 Soclallst Women and Unlons
The first union women's division was created by lhe Yûaikai friendly society

in 1916, but the Yûaikai and its successor the Sôdômei displayed

an

ambivalent attitude to women workers, taking some time to give women

wokers full membership. Male union organizers took a protective attitude to
women workers, and were likely to see their role as providing advice on
supplementary work for male unionists' wives, rather than fostering militancy

among women workers

-

perhaps unsurprising in an organization initially

devoted to promoting "harmony" between capital and labour.l6

The Hyôgikai union federation devoted more attention to developing

a

socialist attitude to women workers, but the actual mobilization of women
workers was hampered by the factionalism of the union movement in the
1920s. Eventually, however, women gained experience of strikes, picketing

and pamphleteering, and the unions affiliated with the three main union

federations

-

l6see sect¡on

4.2.

the Sôdômei, Nichirô and Hyôgikai
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1

-

fostered a small

number of women organizers, whose activities were supported by the
women's leagues of the proletarian parties.

The development of what Andrew Gordon has called a "dispute culture"
among the women and men of the labour movement,lT culminated in the
militant str¡kes of the early depression years, when women workers in the
textile industry bore the brunt of rationalization and retrenchments. Even in

the strikes of the early 1930ws, however, where women were portrayed as
heroic figures, these activities were hampered by the splits and factions of

the union movement as several unions competed for control, and the
numbers of women workers organized in unions remained small.l8

7.2.4 Soclallst Women and Polltlcal Partles
As women in the labour movement engaged in direct conflict with capital in
the early Shôwa period, in order to gain improvements in conditions for their

own workers, other women in the socialist movement supported the
proletarian party movement through affiliated women's leagues, and also
turned their attention to government polic¡es. While women in the communist
movement were increasingly forced underground, social democratic women

moved to closer co-operation with liberal feminists, on campaigns for
women's suffrage, state assistance for supporting mothers, and improved
labour legislation. Like the women of the Heiminsha who had lobbied for

the amendment of Article Five of the Public Peace Police Law, the
participants in these campaigns employed essentially liberal strategies:

writing, petitioning, pamphleteering, lobbying and speeches. The
achievement

of legislative reform,in the shape of the Mother and

Child

lTAndrew Gordon, Labr and tmperial Democracy, in Prewar Japan Berkeley: University of
California, 1991, pl59.
l8lsh¡zuk¡, '193Onendai no Musan Fujin Undô', p200. See section 5.4.
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Assistance Act in 1937, was one example of etfective lobbying on liberal
principles. This legislation, however, reinforced the role of a paternalistic
and patriarchal State in "protecting'women and children.

7.3 lmagining Soclallst Women
The intellectual process of creating a theoretical conjunction of socialism
and feminism was thus carried out in parallel with strategies for creating

suitable organizational structures for the mobilization of women in the
socialist movement. Women within the socialist movement gained skills in

writing and distributing publications and pamphlets, participating in
demonstrations, picketing and strikes, and learning

to deal with the

repressive power of the State through encounters with the policing
apparatus and the legal system. The proletarian arts movement was an
important resource in providing the means to imagine new socialist lutures

peopled by new socialist women and men, through writing, theatre, and

visual arts. ln addition to specifically literary publications, most leftwing
journals published poetry, fiction and illustrat¡ons alongside essays and
theoretical discussions.

1

9

Many socialist women have traced a shift in subjectivity gained in their
experiences of these actions. Activist women have recorded the lirst speech

in public, the first experience of selling magazines or distributing leaflets, or

the moment when their attitude shifted from compliance to defiance.20
Others have recorded their experiences of visiting comrades in prison, their
19On tfre proletarian l¡tsrary movement, see: Shea, Lettwing L¡tenture in Japan: The
P_roletadan Literary Movement: Tokyo: Hôsei University press, 1964;Chitoshiyanai¡a, Japan
S_ince Perry, Wsstport, Connecticut: Greenwood Press, 1949, pp484-488. Vernon, V¡ctdria,
Qayghtars ol the Moon: Wish, Will and SocialConstraint in the Fiction ol Japanese Womenì,
Berkeley: lnstitute of East Asian Studies, University ol California, 1988, pp87-88. Severalof
the women involved with lhis rnovement became well-known literary ligures in the post-War
pedod, irrcluding Sata lneko, HirabayashiTaiko, Miyamoto Yuriko and Hayashi Fumiko.

20see interview with Umezu Hagiko, quoted in section 5.3.6 above.
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own exper¡ences of arrest, imprisonment or police brutality, or the
experience of interrogation in court.2l

Often the shitts in subjectivity occasioned by these experiences are
constructed retrospectively, in memoirs, reminiscences, or oral history
interviews. Socialist women were also, however, engaged in an ongoing
process of reconstruct¡on of subjectivity through the contemporary writings of

the socialist movement, as they tried to imagine women in new ways, or tried

to facilitate the shitt in subjectivity of other socialist women, through essays
and fictional and poetic writings which portrayed new possibilities for the
activism of socialist women. The construction of new subjectivities was
carried out not only though the propositional content of these writings, but

also through the use of vocabulary and metaphor, and the transformation
and adaptation of existing genres of writing and visual representations.

While dominant discourses positioned women as lmperial subjects, as wives

and as mothers, women attempted to reposition themselves as workers and

as activists. Women were positioned in various ways according

to

nationalist, liberal, socialist and feminist discourses. Each of these
discourses provided a limited space for the discussion of feminist issues.
Socialist women, through their writings, attempted to extend the limits of this

discursive space.

7.3.1 Speaklng Posltlons: From Sublect

to Actlvlst

Women wers officially constructed as subjects of the Emperor, in a system

where family hierarchy was linked with societal hierarchy. The patriarchal
family formed a crucial link in the chain of loyalty from subject to Emperor.

2lSee sect¡on 6.4.4.
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Nationalist díscourses on gender and the family constructed women as
helpmates

- to the family and to the nation. Although liberals, feminists and

socialists aspired to active citizenship rather than passive subjecthood, their
discourses were often shaped by nationalist values.22

Nationalist discourse was gendered as men were trained

to be good

soldiers while women w€re trained to be "good wives and wise mothers". ln

patriot¡c organizations, women were seen as helpmates of the State,
supporting nationalist and militarist programmes. ln this context, women
could attempt to speak as nationalist subjects, emphasizing their service to

the nation. Within the earliest socialist organizations, too, women were
constructed as helpmates to the socialist movement. While this did altow

space for the socialist discussion of issues related to marriage, family,
sexuality and reproduction, it was some time before it was recognized that
all aspects of socialist theory and strategy could be relevant to women, who
were also workers and potential activists.23

The other side of the slogan "good wives and wise mothers" involved
constructions of women as mothers. Women were referred to as "mothers of

the nation". women as mothers, however, were primarily construc,ted as the
objects of State protect¡on. This attitude to the relationship between women

and the State coloured both official construc.t¡ons of womanhood, and the

discussions of leminists who subsumed calls for State assistance for
supporting mothers under the label of 'protection
Maternity could also be

of

motherhood'.24

a powerful metaphor in a variety of contexts.

22see Chapter 2.
23see Chapter 3.

24see section 4.7
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Socialists used the maternal as a metaphor for the caring values of an ideal

socialist society, while the 'Bluestockings' used the maternal as a
specifically feminine trope of creativity and empowerment. The maternal
trope could also, however, be recuperated for nationalist ends, in the context

of pro-natalist policies in the late 1g30s and 1940s.25

Women were initially not seen as workers, whether in otficial ideology or in
socialist publications. The first union federations took a protective attitude to

women workers, emphasizing their identity as women rather than as
workers. As women came to be recognised as workers, however, it became

apparent that all aspr:cts of socialist theory and strategy were relevant to
women. lt also became clear that women workers were potential comrades,
unionists and activists. Women as workers gained legitimacy to engage with
employers in disputes about working conditions. They also attempted to gain
legitimacy to engage with the State in demands lor legislative change.

To be a woman worker, however, was to embody a contradiction. Although

women

in the socialist movement gained legitimacy through being

recognized as fellow workers, this did not solve the issue of women's
difference from men, the existence of women's 'special demands". Soms
strikes of the early Shôwa period addressed the special needs of women,

through demanding that employers provide paid maternity leave and
menstruation leave.26 Women's demands for legislative change in the
1930s were attempts to deal with these needs at a state level.

lfygsniq
!t{Y?r..,.'D-oubling Expectations:
1930s and 1940s', in Bemstein (edl

Motherhood and Women's Fac.rory Wod< in the
Recreating Japanese women, ppz6z-2gs.

26sakurai, BoseiHogo undô Sâr, pp56-59.
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Women were recognized as activists through their participation in strikes,
and through their participation in campaigns for legislative change. Woman
as activist could also, however, be represented as a dangerous figure. The
employers who warned of the sexual promiscuity of the workers of the Toyô

Muslin factory were attempting to reassert the boundaries of acceptable
feminine behaviour which had been transgressed by the striking women.27
For the women themselves, participation in disputes occasioned subtle shitts

in subjectivity, as they came to see themselves as activists. These shifts in

subjectivity can be traced through an examination of the imaginative
resources of the genres of socialist writing.

7.3.2 Oppresslon, Llberatlon and Transîormailon
The first stage in the transformation of socialist women's subjectivity involved

the recognition of their own oppression and exptoitation, and this was
expressed initially through metaphors of imprisonment, a trope which had

been used from the late nineteenth century in Japan.28 The conditions of
factory work were described in numerous songs figuring factory workers as
caged birds, and a major way of imagining llberation from this situation was

to imagine escape. Workers sang of breaking the bars of imprisonment and
flying away. This fantasy of escape matched the workers' preferred way of
changing their situation in the earliest days of industrialization. 2e Another

textile workers song contrasted an un-natural state of oppression and
exploitation with a more innocent state. ln this song, the mill girl is a bird who
cannot fly away; a bud, spoiled by frost, which will never bloom.3O
27see seabn 5.5.
28see the discussþn of Kishida Toshiko's 'Hakoiri
Must)me' in seciion 2.2 above.
29Tsurum¡, 8.P., Fagtory Giþ: Women
ol the Thread Mitts ol MeijiJapan, princeton, New
Jersey: Prlnceton University press, 1990, pl54.
3oSeriør no

Hikari, No 2, tB/5/1926, p25;discussed in secfion 5.3.3.
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These songs provided

a 'chronicle of pain", a documentation of the

exploitation of these workers. Could these images of fragility and pathos be
useed to imagine the possibility of shared political action, as the basis lor a

political movement? Or did they simply "act to keep in place existing
structures of domi nation'?31

Male union leader Asô Hisashi used the caged bird metaphor from the
workers' songs to demostrate his arguments about the relationship between

different kinds of exploilation based on sex and class. He argued that all
workers were in the position of caged birds. ln the case of women workers,
however, they were seen to suffer double imprisonment by the twin cages of

class and gender. Even if women 'with their feeble strength' were able to
brreak out of the cage of class exploitation, they would still be subject to
exploitation as women. Although Asô's article laments the seriousness of
women's double oppression, rather than providing a means to imagine the
transformation of that situation, it is a useful attempt to marry the imaginative

resources of a local tradition, with the theoretical tools of Manist analysis.

Visual representations in the union journals of the 1920s and 1930s also
reworked the conventions of European socialist iconography for the local
context.32

Another aspect of the development of

a new subjectivity involved

the

consciousness of the differences between women of different classes, and a
recognition that the privilege of the middle classes was achieved at the cost

of the exploitation of the working classes. ln her contributions to the textile
workers journal, Seigi no

Hikari (The Light of Justice), Tajima Hide

played

3lbel¡ hooks, 'Narralives of Struggle', ln Phitomena Mariani (edl Critical Fictions:
The potitics
oÍ lmaginative Writing, Bay Press: Seatile, 1991; p59.

32see the representations of "dawn" over thg faclories. (Appendix
1: Figures g-9)
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on the imagery of light and darkness in the title of the journal. Tajima
contrasted the conditions of working women, who leave home before
sunrise and come home from the factory after dark, with the "young ladies"

who attend 'ladies colleges', wear beautiful kimonos, eat good foods, and
are said to "grow up bathed in light".33

Such imagery was otten linked with what Carolyn Steedman has called a
"politics of envy" where the situation of working class women was contrasted

with that of middle class women.34 This sentiment is expressed in Sata
lneko's story, 'From the Caramel Factory", in a scene where a thirteen-year
old faAory worker admires the silk kimono of the factory ownefs wife.3s

The imagery of deprivation and €rìvy, however, could also be transformed
into an image of strength, and the imagery of light and darkness could be
used to describe the possibility of political transformation. ln Tajima Hide's
union movement writings, the politics of envy is transformed into the imagery

of class struggle. Tajima used the conventional images of pathos, but
attempted to transform an image of deprivation into an image of power and
solidarity. The power of solidarity is expressed through the metaphor of the
sun emerging from the clouds.36

ln Nakamoto Takako's story'The Number z Tôkyô Muslin Factory', a shatt of
light through the factory window marks the women workers'transition from

33ta¡ima Hide, 'Hikari ni Mukaite'

,

Seigi no Hikad, 2:18t511926, discussed in section 5.3.7.

J!9peO¡an, Carolyn, Landscape tor a Good Woman: A Story ol Two Lives, London: Virago,
1986, p7.

fs9ara f¡eko, 'Kyarameru Kôjô Kara', Puroretaria Bungaku, March 1928, in ltô Tadashlet al
(eds), Nrñon Gendai Bungaku Zenshû, Volume gg, plZO6-212.
36see sect¡on S.g.7.
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uncerta¡nty

to militancy. The women are deep in thought about

the¡r

situation:

'... We often complain privately. And we think seriously about
getting our conditions improved. However, we crumplô when

we have to come forward, because we have had no

experience of disputes until now. We just whispered in the
shadows. lf we don't solve our situation, who will do it for us?
It's no use waiting on the person next to you. When has anyone
else ever done the slightest little thing to help us? No one ñasl'

The women were silent, deep in thought. Outside, the sky
suddenly cleared, and a warm shaft of light came through á
gap in the paper blinds.

ushiyama broke the silence [and outlined a strategy for future

actionl.3T

ln this text Nakamoto is quite self-conscious about the politics of artistic
production. She also portrays the factory women attending a play performed
by a proletarian theatre group, which contributes to their developing political

consciousness. Other works of the proletarian arts movement portrayed
women engaging in such activities as pamphleteering and strikes.3s

By the late nineteen twenties, the world depression which also affected the
Japanese textile industry meant that women workers in the downtown region

of Tokyo were in the vanguard of struggles between labour and capital.
Strike pamphlets of the time make little use of poetic imagery. Rather the

workers' struggle is expressed in simple language. An appeal to "the
proletarian women of Nankatsu', described the participation of women in the
Tôyô Muslin strike of May 1930:

3TNakamoto Takako,'TÖmosu Daini K0j0,,

pt6l-2.

3SKu.bokaw-a.tÇata¡ tneko, 'Biramaki'.

see also: Kubokawa [sata] Ineko, ,Kanbu Jokô no
Namida', Kaizô, Ja¡uary 1931;'Shôkanbu', Bungei Shunjû, eúgust tbgt,'fitd, Chûö
Köron, october 1931, 'Kyôsei Kikoku', chûö Kôron, oôtober-1931; c¡tåo ¡n Miriam
lneko, 'Joton'in to Sutoraiki., Senki,
ÇifveQ!!9, 'The Modern Girl as Militant'. Kubokawa [Sataf
July 1928; cited in Vernon, Daughters ol the Moon, pg4.
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Over 3000 of our brothers and sisters at Tôyô Muslin have

.

embad<ed on a strike in order to save themselves from starvation, and
are fighting against the high-handedness of the company and the
indescribable suppression by the police.
. . . So, the victory of the factory women of Tôyô Muslin, will, in the
end, be a victory for all proletarian women. . .

Another pamphlet from the same strike referred to the militancy of the striking
women and men:

. . . Our 3000 brothers and sisters are paying a sacrifice in bloodl
Do not give them up to the enemyl
Bring down a torrent of contributions to our fighting fundl3e

ln the strike pamphlets of the late nineteen twenties, there is a close
relationship between representation and political activism. The reality of

women's participation

in strikes at this time made possible

the

representation of strong and active women, and these representations made
possible the imagining of future activism by women. ln the labour movement
writings, there is a depth which comes from references to the lived struggles
of women workers.

7.4 The Rhetorlc of Femlnlsm and Soclallsm
This leads me to what is perhaps the most important question asked in this
study. What is the relationship between the study of the language of political
movements, and the study of other aspec'ts of the mobilization of individuals

under the banners of leminism, socialism, or other political ideologies? ln
the previous section, I have considered the imaginative resources of writings

on women's situation and writings on the liberation of women from
patriarchal and capitalist exploitation. ln many of the writings that

I have

39strike pamphlets, held in ôhara Social Research lnstitute, reproduced ln
Suzukl Yrlko,
Jokô to Rôdô

ügi,

Tokyo: Renga Shobô. See section 5.4.
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analysed, depth has come from intertextuality, from the use of metaphors

which have shared meanings in a particular cultural context, and the
creation of metaphors which attempt to transform those shared cultural
meanings. Another kind of depth, however, comes from the relationship
between representation and political action. As bell hooks has reminded us

'To imagine is to begin the process that transforms real¡ty".4o

Some of the writings examined employed the conventional imagery of
femininity. This conventional imagery reinforced notions of passivity and
decorativeness, particularly the use of floral imagery. Other metaphors
contrasted the deformations of capitalist and patriarchal society with what
was seen as a more natural state. This is the function of the images of the
stunted flowers, the bud which will not bloom, the tiny bird who can not fly.
/

The imagery of imprisonment forms a similar function in depicting an

l

i

exploitative situation, and becomes linked with fantasies of escape.

It would be simplistic to argue lor a simple congruence between a political

position and a set of rhetorical images. At times, rhetoric and political
strategy certainly were mutually reinforcing. The liberal individualism of the
Bluestockings was indeed expressed through the assertiveness of the first

person pronoun, and images of individual genius, albeit initially divorced
from a consciousness of the social. The use of maternal imagery provided a
specifically feminine trope of creativity and empowerment, although such
imagery could also be co-opted for nationalist purposes.

However, when socialist Sakai Toshihiko described the women of the
Heiminsha as flowers and birds, this was at odds with the actions of a man
who devoted more attention to an understanding of the woman question
4Obell hooks, 'Narratives of Struggle', op.cit.
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I

than most of h¡s male comrades. On the other hand, there seems to be a
congruence between the pathetic imagery of fragility and imprisonment
employed by early labour organisers, and the lack of a clear strategy for
mobilizing the women workers whom they viewed as objects of pity and
compassion, rather than as comrades in a common struggle.

Other kinds of natural imagery, however, presented a more dynamic picture.
For the contributors to the feminist arts journal Bluestoc4ing (Seitô), the
imagery of nature was a means of imagining liberation. This is most striking

in Yosano Akiko's otten-cited poem, Mountain Moving Day, which uses the
metaphor of subterranean volcanic activity to express the potent¡al power of

women's energy.4l

The politics of envy, expressed in comparisons between middle class
privilege and working class deprivation, were useful in dramatizing the
inequalities of society. lt was necessary for socialist women to link this envy,

however, with a clear understanding of the explanations for this inequality,

and strateg¡es for transforming the society which is based on such
inequalities.

The imagery of light and darkness in political and imaginative writings
referred to the concept of enlightenment, 'Keimô' .42 ln this context, light
reprssented knowledge.aS ln other writings, light was most often linked with
41

Yorano Aklko,'sozorogoto', Seitô, l9lt, Vol. l, No. l, p. l.Translation in Rodd, Laurel
Rasplica, 'Yosarþ Akiko and the Ta¡shô debate over the 'New Wom€n", Bernstein, Gail Lee

(edlRecreating Japanese Women: 1600-1945, Berkeley: University of California, 1991,
pl 80.

42The period in the late nineteenth century when Japan's political and social institutions is
referred lo as Keimôki. Keimô literally means'enlightening the darkness'.Blacker, Carmen,
T^he Japanese Enlightenment: A Study ol the Writings o1 Fukuzawa Yukichi, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1964, p32

43see Sakai Toshihiko's account of his conversion to socialism, discussed in Chapter
3.
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the possibility of transformation. In the case of the Bluestockings, this
referred to individual liberation, and the development of individual creativity.

ln labour movement writings, however, light and darkness took on class
connotations, describing the contrast between middle class privilege and
working class deprivation. Several writers used this imagery to imagine the

possibility of social transformation. ln the writings of Tajima Hide and
Nakamoto Takako,4+ light was linked to solidarity and the potential for
shared political action.

All of these writers and activists were engaged in a complex struggle, in
activities concerned with "the micropolitics of work, home, family and
sexuality', and a parallel struggle which was waged at the level of ideology
and discourse. writing was an integral part of the process of forging "new

political identities" for feminist and socialist women.4S tn analysing these
writings, it has thus been necessary

to

link representations with the specific

political struggles engaged in by these women.

I have also noted

the

generic constraints and possibilities of particutar types of political writing, 46

Fukuda Hideko's autobiography presented the contradictory position of a
female activist who aspired to the ¡deals of liberal individualism, while the

poetic manifestos of Yosano Akiko, Hiratsuka Raichô and Takamure ltsue
attempted to go beyond the boundaries of liberal political discourse. Labour
organizers supplemented the hortatory tone of the political pamphlet and the

44see section 7.g.2.

ltyg$lq'.Chandra Talpade'CartoO¡ap..hjes ol Slruggte', tn Mohanty, Chandra Tatpade, st at
lgdslrhird world women and the-pdt¡t¡cs ot rení¡ñ¡sin, etoomiíri¡ton, inã¡añä: tndiana
Universily Pross, i991, pp34-36.
46c.f.Helen Carr (ed)
from ly_Guy
World, London, Pandora,
1969.

to Sci-Fi:
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Genre and Women's Writing

in the postmodern

cool tone of political debate with the imaginative resources of the artistic
products of the proletarian literary arts movement.

Similar imagery and rhetorical strategies often appeared across genres, and

we can trace links between the speaking positions available to feminist and
socialist women in early twentieth century Japan, the discursive strategies

employed in their writings, and the political strateg¡es they envisaged for
changing their society and their own situation. We should also, however,

consider the relationship between these marginal representations, and
mainstream discourses on women and politics. How much power did
socialist and feminist writers have to challenge dominant constructions of
women as wives and as mothers?a7

ln the introduction to this thesis, I invoked the 1970s feminist project of
uncovering something which has been "hidden from history".c8 The
existence of a movement of socialist women in early twentieth century Japan

has indeed been relatively hidden, particularly

in English

language

scholarship on Japan. This research has been made possible by the labour
historians and feminist historians in Japan, who have attempted to preserve

the documents of the labour, feminist and socialist movements, making
many of them available in facsimile editions and document collections. lt has

thus been possible to trace the development of a movement of socialist
47As we have seen in section 5.4 above, representations
of women engaged in labour
aclþlsm did enterlhe mass media and lntelleclual journals at the t¡ms of lhe-textile strikes of
the depresslon years. Mlrlam Slverberg has also discussed the representations ol the
'[þdern girl', the succsssor to the "new women" of the Taishô period. Silverberg argues that
autonomy
disq¡ssion
dangerous
Silverberg,

ppz63-266.

4c.l

Sheifa Rowbotham, Hidden From History, London: pluto press, 1973.
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women in early twentieth century Japan, and to map out the individuals,
organizations and publications which made up this movement.

I have also, however, realized the limitations of the metaphors of
"uncovering" in the writing of feminist history. Feminist historians do not
simply reveal a pre-existing reality. They construct their own narratives of
resistance and liberation. ln my own case I have constructed a narrative of

this movement of socialist women around a series of speaking positions,
tracing a trajectory from subjection to activism. I have chosen to end this
discussion with representations of strong women engaged in militant labour
activism, structur¡ng a narrative around my own desire for images of political

transformation, which

can

replace the imag ery of feminine passivity.

Following Rajeswari Sunder Rajan, I acknowledge that "the discovery of
resistance in women's writing also requires the investment of our desires
and the acknowledgment of

our politics as women/feminists

read¡ng."4e

4gRa¡eswaris.under Rajan, Reat and tmagined
Women: Gender, Culture and pos.tætonialism,
London: Roulledge, 1993, p3.
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Figure 2: Cover

oÍ Yûai Fujin, No 1
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Figure 3: Cover of Seigi no Hikari, No2, 19?ß.
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Figure 5: cover of lwauchi Zensaku, Jo?ôsan ni okuru, Kantô
Bôshoku
Pamphlet, No1, 1gL6 .
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APPENDIX 2=
LEFT.WING ORGANIZATIONS IN PRE-WAR JAPAN
(a) The Union Movementl
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Fig.

lSource: Stephen.g.
lqtge, Organized Workers and Sociatist Potitics in tnterwar Japan,

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982,
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(c) Proletarian Women's Organizationsg
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Social Democratic
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3Adapted from: lshizuki Shizue, '193Onendai
no_Musan Fujin Undô,,
Joseishi Sôgô
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